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ICHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION, OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH PROPOSITION
I. INTRODUCTION
In a very comprehensive statement, Richardson and Robinson (1986:3) summarised
the state of the banking industry as follows. saying that .... banking has been
undergoing a revolutlon since the abolition of controls on banking in a number of
countries. Apan from size. tilere is very liule to differentiate banks from one another.
All rend to carry a \'ery similar range ofservices andcharge similar rates for their
use. In an increasingly competitive environment, banks need methods to differentiate
themselves from one another in orderto survive andgrow," One particular method
that is exhausted in the banking industry worldwide since 1986 and more recently in
South Africa, is where companies started to differentiate themselves in respect of the
service they offer to customers. Service and service quality have, therefore. become
the buzzwords in the service industry. Along with the issue of differentiation, these
topics have also been reflected in literature (Redlinghuys, 1993:7; Green. 1989:21).
Extensive research has been conductedon the issue of service and service quality and
the elements influencing it (Parasuraman et al., 1985; Bitner, 1990). The purpose
of this study is to identify and define the underlying factors that influence the service
encounter process between the customer and the front line staff. To best explain what
this entails, the title of this study is broken down into individual sections and the
meaning of each section is explained within the context of this study.
In this first chapter the reader is, firstly, given an idea of the environment in which
the service encounter takes place. and service (defined), as well as service as seen in
a general bank will bediscussed. The main thrust of this study is the inseparability
ofservice (Parasuraman tt al.• 1986:I), which highlights the aspect of human contact
of both the supply side and the demand side. The aspect of improved customer
satisfaction and the elements relevant to it is dealt with thereafter. The title also
refers to a managed service encounter process which looks at the management. (or
lack of management) of the clements that comprise thc service encounter. while the
last section of this chapter refers to the objective of this study and the research
conducted to achieve this objective.
22. TilE EN"IRO:\~IE~T
The environment is the surrounding within which activity takes place. The activity
in any environment pertains to. and is specific to. that particular environment. For
example. the activity which takes place in the service encounter in the financial
services industry is complex and interactive and produces the service at the same time
lhal it is consumed (Bitner. 1992:58; Parasuraman et al., 1986:1). The activity in
a retail outlet which sells tangible products such as groceries. is largely dependent
upon the consumer's choice and self-servlce. The activity of the service encounter
in a financial institution tends to create more durable personal relationships as
opposed to the groceries retail out lets, where activities are convenience and price-
bound buying occasions. The environment described here comprises of a macro-
environment and a micro-environment.
2.1 The macro-environment
The environment in a macro sense refers to the existingand potential users of banking
services. A potential user is identified as any person who can utilise banking
services. The existing users have already entered into the environment while the
potential users are only about to enter. Potential users come from both the new
entrants to banking as well as from the existing banked customer profile of
competitors' cadres. The one group. the new entrants to banking, seek to satisfy their
financial needs for the first time, while the othergroup, the existing bank customers,
seek to increase the degree of need satisfaction experienced with their current
bankers.
The profiles of the two groups described above. differ considerably in essence. The
basis of the expectations linked to a younger and generally more inexperienced
demographic profile. is completely different from that of the individuals who change
banks after having been exposed (0 the financial service encounters with competitors.
The former individuals require a far more explanatory educational interaction,
whereas the lauer individuals require a more comparative needs or benefit analytical
approach. It is. therefore, clear that new entrants will have a major impact on the
service encounter within the micro-environment in which the service encounter takes
place.
32.2 The mlcro-envlrenment
The service encounter takes place in the micro-environment. where the focus is on
the customer or potential user who is trying to satisfy his\her needs. The existing
environment is a multi-cultural one, greatly varying in socio-economic standards and
in the ability to express needs. It operates within the surroundings of the macro-
environment which forms part of the total environment. This study will be carried
out in the micro-environment. in a muhl-cultural organisation in which intra- and
inter-cultural factors are prevalent. Intra-cultural factors refer 10 the aspects that are
prevalent within a particular culture, while inter-cultural factors refer to the aspects
between cultures.
The difference in socio-economic status between staffand clients is managed in the
selection process which is applied when appointing staff. In practice, it is the
younger, more economically affordable applicants who are found suitable or who
match the 'job description' requirements, who have the highest likelihood of being
appointed. The requirements of the service encounter will be investigated with,
amongst others, the objective of evaluating the adequacy of the 'job descriptions' as
an underlying factor in service rendition capability of the individuals involved in the
service encounter.
Staff, therefore, tend to be multi-cultural, but of a higher socio-economic status, with
higher educational qualifications than the bottom end of the demand structure they
have to serve. The question arises as to their ability and training to interpret
customers' needs correctly and then to respond appropriately in order that need
satisfying interaction can take place. In the next paragraph, various definitions of
different authors attempt to encapsulate the meaning of service. A few key words or
phrases, which represent elements in the service encounter, such as attitude,
intangibility, satisfied (happy) customers, service culture, personal service (vs
automated service), first class servers (which refers to the recruitment of staff) and
employees' interaction with each other (teamwork), will appear in the following
chapters.
42.3 Sen-ice defined
Various authors have attempted to define service. Furlong (1990:38) says that
....service lias to bea daily attitude," while Kotler (1984: 147) defines service as
.......any activity or benefit that one pany can offer to another rllar is essenrially
imangible and does not result in rile ownership oj anything. Its production may or
lIIay not be tied to a physical product." According to Cluuerbuck (1992:5), service
is " wnere tile transaction makes tile customer fee! )'OU are good to do business
with and " service is what makes our customers happy to come back ."
Apart from reiterating what the above-mentioned authors have said, Stemper
(1991 :60) also identifies several aspects of service, of which a few are mentioned
below and which are discussed in detail in subsequent chapters. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
A service culture which highlights and supports the importance of service,
should prevail.
The customer should come first.
Service should be personal (no lip service).
The servers should be first-class inorder to provide first class service.
Good servers should be promoted and, finally, service also comprises the
interaction between employees.
Although service is a universal term which applies to many industries, service within
a general bank in the financial services industry is selected for the purpose of this
study. The next paragraph gives an overview of the service encounter process in a
general bank.
2.4 Brief overview ofthe service encounterprocess In a general bank
This paragraph starts with a definition of a general bank. after which the service
encounter itself is defined, with particular emphasis on its dyadic nature. "The tern,
'bank' in irs broadest sense may be applitd to any organisation engaged ill an)' or all
oftile various funaions tJj 'banking' i.e. receiving, collccting. transferring, payil/g.
lending, investing, dealing. exchanging and servicing (safe deposit, custodianship.
5agency trusteeship) money both domestically ana internationally." (Garcia,
1973:64). This definition is also supported by Perry et 01. (1965:45).
While the above-mentioned definition of Garcia of a general bank is very broad, it
sets the scene within which the service encounter takesplace. Lewis et al.• (1990: II)
defines a service encounter as ... "tire interaction between a service organisation and
its customerstcliems, and may take varying [onus: face-to-face, over the telephone,
by letter, or by automated means (e.g. ATM). H The service encounter process can
be divided into two parts, these being the supply side and demand side. Bitner
(1990:69) defines the service encounter as the face-to- face contact between two
individuals, both with their own set of needs, expectations and resultant interaction.
These individuals are the customer (demand side of the service encounter) and the
staff member (supply side) who delivers a service or sells a product which, from his
point of view, will satisfy the nccd(s) of the customer.
On the demand side (the customer who requires the products or services), it is the
satisfaction of needs through specific performance or delivery that constitutes the
service encounter process. Although Bitner et al. (1990:71) calls it the" ...moment
of interaction between the customer and the finn ... ", the term 'firm' indicates all
aspects of the service institution. Shostack's definition of the" ...dyadic interaction
between a customer and service provider..." brings the focus closer in terms of the
interpersonal element of the performance of the service firm (Shostack, as quotedby
Bitner, 1990:72). Keeping in mind what the definition of the service encounter
entails, Stemper (1991:63) identifies four levels of service available today. each level
being experienced to some extent in the service setting.
• The first level • at this level, the business is only a process. The service
provider is not aware of the customer's presence, and
because of this, the customer may get in the way.
••
•
6
The second level - the service provider is aware of the customer and
perceives the customer as important This level is the
one most experienced by everyone involved in this
situation, but it is also at this level that it is too
expensive to cater for the customer. In short. the
business lacks any real commitment
Thc third level • the importance of service isrealised and management is
prepared to invest vast sums to define. deliver and
measure the service.
The fourth level - at this level, only the customer counts. Everyone in the
organisation (from the Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
to the clerks) is attitudinally committed to satisfy the
customer. The standard is set by the company and it
reaps the benefits by making a profit.
Judging by the four levels mentioned above. it is clear what level should be attained
to achieve customer satisfaction. while at the same time being a profitable company
delivering that service. Moving from an overview of the service encounter. the next
section concentrates on the inseparability of the service encounter.
2.5 Production and consumption in the service encounter process
In a service organisation. production and consumption takes place simultaneously
(Bitner. 1992:58). Whenever the customer becomes aware of the need for banking
services (day or night). he needs to interact with the bank in order to be able to
satisfy that need. Most services. therefore. require the presence of the customer
during the production thereof. which highlights the inseparability of the service
encounter.
Inseparability in this instance indicates that the customer is forced imo close contact
with the production process (Zcitharnl, Parasuraman and Berry, 1985:3~). Gronroos,
(198~: 37) adds that it also rcquires a high level of involvement on the part of the
7customer in the consumption process. Take, for example, the use of a cheque
account. Every time the customer enters into a service encounter, a new opportunity
arises which either influences him positively to use his cheque account again, or
otherwise the encounter leaves the person discontented.
The serviceencounter can also entail the use of electronic services, where the supply
side of the service encounter is represented by technology (rhe automated teller
machine - also referred to as an ATM) instead of human contact (frontline staff). For
the purpose of this study, however, the interaction of the customer with the service
provider is restricted to the human interaction only.
The result of human interaction in the service encounter is customer satisfaction
which is featured in the next section, which deals in particular. with improved
customer satisfaction.
3. IMPROVED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Customer satisfaction is said to be oneofthe elements responsible for service quality,
while the other elements, such as corporate image, internal organisation,
management, physical support of the service-producing system and staff interaction
are equally important (Lewis et al., 1990: 13).
Customer satisfaction is dependent upon the positive outcome of the service encounter
process. The process is influenced byexperience from previous service encounters
which, in tum, influence the customers' post consumption evaluation (Bettrnan, 1979
as quoted by Gronroos, 1984:37). The extent of need satisfaction, which may even
be as fundamental as ego-stroking, or the subconscious evaluation of the service
encounter against a personal set of expectations, constitutes the basis of the demand
side's evaluation of the degree of positiveness or negatlveness. The evaluation
process is directly linked to the production of the service during the service
encounter. The decision to enter into recurring service encounters constitutes the
post-evaluative situation.
\
8The fact that the customer is involved the production process in most instances,
emphasises that he is not only interested in how his needs are satisfied. but also in
what he gets out of this process (Gronroos, 1984:39). To be able to improve
customer satisfaction, a positive outcome as to the how and what of the service
encounter. as well as who is performing the service, is critical (Gronroos, 1984:41).
Clearly, the optimum mix of the elements mentioned ought to result in customer
satisfaction if the perception is that the customer's need has been interpreted
correctly, and the presentation of the service is perceived by the customer to be need
satisfying.
Although the concepts of customer satisfaction and service quality may cause
ambiguity, there is a distinct difference between the two. Perceived service quality
is researched to be a fonn of attitude (measured in terms ofwhat thecustomer should
expect), while customer satisfaction is a transaction specific measure (measured in
terms of what the customer would expect) (Bitner et al., 1990; Bolton and Drew
1991; Parasuraman, Zeitharnl and Berry, 1988 as quoted by Cronin and Taylor,
1992:56). The difference between these two concepts lies in the way the
disconfinnation is operationalised which Bitner (1990:71) describes as the result of
expectations and performance which do not match when the customer has gone
through the consumption phase and evaluation takes place.
Managers should thus take note of what the objective of the service provider should
be. Should it be satisfied customers, (meaning the customer is satisfied with the
performance of the front line staff), or the delivery of service to the highest level of
perceived service quality (Cronin and Taylor, 1992).
4. WHY IMPROVED CUSTOl\fER SATISFACTION?
Improved customer satisfaction will be to the benefit of all the parties involved in the
service encounter. Apart from satisfied customers, the bank will be more profitable
and cost effective overall and the employees will be more productive while, at the
same time, experiencing job satisfaction.
9Watkins (1993: 16) identifies three pertlnem points on which banks will have to
•...restructure and take dramatic steps to:
•
•
•
boost productivity and cur operating costs
encourage customers 10 use more efficient delivery systems and
offer clear distinctions in price, quality and customer service, N
These elements menrioned above all contribute to customer satisfaction in some way
oranother, and also serve as a broad summary of the aspects discussed in subsequent
chapters of which a brief overview of these elements in the context of this study
follows,
4.1 Productlvlty
Generally speaking, Watkins (1993: 17) says that ".... SA banking productivity is not
competitive compared wit" First World banks in terms of ihe number of assets per
employee." Heskett et al. (1990:126) takes a more analytical view, defining
productivity as the •.. .relationship of outputs 10 inputs. •
Input in the service encounter process refers to the efforts of the front line staff in
order to secure a sale orprovide a service (output), thereby satisfying a need. Output
is the result of all elements used in the input which could be a satisfied customer
demonstrated by aproduct sale or it can be repeated positive interaction in the service
encounter. The question remains whether the customer's service expectations (need)
have been fully orpanially satisfied. It further implies that adequate input may result
in the conversion ofa single product line customer into a multiple product customer.
Asingle product line customer has only one product with the bank. such as a savings
account, or an investment. whereas a multiple product line customer has more t1101n
one product, usually a packaged account consisting of a cheque account, an overdraft,
credit card(s) and garage card(s). Research by Dove el 01. (1990:34) on the
interdependency between fees, features and benefits showed that the customer's choke
•...isnot based on tlte attractiveness ofasingle feature, as muci: asi, is on tlt«autre
package and lite exten: to whicl: that package satisfy their needs bmer than avaitabl«
alternatives. N
10
Asatisfied customer is therefore one that has therefore evaluated the output received
from the service encounter bur..... .because the output ofaservice often is intangible
and the perception of its quality is necessarily a subjettiv« judgement because an
individual perception often cannot be related to wha: was actualty delivered."
(Heskeu et al., 1990:115). Heskett et 01. (1990: 113)funher supports this statement,
saying that "...service quality and productivity \'ory directly with one another.
Quality is not aclJiewd at the cost of lost productivity: produaivity gains need not
affect quality adversety," Productivity improvement in this regard constltutes the
delivery of multiple product utilisation on different occasions, using the same staff
and infrastructure. It should also, from internal research, prove to be a fact that
multiple product users arc longer term relationship customers than single line users.
Dowen (1986:375) quote Lovelock and Young (1979), saying that service managers
lend to look to customers to increase productivity by supplementing or substituting
the labour information provided by employees. Productivity is thus achieved to the
extent to which the roles of the staff member and the customer materialise and are
managed in the service encounter. The roles of the customer and the staff member
are discussed inChapters 3 and 4 respectively. The next paragraph looks at the role
of technology in improved customer satisfaction from the viewpoint of various
authors.
4.2 Technology and Improved customer service
"In thefuture, consumers will be less likely to visit banks, being able to perform the
majority oftransactions electronically. While a high degree ofpersonal service will
always be available at some banks, it will come at a price. Banks can no longer
afford to be aI/things to all people andthe ful/-sen'ice bank may notbe the dominant
model in the year 2000." (Watkins. 1993: 16)
Compared to this statement by Watkins (1990: 17), Rawana (1994:3) refers to a study
by Ernst and Young on delivery channels of banks in the USA (tha: is a Special
Report on Technology in Banking). and S3)'S " .•• that many retail customers insist till
personal interactions for certain transactions such as opel/ing ofaccounts or seckin;
advice." Bond (1990:28) agrees that "...tilt personal interaction ",i,II the customer
11
is necessary, and the sales skills required 10 be effectiv« are more involved." Yet,
in the study by Ernst and Young, it is reported that· ...98% oJ brandt interactions
are routine and could be automated," (Rawana, 1994:3)
According to Du Plessis (1994:26) ... .rhe new generation oJ customers will be
comfortable with automated delivery systems. Nevenhetess, branches will not
disappear,' instead, they will change their function and evoive into sales offices
supported bystrong customer service, staffed by people trained in both disciplines."
Watkins (1993: 16) supports Du Plessis and says that the leaders of the future in the
banking industry •...will be those who combine tecnnology with cost-effective delil'ery
systems /0 offer better andfaster customer service, andhave streamlined operations
that result inhigher profits." In South Africa this trend has already emerged with the
launching of Standard Bank's E-Bank (refer Annexure B, Chapter 3) which, as a
delivery alternative, is considered to be more profitable and at the same time gives
high qualityservice (Holloway, 1993). The strategic move ofStandard Bank towards
more relationship banking has been preceded by overseas retail banks noted in a study
by Roth and Van der Velde (1991 :32) in which they found that ... .retail banks are
continuing their exodus from the mass market. Moves toward the middle-upscale and
small-business markets coincide with the growing focus on relationship banking."
Bond (1990:27) confirms this, saying •...the potential benefits to the bottom line, to
the branch career paths, and to the routine banking habits reaped from an expanded
use of self-service has been underestimated, misrepresented and yet undiscovered by
many bankers and consumers alike."
Improved customer satisfaction has a multiple effecton the service encounter process.
For one, it ensures the return of a satisfied customer and, secondly, it influences the
customer's perceptions and expectations in a positive way, leading to frequent usc of
the services offered. Thirdly, satisfied customers who use the services more
frequently eventually become multiple product users. While this ensures thilt
productivity at the frontline is improved, increased usage and sales of products should
positively affect the bonomline of the service provider. Customer satisfaction is
therefore absolutely essential, not only for the reasons mentioned above, hut became
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it provides the image ofa caring organisation with caring customers. The cultureof
an organisation also plays an impornnt role in facilitating improved customer
satisfaction as discussed in paragraph 4.3 below.
4.3 Consumer oriented culture and Improved customer sen icc
According to Burton (1991:25) an increasing number of bank employees .....are
having to undergo a cultural and altitude change in order to become more consumer-
orientated." He further argues that, in the past, the function of the bank employee
was that of order taker and little emphasis on relationship banking. "Relationship
banking is flllldamellla/ly differentfrom order-taking in whicll the focus lies with the
employees selling specific services to customers." (Burton, 1991 :25) The link
between relationship banking and customer service lies in the manner in which the
customer's needs are identified and matched with the products or service offered by
the bank. .. Ultimately, your decision will be driven by how well you know your
customers and how well ),OU understand their needs of wail banking products."
(Dove et al., 1990:33) Bond (1990:28) refers to it as needs-fulfilment selling which
is ",..based on the sales person 's ability to identify the varying needs and interests
ofthe customer and to match these needs with the appropriate product and services
ami/able." The relationship is then reinforced by the manner in which customer
satisfaction is achieved, such as the nature and amount of training given to frontline
staff, the attitudes of employees towards customers as well as marketing, the amount
of time allocated to marketing related activities and motivating employees to
"...reinforce 'he desired behaviour." (Burton, 1991 :25)
The behaviour related to the service given by employees lies within the service
culture of the organisation. ..Employees are tile culture bearers of the company;
unhappy employee: produce dissatisfied customers. Thus, recognuing employees as
"internal customers is emphasised in a service culture," (lkally et al.• 1993:21)
Stemper (1991 :66), onthe other hand talks about a culture that supports service that
can be to the detriment of its existence and suggests a few very valid points which are
summarised below and discussed in detail in subsequent chapters, They are:
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Inner focus of staff (introverted staff), where the staff tend to focus on
themselves. and the customer is regarded as a nuisance.
The process pertaining to the service is paramount as it is aimed at meeting
a customer's needs and often the focus is on the process itself. rather than on
the customer.
The interaction between staff, or the lack thereof with one another, may
appear tobe a lack of caring, bureaucracy or poor teamwork. The respect or
indifference between staff members may also affect the interaction of staff
with each other.
By not involving the customer in providing input into the service encounter,
can be discerned both as an attitude and as a failure to communicate.
The culture of the organisation might not support change, and the resistance
to change is often a predisposition that becomes obvious over time.
Change often involves taking risks, and the adverse reaction to change
eventually results in a low risk tolerance to change. The message reflected
in an organisation with low risk tolerance is that risk does not pay.
The services industry experiences significant changes and therefore requires
a mix of people also referred to as multi-cultural staff. rather than staff with
similar backgrounds and views (also referred to as ingrown staff),
The oppornmity to learn from failures (whether it is a systems failure or
human failure) should be taken advantage of. If the focus ison failure itself,
or if is covered up. there might be a cultural problem.
If the organisation reflects a tendency towards pessimism, it is reflected in the
attitude of staff and customers can sense it too.
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In their recent study on how leading retail banks are adapting their strategies in
response to the challenges of changing market dynamics, an uncertain regulatory
environment and sweeping technological innovations, Roth and Van der Velde
(1991 :33) gave a summary of how retail banks change their strategies to meet these
challenges (Table 1.1). From this table it isevident that courteous service. consistent
service and accurate information have been considered important enough to be
ranked, while aspects such as perceived quality and an understanding of the
customer's requirements have only been ranked from 1991. This indicates the first
signs of a changing banking environment as well as a changing customer.
TABLE 1.1 COMPETITIVE PRIORITIES IN RETAIL BANKING: 1987-1991
(Ranked in order of Importance)
1987 1989 1991
Courteous service Couneous service Perceived quality
Consistent service Consistent service Relationship banking
Relationship banking Relationship banking Accurate information
Accurate information Accurate information Courteous service
Timely information Cross-selling Understand customer's
requirements
SOURCE: Roth and Van der Velde, 1991:32
Having discussed all the issues of the title of this study, it is important to sustain the
changes made in response to the problems identified in lhe service encounter. By
successfully managing issues that are critical to improved customer satisfaction,
preventative measures can be developed and the resultant benefits experienced. TIle
next paragraph looks at the service encounter as a managed process.
S. MANAGED SERVICE ENCOlJ~'TER PROCESS
With production and consumption taking place at the same time, (Parasuraman et al.
1986:1; Berry, 1992:58) a situation arises which can be influenced by management.
Failure to managing such a situation becomes evident when the lack of quality of
service given is reflected by negative auitudcs, unfriendliness and other negative
manifestations of the dimensions of service. Findings of a study on behavioural
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management techniques to improve ihe delivery of quality service: suggests a
significant positive impact on certain dimensions of quality service due to behavioural
management intervention (Luthans. 1993:20).
II becomes a process where managing the service encounter involves more than front
line staff giving courteous smiles; it requires an understanding of the complex
behavioural issues (Bitner, 1990:71). From various literature sources mentioned
below, it is evident that there is a multitude of underlying factors which may
influence the Interaction process. Examples are cultural change, (Kohkne, 1990:28)
delivery system failures, employee response to customer needs and requests,
unprompted and unsolicited employee actions, (Pill, 1990b:88) job dissatisfaction
(Slabbert, 1987) job designs, training, work environments and work processes
(Ballantyne, 1990:8). These critical underlying factors are those that management
should be able to manipulate to obtain beuer results.
The creation of the customer's perceptions of the quality of service received from
frontline staff, therefore, needs to be managed in order to afford the customer the
benefits. Richardson and Robinson (1986: II) highlight the fronlline staff as being the
key elements in managing the perceived quality of service and further refer to the
overriding emphasis on technical efficiency, with little concern for functional quality
(i.e. attitudes, service-mlndedness, customer contacts and interpersonal relations).
As a result, it is necessary to distinguish the factors that are critically important from
others which are also important in the service encounter. This is proposed because
of the fact that, from a successful management program point of view. it is more
sensible to concentrate on a limited number of very important factors instead of a
multitude of impo"ant factors.
Another aspect that should be taken into consideration regarding the managed service
encounter process, is the diversity in terms of new users as well as the diversity of
the increased usage by the unsophisticated users who arc no longer paid in cash.
They have to enter the interaction process to acquire more services in order to satisfy
new needs which, emanate from a new socio-political environment. These diffcrcm
types of diversities require management of the interaction process with a view I,)
optimise the service encounter. The demand and supply spectrum requires a balanced
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view of the two sides of the: service encounter process. II is, theretore. necessary to
avoid a 'snapshot' type of research whict; in a single study only highlights either the
demand or supply side of the interaction process. The roles for research should
therefore be complementary (Parasuraman et al .• 1990:42), which reasoning is
followed in this study by first looking at the demand spectrum and what is entails,
and then looking at the supply spectrum.
5.1 Demand spectrum
The increase in the spectrum of demand implies that even the most unsophisticated
user of banking services can now become a potential multiple product user. His lack
of knowledge and service experience in relation to his expectations represent largely
unchartered waters in which perceptions may even be politically motivated.
From the viewpoint of the unsophisticated user, it is necessary to determine the
relative strengths of his or her perceptions and expectations. Furthermore, based on
the fact that his expectations are evolving from his need requirements, it is also
necessary to determine how this user becomes aware of his need for banking services.
Understanding the expectations, be they realistic or unrealistic, may constitute the
crux of the determinants of the response to the needs and, therefore. customer
satisfaction.
By taking theabove criteria and applying it to the sophisticated user. one should come
up with vast differences in terms of expectations. need requirements and awareness
of banking services, This diversity of users can. therefore. have their own
perceptions of what they expect and need from a bank. with the provider of the need
satisfying service having its own perception of customers' needs and how to satisfy
these needs most effectively. This frequently results in a process of disconfirmation
which th~ customer perceives as being an incorrect interpretation of his needs rather
than inadequate service rendition. Richardson and Robinson (1986:6) confirm this
saying. ".. .people's performance fluctuates from day to day all" as a result theft' 'J
II0t always a given level of consistency ill delivering the service. The customer,
therefore, never really knows what level ofservice he is going to receive and service
organisations should strive for consistency of service,"
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5.2 Supply spectrum
The cultural composition of both demand and supply adds to the complexity of the
service encounter process between staff and customers, This encounter can have
various mixes of elements and constructs; an unsophisticated user and his
expectations versus a highly sophisticated frontline person delivering the service, and
a highly sophisticated user versus an unsophisticated frontline person delivering the
service are examples of such scenarios.
Because different levels of service or need-satisfying behaviour are required, theoffcr
of service must be managed to accommodate the variability indemand. It is the aim
of this study to identify the critical elements on both thesupply and demand side that
will facilitate cohesion between those elements. It is postulated that understanding
the differences in perception to be described, the extent and relative importance of the
underlying constructs as well as the role model training requirements to maximise
positive construct creation, will result in superior service positioning. No advertised
corporate positioning statements can replace this advantage.
The emphasis in marketing strategy has also shifted because the products in the
financial services industry have become almost generic. There is, therefore, a major
shift in emphasis towards service to enable a company to differentiate in terms of
service, rather than products. In fact, the danger of disconfirmation is a risk which
may negate any positive advantages potentially gained through corporate
communications, resulting in millions of rands being wasted.
These underlying factors already identified in previous research studies (such as job
satisfaction>, given the differences in perceptions, expectations and need
identification. need to be tested and analysed in the South African context of the:
supply of. and the demand for. banking services.
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6. OlUECTIVE OF 1'11I5 STlJDY
The objective ofthis study entails that the proper management ofthe critical elements
of the service encounter. identified by the supply side (the customers). and the
demand side (the staff). should be instrumental to improved customer satisfaction.
The focus of the research is based on the fourth level of service as identified by
Stemper (1991 :60). namely that everyone in the organisation is attitudinally
committed to satisfy the customer where the standard is set by the company and it
reaps the benefits by being profitable (refer paragraph 2.4). In other words. the
human behaviour displayed by an individual in the service encounter is inherent to the
altitude of that individual.
The questions is how to verify the content and relative importance of the critical
constructs as internationally identified, in the South African environment. Specific
reference is given to the service encounter process within a multi-cultural banking
environment. From both the consumer's customer satisfaction criteria and a service
rendition point of view, these constructs will be evaluated. It is also the objective
of this study to identify constructs which define the 'common ground' between
providers and users at counter level to conceptualise a managed service interaction
process.
7. CO~DUCTING THE STUDY
The study isconducted in the branch environment of a financial services organisation,
and the following points and other aspects summarised below and which are related
to the research, are addressed in detail in Chapter 6.
7.1 The research proposition defined
It isenvisaged that the management of the critical clements of the service encounter
(identified by the supply side (the customers) and the demand side (the staff», will
be instrumental in the improvement of customer satisfaction. While the emphasis i~
on customer satisfaction, is it important tlut thc staff who arc involved in the Iaccu-
face service encounter also benefit from the results of a managed service encounter
process.
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7.2 Scope of the research
The scope of this research entails conducting it in a general bank in the financial
services industry, selecting only urban branches. The respondents are customers
(who are already using a bank productts) and/or services of a bank), and frontline
staff (tellers and enquiry officers),
The research for this project has been limited in scope to focus on the interaction
process between frontline staff and cusromers only, even though management also
have interactions with customers and staff (refer paragraph 3, Chapter 6). The issue
of management in the context of this study has not been ignored entirelyI as
management forms an integral pan of the service process. The questionnaire
therefore focuses on the perceptions and expectations of the customers and frontline
staff with regard to management and their role in the service process.
7.3 Research environment
This study is performed within a financial services company, the branches of which
have been selected from the Johannesburg area, by means of convenience sampling.
The selection ofthe 16 branches is based on an estimation ofestablishing an adequate
response rate (refer paragraph 5.3, Chapter 6).
7.4 Method of data collection
Research is conducted among the customers (to determine the perceptions and
expectations of the demand side) as well as among the frontline staff (tellers and
enquiry staff) of the particular financial institution (to determine the perceptions of
the supply side). An equal number of 250 customer and staff questionnaires were
ultimately distributed among the 16 urban branches.
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7.5 The questlonnalre
Two questionnaires art: used - one for the demand side: and one for the: supply side,
where: the questions of the: demand side art: a mirror image of the questions of the
supply side (refer paragraph 6, Chapter 6). Each questionnaire consists of a
performance and importance scale and the reasons for using such scales are detailed
and motivated in Chapter 6 (refer paragraph 8). Respondents have to indicate on a
five-point Likert scale their agreement ordisagreement to each statement or question
regarding the performance of frontline staff, as well as the degree of importance of
each statement.
7.6 Research results
The research results detailed in Chapter 7 are in line with the objectives set in
paragraph 6 of this chapter. The results also adhere to the requirements of reliability,
scale validity, practicality and interpretability (refer paragraphs 8.4 to 8.8, Chapter
6).
8. OUTLINE OF THIS STUDY
This study is spread over 8 chapters of which Chapter 1 gives an overview of the
background against which the study takes place. It alsodeals with certain key issues
that are relevant and important to define. These issues also explain the title of this
study in greater detail and serves as the basis for the subsequent chapter.
Chapter 2 looks specifically at the macro-environment. starting with the changes that
have taken place in the financial services industry and the effect thereof on the role
of banks in South Africa. It also touches on the marketing strategy which banks
employed in that environment.
Chapter 3 focuses on the micro-environment of the service encounter. This is the
demand side of the service encounter and deals with aspects related to the customer.
such as the profile of a bank customer, the perceptions and expectations. as wcll a,
customer need satisfaction. This chapter concludes with the issue of multi-culturism
in the micro-environment.
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Chapter 4 looks at the supply side of lht: service encounter, in other words the
frontline staffof the service provider. This chapter highlights the aspects related 10
their job, which art: evaluated by the customer, such as their knowledge. skills and
attitude. Other issues which are of relevance to the frontline and their involvement
in the service encounter, are the elements of their job, the setection process and the
labour pool. A fair amount of time is also devoted to the auiiude of the employee,
which is believed to be a major underlying factor to improved customer satisfaction.
Chapter S is the main focus of this study, namely the service encounter. This is
where customers and staffact out their roles as participants in the service encounter.
II also looks at the ability of the service provider and ilS staff to satisfy customer
needs. It continues with the implications of the service encounter for management
without pre-empting the research results discussed in Chapter 7. This chapter
concludes with a more detailed discussion on the multi-cultural environment and the
application of these issues to the Gaps Model. Chapters I to 5 constitute the first
phase of this study, followed by Chapters 6, 7 and 8 which comprise the second
phase of this study.
Chapter 6 details the research methodology. namely in main the sample and
questionnaire design, how the data were collected, and the scale that was used. II
also touches on the statistical methods used to analyse the research results which are
discussed in Chapter 7.
In the second-last chapter of this study (Chapter 7), various methods were used to
analyse the data which are necessary to achieve validity, reliability and practicality
of these results. Chapter 8 is the last chapter and contains the conclusions and
recommendations based on the research proposition and the research results of the
dala collected.
"...
The references used in this study have been detailed under separate categories in the
hlhllogrnphy, pertaining to the type of reference used. They are as follows:
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Category 5
Category 6
Category 7
Category 8
Dooks
Journal articles
Magazine articles
Dank magazines
Newspaper articles
In - House magazines
Research reports
Speeches and seminars
The individual Anncxurcs, figures and tables of each chapter or Annexure follows
after those in the above-mentioned categories.
9. CONCLUSION
In this chapter. the scene is set in for the service environment, with the focus in
particular on the micro-environment. After taking a global view of the environments
in relation to the service encounter. the term service is the issue addressed next.
Defore one can talk about service quality, it is important to look at how service is
defined.
Service itself can be experienced and delivered in various types of organisations.
However. the focus of this study remained on the service encounter process in a
general bank. which distinguishes it from other types of banks. for example. a
merchant bank.
The next section in this first chapter looked at the inseparability in the service
encounter. whereafter the main goal of customer satisfaction and the factors
pertaining to it. were highlighted. Customer satisfaction and the aspect of a managed
service encounter (also stated in the title of this study). were then discussed. This
was followed by a brief discussion of the objective of this study and how this
objective is going to he achieved.
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CIIAIYfER 2
TilE MACRO·ENVIRONMEr\T
1. CIIA~GE IN TilE FINANCIAL SERVICES I~Dl'STRY
1.1 Introduction
The financial services industry consists of banks, building societies and insurance
companies that offer financial products or services to meet the needs of their
customers. Reference made to the financial services industry in this study was
necessary in some instances to highlight the effect certain aspects would have on the
banks per se. DrConrad Strauss, at the time managing director ofStanbic (Standard
Dank Investment Corporation) said ".. .tha: banks compete not Dilly in tile financial
services business. Capital ratios ofbanks are now more stringent, so banks havealso
to compete for equity investments against all tile other investment alternatives."
(Strauss, as quoted by Wood, 1991:14)
Changes that have taken place in the macro-environment due to the financial
deregulation of the financial services industry, played a major role in setting the scene
of the micro-environment in which the financial services industry functions. The
individual role players have also been influenced as a result of these changes. One
prime example is the change in the prime lending rate by the Reserve Bank which
leads to a change in the deposit rates. The result is that the frontline is impacted in
a positive and negative way, either with those customers who now have a lower
repayment on their loans or with those who are angered because they receive less
interest on their investments. Another example is the deteriorating economic
environment which ensures that a more stringent credit policy is exercised. Both
examples have a direct impact on the interaction process between the customer and
the staff providing the service.
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The interaction process is also known as the service encounter, which is the face-to-
face interaction between the supplier of the service (that is, the Irontline staff) and the
person requiring that service (that is, the customer). A service encounter "00 .occurs
whenever rile customer interacts directly with any comact person." (Crosby et al.,
1990:68) Solomon et al, (1985:99) talks about the" ...high degree of person-to-
person interaction" in the service situation. The service encounter in the banking
environment is in essence about a variety of its customers' needs and the means
employed by the bank to satisfy these needs. This implies that there is a need for a
range of services which can be provided to satisfy the needs of the customer,
including reassuring a customer of the correctness of his choice of financial
institution. The entrants to this environment, who canbe anyone who has a need for
banking services, have theirown set of perceptions and expectations about the useand
delivery thereof. Regardless of the reliance or the extent of their expectations, the
perceptions held by the potential entrants to banking versus the reality of the service
offer have a direct influence on the interaction process and the degree of satisfaction.
Further changes in the macro environment have been of a political and economical
nature. International pressure on the South African economy, such as the effect of
sanctions and disinvestment, have certainly played a vital role in the changes that
have occurred in the political environment (Spira. 1993: 32). What flowed from that
were increased levels of education in the non-White cultures influencing the
employment policy. According to Mr Chris Liebenberg, Minister of Finance, one
of the four big issues that confronts the South Africanbanks is the" 0 0 .twofold social
issues ofbringing the unbanked population lnto rile banking network and changing rhe
industry 's sraffmit insuch a way thatitbecomes more represenuuive oj the COUIllf)"S
demography. rhough on a petformance-justified basis." (Licbenberg, as quoted by
Spira, 1993:32)
The result was II muhi-cultural supplier of services with the concomitant stress on
interpersonal communication skills. At the same time, increased participation in the:
economic environment and the movement away from cash remuneration to cheque and
electronic transfers stimulated entry of the lower echelon of blue collar workers ttl
banking services. "Ill tile new South AjriwlllilliOlls ojp,'ople wiltbe coming into the
economy ",110 have never been ill it before. There are, for example, "0 fewer than
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800 000stokvels ill the country, and financial institutions should continue 10 serve tile
growing needs of these people." (Licbcnbcrg, :IS quoted by Redlinghuys, 1993:7)
This. once again. had an impact on the frontline. The implication is multi-cultural
service encounters in which product and delivery procedures are communicated and
experienced.
All the factors mentioned above highlight the role of the service provider (i.e. the
bank) and necessitates a change in its strategic focus on serving this market.
Although banks in general compete globally, the situation in South Africa demands
their attention. the reason being that the needs of the mass market have become a
force that commands equal importance from the strategists.
Dagut, et al. (1991 :87) illustrate this point by referring to the duality of the South-
African economy being "...nowhere more evident than in its financial
arrangements...• and they refer to it as a "sophisticated financial system... " that
"...meets the needs of the modem economy ". Despite its sophistication, both the
banking and financial services groups" ...have yet to finda cost-effective way to meet
the needs of themass domestic markets. Even when a ballk has accurately identified
the specified needs of its bankcustomers, itlias oftensufferedfrom cost constraims,"
(McCullough, 1986: 13). There is, however, asharpened awareness that the changing
political environment places new demands 011 the financial infrastructure. .. (Dagut
et al., 1991 :87)
Danks in particular, will have to reconsider their focus from what was previously a
strategy of high net-worth customers to accommodating the mass market which is
continuously growing. In his speech at a recent credit conference, John Holloway,
General Manager. Retail Markets at Standard Dank, highlighted the need for South
Africa to have a strong banking system that "...enjoys national credibility and
occeptability...". Inorder to do that, he said: "This means we have to broaden tIlt
provision of ourservices. Tile pressure to serve a wider domestic market will cause
other pressures on cost. profit and levels ofservice." (Holloway, 1993)
The different market which emerged and proved to he undcrscrviccd to a large extent,
forced hanks to reconsider their marketing strategies. Apan from the entrance of thc
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mass market 10 the banking scene, there lire other problems related to this aspect.
Dagut et at. (1991: 101/102) suggests a 100 sophisticated banking structure with 100
many points of delivery, referring specifically to the number of bank branches.
Dagut refers 10 it as "...an inefficientproiiferation of branches. It has been estimated
that there is a banking office for e\'(1)' SOOO people." (Dagut et al., 1991:102)
"In the late 'SOs, it was clearSA wasovertxmked and rationalisatlon in the financial
services industry had become inevuabte," (Steyn, 1993c: 18) "There was consensus
that SA was overbanked." (Steyn, 1993b:7) According to Dagut et al. (1991 :87) the
"...country isover-provided wttt: financial services... ". The placing of these delivery
points are aimed al serving the more profitable customer, thus the emphasis is on the
affluent areas. The discrepancy exists between the existing market (that caters mostly
for the upper echelon of customers) and the emerging mass market. The existing
market is overbanked due to the number of institutions servicing this market with an
abundance of delivery mechanisms, such as extensive branch networks including
electronic delivery via automated teller machines. Dagut and Steyn further refer to
aspects such as housing, education and contribution-based pension and provident
schemes that require the banks to serve the mass market in that regard. Apart from
the needs mentioned above, their transactional needs such as deposit and withdrawal
facilities have also not been clearly addressed.
The emerging mass market clearly has different needs and is thus completely
'underbanked', Hosking defines a bank as ". ..a financial imermediary between
cliems and financial markets, providing tailored produas and services ro meet
individual customer requirements. " (Hosking, 1993:34) Existing products have not
been tailored to suit their needs, neither have new products been devised for that
same reason. Despite the efforts of the financial sector by "...seeking ways 10
develop new products, enter markets. and improve efficimcy and effectiveness ill
dealillg with a wider range of clients ... ", lhe mass market had 10 make use of the
existing products that were designed for the lower income market (Dagut er al..
1991 :88)
The process of risk management also needs rcstruciuring as the current model
whereby risk is assessed docs not apply to the mass market. The issue of home
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ownership illustrates this point, "Financial institutions, which focus on secure
individual title, Oil relari\'e1y high alld regular salaries and (III established credit
record, have not been able to sene this sector of the market. Another solution is
being sought." (Dagut et al.• 1991:106)
Risk is assessed on the assets and liabilities contained ina balance sheer. The balance
sheet is something of which most individuals in the mass market have no knowledge,
neither do they have no entries. With regard to home-ownership. this picture is
slowly changing allowing for the development of a risk assessment mood that will
address this problem. Initiative came from AnSA when they established the first
community office in Ennerdale ".. .in all effort to bring down tile arrears on
mortgages and tile numbers of PIPs (properties in possession)." As a result,
"...there lias been a marked change in auitudes and an improvement in the arrears
situation. A Soweto office has followed and more are on tile cards. In each case,
Absa approached tile local civic association first about establishing an office."
(Greeff. 1993:6)
Legislation also played an important role in the change in the financial services
industry. "The Building Societies Act oj 1986 enabled tile societies to offer a
complete range ojbanking services, and to be listed on the J5£. Five years later, tile
second major change was the Deposit Taking Institutions Act. which brought banks
and building societies under the same umbrella." (Steyn, 1993b:7) The Deposit
Taking Institutions Act thus levelled the playing fields for banks and building
societies,
Banks. for example, vigorously attacked the home loan market which was
traditionally was the territory of the building societies while building societies. in
turn, have provided customers with cheque accounts, competing directly with banks.
"ln the J980s. the banks became major players ill tile mongagt! marker and tire
societies found ildifficullto compete. Their interest rates tended 10be more inflesibl«
because of legal restrictions 011 theirjwulflliJing activities in the financial markets.
lVhile banks could compete! on the societies I 1IIrj. the sociaics wert.' not able to off('"
banking products." (Steyn. 19933:II) Customers arc now requiring financial services
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from the frontline slaff of a particular type of institution which have not been
provided by that instiunion before. Neither of these insrlturions has the experience
ar frontline level 10 render the service required, as they an: going through a learning
curve.
The aim of this chapter is to look at the change scenario of Ihe banking industry in
the micro-environment from a macro point of view. It starts with a historic
overview, followed by the change in legislation and itseffect on the banking industry.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the relation of the service encounter (0 the factors that are
evident in the macro- and micro-environment.
Further discussion in this chapter is focused on the redefined role of banks as n result
of the change in legislature. Implications of these changes are reflected in the
marketing strategies ofthe banks thatcompere in the services industry. The strategies
relating to product, cost and pricing, market segmentation, communication, the
delivery and position strategy, are dealt with separately. Figure 2.2 gives a detailed
outline of the elements in the micro-environment. based on the discussion of these
elements which are the topic of Chapter 3.
1.2 The Change Scenario
1.2.1 Historic Overview of the development of banks in South Africa
South Africa's banking history started 200 years ago in 1793, when paper money was
introduced to the Cape Colony. In the year 1861, imperial banks started to enter
South Africa, whereafter the need for a South African currency gave rise to the
establishment of the first Mint in 1890. A full century after the first bank was
formed. the South African Reserve Dank (SARB) was founded. It was of particular
importance because it was to playa very important role in the South African economy
and particularly the hanking sector.
The banking environment was never without change and, as a result, hanks had til
develop strategies of change to cope with this ever-changing environment (Steyn,
1993b:7, 8).
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Changes in the environment, such as wars, the discover)' of gold and diamonds,
regulatory changes and disinvestment allplayed a role in shaping the banking history.
The Reserve Bank's role is (0 protect the external and internal value of our currency
whilst at the same time ensuring a sound banking system (Steyn, 1993b:7).
The appearance ofthe Building Societies on the banking scene further emphasized the
importance of the role of the SARD. It resulted in increased competitiveness and
because of this. the market became the battleground for market share. "To survive
today. banks have to hold their own in afragmented industry where competition is
keen." (Green. 1989:21) Take, for example, the building societies' inability to
compete with the banks in the funding and lending market. Danks were definitely in
the stronger position. being able to outperform the building societies in almost every
respect.
"Building Societies. says Whitfield, have built themselves afriendlier image. They
invaded banking terrain - and have themselves been massively invaded." (Wood,
1991: 12) A Perm focus group of mid- to lower income Black and White consumers
revealed reasons as to Why they moved from the Perm to competition. They
"...believed the Perm couldn't match the extraordinary deals being offered by banks."
(Lipkin. 1993:28)
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Prior to the legislative changes that took place, building societies were operating as
co-operative undertakings and, as II result. the ". ..distinction between building
societies and banks became blurred. Banks became major players in the mortgage
market and societies found it difficultto compete because oftheir inflexible regulatory
framework." (Steyn, 1993b:7) These restrictions prevented the building societies
from taking market share from the banks, leaving the playing fields unequal and
biased towards the banks. It was clear that this situation was unhealthy and not in the
interest of all those concerned.
The next step was to level the playing field by changing the legislation that governed
these institutions. ..Piet Badenhorst over the years has been very vocal about
le~'elling the playing fields so that blli/ding societies and banks do nor lose OUI to
insurance companies. The building societies spearheaded by United, decided they
had to move into banking or be left behind completely." (Wood, 1991: 14) The
legislation responsible for these changes is the Deposit Taking Institutions Act that
came into operation early in 1991.
1.2.2 Leglslatlorr- The Deposit Taking Institutions Act of November 1990 (The DTI
Act)
Changes in legislation set the scene foran environment in which only the fittest would
survive. Before the DTI Act, the building societies were governed by their own Act,
known as the Building Societies Act of 1986. With the advent of the DTI Act, now
known as the Banks' Act, the Building Societies Act no longer applied to the Building
Societies that elected to become banks. For the purpose of this study, the Building
Societies Act has been excluded in the discussion about legislation.
The DTI Act, as it isgenerally called, aimed to do away witb the different categories
of institutions (such as commercial banks. building societies, merchant banks and
discount houses), thereby doing away with different forms of regulation. This also
implies that there is no distinction in the legislation to which these Insriunions had to
confonn.
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The focus of the ACI moved from an emphasis on the Iiquidiry and capital adequacy
limits 10 the requirements relating only 10 the liability liquidity. Banks and building
societies are constantly involved in determining their risk which is influenced by the
deposits and liability requirements. Doth have a direct influence on the pricing
decision. While this is true from a macro point of view, the Act also had a major
impact on the micro environment. Take, for example, the issue of home loans. II
is a product offered at the commercial banks 10 enable people 10buy property. BUI
il is only offered in branches situated in areas where il is safe 10 grant these loans.
Duilding Societies ventured into this area up to the point of laying down cenain
restrictive criteria, Danks and buildingsocleties now compete wilh the same product
in the open market.
The playing fields for banks and building societies have been levelled, competing for
customers that will add to their profitability, Compelilion has become segment-bound
and focuses on the more profitable segments, thereby relegating the mass market
segment to a lower priority (Holloway, 1993). The needs of the mass market,
however, force them 10 be present at the frontline counter. If remuneration is now
by cheque rather than cash wages, the frontline must deal with increasing numbers
in the branch. They are faced with the fact that more lime is spent explaining
procedures ranging in nature from very simple to very complex explanations.
Multi-cultural customers, therefore, playa role in the service delivery process, as do
the multi-cultural staff who deliver the service. This forces banks to focus on
assessing the quality oftheir risk management within various categories, Yet changes
in the financial industry are far from over. Changes in the political environment pose
a new challenge 10 banks whereby the number of possible entrants with many and
diverse banking needs now command a place in the books of these banks.
These changes were serious enough 10 be incorporated ina 'Code of Conduct' on how
banks should deal with their customers. The Code has been submitted for approval
by Government, and although still in the process of being approved, it is 3 result of
the realisation by banks that ... .. the)' \l'(mld be under close scrutiny in a futur«
political environment" (Van Loggcrcnberg, as quoted b)' FISLert, 1993:2).
The implications of possible: solutions to the: new emerging market is the draft
legislation in the form of a Mutual Banks Bill, which intends to ",.. create a wuole
new bell/king sector..." (Weekend Argus. as quoted by FlN/.err, 1993:3) The
objective is to move: away from the: sophisticated and expensive financial systems to
provide basic banking facilities. The obvious question at present is the role of
existing banks in this change. Two prominent solutions to this problem have
emerged, of which one is Standard Bank's E·Bank and the other is the Community
Dank project. The latter investigates affordable banking for low income earners and
this project is so serious that it is said to be of particular importance to the stability
of the country. According to Coovadia the financial institutions are not addressing
the needs of themajority of South Africans who are "... either inappropriately banJwl
or not at all." (Coovadia, as quoted by FINLen, 1993:4) Reasons for this are stated
below:
Firstly, the profit motive, as banks are being owned by shareholders geared for
results. Secondly, the high value customers demand sophisticated products as wetl
as the bank branches which have been established in affluent or prosperous areas
(Coovadia, as quoted by FINLert, 1993:4),
The Mutual Banks Bill intends to address the above issues as fotlows:
• Provide adequate structures to meet the needs of low value, high volume
customers;
•
•
Provide staff that can be based in the community, trained to interact with and
understand their needs, and to do consultations. This ensures legitimacy and
control, while operating with strict principles and discipline;
Providea savings mechanism which cangenerate savings that can be recycled
into the community banking development and stability.
The reason why banks are at present Mill very cautious about this issue, is possibly
that this option is simply too expensive, Dagut ct al. (1991:87) emphasized this
statement hy saying that the banking and financial services companies arc
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internationally competuive, but to •• • th~· hm'e yet to find Cl cosl-e/fecti"e H·a." 10 me«
the needs of the IIIClSS domestic markets.". According to John Holloway. General
Manager, Retail Markets. at Standard Dank, there".. .isa new business out there tho:
requires a new approach, different values; (I new financial services culture. II is
essentially a mass market with large volumes and small margins, necessitating
optimum utilisation ofcapital and human resources, anti meticuious COSI control."
He further said that •...the challenge facing banks was how to deliver affordable
banking services 10 tnat sector of the population which, in aforeseeable lime, could
reasonably be expected 10 evolve into First World users.' (llolloway, 1993).
Piet Badenhorst's view is based on the rate at which "...the rapidly urbanising
population would also require banking services, but its limited ability 10 pay for
services, relatively low balances and high transaction volumes would demand
innovative ways ofservicing this matketat low COSI. " (Badenhost, as quoted by Steyn,
1993d: 17) This is further substantiated by Mr Chris Liebenberg, Minister of
Finance. "We have become intimatety invotved with the role of the communitybank,
because we realise Ihat there is a market out there that needs services differentfrom
those required by afirst world market. The community bank isbill one of the ways
in which the challenge is being addressed." (Liebenberg, as quoted by Spira.
1993:33) On the other hand, these institutions have avoided addressing the needs of
the mass market for the following reasons:
• Competition
Deregulation of the financial industry brought about unprecedented competition and,
as a result, profitability margins were under severe pressure. With the realisation that
South Africa was overbanked, rationalisation left a few surviving banks to compete
in the market. It has, since then, developed into four large banks which survived the
cut-throat battle of the 1980·s. to Domestically, the marketplace is dominated by Ille
big four - ABSA, Standard, Nedcor and First National Rallk. • (Lipkin, 1993:27)
The players who survived the original shake-out had to become openly competitive,
advertise their products and services as well as developa strong customer orientation.
These players are now dealing with thc result of the second banking revolution.
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•...where the focus is on scaling down (downsizing), creating faster. sleeker
operations." (Liebenberg, as quoted hy Redlinghuys, 1993:7) The nature of
competition has therefore changed. Where banks previously had little more to d~al
with than operate in a very secure and highly conservative environment. they now
have to take numerous factors into account.
As a result, the remaining four large banks are searching for a solution to a problem
which has had many far-reaching implications. Their delivery structure, products and
systems are suited to the sophisticated users of banking services. Although in its
early stages, community banking has been targeted as the answer to the banks'
inability to serve the mass market. "Tilt other side of Iht coin of a new SA is that
banks will not be able 10 turn a blind eye 10 the banking needs ot the bottom endof
tile income scale. The juture could see more emphasis onspecialist banks such asthe
Development Bank, wilh the possible creation of mort! than one new institution."
(Steyn, 1993b:8)
Aseparate bank to solve this problem may have serious implications. as it might be
seen as anotherdiscriminatory act. Holloway says"... different is oflen regardedwilli
suspicions as nOI being equal." (Holloway, 1993) "Political criticism of banks was
nOI special to Sowlr Africa. Sourh African banks were increasingly seen as unfeeling
and not playing a constructive role in improving the lor ofall South Africans. The
financial institutions argue they cannot take risk with the money ojtheir investors and
point to polilically inspired housing bond repayments 10 back the argument."
(Weekend Argus Editorial. 1993) While the idea of a community bank seems to be
the solution to a difficult problem, the possible repercussions might have more serious
implications. One possible solution to a separate bank is to "...create a user-friendly
system for the semi-literate not only by simplifying the various procedures, bur by
making banking more secure." (Liebenberg, as quoted by Spira, 1993:34) "Trust celli
be shattered within a matter of hours: tt lakes years 10 re-esiablish. \vlIellt!\'c.'r
regulations a futur« government applies to banking. il II//lSI ketp this uppermost ill
mind." (Licbcnberg, as quoted by Spira, 1993:32)
• Technology
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The: advent of technology started with the microchip which paved the wny for quick,
easy and cost-saving transmission of money. This, in turn, resulted in high quality,
convenient service to the customer. The advantages of the microchip were soon to
be seen in delivery mechanisms such as the automated teller machines (ATM's),
which are able: to deliver a fast and generally reliable service. Other fonns of
delivery are electronic money transmission at the point of sale, for example, petrol
stations and supermarkets which are linked to the banks' central network.
Beeld of 29 September 1993 reports •...tllat with effect from lJ October 1993,
customers will beable to pay for groceries by means ofa debit card and draw cash.
Pcnicipating institutions included Absa division, Boland Bank. NBS and Perm."
(Beeld, as quoted by MARKLen, 1993b:3)
The networks that enabled these types of transactions to take place were soon
interlinked, providing the processing of such money transfers by any card via any
terminal, overcoming the limitation of a restricted number ofdelivery points offered
by a particular bank. Now customers can draw or deposit funds, even perform other
functions such as transferring money between accounts as well as requesting a
detailed statement. Two networks are currently available for facilitating these
operations, namely Multinet and Saswitch.
The advanced methods that technology have provided us with, paved the way for
more convenient methods of delivery, such as home banking. Technology has
already provided these systems to some extent, through personal computers and tone
coders, but more advanced development in this field remains a continuous exercise
to all the panics involved. Customers want to perform their own transactions and
purchase other products or services via these methods.
Technology in the form of ATMs also played a part in assisting financial institutions
to cope with the change in the market place, thereby increasing the opportunity to sell
to customers. •Banks first recognised branch automation as (1 means of reducing
operational expense: II0W they recognise it as a signiflcant tool for cross-selling bank
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products." (Rosenberg et al., 1988:32) While staff became more efficient in serving
the customer, the customer also became able to be more efflcienr in performing
financial transactions outside the bank. According to Lipkin, the bank that can't keep
up with "... tile punishing demands of a consumer ",110 is growing smarter every
day ..." will lose the baule of the banking wars to those who prove to be champions
(Lipkin, 1993:30).
for most people technology and the perceptions thereofconjure up images of complex
systems whichare difficult to comprehend. The financial services industry, however,
played a vital role in making it user-friendly. The investment to achieve this has also
paid off in otherareas, such as improved control and decision-making which benefit
both the customer and the financial institution. The role oftechnology can never be
underestimated as it continues to "...support, improve and expedite customer
service ..;" , breaking down barriers previously thought to have been unassailable
(Andrew, 1990b:S4).
Technology was thus seen as the way to empty banking halls of the people who are
occupying the queue in order to have a simple transaction performed. The benefit
that the electronic delivery of service isoffering, is that staff aresupposed to be free
to attend to customers with more complex problems. While this seems justified, the
level of sophistication of the new entrants have indicated otherwise. The more
sophisticated users have no problem in operating the ATM's, and to a certain extent
the less sophisticated users surprised banks with the ease with which they use ATM's.
Itdoes not solve the problem for the market as a whole, however, as they continue
to impact the frontline due to payment still largely being received in cash. "All tile
banking executives see the need to provide appropriate financial services in tile future
to a society that is largel)' cas" based." (Wood, 1991: 16) This can be observed at
teller queues in branches at month-end. An example of how to overcome this is
FNn's " .. .patented mice recognition technology ... " which pays out large amounts of
cash (such as pensions) in the KwaZulu area (Wood, 1991: 16).
Illiteracy levels, on the other hand, have been addressed by developing an image
reader which reads the fingerprint of the user, thereby eliminating the completion of
forms, explaining the usage of ATM's, thereby allowing cash wages to he paid out
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quickly and easily. Technology has played a vital role: in the: delivery process of
financial services. but fails to match the: needs of the less sophisticated market as
pointed out earlier (Dagut et al., 1991:87; Lipkin, 1993:30 and Redlinghuys,
1993:7).
• Customer sophistication
Due to the intense competition that has resulted, the customer became the focus of
banks trying to compete for market share. The environment became more
sophisticated with technology fulty supporting it. What is referred to here is the
service encounter in the retail market, which focuses on the increased customer-
oriented approach by retail banks. Yet, despite the increased sophistication, whether
of the customer or of technology, "... banking today remains primarily a person-to-
person business." (Brewer, 1988: 18) The bank decides to what extent it intends to
provide this personal service. This is particularly true in the mass market, where
personal service on a one-to-one basis reigns supreme.
In order to provide this service, the role of the staff member concerned, changed to
become more selling orientated necessitating the matching of expectations, product
features and delivery capability - the so-called service encounter. Skills necessary to
be able to succeed in the changed environment became vital. Simple products such
as cheque accounts and savings accounts, as well as credit cards, can be sold via
media advertising externally, while the "...order-laking selling...• is done internally
(Berry et al., 1983:1).
Higher up in the hierarchy of the total market, there is less •...order-laking. '" .. and
more relationship banking in operation. Lipkin, (1993:30) says that " mont}' has
the highest emotional quotient of all)' commodity in the cliem's lift! ", where
customers are concerned about who the 'managers' of their money are. The higher
levels of sophisticated customers want recognition and beuer service, while lower
down, their needs are more basic relating to the safety and security of their money.
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•It would there/ore be reasonable to expect that customers would be concernedabout:
• who looks after their money:
• whether tile service is efficient:
• whether they are treated with respect as any customer of any product would
expect. •
(Andrew, 1990a: 10)
In purchasing financial products, customers go through the decision-making process
in much the same way as when they buy tangible products. Attributes are evaluated
and a choice is made (Zelthaml, 1981:186). The choice extends beyond the product
to the company providing it. It is also in this decision-making process that customers
have displayed their level of sophistication (Badenhorst, as quoted by Steyn,
1993d: 17). "Improved product offerings, wlliclr are both more relevant and attractive
to the consumer, have led to a more discriminating public." (Andrew. 1990a:4)
Higher up in the hierarchy, customers arc able to evaluate more complex information
and exercise their choice. Lower down, the process is completely different. with
their choice being made on the basis of their level of sophistication. The frontline is
thus faced with a wide spectrum of sophistication. ranging from highly sophisticated
customers who are very demanding to less sophisticated customers who require
extensive education in order to be able to utilise banking services.
2. REDEFINED ROLE OF BANKS
"Tire very essence ofsuccessful marketing means a willingness to adapt and change
in line with consumer needs." (Andrew, 1990a:7) It was inevitable that the role of
the bank in the marketplace would change. The change to a more marketing
orientated culture in a bank that was traditionally risk-averse, did not occur
flawlessly. Danks had to become aware ofthe marketing concept as a tool to identify
the needs and wants of customers. Its application was in the various segments
whereby products or services could be developed to suit and meet their needs.
Customers' needs change, and banks constantly have to ascertain these changes. The
problem arises when needs have to be met all the time to ensure a satisfied customer.
The more complex products, such as a lease and a hire purchase, require that their
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features and benefits be explained as well as clarifying an)' uncertainties reflected in
questions asked. "Marketing complesfinancial sen-ices requires dialogu«. Themore
complex the service line. the more 'uachi"g' the bank must c/o." (Berry et at.•
1983: I) Also, while advertising creates attention and interest, the human touch isstill
necessary to close the sale. This leads toacontinued relationship by possibly meeting
the needs of the customer. To be able to do that. banks will have to make staff
available with the necessary knowledge, interpersonal skills and authority.
Relying on technology (such as the ATM) alone to sell is out of the question. No
relationship canbe created at arms length and it does not constitute relationship in the
true sense of the word. Personal selling is a complex process, especially when we
consider the fact that we are working with intangibles. People are the key ingredient
to this process. In order to provide the individuals necessary to facilitate the change,
factors such as selection, training, motivation, et cetera, become important. The
skills required at the frontline level no longer vest in the ability to receive and pay
out money accurately- they have shifted to interpersonal skills enabling the correct
identification of the need to be satisfied and matching that to a product or products.
Andrew's view is that "oo •banking will need particular skills to be developed in the
important and very different area of the customer-staff imerface." He says it is
"...not a normal straightforward selling issue, since in many ways the staff member
is a pan of theprodua, not just the means of delivering it," (Andrew, 1990a: 13)
What is given here is the commitment of management to the personal approach to
gaining and retaining customers and the communication of this commitment to staff
in a credible manner. Aseparate education process to assist the mass market in using
financial products or services is a uniquely different service delivery process needed
in determining the future role of the banks,
3. MARKETING STRATEGY
"The role ofmarketing isto facilitate an organisation's ability tosellbrands. images,
concepts, products or services to irs current and potemio! customer base hy
understanding and meeting their needs." (Ellwood, 1990:22)
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While: this statement is true, banks have been very reactive in the application thereof
as their marketing function started to change: when deregulation took place and the)'
were: then able to advertise their products or services. Today, the advertising
message is more complicated because of the: development of products and systems.
Relating it to the mass market, however, the message has been simplified and has
therefore become more explanatory. It contains more information without ambiguities
and can be interpreted directly. The advertising message is but one aspect of the new
marketing function of the banks. Their marketing approach to the mass market
should be different to their existing approach, making it a challenge for banks to
remain competitive.
Until recently, it was relatively simple for banks to survive in this regard by
generating enough profit for their shareholders. As Ellwood (1990:22) describes it,
it is the process of buying raw material cheaply (that is liabilities or deposits) and
selling it at a profit which enables banks to become comfortable with their position.
But the customers have changed too. They have become more sophisticated and more
demanding. The fact that they demand more value for their money has narrowed the
profit margin of banks which has been built into the price of their products.
The changes in customer sophistication led to a change in the banks' marketing
function. They had to get closer to the customer to ascertain their needs and, more
importantly to understand them. Factors such as deregulation and technological
sophistication played equally imponant roles in the change in the marketing function
ofbanks.
3.1 Product strategy
The revolution experienced in the financial services industry has mainly occurred in
the range of products offered to the retail market. The banks' strategy currently is
to retain customers by having them use as many products as possible, thereby making
it difficult to change banks. It is a strategy that is typically employed in a more
affluent market, but which is not yet possible in the rest of the market for financial
services. While the product home loans is the first to be offered to the total market.
products such as cheque accounts and credit cards that are interlinked, have not been
tried and tested by the mass market.
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On the other hand. it might only be the more affluent section ofthe mass market that
will make usc of the more sophisticated products. The needs ofthe remaining market
might be limited at least for the foreseeable future or short term. "TIre newly
urbanised masses lI'ould require specialist products, promotional methods and
messages and above 01/, specialised delivery systems." (Badenhorst, as quoted by
Steyn, 1993d:17)
3.2 Cost and Pricing strategy
The bigger the market share. the more volume is attained and because of that.
operating costs can be reduced. The customer base can then be leveraged. offering
a wide range of products and services (Green, 1989:21).
Cost has become an important issue. not only to determine price, but also as an
important determinant in the banks' profits. This is from the bank's point of view.
The customers' perceptions of price are very much different. Often price is evaluated
in terms of the value received. and because the product or service purchased becomes
intangible. evaluation is complicated. "When purchasing services, the consumer is
limited to a smal/ number ofcues,' in many cases the only cues ami/able on which to
judge quality are tile service's price andphysico! facilities wnid: house the service."
(Zeithaml, 1981:187) Parasuraman et al.• (1985:42) confirm that the evaluation of
service is more difficult (in comparison with goods) due to its intangibil ity. It Wlren
a service provider knows how (tile sen/ice) will be evaluated by tile consumer, we will
beable to suggest how to influence these evaluations in a desired direction. It The
....bundle of benefits presented by the product must be traded offagainst the bundle
of costs associated \\'itll using it. It (Gronroos, as quoted by Parasuraman et al.•
1985:42)
"ln a"y given situation, customers are making judgements ohout wnat they get in
return for what they give," (Lovelock. 1991 :236/237) Relating it to the banking
industry, take for example the price or service charges that the customer must pay to
be able to usc the account. TIle service fcc is calculated according to a formula,
which applies to all types of current accounts such as the packaged accounts that arc
currently on offer hy hanks. TIle formula is, for example. 80:70: 12 based on pre-
determined charge tables. The customer pays RO.SO for the first hundred rand or part
thereof, RO.80 for the next hundred rand with a maximum of RI2.00 charged for a
cheque of more than R200. As an example a cheque of R2000 will attract service
charges of R14.10 (RO.SO for the first R1OO, plus RO.70 x R1900 = RI3.30).
However. only an amount of RI2.00 (being the maximum amount) is levied for this
cheque. Thus. a customer can end up paying RI2.00 for a cheque of R2000. For
a card account there is a fee of R33.00 perannum to he able to use the card, plus a
fee of R5.00 per annum for lost card protection. This is to secure the unauthorised
use of the card in the case of it being lost or stolen.
Then there are the fees which are levied when the ATM is used. depending on the
type of transaction performed or the system being used. A few examples of the cost
of ATM transactions arc detailed below.
Transaction
Magtape debits
Debit orders
Auto teller cash withdrawals
Auto teller account transfers
Electronic account payments
Rl,35 per debit
R3.00 per debit
RO,95 per debit
RO,95 per transfer
RO,95 per payment
In addition to these charges, customers are also charged a fee when using either the
MultiNet- or Saswitch ATM systems for particular services. These fees are as
follows:
MultiNet cash withdrawals
MultiNet account transfers
MultiNet balance enquiries
Saswitch cash withdrawals
Saswitch balance enquiries
Rl.OO per withdrawal
R1,00 per transfer
RO.60 per enquiry
Rl,SO per witdrawal
RO,60 per enquiry
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Thus customers pay for the convenience of using an AT~1 system. These service
charges reflect on the customer's account, indicating the amount of service charges
being paid every month. The customer then has tangible evidence of what he pays
for using banking accounts versus the benefit he receives out of it.
A customer may choose to perform the service himself (such as the ATM) and pay
the service fees charged. or opt to visit the branch for the same service offered in a
more personal manner. What is thus happening, is that the customer is allowed to
make a choice of what type of service delivery he would prefer, such as the ATM,
or pay the opportunity cost involved when visiting the branch.
This is a typical scenario of the affluent section of the market, but it does not
necessarily apply to the mass market. The concept of opponunity costs has not yet
been understood, let alone the cost of any product or service they might use. Use of
credit cards is still considered too risky, and the cost of a current account too high.
Because the operating costs of a multi-product customer are lower as mentioned, this
same advantage cannot apply in the mass market. The conclusion is then confirmed
that profitability is under pressure in the mass market, but for different reasons.
3.3 Market segmentation strategy
Market segmentation was used by banks to become more marketing-orientated. In
order to segment a market that has become more diversified, consideration had to be
given to the "...wide and varied needs of the different market segments."
(McCullough et al., 1986:14)
The existence and needs ofthe mass market have been recognised by the market. but
its potential has mostly been denied in this regard. McCullough adds that "... 0 bank
mus: be able to ;dtntif)' the needs and wants of tile various segmems of its markets
and develop specific programmes and services tailored to th« various requirements."
(McCullough et al., 1986:13)
This market's needs have been addressed by banks by developing products such as
stokvcls and burial society schemes. Although it solves a particular need. it does not
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provide: the necessary tools to operate in a sophisticated environment. It has a rather
short-term implication with regard to the problem being investigated in this study.
Banks have been accused of providing lip service to this issue. There is a huge
developmental phase ahead in which banks have to play an active role in teaching this
market to use financial services. Only after this has been achieved can the mass
market be incorporated into the existing market.
3.4 Communication strategy
Communication serves more than one purpose when information is conveyed to the
market. Firstly, it creates an awareness of what is on offer in terms of products or
services; secondly, it is a reminder to reinforce the original message while, thirdly;
it reassures the person that the correct purchase choice was made.
"A key feature ofpostpurchase evaluation is cognitive dissonance." It "... stares that
people strive tojustify their behaviour by reducing rhe dissonance, or inconsistency,
between their cognitions (their perceptions or beliefs) and reality. During the
postpurchase period, the consumer may enjoy the satisfaction of the purchase and
thereby receive reinforcement for rhe decision.· (Bovee and Arens, 1992: 152)
The way in which the message is conveyed relates to the medium used and can imply
a physical medium, such as the print and electronic media. It also refers to the
language in which the message is communicated. Since South Africa's return to the
political arena, there are now eleven official languages of which English and
Afrikaans are only two languages that were previously recognised as official
languages. As it is, communication was hampered as the unsophisticated customer
could not communicate his needs to the staff member providing the service. The
staff member, on the other hand, could not understand the customer clearly because
of the language barrier.
At present, these are the only two languages that are used by banks to communicate
with their customers. Yet there are more languages that are spoken as a result of the
multi-cultural environment and of particular importance is the multitude of languages
of the mass market. TIle question that one can ask is how the entrance of the mass
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market will influence the communication strategy of banks, and to what extent'?
Being addressed in one's own language poses certain restrictions to the service
provider, while staff might he required to he multi- lingual.
As far as conveying a message through other media is concerned, banks will have to
deal with the recipients' unique way of perceiving messages about something as
abstract and intangi~le as banking products. Banks need to communicate, not only
to create awareness, to remind and reinforce. but also to increase their profitability
thereby creating an increased customer base.
3,5 Dellvery strategy
The delivery of products or services of banks takes place via an extensive network
of branches and electronic delivery points, such as automated teller machines (ATM).
The ATM proved to be very popular and "...a significant proportion of customers
now perform a bulk of their financial transactions without ever setting foot in their
bank or building society. • (Andrew. 1990b:54) Recently, the delivery network has
been expanded to include supermarket outlets from which cash withdrawals can be
made. This signifies the increased exodus ofcustomers from branches to self-service
delivery points. which relieves the pressure on frontline staff to a large extent.
Branches were frequented by customers to perform their transactions as there was
very little choice for the customer to do otherwise due to a lack of delivery
mechanisms. Transactions can now take place via several different delivery methods
that are available such as the facilities available through the ATM. This reduces the
need for expensive branch networks previously required.
Placement of such delivery points has. until now. mainly been in the more affluent
areas. This signifies a high concentration ofdelivery points in these areas, versus a
low concentration in the areas of the massmarket. Standard Dank recently announced
in one of its internal magazines, The Standard, the opening of what they call their
'premier "ranch' in Sandion which givesan indication of what their current strategy
is. According to Mr Noel Webb. Regional General Manager of Standard Dank
(Witwatersrand Region).".;the idea ofopening apremier branch in Sandton "'cu the
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result of bot" practical tlnd strategic reasoning. Sandton is Cl "t'I)' popular growth
area with an increasing "umber of businesses investing ill property "ere." (The
Standard, 1994: 1)
This does not necessarily signify the representation of the various segments of the
market served. The reason for such a strategy can possibly be explained when one
looks at the positioning strategy.
3.6 Positioning strategy
"Positioning indicates how tile finn would like to be perceived ill tile eyes and minds
of market target customers." (Cravens, 1991:75) The different banks (and also
building societies) have, therefore, positioned themselves accordingly. "Within the
Nedcor Group. Whitfield says. the Penn will serve tile entire population in retail
banking, while Nedbank's strength is in \'e')' specific niche areas » for example
corporate and high net w0I111 individuals." (Whitfield, as quoted by Wood, 1991: 15)
Nedbank thus positioned itself to be the bank for professional people, ".. .and its the
only ba"k to understand that financial service marketing is retail marketing. " (Lipkin.
1993:28) Another example is Trust Bank. a division of Bankorp, which focuses on
commercial and clearing banking services. The entrance of the mass market has put
pressure on the positioning strategy of all banks. thereby highlighting the following
factors that need to be considered in the light of the mass market entrance.
•
•
•
"Tile criteria orbenefits that tile buyer considers when purchasing a product.
including the retotive importance of tire criteria;
the extent to "'lIich. and how. the finn is differentiated from its competition.
and
the limitations of competing products regarding imponant buyer needs and
wants. "
(Cravens, 1991:75)
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-I. CO:\CLUS10N
The: change in legislation had a significant impact on the banking industry in general.
Seen from the macro point of view. it changed the way in which banks position
themselves in the market place and. together with the change in the socio-political
structure of South Africa. entered a new era for banking. As a result, the economic
activity of the people within the macro-environment also changed. The number of
people. as well as the different types of people, are using banking services more
extensively. signifying the entrance of a mass market not previously recognised to be
of any significance to the financial industry.
Prior to the change in legislation, building societies had to deal with many savings
account holders who opted for an inexpensive account to transact with. Banks were
known for their cheque accounts which offered a more expensive service. and which
were not required by most customers active in that environment at the time. Since
1990, this scenario has changed somewhat and the choice of institution is not
necessarily reliant on price alone anymore. It might very well be the image reflected
in their policy which influences the choice of the customer.
The impact of the changes in the macro-environment is tremendous and cannot be
avoided or ignored. It also impacts on the frontline staff who serve the people who
have become customers as a result of changes in the market place. The situation is
complicated by the complex composition of these customers. Frontline staff now
have to deal with various levels of illiteracy and identify needs by dealing with
barriers such as language and cultural differences which complicate the
communication process. Because of these factors, increased pressure is being
brought on the frontline staff making it even more difficult for both parties to satisfy
needs. The interaction process between the supplier of services and the customer
demanding services forms the focus of this study. TIle interaction process is referred
to as the service encounter process so defined in chapter three.
There is no doubt that change has taken place, It is, however, evident that the
players in this market arc possibly not taking sufficient cognizance of the pace and
extent to which these changes arc occurring. neither is it possible to predict the
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impact it will have. Aconcerted effort is required in developing appropriate action
plans Ihat extend beyond a mere analysis of the factors which set Ihe scenario for
change. It needs to he structured as a process Ihat can be managed so that customers
can experience a positive service encounter.
In Chapter 3, only the elements that are evident on the demand side of the service
encounter are discussed. The elements pertaining 10 the supply side will be discussed
in Chapter 4. Doth the elements of the demand side and the supply side are
illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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CHAPTER 3
rns ~IICRO-ENVIRO~~IENT
THE DEMAND SIDE OF THE SERVICE ENCOUNTER
1. INTRODUCTION
The demand side is the other element of the dyadic interaction in the service
encounter. This side represents the customer who needs or demands bank products
or services in order to satisfy his or her need for the products or services offered by
the bank. Bovee and Arens (1992: 126, 127) identify customers as "...tire people or
organisations who consume goods or services..", further differentiating between
current customers (those who have already purchased or purchase regularly) and
prospective customers (those who are about to "...make an exchange or are
considering it.. .").
This chapter looks at the existing and potential customers of the bank who will
interact face-to-face with the frontline staff. These include customers who have never
used a bank for their financial transactions and others who have transferred their
accounts from another bank (for whatever reason). Technically speaking, the latter
customers then have their first encounter with another or 'new'bank. The difference
between the potential and the existing customer is that their expectations are based on
different sets of information.
Customers also come from different cultures and backgrounds and the bank staff are
approached by a multi-culmral customer force for their banking requirements. There
are also inter- and intra-cultural forces evident in these customers who, because of
their unique culture, demand excellent service from the staff and the bank. As a
result, their needs are also wide and varied, ranging from the: unsophisticated user to
the very sophisticated user. Their perceptions and previous service encounters (if
any) playa major role in forming their expectations (Bovee and 1l1i11. 1991:35. 133:
Lovelock, 1991:407). 111e bank itself and clements such as the media and word-of-
mouth play an important part in the positive and/or negative creation of perceptions
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and expectations of potential and existing customers. All this ultimatc:ly leads to need
satisfaction - the aim of any service provider,
The focus of this chapter is on the customer and starts with a description of who the
customer is, followed by the profile of existing customers across the generic product
categories offered by banks, reflecting race " income· and age groups. The next
section deals with the role of the customer prior to, and after interaction has taken
place. Following this, the customer also evaluates the service delivered and this
determines whether his needs are satisfied. The last section in this chapter deals with
the aspect of a multi-cultural environment of the demand side.
Chapter 4 highlights the supply side of the rnicro-environmenr (which is the bank or
service provider) in the service encounter. After both the demand and supply side and
the relevant factors have been analysed, the interaction between them are discussed
in Chapter S. This is where the face-to-face interaction takes place and the outcome
of the service encounter is determined. (Role behaviour occurring during the
interaction process isdiscussed in Chapter 5, which deals withthe service encounter.)
2. THE CUSTOMER
"Customers are many. In addition ro thepaying clients and the end-users, there are
others on whom tire success oftire effort depends, including many internal customers."
(Tedesco, 1994:9) This definition is quite broad and includes everyone inside and
outside the organisation who are involved in the service delivery process. Another
view expressed at a one day seminar about total quality management conducted by
Tedesco (1994: II) is that •...customers are all those affected by our work. 17leJ are
tire people who ultimately define quality for US.· In the service literature (George,
1990:67; Bowen, 1986:376 and Luthans, 1991:18), a clear distinction is made
between the external customer who is seen as the person paying for the service. and
the internal customer who is the person delivering the service orselling the products
offered by the bank.
The definition of the customer leads (0 the question of who theexisting users of bank
products or services are at this moment. and it is best described by looking at the
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profile: of these customers. A detailed discussion of the profile ofexisting customers
is given in Annexure I. while the section which follows only reflects the summary.
2.1 Profile of account users
Traditionally, banks catered for a wide range of customers. They range from the
unsophisticated individual to whom the bank and its accompanying concepts are
foreign, to the sophisticated user who use most of the bank's products, including its
electronic delivery systems. As mentioned earlier, the customers of the bank also
include the potential or prospective customer who is either new to the banking
environment or who is a 'new' customer because of a change of bank. The All
Media Product Survey (AMPS) of 1993 contains statistics of customers and the extent
to which they use hank products. The All Media Product Survey (conducted by the
South African Advertising Research Foundation (SAARF), provides a
"...comprehensive style source surveys of media, products, services and activities... "
which enable "...marketers and advertisers to plot and study behaviour in the
market." The All Media Product Survey is thus a "... detailed study and analysis of
people, who they are and their financial services and type of institutions used."
(AMPS, 1992:8, 9)
The categories highlighted in the account profile of existing customers are the profile
of account user by race, income and age groups, which also includes a comparison
of the position of the past 12 months for the three categories discussed below. The
percentage change has also beencalculated to reflect the movement ofproduct usage
by these categories (refer paragraph 2.2).
• Profile of theaccount users by racegroup
Four race groupswere used in the AMPS survey, namely Whites. Indians, Coloureds
and Blacks. The products in the survey were the cheque account, savings account,
transmission account, investments, credit card, petrol card, auto teller card and loan.
This position is illustrated in Figure AI and reflects a high product usage by the
White race group compared to the Black race group across all product categories.
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Reasons for this are the risk assessment currently used by banks (creditworthiness)
referred to in Chapter 2 (Dagut et al., 1991: 106; Ryan, 1994a:4 and Ryan, 1994b:30)
and the payment methods (cash versus cheque) required to Iacilitate purchasing. The
accounts opened in the last 12 months compared to the previous period are illustrated
in Figure A2.
• Profile of account users by Income
Eight income levels were identified in the usage of bank products in the AMPS
survey of 1993. The highest level of income (Levell) was R8000+, and reflected
the highest product usage compared to all the other income categories. The lower
income groups showed a downward trend in their product usage. Reasons for this
can be related to the political situation and, in particular, the employment of the
various race groups. This survey was done in 1993 and typically reflects the political
situation (and in particular, the employment situation) of that period. However, this
aspect has changed over the last year with the employment of people of all races as
a result of affirmative action (Business Day, 1994:6).
In terms of staffing, •...any responsible SA organisation "as an afjimzative action
programme." (Weil, as quoted by the Financial Mail, 1994:83) Two definitions of
affirmative action are found in the literature. Davis (1981 :380) identifies it as an
"...employer effort to increase employment opponunities (including promotion and all
other conditions ofemployment) for groups Ihat appear to beinadequately represented
in afinn's labour force." •Affirmative action and equal employment opportunities
mandate organisations toutilise people based on theircapabilities toperform without
regard to biases such as race and sex," (Summers, 1981 :543) The impact of this
change (panicularly in the income category) is discussed in paragraph 2.3.
• Profile or account users by age
The categories used in the survey were 16·24 years, 25-34 years, 35·49 years and
over 50 years, Product usage hy these groups followed a paucrn similar to that of
the product life cycle (refer Figure 3.1). Low usage was found in the 16-24year age
group, also known 3S the introductory phase in the service literature (Stanton,
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1981:164, 184), followed by a positive: lrend which was noted in the other age
categories, representing the growth- and maturity phases. A decline was evident in
the over 50 year age group, being the decline phase of the life cycle ofproduct usage.
The reason for this decline was that most people consolidated their financial affairs
and were comfortable with fewer banking products.
2.2 Changes in the profile ofaccount users
The changes in the profile ofaccount users (Table A3) were calculated by taking the
difference between the number of accounts held and the number of accounts opened
in the last 12 months, showing the result either as an increase or a decrease. A
decrease is indicated in brackets.
• Changes in the profile of account users by race group
The biggest change took place in the White race group, with an overall decrease
across most of the different product categories, excluding the auto teller card (0.3 %)
and loans (0.3%). The Black race group has shown an overall increase in these
products with only the transmission account reflecting a slight decrease (2.8 %). This
is possibly due to the increasing number of Blacks entering the banking environment
as a result of the changing situation in South Africa.
• Changes in the profile of account users by income
The trend that was observed was that the biggest changes occurred in income level
1, namely more than R8000, for example a 9.4% decrease in the credit card product
category. The other income groups did not retlect changes of such nature. In fact,
the lower income groups do not make useof that many bank products. This is simply
because they do not have the need for such a wide variety of bank products.
• Changes in the profile of account users by age
The changes in this profile of account user showed a positive correlation with the
characteristics of the phases of product usage ofeach group.
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Up to this point. the: profile: of the existing customers was representative of the banks'
approach to need satisfaction. The changes that were taking place: economically and
politically had a vast impact on the: profile: of the bank's customer which involved
strategic implications for the banks' positioning strategy.
2.3 Impact of the changes in the profile of account users
The effect that the above-mentioned changes will have on the customer of the hank.
is discussed taking into account the three broad categories of race.Jncome and age
groups. The fact that more people will be earning an income has an effect on the
number of people who will require bank products and services. In tum. the product
usage across the age groups will influence the curve of the product usage life cycle
accordingly (Figure 3.1). Income is. therefore, the biggest contributing factor
affecting the profile ofaccount users.
"Incomes among SA's top black earners are risillg faster than in allY othersegment
of society. while tile gap between 'haves' and 'have nots' is statting to )'awn as wide
as it lias ever been." (Barber. 1994:9) This statement reflects the results of a study
by the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) which reports increasing inequality
in income levels between and among race groups of which "... 75% can be attributed
to intra-group disparities and only 25% to tile Black-White gap." (Barber, 1994:9)
"From an income improvement point a/view. it's clear tho: the black market is really
coming into its own." (Finance Week, 2 December 1993 as quoted by MA.RKLert,
1993:3) South Africa is rapidly approaching a situation of extremes where a small
percentage of people are very wealthy while the remainder of the people are very
poor. The trend towards such a situation is confirmed by the IJSRC research report
in that more than 25% of the wealthiest 20% of South African households an: now
said to be Black. while the biggest drop measured across all race groups was found
to be at the bottom end of the income scale (Barber, 1994:9). TIle needs of these
customers for banks and bank products will inevitably be reflected by their income.
High income earners (irrespective of race) will demand more sophisticated products
and will be: in a position to evaluate the service required because of the increased
encounters with banks and banking products.
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Based on this report, ihe majority of income earners will require basic banking
products to meet their needs because they are either inappropriately banked or not
banked at all (Coovadia, as quoted by FINl.m, 1993:4). The needs of these people
are currently being addressed by the formal banking sectorby means ofa Community
Bank and Standard Bank's E-Bank. A summary of how these IWO banks will position
themselves in the market and how they intend meeting the needs of the mass market
isderailed in Annexure B. These details are based on comments by Mr C Coovadia
(Community Bank) and Mr BTucker (E-Bank) (Ryan, 1994a:4 and Ryan, 1994b:30).
In general, the focus will be on educating Ihe mass market in banking, access to
credit and the delivery methods that will be used to deliver a limited product range.
By meeting the needs of the mass market (unbankcd population) by means of two
separate banks, formal banks such as Standard Bank, Absa and Ncdbank are
positioning themselves to focus on the needs of the sophisticated customer.
The issues of the emerging mass market and how the banks viewed addressing their
needs, flow from the discussion in Chapter 2. What was proposed in that chapter by
people suchas Liebenberg, Coovadia and Holloway has now materialised. According
to Oppenheim et al. (1986:50), two options are available to banks to position
themselves. The one is a cost leader strategy which is being followed by Standard
Bank's E-Bank and the Community Bank, while the formal banks such as Standard
Bank, ABSA and Nedbank follow a differentiated positioning strategy.
A cost leader strategy "...emphasises costcontainment, high volume production. and
efficiencies of scale in allpossible functional areas. A differentiated or value added
strategy targets specific market segments and emphasises product development and
/zigh quality." (Oppenheim et al., 1986:50) The Community Bank and E-Bank are
..... characterised by both astandardised method for producing and delivering such
a product." (Oppenheim et cl., 1986:50) Wilh the emphasis onmarket segmentation,
product development and need satisfaction of the mass market, "...it is difficult to
accurately segment the black consumermarket. bur it appears there are four distinct
categories.' These are the unskilled and unemplo)'t'd masses, the illiterate and semi-
skilled urban mass market. tlie literate middle class and a niche of affluent anti
sophisticated urban dwellers." (Sunday Star. 28 November 1993 as quoted hy
MARKLert, 1993:3)
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After considering the profile of the customer. the next step is 10 elaborate on whitt the
role of the customer is. In this instance. a dyadic approach is taken 10 the discussion
of role behaviour of the customer and staff member in the context of the service
encounter (refer Chapter 5). Role behaviour encompasses aspects such as role
conflict and role ambiguity. While Lovelock (1991 :7) does not give :1 specific
definition of the customer, he describes the customer as partofthe product. For the
purpose of this study, the role of the customer will be discussed based on the three
stages from the time the customer becomes aware of his or her need for a financial
product(s) (Stage I • seeking information, Stage 2 - where the customer forms part
of the production process) 10 evaluating the service encounter (Stage 3) and includes
the functions pertaining to each of these stages.
There is no doubt that the customer is necessary in the interaction process. Referring
to authors mentioned earlier (Solomon et al.• 1985: 100 and Shostack, as quoted by
Bitner. 1990:72), the customer is one element of the dyadic interaction process.
Without the customer, there can be no interaction (relating to human contact) and no
transaction (including the usage of automated teller machines where the customer is
the sole producer) (Bowen, 1986:378). The presence of the customer is necessary
because services are produced and consumed simultaneously (one of the
characteristics of service, namely inseparability (Lovelock, 1991 :41). In the same
context, McKechnie (1992:5) refers to services as processes and experiences,
therefore they are produced and consumed simultaneously. The reason for the
customer's presence stems from his awareness of a need for banking services or
products.
The manner in which the customer becomes aware of these needs is a result of the
need to purchase various items and the methods by which the payment is accepted by
the supplier of those products or services. The customer then proceeds to collect
information, which is available from the media, word-of-mouth and own experience.
The next step is to decide what product or service to buy and from which institution.
It is during this step that the decision process becomes complex because the customer
must weigh up alternatives and base his decision on information gained earlier. Once
the decision has been made, the actual purchase occurs which is then evaluated by the
customer, Based on the extent to which the search for information and the actual
purchase arc successful, re-purchase rna)' occur (Stanton. 1981: I17).
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Throughout this entire process, the "...customer's requirements are primarily
infonnation based... • (Whiule and Foster. 1991: 19). The information. processes and
experiences of service then serve as input in the evaluation of the service delivery and
need satisfaction. The steps described above are illustrated in Figure 3.2, which
shows both the demand- and supply side and is called the customer decision-making
process. The service provider also plays a role in this process, but from the point of
view of supplying these services to the customer. The supply side shows the
involvement of the service provider at certain points but does not necessarily
correspond with the flow of the customer's process.
FIGURE 3.1
INCOME
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The customer's Involvement throughout this process is of a continuous nature. From
the: time the customer becomes aware of his needs until the actual purchase: of
products or services to satisfy those needs. a decision-making process is involved that
requires the customer to weigh up alternatives and make an intelligent decision. The
process from need-awareness to purchase is not new and has been identified and used
by various authors (Stanton, 1981: 117: Schiffman and Kanuk, 1978:436-443) in the
marketing and consumer behaviour literature. Each element in this process has
already been extensively covered in the literature, but will be used in this study to
highlight the factors relevant to this chapter.
The customer is interacting with the supplier of services even before making a
purchase. These interactions occur (directly) when the customer seeks infonnation
(by entering the branch for brochures or gelling more information as a result of the
brochures), when the actual purchase takes place, and with the repeat purchases if
previous interactions were successful. Throughout the customer decision-making
process described in Figure 3.2, the customer has a role to play and these steps arc
illustrated in Figure 3.3.
3. ROLE OF THE CUSTO~IER
The literature (Stanton, 1981: 117; Schiffman and Kanuk, 1978:426-443 and Bowen,
1986:378) describes the role of the customeras encompassing the function performed
at each of the three stages mentioned above, as well as the experience of the service
encounter. The role of the customer in this study is seen from a global perspective
as being a multi-levelled role which is very dynamic and comprises the overall role
the customer must play.
FIGURE 3.2
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FIGURE 3.3 ROLE OF TilE CUSTOMER
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The: role: of the customer can be: divided into three main stages. Stage 1 refers to
the seeking of information after becoming aware of the need for banking products.
Stage 2 refers to the role of the customer in the production process, as the customer
is pan of the production process due to the inseparability of service (Lovelock,
1991:45). Stage 3 refers to the role the customer plays in evaluating the service.
These: three stages comprise the overall role of the customer in the service process
(figure 3.3) and now from the customer decision-making process (figure 3.2) where
the process from need awareness to purchase is illustrated and described.
During each of these stages, the customer must perform cenain functions: Stage 1
involves speaking to friends, being physically exposed to the sources of information
(such as the external media) and drawing from own experiences. Included in the
collection of information, the customer must physically enter the branch to talk to
staff about the products on offer. During Stage 2, the involvement in the production
of the service includes completing deposit or withdrawal forms and giving other
information suchas financial statements to facilitate a transaction, for example a loan.
Customers are also expected to evaluate the service and the function required to
perform that role is to complete questionnaires or complaint forms. Although
evaluation of the interaction with the service provider already takes place during stage
I, the evaluation in this context refers to the functions performed inStage 3_
Following the role and functions performed (Figure 3.3), the customer also
experiences the service process during each ofthe three stages. All three stages are
approached with a certain attitude, while the customer behaves in a certain manner.
For example, Stage I is approached with an open altitude due to a lack of
information. TI,e resultant behaviour is then based on the information received _ This
is then related to the experiencets) the customer has when performing his role.
Flowing from this are the skills that the customer needs in each stage. Although the
level of skills varies according to previous experience, these skills are also required
by the frontline staff (Chapter 4) to be able to perform their role in the service
process.
TI1C customer's role ranges from planning for the service encounter to merely making
or performing a transaction. The sophisticated customer needs to produce balance
sheets with projected income statements when applying for a loan. whereas the very
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unsophisticated customer only needs to make a withdrawal. The role of the service
provider is to add knowledge and other skills to be able to assist the customer. The
extent to which the customer plays a role depends on the type of service required.
"ln some instances, tile customer as 'panial employee' acts Dilly as 'co-produce,'
with employees..." while, in other services, the customer as 'penial employee'
becomes the sole producer as in the case of the automated teller machine (Bowen,
1986:378). As can be seen, the function or role of the customer is absolutely vital
to the service delivery process. However, the service provider can be instrumental
in determining the extent to which the customer should be involved in the service
encounter (Dowen, 1986: 378).
The extent of the customer's role relates to the functions he is expected to perform,
It is, however, important to realise that there are no defined limits with regard to the
extent of the customer's role in the service process. The more educated a customer
is, the better he can perform most of the functions by himself, for example the use
of electronic media such as the personal computer and the automated teller machine.
The customer can be given guidelines to qualify himself for a loan or a home loan
which will expand his role from merely filling in forms to more involved thinking
processes. While this applies to the sophisticated customer. the same principle can
also be applied to the unsophisticated customer in expanding his role from
approaching the frontline to assist in completing fonns to being able to do transactions
independently via the automated teller machine as proposed by E-Bank and
Community Bank (refer Annexure B).
The role of the customer is thus more than what is expected of the customer in the
service encounter, which confirms that management must manage the role of
employees and customers (Bowen. 1986:374) as customers •...act as 'partial
employees' at numerous points during llle service creation." Dowen (1986:378)
4. CUSTO~IER PERCEPTIONS AND EXPECTATIONS
Perceptions and expectations are evident on the supply side (management and staff)
as well as on the demand side (the customer). These two aspects arc covered to a
large extent in the service literature (Davis. 1981 :33; Parasurarnan tl 01.• 1985:44
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and Heskett et al., 1990: 115), as they are applicable to areas such as role
performance and role behaviour in the service encounter, risk (as perceived in
purchasing and selling) and need satisfactionas a result of theservice encounter. The
perceptions and expectations of customers will now be discussed individually.
4.1 Customer perceptions
Perception is defined as " our personalised \l'ay of sensing and comprehending the
stimuli we are exposed to ", however, "...perception is not a single event that takes
place but is a process 'hat comprises a series of events." (Bo\'~e and Arens,
1992: 133) This process starts when the customer is exposed tophysical data such as
an advertisement from where this data passes through two perceptual screens called
the physiological and psychological screens. The customer then goes through a
cognitive process, after which the data arc filed into the perceptual files. In the
cognitive process, the customer becomes aware of the data and relates it to previous
experiences, whereafter it is accepted (Figure 3.4).
It is a very important moment when this data is accepted because the
"...comprehension and acceptance of the stimulus make tile perception come alive.
placing it instantly in the consumer's reality zone... " (Bovee and Arens, 1992: 136).
For many people. their perception is the reality (Bovee and Arens, 1992: 136), while
"... the irfarmation/data/stimuli are organised into a mental map that represents our
perception of reality. These maps are not the same as tile world itself, and no nvo
maps are alike." Bovee and Thill (1992:34) Taking the profile of the customer into
account, they all have different maps of what they perceive the reality to be. Their
individuality makes them unique and their interpretation of what they perceive will
differ from the one person to the next. "The perceived servic« is 'he result of a
consumer's "iew0/abundle of sen'ice dimensions, some o/which are technical and
some of which are functional. • (Gronroos, 1984:39)
Apan from the different perceptions of a situation, •...expectations have (I significant
effec: on perception. We see not so milch of what is there as wluu \\'t' believe ought
to he there. " (Bovee and Thill, 1992:35) Davis (1981 :55) refers to this as one of the
characteristics of perceptions, namely the perceptual set, that is "...pC'ople tend to
perceive what th(')' expect to perceive, •
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".2 Customer expectations
Expectations are defined by Dolton and Drew (1991 :3) as ".. .all1icipated or predicted
levels ofproduct orservice performance formed by advertising, word-of-mouth orpast
expeiience," According to Bovee and Thill (1992:35), "...expectations shape
perceptions... H therefore perceptions and expectations are both important to the
service provider. While the literature (Heskett et al., 1990:34) suggests that these
perceptions and expectations are relevant only when the customer evaluates the
service provided, Figure 3.2 shows that perceptions and expectations have an
influence on the customer process from the time the customer seeks information on
the various products available, to the stage of re-purchase or usc of those products
or services. This is also evident in Figure 3.3 which illustrates the role of the
customer.
Both perceptions and expectations are measurable by means of research techniques.
Parasuraman et al. (1986: 14) defined five conclusive dimensions by which the
customer evaluates service in terms of theirexpectations, while the measurement of
perception is considered to be unstructured, uncontrolled and biased (Heskett et al.,
1990:115). It is also said to be a highly subjective type of measurement as "... the
output of a service often is intangible... Hand "...because an individual perception
often cannot be related to what actually was delivered... " (Heskett etal., 1990: 116,
117); a general underlying factor that has an influence on both the perception and
expectations of customers is risk (discussed below).
FIGURE 3.4 CONSUMER PERCEPTION PROCESS
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4.2.1 Customer expectations and risk
It was mentioned earlier that perceptions :1150 pertain to the risk involved when
purchasing a product or service. With any purchase that is made, there is a perceived
risk involved, and because the evaluation of services is more difficult (due to its
intangibillty) (Lovelock, 1991 :40), the risk is higher for services than for goods
(Heskett et al., 1990:37).
The risks identified by Heskett et 01. 1990:3S are:
• economic (insurance),
• social (personal appearance. image),
• medical (high personal risk) and
• legal (either resulting from action or failure to act),
These risks are evident as a result of lack ofadequate information, knowledge and
resulting self-confidence. According to Heskett et 01. (1990:35), the customers'
needs and expectations arebased on the way in which they perceive risk. Richardson
and Robinson (1986:7) add to this. saying "...consumers make predictions based on
expectations concerning tiltfuture performance ofa product wilen purchasing it,"
Heskett et al. (1990:29) further say that "...our assessment of risk is based on both
the likelihood and consequences of service failure. " Because the customers are
individuals in theirown right, they evaluate the service encounter differently. Based
on this information, it is most likely for a Black customer to have a higher perceived
social risk because of his background and possible lack of knowledge, and is
ultlrnately afraid of face-to-face interactions, while usage of the automated teller
machine carries a smaller social risk. Giventhe same situation a White customer will
have a smaller social risk regarding the service encounter.
In the service literature (Heskett tt al.• 1990:35; Lovelock, 1991: 268), risk is one
of the factors mentioned, while conditioning and cost arc the other two factors which
influence the perceptions and expecrat ions of the customer. The second factor evident
in Figure 3.3 in the customer decision-making process is that of conditioning the
expectations of the customer. for example, people arc led 10 believe that some
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resources are more scarce than others and they are, therefore, prepared to wait.
Their expectations of the service they are about to receive are high as they believe
that particular person to be more able to solve their problem (llesken et al., 1990:6).
People are more prone to wait in the queue for the bank manager ihan for the teller
or for any other of the frontline staff, as the branch manager's time is perceived to
be more valuable.
The third factor mentioned in Figure 3.3 is cost. No service is free anywhere and
customers realise that there is a cost auached. This ranges from a tip for a restaurant
waiter, to paying service costs such as for statements and cheques used. "Many
customers are so convinced that self-service is the heightof good service that they are
willing to pay extra for the privilege." (Heskett et al., 1990:8) According to
Parasuraman et al. (1991:40), "... many customers believe that the more they pay, the
better the sen-ice should be. although they do not believe that a low price is a
legitimate excuse for poor service." An applicable example in this context is the
automated teller machine.-
•
•
•
•
•
It can be accessed 24 hours a day.
It is conveniently located.
There is a perceived reduced waiting period.
In itself it involves low opportunity and transaction costs.
It creates the perception that it is easier and cheaper and less humiliating
compared to the interaction in the branch environment.
The cost of banking products or services can be used effectively to influence
customers' perceptions of the delivery of service.
5, CUSTOMER NEED SATISFACTION
Customer satisfaction is a .....customer's post pure/lase evaluation of a
product/service offering... • (Hunt 1977, as quoted by Bolton and Drew, 1991: 2).
Implied in Figure 3.2 (the decision-making process) is that re-purchase occurs when
the customer is satisfied in terms of the way the service is delivered and also what
has been delivered. This is in line with thc model of Grnnroos (1984:36), when he
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refers 10 the what ofservice delivery (the technical quality) and the how of service
delivery (the functional quality.) Apart from these qualities whereby the customer
evaluates the service. there are other attributes of the organisational setting that also
influence customer need satisfaction (Bowen, 1986:374). All the auributes of the
service are important because" ... much ofll'//(/t isvisible to employees is visible to the
CUSTOmer. " Gronroos (1984: 38) referred to these attributes as the technical and
tunctlonal qualities in the following comext:
The technical qualities are the skills. product knowledge. machines and
mechanisation. know-how, technical solutions and computerisation of the finn
providing the service, while the functional qualities refer to aspects such as staff
attitudes, internal relations, service mindcdness, approachability. customer contacts,
appearance and personality of staff, accessibility of location and access to specialised
staff (Gronroos, as quoted by Richardson and Robinson, 1986:8).
While Gronroos identified these two dimensions by which customers evaluate service
quality, these dimensions also"... build up aperception in the customer's mind oftile
organisation andit is thi: perception that builds tile corporate image." (Richardson
and Robinson, 1986:8). Thus Gronroos (1984:43) argues that "...an acceptable
junctional quality is demanded to ensure that the customers are satisfied". This is
just one model which attempts to explain the service quality gap that exists between
expected and perceived service.
Another model is that of Parasuraman et al. (1986: 1-39), namely the service quality
model, also known as the Gaps Model. The ten dimensions identified in this model
are tangibles, reliability, responsiveness. communication. credibility, security,
competence, courtesy, understanding or knowing the customer and access. (These are
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.) A further development of the Gaps
Model has been an instrument to measure Gap 5. called the SERVQUAL multiple-
item scale and, as a result, the ten dimensions mentioned above have been reduced
to S dimensions (discussed in Chapters" and 5 respectively). The SERVQUAL
multiple-hem scale measures customer perceptions of the service quality. while the
expectations of the customer in the context oftbis model refers to ",.,what thC!)' fed
a service provider~ offer rather thnn 'J1111.lJ1 oJJa..." (Parasurarnan et al.•
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1986:6). Manly 0\'0 of ttuse dimensions tangibles and credibility lI'ere Classified as
stare" qualities, IIOIW'tT, consumers are still left with little or 110 information about
the remaining dimensions that relate to experience and credence qualities."
(Lovelock, 1991:288)
Search qualities are attributes which a customer can determine prior to purchasing a
product, for example colour, style, price, feel, hardness and smell. Experienced
qualities are attributes which can only be discerned after purchase or during
consumption, for example taste, wearability and purchase satisfaction. Credence
qualities are characteristics which the customer may find impossible to evaluate even
after the purchase or during consumption (Lovelock, 1991 :40, 288),
Lovelock postulates that the customer evaluates services in three different stages.
They arc:
Stage 1 :
Stage 2 :
Stage 3 :
The pre-consumption stage, which is the selection of possible
alternatives.
The consumption stage, which includes expectations formed in the pre-
consumption stage, and experiences associated with the chosen
alternatives.
The post-consumption stage, which is a comparison of the service
outcome with expectations formed during the pre-consumption and
consumption stages (Lovelock, 1991: 287).
"This implies that a consumer 'sfinal evaluation ofservice quality includes theprocess
ofservice delivery as wel! as the service outcome... .. (Parasuraman and Berry 1984;
Lovelock 1983, as quoted by Lovelock, 1991 :257). The aspect of service quality and
how the customerevaluates it is important, as quality occurs during service delivery,
usually in the interaction between the customer and frontline staff of the service firm
(Lovelock, 1991 :406). The closer the degree ofinteraction between the customer and
the organisation, the more important are service, personnel and equipment
(Richardson and Robinson, 1986:5).
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In Ihe: evaluation of services these three models are complementary to each other and
for this reason they have been combined in Figure 3.5. All three models are based
on one common variable, namely the service encounter, which will be discussed in
chapter S. In the next section, there are two aspects that are relevant to customer
need satisfaction, namely attitude and behaviour, each of which is discussed
individually.
5.1 Customer satisfaction and attitude
According to the service literature (Bolton and Drew, 1991:2), the consumer
behaviour literature (Schiffman and Kanuk, 1978: 163/164) and the marketing
literature (Stanton, 1981:115), attitude has a significant influence on customer
satisfaction. A definition by each of these authors on attitude is followed by a
summarised explanation of that definition.
Bolton and Drew:
•
•
Customer altitude is defined as the" ...global evaluation of aproduct/service
offering... " and states that disconfirmation is experienced when this post-
purchase evaluation is not in line with the expected performance as perceived
prior to interaction.
Important inthis definition is that altitudes involve evaluation which is evident
prior to, during and after interaction. The perceptions and expectations
involved in the evaluation process serve as a guideline to determine customer
satisfaction.
Schiffman and Kanuk:
• "Allillldes are learned tendencies 10 perceive and aCI in some consistently
favourable or utfavourable manner ";111 regard to a g;\,C!I object/idea, sucn
as a producusetvicetbrand/companytuore or spokesman."
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These authors highlight a few aspects that are in line with customer
satisfaction and auuude. They are:
Learned tendencies, namely altitudes are derived from past experience
(learned) and they direct future behaviour (tendencies).
Perceive and act, that is a linkage 10 perceptions (belids , opinions,
images, et cetera).
Consistency relates to the measurement of auitudcs:
Favourable or unfavourable manner, namely attitudes are evaluations,
thus choices are made based on alternatives.
Stanton:
•
•
"Attitude may be defined as a person's enduring favourable or unfavourable
cognitive evaluation, emotional feeling, oraction tendency toward some object
or idea."
What follows this definition, confirms what the above-mentioned authors have
stated.
Attitude involves thought processes, emotional feelings and it varies in
intensity (Figure 3.4);
Attitude influences beliefs and beliefs influence attitudes;
Attitude and beliefs reflect value judgements and positive or negative
feelings towards a product, service or brand:
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Stanton (continued):
Attitudes significantly influence people's perceptions and buying
behaviour;
Attitude significantly influence people's perceptions by selectively
screening OUI any stimuli which conflict with these auhudes. This is
referred to as psychological data illustrated in the customer perception
process (Figure 3.4);
Auitudes are formed by information acquired in terms ofpast learning
experiences and relations with family groups. This is also referred to
as physical data (Figure 3.4) applicable to serve as input to need
awareness in the customer decision-making process (Figure 3.2).
Understanding the customer's attitude and how it works is imperative for the service
provider, as attitudes can beinfluenced to perceive the product offered in a favourable
light (Stanton. 1981: 115). Cronin and Taylor (1992:56) says that .....perceived
service quality is a form of attitude. . . ". "..,whereas satisfaction ts a transaction-
specific measure..... (Bitner 1990. Bolton and Drew 1991. Parasuraman et al.• 1988
as quoted by Cronin and Taylor. 1992:56).
Auitude, knowledge and skills required by the frontline staffof the service provider
(discussed in Chapter 4). are also applicable to the customer from the time he
becomes aware of a need, during. and after the service encounter (Figure 3.3).
5.2 Customer satisfactionand behaviour
Included in the definitions above are aspects of attitude that influence customer
behaviour. Apart from these aspects. three pertinent questions are asked by Bowen
(1986:378, 379) in tenns of determinants of employee behaviour that are also
applicable to the customer's behaviour. TI1C)' are:
• Do the customers understand how they are supposed to pcrform?
For example. Ihe customer is expected 10 understand the sigllJge and layout
of the hanking hall instead of imp:u:ling on the enquiry counter for directions
and informalion, In the interaction with the service provider (the service
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production process) when: the customer has 'contact with the tangible and
intangible resources of the finn ...... the technical outcome, the instrumental
performance is created." (Gronroos, 1984:38)
• Are customers able to perform as expected?
This question isapplicable to all types ofcustomers, fro III the unsophisticated
to the highly sophisticated customer. In South Africa, aspects such as literacy
and education levels can be definite obstacles to how the customer can
perform his role in the production process. The sophisticated customer. on
the other hand, can show resistance to change in term of performing certain
actions although resistance to change is a common phenomenon in human
nature (Bowen, 1986:380).
• Are there valued rewards for the customer's performances as expected?
Customers also need reward and recognition as it serves to motivate them for
their role in the production process. "lV/len the customers participate in
service creation, they acquire benefits such asincreased control over rile terms
of service de!i\'ery, time savings and monetary savings." (Model of Vroom
1964, as quoted by Bowen, 1986:378) As withemployees, the customers can
also be recruited, selected and trained to enable them to perform as expected
(Bowen, 1986:379, 380). This would ease the task of the service provider to
a considerable extent.
6. MULTI-CULTURAL ENVIROmlENT
The inter- and intra-cultural factors regarding the customer are not really applicable
in this context, as the individual is only concerned about the service received and the
manner in which his needs are satisfied. These factors, however, play an important
role from the service provider's point of view because the staffhave to work together
and provide service in a specific environment. The customer, on the other hand, has
the option of using other melhods (such as the automated teller machine) to transact.
The suff arc thus contractually bound as employees to accept their fcllow staff
members as team members. Schneider and Bowen (1985:424) confirm that
"...employees are ps)'cho{ogica/~\' more iiuegratcd into and auachcd 10 rile
organisation than are customers. - (Lefton and Rosengren. 1966 as quoted by
Schneider and Bowen. 1985:414). Employees do not have the same choice as the
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customer who has to switch from one institution to another when he is not satisfied
with the service process.
7. CO~CLUSION
The customer, or otherwise referred to in this chapter as the demand side of the
service process, is not only necessary in the production of a service but also provides
a wealth of information which the service provider (or supply side) can use to achieve
customer satisfaction. While this is the ultimate goal of any service provider, it
should be achieved profitably and be in line with the strategic vision ofthe company.
The profile of the existing customer is based on historic ligures which reflect a
situation at a certain point in time. The change in the political and economic situation
in South Africa is also bound to change the profile of these existing customers taking
into account the emerging mass market with its increasing need for banking products.
The role of the customer in the service process has proved to be very important, as
the production of service cannot take place without the customer. While their overall
role can be described by a three stage process, it also includes the functions necessary
to fulfil their role. Added to this are the experiences and skills that evolve from their
role. Their role can also bemanipulated and managed to vary in the extent to which
the customer is involved in the production process. Other factors that are of
importance concerning the customer. are the perceptions and expectations of the
customer, how the service is evaluated and need satisfaction.
The importance of the multi-cultural factors, consisting of the inter- and intra-cultural
factors, is relatively small on the demand side compared to the multi-cultural factors
on the supply side, for reasons given in the text. Because the factors relating to the
multi-cultural environment are mostly operative in the service encounter, these factors
will be dealt with in Chapter S. Chapter 4 discusses the demand side and highlights
those aspects pertaining to the frontline and their involvement inthe service process.
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A:'\~EXl'RE A
2.1 Profile of account users
• Profile of account users by race group
The race groups under which these account users are identified are Whites, Indians,
Coloureds and Blacks. (These groups also correspond with the statistics used in
Chapter 4 in the discussion of the labour pool.) The profile of these race groups is
graphically illustrated in Figure Al and indicates the usage of the different types of
accounts by each race group. While no preference is given to any particular race
group in the discussion of these statistics, only the most significant changes arc
highlighted.
What immediately becomes apparent from these statistics is the high number of
accounts held by Whites across all the different products, compared with the low
number of accounts held by the Indians and Coloureds, while the Black race group
has a mixed balance between the various account types. An example is the high
number of savings accounts (58.4%) and auto teller cards (45.5%) held by Blacks.
This can be explained by the different approaches the customer and the bank have to
need satisfaction. From the perspective of the customer, high usage of savings
accounts by Blacks can be ascribed to the fact that the Black race group is a largely
cash-based society. Due to this, the accompanying high usage ofauto teller cards is
logical for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
The amount of savings held is not visible because of a single card compared
to a multi-page savings book, which reduces the risk of robbery to some
extent;
access to their savings accounts is much easier, taking into account the hours
ofbusiness (24 hour availability) and the number of automated teller machines
available;
due to the convenient hours available for deposits or withdrawals the customer
docs not enter the branch and join in the queue:
the fear of entering the branch and being confronted by a person who might
possibly not help or understand, or the fear that the situation is too complex;
and
the lack of knowledge to use more sophisticated products such as a cheque
account.
FIGURE A1 PROFILE OF ACCOUNT USERS BY RACE GROUP
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FIGURE A2 PROFILE OF ACCOUNT USERS BY RACE GROUP
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TABLE Al PROFILE OF ACCOt.:~T l:SERS BY RACE GROl'l)
Account Type' Whites Coloureds Asians macks Total
Race
Cheque 84.0 6.3 3.9 5,8 100
Savings 30,2 8.0 3.4 58.4 100
Transmission 54.7 13.1 9.9 22.3 100
Investments 75,S 3.9 5.2 15.4 100
Credit card 86.6 3.9 4.8 4.7 100
Petrol card 91.9 2.5 3.4 2,2 100
Auto teller card 41.7 9.2 3.6 45.5 100
Loan 75.1 8.1 7.0 9.8 100
SOURCE: All Mcdla Product Survey, 1993
TABLE A2 PROFILE OF ACCOUNT USERS BY RACE GROUP·
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
Account Type- Whites Coloureds Asians Blacks Total
Past 12 monthsl
Race
Cheque 81.8 1.9 3.9 12.4 100
Savings 27.8 6.1 5.1 61.0 100
Transmission 53.0 12.0 15.5 19.5 100
Investments 62,2 8.1 7.7 22.0 100
Credit card 76.9 3.9 6.2 13.0 100
Petrol card 86,S 9.5 4.0 0.0 100
Auto teller card 42,0 5.4 7.0 45.6 100
Loan 75,4 4.5 4.1 16.0 100
SOURCE: All Media Product Survey, 1993
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From the perspective of the bank, the needs of this type of customer are currently
satisfied via an electronic delivery mechanism (automated teller machine). while
relieving the pressure on the branch to deal with customers who require the services
of frontline staff to a greater extent.
The savings accounts (30.2%) and auto teller cards (41.7%) held by Whites are
substantially lower than those of the Black race group. This is negated by the high
number of cheque accounts (84%), investments (75.5%), credit cards (86.6%). petrol
cards (91.9%) and loans (75.1 %) held by Whites. Possible reasons for this are
follows:
•
•
•
The reliance of Whites on credit (living beyond their means);
The role of the economy (recession reflects high interest rates which brings
pressure on credit used and granted); and
the equity they hold on which credit assessment is based.
The percentage products used by Blacks involving credit assessment, that is cheque
accounts (12.4%), credit cards (13%). petrol cards (0%) and loans (16%) is not very
high compared to the product usage of Whites. Reasons for this are the credibility
of the Black race group, coupled with the nature of risk management used by banks
(Dagut et al., 1991: 106). It is also true that the occupation of certain customers
(such as artisans) across all race groups allows them to qualify for the requirements
laid down for themore sophisticated products (such as a cheque account package that
includes a credit card, overdraft limits, reduced bond rates, tl cetera). However,
they do not always apply financial discipline when using it.
• Profile or accounts users by income
Another category of the AMPS survey analyses the profile of account users by
income as illustrated in Figure A3. This analysis is based on product usage over
elalu different income levels. TIley arc:
Income (Rand)
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
RROOO+
R6000 • R7999
R4000 • R5999
R2500 • R3999
R1400 • R1499
RROO· R1399
R500· R 799
up 10 • R 499
The: correlation between the race and income: groups is that the: lower income groups
make: very lillie use: of high risk products such as cheque accounts and use more
savings products, based on the analysis of the profile of account users by race groups.
Thus, it appears that more: Whites are high income earners while the Blacks are low
income earners. The AMPS survey also compares its analysis to that of accounts
opened in the last 12 months. The percentage change per product category reflects
a shift in the number and types of accounts held by the different race groups as well
as the: different levels of income groups (refer paragraph 2.2).
• Profile of Account users by age group
The age groups used in the AMPS survey are 16-24 years, 25-34 years, 35-49 years
and over 50 years (Table AS). The overall product usage of the 16-24 year category
is relatively low, except for a high number of savings accounts (16.4 %) and auto
teller cards (18.3%). This is followed by a tremendous increase in the age groups
25-34 years and 35-49 years across all the products. The over SO age group shows
an overall decline apart from the 45.4% investments held. This is typical of people
who still earn an income but who possibly have little or no cost relating to the
upbringing or education of their children. This is graphically illustrated in Figure
AS.
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TAULE A3 PROFILE OF ACCOUNT USERS BY INCOME
AccOUOlTypcJ R8000+ R6000 • R4000 - R2500 - R1400 - R800 - R500 - UI'IO Tuul
Income R7999 RS999 R3999 R2499 R1399 R799 R499
Cl ...--tuc 16.4 18.7 21.6 18.0 8.5 S.O 1.4 0.4 lOll
~~in,\ 7.4 6.2 10.6 13.0 18.4 22.9 9.5 12.0 100
TUn\nJMIOQ 15.9 13.3 19.2 21.0 14.6 11.2 3.4 1.4 100
In~e~tmclll\ 22.7 13.7 19.7 16.1 14.0 8.9 3.0 1.9 100
Crnlil un! 3S.9 19.4 19.3 14.8 6.4 1.7 1.1 0.4 100
"'trol C~hJ ~.7 21.0 170S 9.6 S.O 2.0 0.1 0.1 100
Auto lelkr unJ 12.2 9 ..5 14.6 1.5.2 19.0 18.0 .5 ..5 6.0 100
Loan 26.9 19.8 24.0 13.6 8.6 5.2 0.3 1.6 100
SOURCE: All Media Product Survey, 1993
TABLE A4 PROFILE OF ACCOUNT USERS BY INCOME - ACCOUNTS OPENED IN TilE LAST 12 1\I01\T1I5
ACl:llUnI T)re-PI2mI R8000+ R6000 • R4000 • R2.SOO • RI400 • R 800· R500 • Ufllo ToUl
In.:nmc R7999 R5999 R3999 R2499 R1399 R799 R499
~ 20.4 11.4 27.7 13.6 10.2 4.0 0.0 1.7 100
s....n'~ S.I 6.4 10.2 9.1 17.S 2S.4 9.6 13.4 100
T,;lmmtHIOQ 16.6 16.5 11.3 21.9 11.9 1.5.8 5.6 0.4 100
Invtwncnl 20.0 13.6 18.4 18.3 1.5.7 9.2 0.9 3.9 100
(",01" l.I,d 26..5 23.3 20.2 18.4 7.0 1.7 0.1 2.8 100
Ptuol mil 37.3 25.8 17.2 9.6 10.1 0.0 0.0 0 100
"\'Jt>, ~l;"-f 01\.1 12.3 7.8 14.5 13.9 21.7 15.2 5.6 9 100
.. IIU 16.3 28.0 9.9 11.9 9.4 0.81 I.~n S.6 100
oe
-.a
SOl,;RCE: AU :\Icllia Product Survey, 1993
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TABLE AS PROFILE OF ACCOU~TUSERS BY AGE GROCP
Account Tlrc/Al:c 16·H )C;HS 2H~ lWS H·~9 )WS so+ ~('.us
Cheque 7.1 H.8 35.2 31.9
Savings 16.4 286 32.0 23.0
Transmission 12.1 )1.) )5.2 21.3
lnvesunents ~.8 19.4 30.4 4~.4
Credit card 6.2 25.1 )6.9 31.8
Petrol card U 26.5 4),2 26.9
AUla teller cud 18.3 32.9 )3,2 1~.6
L.oan 10.9 )1.8 42.5 14.9
SOURCE: AIIl\fcdla Product Survey, 1993
TABLE A6 PROFILE OF ACCOUNT USERS BY AGE GROUP -
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN TilE LAST 12 MONTIIS
Account TYre/Age 16·24 years 25·)4years 35-49 years 50+ )'ears
Cheque 27.0 )7,6 25.1 10.2
Savings 39.0 31.7 20,8 8.S
Transmission 26.3 36.3 28.6 8.8
Investments 5.1 33.2 25.8 3S.9
Credil card 18.S 37.8 28.6 IS.I
Petrol card 14.3 36.2 37.0 12.4
Auto leller card 41.8 32.1 18.S 7.6
Loan 22.2 29,0 40,4 8.4
SOURCE: All Media Product Survey, 1993
., .,
...
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Changes in the profile of account users
• Changes in profile of account users by race group
These changes are summarised in Table A7 and show an overall decrease in the
accounts held by Whites, while there is lin overall increase in accounts held by
Blacks. The most significant figures are the decrease in investments (Whites 13.3%)
and credit cards (Whiles 9.7 %). which can be related to the economic situation where
South Africa is trying to recover from a severe economic recession. The political
situation also played asubstantial role in the number of accounts held by race group,
apart from affecling the economic situation. The change in accounts held by Blacks
shows an increase, especially in cheque accounts (6.6%), investments (6.6%), credit
cards (8.3%) and loans (6.4%). This is possibly due to the increasing number of
Blacks who are being employed (Volschenk. 1993: 1) and who now need more and
more sophisticated products to cater for their changing financial needs.
TABLE A7 PERCENTAGE CHANGE OF ACCOUNTS BY RACE GROUP
Account Type/Race Whites Coloureds Asians Blacks
Cheque (2.2) (4.4) 0.0 6.6
Savings (2.4) (1.9) 1.7 2.6
Transmission (1.7) (1.1) 5.6 (2.8)
Investments (13.3) 4.2 2.S 6.6
Credit card (9.7) 0.0 1.4 8.3
Petrol card (S.4) 7,0 0,6 2.2
Auto lellcr card 0.3 (3.8) 3.4 0.0
loan 0.3 (3,6) 2.9 64
SOURCE: Based on theAll Medla Product Survey, 1993
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• Changes In profile of account users by income,
These are the changes in the profile of account users by income as reflected in Table
A8, which shows a similar pattern to the changes in the profile of accounts users
(Table A7) for level I (R 8000+), although the ratio of race: income: products held
still reflects an earlier political situation. Decreases in cheque accounts (6 %), credit
card (9.4%), petrol card (7.4%) and loans (8.8%) are noted, Decreases in the other
income groups are, however, lower compared to the decreases of income Levell.
This excludes a 7.9% decrease in yhe investments category of income Level 3. It is
interesting to note thai the pattern of changes mentioned above corresponds with the
changes of Table A7 in income Level 1.
TABLE A8 PERCE~TAGE CHANGE OF ACCOUNTS USERS BY Ir\COME
Account T)'peftncome \ 2 3 4 S 6 7 8
Cheque (6) 2.7 6.\ (4,4) 1.7 (1,0) (\ .4) 2.3
SavinES 0.7 0,2 (0.4) (3,9) (0.6) 2.~ 0,\ 1.4
Transmission 0.7 3.2 (7.9) 0.9 (2,7) 4.6 2.2 (1.0)
Investments (2.7) (0.\) (1.3) (2.2) 1.7 0.3 2.\ 2.0
Creditcard (9.4) 3.9 0,9 3.6 0.6 (1.0) (1.0) 24
Petrol card (7,4) 4.8 (OJ) 0.0 S,\ (2.0) (0.\) (0.1)
Auto teller card 0,\ (1.7) (0.1) (1,3) 2.7 (2.8) 0.\ 30
Loan (8,8) (3.$) (4.0) (3.7) 3.3 4.2 O,~ 40
SOURCE: All Media Product Survey, 1993
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• Changes in the profile of account users by age group
The changes are shown in Table A9 are calculated on the same basis as the changes
in the account profile of race group and income: category. This table reflects an
overall increase in the usage of bank products by the first two age groups, compared
to an overall decrease in the last two age groups.
TABLE A9 PERCENTAGE CIIA~GE OF ACCOU~T USERS BY AGE GROUP
Account Type/Ace 16·24 )'e;ars 25·)4 )'WS 35-$9 YWS :\0+ yeArs
Cheque 19,9 11.8 (10,1) (21.7)
S;avinEs 22,6 3,1 (11.2) (l4.S)
Transmission 14,2 5,0 (6,6) (12,S)
Investments OJ 13,8 (4,6) (9.S)
Credit Card 12,3 12.7 (8.3) (16.7)
Petrol Card 10,8 9.7 (6,2) (l4.S)
Auto Teller Card 23,S (0,8) (14.7) (8.0)
loan 11.3 (2,8) (2.1) (6.S)
SOURCE: All Media Product Survey, 1993
When analysing the age groups, a pattern similar to that of a product life cycle is
noted, reflecting the phases through which the individual goes. The product life cycle
starts with the introduction of a new product, similar to a new individual using bank
products (excluding those under 16 years, although they are permitted to have
accounts). The next phase is the growth phase and reflects a growth in the usage of
bank products (25-34 years ), while the third phase resembles the maturity of the life
cycle (35-49 years) referring to the stage where the individual reaches a saturation
point in terms of the need for bank products. The last phase is the decline phase
(over 50 years) which reflects a decline in the usage of banking products in all the
product categories.
A~:\EXl'RE 8
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A CO~IPAIUSO~ OF TWO ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY
STRATEGIES IN TilE BA~KING INDUSTRY
CO~I~IU:'\ITV DANK .:-IlASK
I) There's :I critical need (or • People have a null (or simple banking
community bankine services in hi~h \Illumes
• Cost o( allminislerine ihe low-volume end o(
the market isprohibiuve
1) ~lrllions of people hive no access to formal • Aver3~e fornul bJnkine sector assumes you
bankinll or life inaprropriJldy banked are White, spcJk En,lish or :\(rikllllns, and
Are commercially lilmle anll technocratic
• E·nank is not simed soldy at the lJIack
market
• Meelin~ the needs o( a huge unbanked section
o( the poputnion
3) These people need access 10crellit • Mo~t are denied credit because they do not
have adequale collaleral or do not have
collateral or score poorly in conventional loan
assessment
4) Will lend money by ,eninS reference checks • LUllcly trlnuclion hued, Other types of
(rom the community lendina will come later
S) Educate customers about bank ina. interest • For the majority of people, bankinl: is
rates and community blnkina overwhelmins
(relationship bankinS)
• Providean environment which is non-
threatenina, safe and easy to use
6) Products or services will include: • All its own products. systems and bankina
halls
Personal loans
Home loans • Designed to anract high-volume, ash
lncremental loans businessthroulh lerminal·based branches, It
Micro-enterprise loans excludesteller and other services. but
Small-Business advisory lOins includes financins of low-cost housinl
7) Community Bank will be o"llcd by its • Is • division and wholly owned subsidiary of
customers via inleresl-burina shares Sund.ud Dank
8) It ..... ill be the first Bank re,istered under the • E-Bank will be bunched in the first quarter o(
Mutu:al Banks Bill (discussed in Chapter 2) 1994
• New nanle lIo'ill compete \'i~oroudy \Idth the
Perm, and because o( !hat there mia:ht be an
l)Hrbp
SOl'RCE: Ryan, 1994a:4; Ryan, 1994b:30 and Flnancla! Mail, 1994:33
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CHAPTER 4
TilE l\IICRO·E~\'lItOX~IENT
TilE SUPPLY SIDE OF TilE SERVICE ENCOUNTER
1. INTRODUCTION
The micro-environment is the area of focus of this chapter lind study. It is in this
environment that the service encounter takes place, with a view to need satisfaction.
The elements in the service encounter as illustrated in Figure 1.2 are individually
discussed, starting with the demand side, followed by the elements identified on the
supply side. From this illustration it is clear that there are two sets of needs to be
satisfied if the service encounter is to be mutually satisfactory for both parties.
The supply side is the one side of the dyadic interaction which the authors Surprenant
and Solomon(1987) refer to. It involves the staff operating at the frontline who are
serving customers in an effort to satisfy the customers' banking needs. The delivery
of service at this point and in this manner serves as the experienced manifestation of
the banks' or service providers' commitment to customer service. In Figure 2.2 (the
micro-environment reflecting the supply and demand side), the elements of both sides
are virtually images of each other, with only a few exceptions. The demand side
represents a set of needs and need-satisfaction expectations. The supply side
represents a set of needs and a latent potential to both identify and satisfy the
customer's needs through a process of service manufacturing and thereby satisfying
personal needs and aspirations. The elements of the demand side are discussed in
Chapter 3, which also serves as a basis for the discussion of the elements of the
supply side in this chapter (Surprenant and Solomon, as quoted by Bitner a cl.
1990:72).
These clements of the supply side indicate that the staffat the frontline come from
and operate in a multi-cultural environment. Based on their skills and training. they
should he able tosatisfy the needs of the customers. Elements that play an irnporunr
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role in this situation are the perceptions and expectations of the frontline staff, the
ability of the service provider and their own ability to satisfy customers' needs.
These factors are discussed in Chapter S (service encounter), due to the nature of the
interaction process, while the same criteria applies to uie demand side of the service
encounter discussed in Chapter 3. The interaction between the demand and supply
side is called the service encounter (Bitner et al., 1990:72). Chapter 5 also highlights
the aspects of multi-cultural customers with their own spectrum of needs, their
perceptions and expectations about the service and the service provider.
Theoretically, ifall the elements are in place, need satisfaction should occur, but it
often fails due to the nature of the elements involved as w~1I as the complexity of the
situation.
2. TilE SUPPLY SIDE OF TilE SERVICE E~COUNTER
2.1 The Frontline
The frontline staff of abank is comprised ofthree different types of posts namely the
tellers, enquiry officers and interviewing officers. Interviewing officers are also
referred to as customer consultants. Different titles or names for these jobs exist in
the marketplace, but they ultimately encompass the same functions performed.
The frontline staff is the first contact point for customers when they come into the
branch to do their banking. Continuous interaction resulls in a relationship between
the bank and the customer, the quality of which is determined by the perceptions
formed about the degree to which needs are being satisfied, while the focus remains
on building excellent customer relationships. 111e service delivery is done through
the branch network of the bank. consisting of a number ofdifferent types and sizes
of branches, geographically located, to serve particular segments of the market.
TIle number and types of customers depend largely on the size and location of the
branch and the rcsulling impact on the service delivery. Two sizes, namely :I typil:al
large or small branch. arc distinguished as illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The...c
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figures indicate the difference in terms of the number of frontline staff of a typical
large and small bank branch. In a large branch. more people art: required to do the
work and there are also more specialised functions such as a department for Bills and
Foreign Exchange.
As can be seen in Figure 4.2. the frontline of a small branch is staffed differently,
while the volumesmight necessarily not be smaller than that of the bigger branches
despite the location of the branch. The spectrum of customers' needs, however,
remains unchanged with customers expecting the same service irrespective of the
branch they visit. In the larger branches, the functions performed by staff are more
specialised with more levels of a supervisory nature. Because of lean staff the
experience and skill levels required at smaller branches have to be greater, The
composition of the job content is thus largely dependent upon the size of the branch.
2.1.1 Key Functions of the frontline
Each type of frontline post has its particular functions pertaining to that job. The
teller normallydeals with transactions which mainly involve cash, while the aspect
of consulting is performed to a lesser extent. Problems occur here which the teller
has to solve in a manner that satisfies the customer's needs. The enquiry officer has
no dealings related to cash, but has to deal with queries of a more general nature
which mainly involve problem solving. The third type of frontline post is the
interviewing officer orcustomer consultant. This job is focused more on selling and
cross-selling with a large amount of consultancy involved. The consultant also has
to deal with problems which the customer experiences and, due to the nature of the
job, he has more time to do so. The job content of each type of frontline staff is
detailed in Annexure C.
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Each frontline post is involved in identifying the needs of the customer. The teller
needs to identify wh:1l type: of transaction needs to be: performed, such as a deposit
or withdrawal. Further identification includes other functions relating to deposits or
withdrawals, such as highlighting special deposits or encashment of entries such 3S
sight drafts. Should the customer need a standing payment order. it should be
referred to the enquiry officer. Thus, the teller must identify needs which he or she
will be able to satisfy and those which will be: satisfled by other departments in the
branch or hank.
It is, therefore, questionable whether tellers can identify cross-selling opportunities
(Annexure C) with 3 queue which requires fast and effective service. What is
required of the frontline is to match the needts) of the customer to that of the
product(s) or services offered by the bank. The principle of matching the needs of
the customer to the products offered applies to the enquiry and interviewing officers,
but the identification of cross-selling opportunities would be seen to reside with the
customer consultant only. The core issues of these jobs remain service related and
focus on the interaction between staff and customers.
2.1.2 Standards for service excellence
Because banks commit themselves to service and strive to achieve service excellence,
certain service,behavioural and operational standards have been set. These standards
are set to act as guidelines in frontline performance and serve to indicate what is
expected of the staff in their interaction with customers. Service standards relate 10
the standardssetby the service provider as a measurement of the level of service that
should be delivered to the customer. An example of a service standard would he
professional communication with the customer. Operational standards refer to the
way in which a task is performed, such as expecting communication with rbc
customer to be completed within three days.
While both the operational and service standards are measurable, only the operational
standards are jobspecific. The behavioural standards are also measurable as proven
by the dimensions of the service quality model of Parasuraman el al, (19866. 7l.
.". ranging from tasy 10 evaluate 10 d~{ji(/lll In evaluate," (Parasuraman et 01.
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1985: 48) The standards relating to the behaviour of the staff refer to their emotive
actions, as it involves the: emotions of the person, while: the service standards relate
to the branch or physical environment. These standards are applicable to both
internal and external staff and are listed in Annexures D, E and F. The .....len
dimensions and their descriptions served as the basic structure oftire service-quality
domain from "'!lieh items for the SERVQUAL scale were derived." (Parasurarnan et
al.• 1986:7) These dimensions are set out in Table 4.1.
2.1.3 Skill requirements
Based on the contents of the service and behavioural standards, itcan be seen th:1I the
frontline staff require certain skills that will enable them to do their job. The broad
categories of skills required are:
*
•
•
Product knowledge skills
Communication skills (which includes both written and verbal skills) and
Interpersonal skills.
These three types of skills flow from the dimensions identified in the SERVQUAL
multiple-item scale of Parasuraman et al. (1985:47), Parasuraman et al. (1986:617)
and Parasuraman et al. (1990:21/22) which is used to evaluate service. The tcn
dimensions shown in Table 4.1 highlight the skills discussed in this chapter, while
also giving examples applicable to each dimension.
Berry et al. (1990:30) contends that the manner in which service standards is
approached by management can cause role ambiguity among staff members. Role
ambiguity is discussed under the employees' awareness of their role in the service
encounter.
2.1.3,1 Product knowledge skills
Without product knowledge, no person can operate on the frontline. A minimum
level of product knowledge makes it more difficult for the frontline staff to interpret
and satisfy the needs ofthe customer and can it only result in poor service. FWIll an
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operational point of view, much time and effort is wasted when a staff member has
10 ask fellow colleagues for information and assistance, which should not have been
necessary in the first place.
Product knowledge does not guarantee good service, hUI it does influence the type
and quality of service the customer receives. The level ofproduct knowledge or the
lack of it creates an impression with the customer that influences his evaluation of the
service (Parasuraman er e/ .• 1985:47: George. 1990:65 and Dowen. 1990:73). With
an extensive and ever increasing number of products available, a big responsibility
rests on the staff to obtain that product knowledge and 10 be able to apply it when
interacting with customers.
The frontline person must always he fully aware of all new and existing products 10
be able to solve customers' problems, while the customer consultant should sell any
new or additional products as well. Competitors offer more or less the same products
in the market place, but it is often the service that makes the difference. By being
aware of the competitors' products in the market place, staff can use it as an
opportunity to influence the perceptions of the customer positively by the level of
product knowledge displayed. An example would be the approval of a home loan
application within 24 hours. When it was first introduced, customers complained
about the slow response to their application, not hesitating to mention that a quicker
decision could be obtained elsewhere. The staff member then needs to know how 10
handle the customer to ensure a positive outcome.
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TABLE ~.l TE~ DI~IENSIO~S OF SERVICE QUALITY
Ulmt'nslon and deltnillon Eumplc. ofIPfclrk qut'liion. ralnd by Ihe
customer
(Arr:snJ;ed Irom euy 10 evaluate 10 di(flCUlllo
evaluate)
I. Relillbilily • WhenAlo:sn officer u)'s 'he: will cal] me
b;sd; in IS minules. docs 'he: dl) so'!
AbililY 10 perform lIIe promised service
dependably Alld accuralely • Is my credil cud sutemem free of errors?
2, Rtsponslnnt'u
• Whcnihere is a problem with my b:snk
Willin,ness10 hell' customers and provide suremeni. does the bank resolve the problem
prompt sen ice quickly?
3, Competence • Is the b.nk Idler able III pfllCeu my
lunslClions ll'ilhuUI fumbline around'!
Possession of lherequired ,~ills and
~nowlcdl:e 10 perform lIIe service • When I call my credit card company, is the
person al theolllcr cnd able 10 answer my
questions?
4, Accus • How rasy is il (or me 10 ulk 10 senior
officials when I have. problem?
ApproJChabililY and case ofcontact
• Does the credil card company have a 24·hour.
toll-free telephone number?
S. Courtesy • Does the bank teller have a pleaunt
demeanour?
Politeness, respect, consideralion. and
(riendliness of contact personnel • Are the telephone opentors in the credh card
comp.tny consistemly polile when answerin,
my c.tlls?
6. Communladon • Can the loan officer ul'lain clearly the
variouscharael related 10 my monsaae loan?
Keepine customers informed in laneuaae they
understand and liSleninllo them • When I call my credit cardcompany. are they
willina 10 lislen 10 me?
7. Credlblllt)· • Does the bank have a aood reputalion?
Trustworthiness, bclicvabiliry, hones!)' of the • Are the inlerest rales or fees chareed by m)'
service provider credil cardcomrany consislenl wnh the
servicesprovided?
8. Suurlly • Is il safe(or me 10 usc the bank'••UIOnu"c
teller nucllinu?
Freedom from danaer, rilk or doubl
• Is my credil card safe flllm unaulh()n~ U\c:
9. Cndentandlnl or J.no"lnalht cu,lomer • Doc, ,omrone in my IIank rccoenllC me .l\ A
rreular CUUlll11(r?
MaLin, the rffun 10 Lnu\\' CU\lomc:n and dlelr
necd' • II Ihe: crcdtl cud IImll M'I by my credu .:.utl
(llmr.ln)' (\lIllI'lenl "'lIh .. hal I can ... niH,1 •
10, TlInllblrs • Arc: Ihe: II.ln~·, fwlllie\ allr.aclt\'c:~
Arreaunce: of rh)'\tClI (acllllic\, c:qulrmcnl. • I, my credit cud ,l.Ilel11(nl e:.u)' 10
personnel, and 'llmmun"~l~'n m.llert.al, unJC:f\lJnd?
SOURCE: Zeithaml n al, 1990: 21/22
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It is not so much the objection raised by the customer, but how the staff member
applies his or her skills to overcome the problem, Competition between banks, the
expectations they create due to their combined actions in the market place, as well as
the requirement for excellent service necessitate good product knowledge skills by
frontline staff.
The product knowledge skill is one of the criteria identified in the model of
Parasurarnan as the Competence dimension (knowledge and skills of customer
contact personnel). Toa certain extent, the dimension of Rellablllty (performing the
service right the first time) also applies here, because the performance of the service
also depends on the knowledge of the staff member.
2.1.3.2 Communication skills
Communication is defined as "... the transmission of a message from a sender to a
receiver by means of a signal of some sort through a channel of some sort."
(Schiffman and Kanuk, 1978:171) Bovee and Thill's (1992:4) definition of
communication is that it .....occurs when an exchange of messages results in shared
meaning." What is evident here is that people, a message and means of getting the
message across are necessary for communication to take place. It is a process that
involves active listening by the recipient ofthe message. In the banking context, the
staff member is required to listen actively to what the customer is saying, asking
questions to extract information from the customer and either solve the problem or
match the needs ofthe customer to the product when required to do so. The opposite
is also true when the receiver of the message replies to the question or problem
posed.
The dimension of Communication is defined by Parasuraman el al. (1985:47) as
referring to where the frontline staff member explains the service to customers in a
language they can understand. This involves:
•
•
•
•
explaining the service itself
explaining how much the service will cost
explaining the tradc-offs between service and cost
assurine the customer that a problem will he handled.
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Understanding or Knowing the customer is another dimension where staff are
making an effort to ascertain the customer's specific requ irements, providing
individualised attention and recognising a regular customer (Parasurarnan et al.,
1985:47). Communication skills bear the same importance to product knowledge
skills since frontline staff communicate on a daily basis with customers and their
fellow staff members. Even when the service is delivered electronically. the method
of communication should still convey a message that is understood by the customer.
Personal interaction sees the verbal communication to be the means by which a
customer is prompted to solve his or her problems or as a means of selling other
products (Parasuraman et al.• 1985:47 and Brewer, 1988:20/22).
Communication skills include verbal and non-verbal skills. and both these aspects are
subject to interpretation by both the customer and the staff member. These skills
include being able to listen to the customer, interpret the message and understand
what is being communicated. Two aspects ofcommunication need more attention.
Firstly. the language being spoken by both parties referred to in chapter 3. should
lend itself to the requirements of listening, interpreting and understanding. "It ma)'
mean that tile company has to adjust its language for different consumers - increasing
the level of sophistication with a well-educated customer and speaking simply and
plainly with a novice.' (Parasuraman et al., 1985:47) Secondly. the language or
bank jargon used by staff to communicate with customers and fellow employees
should also fall within these requirements. Customers often have queries relating to
their bank statements because of the wording andlor abbreviations used in the
statement.
With the automated teller machine. however. the customer relies very much on verbal
communication when its use is explained to them. They also rely on its non-verbal
communication such as the statement printed after a transaction. Both examples
emphasize the importance of the communication skills of the staff in their interacuun
with customers. Explaining the service: to customers can only happen when the
needts) of the customer has been evaluated or the problem understood. Should thi.;
not be the case. then banks arc: similar to a hypcrrnarket where: the customer simply
asks for a product and is not given much opportunity to analyse his or her need",
(Rosenberg and Davidson, 1988:30). The choice is left to the customer,
2.1.3.3 Interpersonal skills
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The interpersonal skills, also known as soft skills, are perhaps the most difficult of
the three types of skills. It is the result of complex human behaviour that includes
attitude as well as the staff member's inter- and intra-culmral values that have been
instilled in a particular environment. These skills, like the product knowledge- and
communication skills, come to the fore when there is interaction with the customer.
Difficult customers ensure that these skills are used and tested extensively, while
other customers are inclined to be more forgiving. Dowen (1986:377) blames the
service organisation for focusing more on the technical skills required to execute a
task, while training in interpersonal skills is often neglected.
The dimensions in the SERVQUAL multiple-item scale relating to the product
knowledge and communication skills, are the dimensions of competence,
communication and understanding or knowing customers. Competence is defined by
Parasuraman et al. (1986:7) as the knowledge andskill ofcustomer-contact personnel.
The dimensions relating to interpersonal skills are the willingness and ability of staff
to provide prompt service (Responsiveness) and the friendliness ofcustomer-contact
personnel (Courtesy). Compared to the communication and product knowledge
skills. the interpersonal or soft skill appears to be a more complex skill to train,
develop and maintain (Cox. 1992:70 -72and Martin. 1990:9 - 19). The reason being
that the interpersonal skills relate to the attitude and behaviour of the staff member
and they are more difficult to manage than the other skills mentioned (Schlessinger
and Heskett. 1991: 23/24 and Bowen. 1986:377). It is easier to train people in
product knowledge skills than it is to train them to have a willingness to help the
customer (Bennet and Brown, 1992:33). Frontline staff should be recruited or
selected with these attributes in mind (Freernamle, 1993:28). Richardson and
Robinson (1986:7) refer to it as 'people-based attributes'.
The remaining service dimensions of Tanglblllty, Security and Access relate to the
environment within which the service encounter takes place. while the dimcnvion l'f
Crcdlbillty refers to the values that the staff member ascribes to, namely IlCIII11
trustworthy. Credibility also includes the company name, company reputauon.
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personal characteristics of contact personnel and the degree of hard sell involved in
interactions with the customer (Parasuraman et al .• 1985:47). Parasurarnan et al.,
(1986: 14/15) refined their SERVQUAL multiple- item scale into five concise
dimensions which capture all the facets of the ten dimensions originally defined.
TABLE 4.2 FIVE DI~IENSIONS OF SERVICE QUALITY
Dt~tE:'\SIOS £\'AlVATt\'E CRlTERtA xxn EXA:\II'LES
Tan£iblcs • Ph)'sic~1 bCllilics. equipmenl :tnl! IIrrculince
of personnel.
• Touls lInl! equipmenl usel! 10 provide the
service. ph)'Sical represenuuom of the service
(plUlic credit card or bank statements) IInl!
other customers in the service facililY.
Reliability • Ability 10 perform the promised service
dependably and muralcly.
• Accuracy in billin£. keepin& records
correctly.
Responsiveness • Willin£ness to help customers and provide
promplservice.
• Mailinla lransaclion slip immediately. callinJ:
a customer back quickly
Assurance • Kno\lo'led,e and courtesy or employees and
their ability to convey trust and confidence
Empathy • Carin,. individualised anention the company
provides iu customers
SOURCE: Parasuraman et al., 1986:14/15 and Parasuraman el 01., 1988:47
"The last two dimensions (empathy andassurance) contain items representing St.'\'t.'11
original dimensions, and the)' arc:
•
•
•
communication. credibility. security,
competence, courtesy.
understanding or knowing customers, ami access",
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These dimensions did not remain distinct after the 11m stages ofscale purificution."
(Parasurarnan .:t al., 1986: 15) Bowen (1986:377) sees interpersonal skills as an
essential element that frontline staff should possess for a favourable service climate.
The basis from which the frontline staff member operates is the knowledge of the
products offered by the company. The communication and interpersonal skills then
serve as building blocks 10 the service encounter.
2.2 nand elements relevant to the frontline
The aspect of frontline staff and their role in the delivery of service has received
world-wide attention from strategists. Various researchers (Schlessinger and Heskett,
1991: 18, 19; Czepiel et al., 1986:4, 5; Pill, 1991 :55; Bitner et ClI., 1990:71 and
Pennington, 1988: 14) identified important clements that influence the service:
encounter. The authors Schlessinger and Heskett (1991: 18/19) for example, have:
identified various elements which they grouped into two sub-groups called the:
'customer cycle' and the 'employee cycle', The elements discussed in the employee
failure cycle are:
ill high staff turnover
ill employee dissatisfaction
ill narrow job design
ill low wages
ill minimised training and poor selection practices.
The elements discussed in the customer failure cycle are:
ill customer turnover
ill customer loyally
ill customer retention
ill minimised selection effort and
ill customer dissatisfaction.
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According to Schlessinger and Heskett (1991: 18, 19), these elements in the two cycles
are present in most service companies and they combine it into "The: Cycle of
Failure" and "TIll! Cycle ofSuccess", both of which are illustrated in Figures 4.3 and
4.4.
The elements in the employee and customer cycle are in interaction with one another,
simulating a chain ofevents that cannot operate independently. Throughout these two
cycles, staff on the frontline display various forms of behaviour linked to a specific
element(s) in that cycle. The chain of events will continue in a circular fashion where
the action of one aspect, whether positive ornegative, leads to another similar positive
or negative aspect. Thus, if a person displays negative behaviour, it can be linked to
an clement in the cycle of failure and vice versa,
On closer analysis ofthese two cycles, the authors Schlessinger and Heskett (1991: 18,
19) deal with three core elements that are evident in the service encounter. Should
one consider the start of any of the two cycles as the profit margin, the elements
identified in the two cycles can be grouped into three bands, being the bands forjob
elements (Band One), employee elements (Band Two)and customer elements (Band
Three). Figure 4.5 represents the elements identified by Schlessinger and Heskett
(1991: 18, 19) that are derived from the cycle of failure and the cycle of success and
which are grouped into these three bands. To determine which cycle is used, positive
or negative pre and suffixes are added to the words illustrated in Figure 4.5. An
example would be narrow job design versus broad job design. The elements
pertaining to each band will now be discussed.
2.2.1 Band One .. Job elements
Band one consists of elements that are specific to the job and over which the 5t;tff
member has little control. They are job design, amount of training. the payment of
wages, use of technology and response to customers' problems. In the Extended
Model of Service Quality (Zeithaml 1:1 al.. I988:~6), some of these elements arc
identified by Bromfield (1991: 11) as causes for the gaps in the service quality model
of Parasuraman ct 01. (1986:617).
FIGURE 4.3 TilE CYCLE OF FAILUIU~
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2.2.1.1 Job design, Training and \\'ages
The: elements inGap 3of the: service quality mood relating 10 the: job design (narrow
or broad job design of Schlessinger and Heskett) is called .Employee-Job fit',
'Because th« customer contact jobs """I to be situated CIt thl! lower lewis of the
organisation charts, personnel holding these jobs or,' jr",!lu'mly among the less
educated and lowest paid employees ill their companies. Asa result tht!y may lack
language, interpersonal, or other skills to .\are customers I!fft!ctil°t!ly." (Zeithaml et
til., 1988:42)
This statement is also supported by Schlessinger and Heskett (1991: 17) when they
slate that because of poor job design "...inordinatcly IIi;:h I!lllplo)'ee turnover and
increasing customer dissatlsfactton..." occur which results in management minimising
selection efforts, Iraining and commitment-building activities. This gives rise to the
cycle of failure as depicted in Figure 4.3 of Schlessinger and Heskett (1991: 17).
"When there is all abundance of 'cheap' labour, such a cycle may seem acceptable"
but it is rather a short term solution to the problem of increasing demands by
customers for improved service.
The cure for this problem is to improve the employee-job fit by selecting individuals
that are appropriate to the job (Bromfield, 1991: II). Theeffect of inappropriate job
design on the level of service delivered can clearly be seen in the cycle of failure.
The employee is frustrated and boredom sets in. The customer is faced with a
disgruntled employee that delivers poor service and is unable to build a relationship
with the customer. By the same token that the level of service isaffected, so are the
perceptions formed by the customer when receiving poor service. Neither training
(10 whatever extent or quality) nor improved wages are solutions 10 poor service if
there are other problems that need to be identified.
2.2.1.2 Use of Technolog)'
Based on the same principle as employee-job fit, technology-job lit is also import.mt
(Bromfield, 1991:12). According to Lovelock (1991:415), •...appropriate atu]
reliable tccl7lloloK)' must he! provided for lrigll-ClllCllity service delivery. Equipmcn:
[ailurcs can int«..tfcrc \lit" adequate ,·",,,10."'" performance." Relying on tcchnolopy
alone can prove fatal as the human clement is Mill essential for mO~1 customers in
II"
their interaction with the: bank...Electronic h""killJ: machines cannot produce ellen;
relationships. What is require..d are bankers with kn(j\l'h'e~t:t', authority, and
interpcrsonul :(!I/I 10 build (I practice," (Berry ,'I ul., 1983: I)
2.2.1.3 Response to customers' problems
The inability of staff to respond to customers' problems is caused by the lack of
control staff have over their jobs (Bromfield, 199I: 11/12). •Perceived "01111'01 can
be afunction of the degre» 10 which organisation rilles, procedures and culture limit
Ille contact employee's flexibility ill serving customers. II can also he a consequence
of the degree to II'IIich an employee ',\' 'II/III/Iril)' /0 achieve .\/J""ijk outcomes with
customers lies elsewhere in the orgunisatlon." (Lovelock, 1991 :415) A typical
example would be the inability to refund service charges on an account without the
supervisor's signature.
It is important to know whether the lack of control is related to the way the job is
structured (job content), the systems that support the service delivery, the knowledge
and skills (such as product-knowledge skills) required to respond to the customer's
problem or the individual selected to operate on the frontline. While Bromfield
(1991:12) suggests that empowered employees would serve as a cure to the causes
identified in Gap 3 of the service quality model, the effectiveness of an empowered
employee is limited when tasks are delegated to the staff member but where the
authority to complete the task is excluded. Full authority and decision-making should
be included in the job content, which will ensure a more streamlined organisation
structure (Smith, 1990:27; Gathercole, 1992:9, 10).
2.2.2 Band Two - Employee elements
The elements inBand Two are boredom,turnover, dissatisfaction and service attitude.
These clements arc specific to the emplojee, including auitude and the ICM11tant
behaviour of staff as well as the ability to develop customer loyalty. If all tne
elements in Band One are positive, then the company would operate in a cycle of
success rather than failure.
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2.2.3 Band Three - Customer clements
Band Three relates to the elements specific to the customer. The elements in this
band are dissatisfaction, relationshipcontinuance. loyally, turnover. customer base and
selection effort When the service encounter is based on the cycle of success,
customer satisfaction should occur. Employees should be able to build and continue
a relationship with the customer while at the same time developing customer loyalty.
As a result. the customer turnover would be low and the customer base would be
stabilised by retaining loyal customers rather than having to attract new customers
(Pin, 1991 :55).
There is only one way of changing from a cycle of failure to a cycle of success and
that is to make radical changes to the factors causing failure in the service delivery
process (Shlessinger and Heskett. 1991 :27). What is necessary is a complete re-
orientation towards the customer in terms of job design rather than focusing on the
delivery of service based on systems or procedural orientation. The elements that
have been identified by the service quality model of Parasuraman et 01. (1986:617)
and the cycles of Schlessinger and Heskett (199I:18. 19), form the basis of the
remainder of this chapter. These elements that are particularly relevant to the
delivery of service by the frontline in the South African environment.
The emphasis on the selection process seems even more crucial to the staffing of the
frontline staff in the bank, when taking into account the elements of job design,
training and wages as well as the use of technology and response to customers'
problems. Theselection process. which is discussed below, focuses on the importance
of selecting the right individual for the important job of frontline staff member.
3. THE SELECTION PROCESS
The entry level of people in the bank was traditionally in the waste proccssiru;
depanrnem, where the person had to grow and develop towards more •responslhlc'
positions. Due to the development in the banks and the pressures it brought to hc.ir
on the staff. most people were employed at the frontline where the}' wen: expected
to provide efficient service.
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Banks can no longer ignore the fact that the frontline position is the most imporunt
position in the bank relating to service. II is also a reflection of management style
that is exercised 'behind the scenes', A broad job design that will accommodate a
higher calibre person with adequate empowerment to make decisions is required in
order to deal with today's emancipated customers (Keller, 1985: 137; Andrew,
1990b:53 and Ellwood, 1990:22). The main objective of the service provider,
however, is to satisfy customer needs profitably, which implies that over-emphasising
the job content of the staff member can result in increased costs without increased
returns. "Every job in tlie bank contributes to profit, either directly. by bringing in
profitable business, or individually. hy enhancing the service that holds Oil to that
customer," (Pennington, 1988: 14)
People are employed at the frontline without much analysis as to the profile and
characteristics ofthese people. This situation is directly related to the pool of labour
from which these individuals arc selected. Training came to play a big role in
overcoming the deficiencies caused by the inadequate definition of requirements,
However, training can only be effective up to a point beyond which the psychographic
characteristics such as attitude and personality are accountable for the behaviour of
the staff member. Companies need toselect people on the •...traits they need ill entry
level and determine which can be imparted through training and which cannot...",
especially with reference to customer needs (Schlessinger and Heskett, 1991:23).
The emphasis on the selection process therefore seems to be even more important,
bringing certain realities to the fore. A particular type of person is required to
operate on the frontline, and this is supported by Schlessinger and Heskett (1991 :23)
when they say that firms ..... select a workforce from a heterogeneous population ,11(11
is homogenous 011 psychographic dimensions," Instead ofonly training individuals
to beserviceorientated, employers should first become selective and select individuals
who are in keeping with the organisation's service orientation. "If yon are looki"g
for incredible customer service. look for people who call provide it," (Frccnunrlc,
1993:108)
When the right individual is selected, training can serve as an instrument which ;HIJs
the finishing touches to produce an efficient employee. Given the mixture 0r the
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South African labour pool. the .. " .cultural and Imrgrwg&: eJiUt:r&:flL'Cj' "ill require that
training, jobs. and asslgnmcnts be rt'd~·.\ign,'cI 10 tap into thl!Je ",'W entrants'
potential," (Schlessinger and Ileskett, 1991 :20)
When all the elements in the employee cycle of success are in place. the result is a
positive service altitude from staff who no longer wish to leave because they are
unhappy. Lower turnover of staff means that staff are operating in a position for a
longer period. resulting in a well-trained and very experienced employee. Customer
relationships are now more possible. adding to the profile of the existing customer
base. "Companies \l'JI()J(' core business involves interelcting with people. which
success not only depend em people (111(1 sales, bur on the quality cf relationships with
those contacts." (Coates. 1994:51) Banks then have little need to search for new
customers to generate more revenue. They can now generate revenue from existing
customers by selling additional products to them (Brewer. 1988:20/22). Overall
improvement of service quality adds to the position desired by banks in general.
which is to be known as the bank that delivers the best service. Higher profit
margins are experienced by banks that are able to apply the cycle of success which
completes the cycle.
Apart from the selection process which influences the service encounter, people are
selected from a pool of available labour resources in South Africa, While the
selection of individuals from this labour pool is an important aspect in the placement
ofstaff on the frontline, it is pertinent to look at the aspects that make up this labour
poot.
4. THE LABOUR POOL
The labour pool is central to the discussion of the factors that have a direct influence
on the performance of the frontline. In Figure 4.6 it is indicated that the frontline: is
selected from a large and complex labour pool. This labour pool is influenced hy the
political and economical changes in South Africa. on the one hand. while on the other
hand, it is influenced by lhc changes in the business world to the extent of skills ;\I1d
competency required. TI,C size of the labour pool is determined b)' the distr ibution
of the population. while its growth rate confirms that this distribution will not rCI!1;Jin
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static. The details pertaining to the labour pool and its sub-sections arc: contained in
Annexure G. In summary, the following points are concluded:
• The Population distribution consists of Whites, Indians, Coloureds and Blacks
with the lauer group evident in increasing dominance over all the other groups
(Figure 4.7).
• The Growth Rate (increment) of the Black.non-Black ratio mentioned above
is expected to increase to a 10,4: I ratio at the turn of the century, with the
Black labour force estimated to constitute 91,3% of the population by the year
2005 (Table GI and Figure 4.8),
• The Skill Composition of the labour force is reflected by very low skill levels
among the Black race group, while an overall improvement in the skill levels
of the total labour force is seen when categorised into white collar - and blue
collar workers (Table G2).
• Projected figures of the supply and demand of the labour pool reflect sizeable
deficits in the skilled category of the white collar worker (I and II), while the
reverse is true for the semi-skilled and unskilled blue collar workers (III and
IV) (Table G3).
5. DETERMINANTS OF EMPLOYEE ATTITUDE
The attitude of a frontline staff member is the third element discussed based on the
illustration of the labour pool (Figure 4.6). The attitude of a person has been
described by many authors as the reason for his behaviour (Schneider and Bowen,
1988, as quoted by George, 1990:69). This is particularly important in the service
environment as the behaviour of the frontline staff is directly related to their attitude.
Apositive altitude is said to have a positive outcome on their performance and leads
to employee satisfaction (Freemarulc, 1993: 20, 102 and Dowen, 1986:376). With
asatisfied employee, more than just customer satisfaction can be accomplished. \\ hich
is the uhimatc aim of any service provider. Schlessinger and Heskett (1991: IS'19)
and other authors (Keller. 198:': 137 and George. 19qO:6~) have researched an
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extensive list of possible causes of employee aultude. some of which are discussed
below.
These aspects all have a common denominator namely behaviour. TIle behaviour of
the employee is the result of his attitude towards his job, the company he works for,
including itsmanagement style and human resources policies (Schoeman, 1990: 15/16;
Jackson, 1990:33 and Davis, 1981: 152), These are the factors that influence andare
influenced by behaviour and subsequently influence the quality of service to the
customer.
5.1 Employee motlvatlon
Based on the individual's motivation ingeneral, such as Maslow's hierarchy of needs
(Schiffman and Kanuk, 1978:39/40), the next section will discuss the factors that have
an influence on the individual's (employee) motivation in the work environment and,
in particular, in the context of this study.
5.1.1 Identification with the company
One of the major influences on employees' motivation is the •...extent to which
employees identify themselves with their company...• (Keller, 1985: 140). The issue
ofcorporate identity has been receiving much attention, with the overall emphasis hy
companies on their external image to their customers rather than internally to their
employees. The reason why corporate identity is so important, is the fact that the
....verbal and vtsual expression ofa company's identity isgenerated by the conduct
of employees, their identification with the company in pllblic and their power of
persuasion." (Keller, 1985: 137)
The customer has in time become more aware of his needs and rights and has
developed into what is called an emancipated customer (Keller, 1985: 137; Andrew,
1990b:S3 and Lipkin, 1993:30). TIle same evolutionary process applies It) the
employee, making companies realise that in order to provide a successful service
encounter for their customers. they have to acknowledge that their employees
•... remain the k(,· to success..... in the service encounter (George, 1Qc)O:('~).
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5.2 Internal marketers or part-time marketers
Internal marketing "...encompasses efforts to recruit. train am/motivate (mel reward
employees toward more effective marketing behaviour," (Macstravic, 1986 as quoted
by Foreman and Woodruffe, 1992:2) "II is essential 10 sense the needs of the
intemal market ill order 10 serve the external market," (George, 1977 as quoted by
Foreman and Woodruffe, 1992:2)
George (1990:63) refers to internal marketing as "... achie,·ing effective internal
exchanges between the organisation and its employee gro/lps (IS 1I prerequisite for
successful exchanges with external markets.", It is often the behaviour within these
exchanges that influences the perceptions ofthe external customers. "This behaviour
isoften the result ofthe need ofthe individual to identify himself with the company,"
(George, 1990:65)
This type of identification is fostered only when the whole company have shared
values about customer service. According toChristopher (1992:70), a "...prerequisite
for becoming a servtce-driven company is 10 establish a positive internal climate
which fosters positive attitudes towards customer satisfaction." In this instance,
Christopher identifies motivation and altitudes items in the chain of events that leads
to excellent performance.
5.3 Employee empowerment
Empowering employees serves as a great motivational tool for staff in any
environment. It facilitates the sharing of values and knowledge, resulting in openness
and flexibility among staff. The benefits of empowering employees are maximised
only through team effort which involves everyone in the organisation. According to
Davis (1981:153), staff are .....given the opportunity to rcleas« thcir own resources
of initiative and creativtty toward thc objectives of th« organuatkn«.", Another
benefit that flows from this process is committed employees who experience job
satisfaction. Achieving customer satisfaction then appears to be easier with
empowered employees whose enhanced performance is a reflection of their auitudc
and motivational levels.
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",\fuIlY limes tha: interaction is the service from the customer's point of \'iew. yct
from-lint! employees tire not trained 10 understand customers and do not JW\'I! the
freedom and discretion needed 10 relute to customers in \rtlYS that C:IIJ11rc: effective
service," (Bitner et ol., 1990:71) Well-trained employees can offer more to the
employer and the effect of these skills will be passed on to the customers, Frontline
employees who can make their own decisions without having to refer small queries,
save time to solve the query, which is traditionally occupied by bureaucratic and
time-consuming steps. Higher wages alone will not necessarily ensure improved
performance due to increased loyally, but should include a particular partlcipation
programme and the perception of the front-line staff should begin to change, These
measures would seem inappropriate if the staff selected for these posts continue to
perform at an inadequate level.
The view of Schlessinger and Heskett is supported by Schoeman (1990: 15) when he
argues thatemployee empowerment should involve both management and employees
in order to prove successful. Empowerment isa "...totally lntegrated concept within
the organisational culture. lire Human Resources Management approach and the:
individual Management/Leadership styl« of lire manager." (Schoeman, 1990:15)
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...I
I\:
,fl
1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2005
WHITES II 21 .8 14.3 11.8 6.4 3.2 1.7
INDIANS 3.6 3.2 2.9 2.4 1.8 1.5
COLOUREDS II 9.8 8.9 11 8.5 6.2 5.5
BLACKS II 64 .8 73.6 74.3 82.7 88 .8 91.3
SO U RC UNI SA 1 9 91 ; Th e So u t h - A f r ican Lab o u r Force,1 960-2005;
R esearc h R eport No.178 : 21
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Based on research by Jackson (1993:33) and Schoeman (1990: IS, 16), an organisation
can change its culture 10 that of 'In empowered organisation with enhanced
performance from its employees. FigufI: 4.9 shows that empowered employees
experience job satisfaction and as a result are able to achieve: customer satisfaction.
In order to be anempowered organisation, a change in management style is required
and eventually a change in the roles of management and staff.
From her research, Jackson (1993:33) identified various norms which describe an
existing organisational culture within the South African context. These are the very
norms that preclude organisations from becoming empowered organisations. An
empowered team is the desired result of change in management. It facilitates
commitment from staff and their involvement which ultimately leads to a role change
by both management and staff.
5.4 Employee participation
The views of Schoeman (1990:15) and other authors mentioned above (Jackson,
1993:33) are supported and in some cases enhanced in the literature of organisational
behaviour. Involving employees in the decision-making process constitutes a
participative management style aimed at giving job satisfaction while, at the same
time, also motivating staff. Davis (1981: 152) argues that employee participation is
more than just involving employees in the decision-making process. "A person 's scl]
is involved, rather than just one's skill. This involvement is psychological rather
than physical. A person who participates is ego-involved instead of merely task-
involved." (Davis, 1981:152)
Authors such as Davis (1981:183) and Jackson (1993:33), agree that employee
participation or empowerment promotes the group aspect necessary for this concept
to be successful. Davis (1981:152) defines employee participation as the".. .tncnta!
and emotional involvemem of persons in }o:'01J1' situations that encourage Ih('1/1 to
contribute 10 group goals and share rC:JplI/uihilily for them,"
The ultimate benefit ofemployee participation is that their perception of themselves
and the roles that they play in the organisation changes. People become
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·".col1friblllillg members of the groups in IIMd, IIr~'Y work.: ". and their altitude is
one of support to ultimately reach the same goals (Davis. 1981:154). This includes
personal and organisational goals. When personal and organisational goals are
focused on the same ultimate objective of maximising profits through customer
satisfaction. then employee empowerment will result inoptimum client relationships.
What is required. is to test for participative aptitudes when employing people of the
labour pool.
In summary. employee empowermem/-paniciparion should achieve the following:
• Build human values
• Facilitate and enhance group participation
• Ensure job satisfaction (psychological health)
• Have employees accept responsibility
• Improve initiative and creativity
• Increase productivity and
• Decrease staff turnover
(Davis. 1981: 154 and Schoernan, 1990: IS).
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5.5 Early job experiences
Research indicates that ..... employees' uttitudcs (11"4." shuped ill IlIdr earliest jobs.
This is true across almost all ac:mogmphi" and job categories and is especially
relevant given the broad diversity of I.'I/Iry 11.'1·e! service jobs and employees. Early
"//Iployee fl!elin}!.s of dissatisfaction tire likely 10 affect IIIdr OWIl behaviour
prcfoundly, especially in relationship 10 customers." (Schlessinger and Heskeu,
1991:26)
The employee must go through an acculturation process, also known as the 'group
integration process' which consists of six phases that the individual must go through
(Summers, 1981: 557). It is called a process because the individual goes through six
phases identified by Summers. Phase I starts when the individual is screened for a
position and ends with Phase 5. where the employee is fully integrated into the
organisation. The phases in-between include induction (Phase 2), orientation (Phase
3), training (Phase 4) and building internal relationships (Phase 5). All the steps in
the process are very important to the individual (in shaping his/her attitudes) and the
company (selection to be in line with the company's objectives). "Because the cost
ofrecruiting andtraining new employees issignificant for most banks, management
should maximise such an investment by attending to the manner bywhich people arc
brought into their organisations and are prepared to perform their jobs." (Summers,
1981 :555)
The phase of induction, Phase 2. involves informing the new employee in terms of
"...what the bank expects of them and, conversely, what they can expect from their
bank." (Summers, 1981:562) The next phase. Phase 3, is the orientation phase in
which the new employee's immediate superior or supervisor tries to get an
"...understanding of the new employee's perception ofthe bank and what has b""11
learnt lip to date, correcting false impressions and jilling in gaps." (Summers,
1981 :562) This phase is also the stan of relationship building with the rest of the
employees. The training phase. Phase 4, is based on identifying and improving the
individual's competency. This means identifying skills, knowledge and abilities II) he
able to perform the job. The last phase, Phase 5, of building internal relationslups is
aimed at the "...Iype tlf interaction that takes place between members of thv wur]:
gmups", Group m"~'.\;WII~'.H occurs "II"" members intcrua, share experience \ II/lei
behave in a co-operative munncr," (Summers, 1981 :565)
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The: concept of the group interaction process supports the principles of the:
empowerment of employees, specifically in building internal relationships. It also
applies to the inter- and intrn-cultural aspects of the frontline because it is required
to have a group that co-operates and works together effectively to deliver excellent
service.
5.6 Feedback and reward
The levels of performance in the service environment have always been somewhat
unstable, as it is subject to the performance of people and systems which are the
elements in the service and usually very high staff turnover caused by resignations as
well as promotions. Stabilising the customer contact force is one of the critical
elements in service improvement, and restructures their jobs, which will facilitate a
career for them (Brewer, 1988:20 and Gatercolc, 1992: 10),
To ensure a more stable level of service to customers, these clements must be
addressed to optimise their output. While systems are easier to manage and maintain,
people are just the opposite and different management techniques must apply (Bowen,
1986:377 and Zeithaml et al., 1988:35). One such technique is the monitoring of
service levels by means of productivity analysis, customer and management feedback
(Bowen, 1992:31-39; Furlong, 1990:39; Greenwood, 1992: I3-15 and Pitt, 1990a:
2I, 22). Usually these measurements are tied directly to compensation, ensuring a
direct reward for predetermined performance levels. The benefits derived from such
a reward system indicate that both the organisation and theindividual end up with an
improved situation. The levels of motivation and satisfaction are definitely higher,
with a direct influence on their behaviour. "Effective management of the service
encounter involves understanding the often complex behaviours of employees IhClI
can distinguish a highly satisfactory service encounter from an unsatisfactory one,
and then training. motivating and rewarding employees to exhibit those behaviours. "
(Bitner et al., 1990:71)
In order to establish a successful reward system, there needs to be proper
communication between management and staff. The staffshould know how they can
aspire to performance related awards. Management should ~pcll OUI these
requirements and constantly provide feedback to the individual ensuring continual
growth for both the company and the individual (Schlessinger and llcskctt, 1991 :6),
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Employees need recognition and reward 10 enhance the delivery of quality service.
Caldwell says: "If bosses never thank employees \rhu c/o ~omJ work, what is lire
point of being lively (md helpful if nobody notices?" (Caldwell, as quoted by Tire
Financial Mail, 1991 :89)
6. MULTI-CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Mention of the discussion of the factors regarding the multi-cultural environment was
made in Chapter 3 (in Ihe text and in the conclusion), whereby the nature of these
elements justified its discussion in Chapter 5 (The Service Encounter).
7. CONCLUSION
This chapter examined the supply side of the service encounter which, in itself, is as
complex as the demand side because of all the elements which influence the service
encounter. The frontline or supply side is comprised of three different types of posts,
namely teller, enquiry officer and consullant, each with his/her particular function 10
perform. The size and location of the branch in which these people are working
influence the level of skills required 10 perform the job. Despite the practical
implications of the size and location of the branch, formal job descriptions are laid
down to act as a guideline to employees. These job descriptions are called key
frontline functions,
This is supplemented by service. behavioural and operational standards to ensure
excellent service quality. Flowing from these standards are three core skill
requirements pertaining to the frontline. These are product knowledge skills,
communication skills and interpersonal skills, and theyare measurable in terms of the
dimensions in Parasuraman's SERVQUAL Model.
Also of importance is the role of frontline in the service delivery process.
Schlessinger and Heskeu (199I: I 8, 19) identified clements in this context that relate
10 the employee and the customer (iIlum:lled as cycles), and which can indicate
failure or success based on how the frontline and the service deli\'ery process arc
managed. Three main clements arc identified from these cycles. They arc ,1llh.
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employee and customer elements. Some of these aspects relating to these three
elements of job, employee and customer have been identified and elaborately
supported by various authors, such as Bromfield, Zeithaml and Schlessinger and
Heskett.
Apart from the elements mentioned above, there are other factors which influence the
above-mentioned three elements, and they are the selection process, the labour pool
(from which the individuals are selected) and the auitude pertinent in the resultant
behaviour of the frontline. The last topic in this chapter is that of the multi-cultural
nature of the frontline. Because of the nature of the interacrion process, the
discussion of this topic is covered in Chapter 5 (The Service Encounter).
A~~EXt:RE C
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JOB CO~TENT OF TilE FRONTl.I~E
TELl.ERS
The frontline staff should be able to perform the functions mentioned below by
applying their knowledge of all the relevant forms. legal aspects and products or services
• Handling of deposits for all bank products orservices. including mail transfers, special
deposits and deposits to various card accounts
• Encashrnent of cheques
• Encashrncnt of withdrawals drawn on savings and other invesnuent accounts
• Card advances for example a credit card
• Encashment of office entries for example sight drafts and foreign notes and coins
• Split transactions
• Cash requisitions
• Change transactions
• Inter teller transactions
• Clear surpluscash
• Soiled or mutilated notes
• Postal or money orders
• Update lost savings accounts book list
• Refer cheques or paper presented
• Highlight deposits bearing:
Special presentations
Cheques deposited over specified amounts
Cheques deposited with technical errors
• Identify cross-selling opponunities and pass the information to a customer
consultant for follow-up procedures
• Ensure that applicable up to date material is neatly displayed
• Soning of notes
• Balancing procedure
• Check tellers' cash when requested
• Take over cash when applicable
••
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JOB CO~TE~T OF TilE FRO~TLI:'\E
ENQUIRY OFFICERS
• Completion of deposit slips and withdrawal forms where the customer requires
assistance
• Handling of cheque books:
• Ordering of cheque books (new and existing)
• Sale of cheque books
• Preparation of entries
• Verify cheque books received against order form
• Repurchase of cheque forms
• Control cheque stocks received and prepare for filing in cabinets
oil Standlng payment orders
oil Handing up collect statements
oil Amending accounts for example change ofaddress
oil Issuing bank cheques
oil Handling of auto teller cards
oil Linking accounts electronically
oil Deposit book sales
oil Balance enquiries
oil Handling SlOP payments, capture dale and verification of signatures for amounts over
a specified limit
oil Providing the customer wlth informalion or advice on pricing, banking procedures and
products
oil Handling requests for transfers of accounts
oil Accept and scrutinise mandates in respect ofstop payments, stop orders, change of
address, transfer of accounts, customers signing arrangements and auto teller
applications
• Accept and scrutinise mandates in respect ofcurrent, savings and deposlr accounts
• Mark cheques 'Good for Funds' and pass the necessary entries
oil File computer reports and index cards
• Complete and capture all auto teller data and any other relevant basic dala
oil Handling of telephone calls and resolving ofcustomer queries as necessary
• Savings accounts:
• Open or close
• Update. convert and issue new books
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JOB CONTE~T OF TilE FRO~TLI~E
CUSTOMER CO~SULTANTS
• Opening of new accounts
• Prepare opening forms, mandates and stop orders for new accounts including
auto teller data
• Approve loan applications within limits delegated by management
• Identify prospective and existing customers 10be contacted and set up appointments to
call or be called on
• Identify and make use ofall the opportunities 10 cross-sell group products
• Pro-actively SUPPO" other members of the branch sales learn
• Where required, assist with new products and marketing drives 10ensure they are
understood
• Provide efficient after sales service to customer on all products or services offered
• Assist management or immediate superiors in setting realistic and achievable targets
• Assist management or immediate superiors to develop and implement strategies and
plans for the branch sales effort where necessary
• Issue bank cheques relating to own interviews
• Draft or proofread correspondence relating toown function
• Telephone calls relating to sales or interviews
• Rollovers of wholesale investments
• Control and file computer reports (wholesale and retail)
• Monitor despatch of account data to be loaded on computer
• Undertake the filing and control of mandates and ensure that those accepted are
correctly completed, (including auto teller applications) if nOI possible by other
frontline staff
• Undertake any other duties pertaining to the frontline staffthat they are unable to
undertake due to pressure of volumes relating to for example month-end
SOURCE: TilE STA.~'DARDBANK OF SOUTII AFRICA LIMITED.
A~~EXl'RE D
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BEIL\VIOURAL STA~D;\RDS OF TilE FRO:\'TU~":
TELLERS, ENQUIRY OFFICERS A~D Cl'STO~IER COSSULTANTS
1. PERSONAL INTERACTIO~ WITH CUSTmlERS
• Greeting customers in a friendly manner on arrival and leaving
• Identify customer by name
• Display a courteous tone of voice
• Afriendly and helpful disposition at all times
• Promptness when dealing with a mailer
• Tolerance and patience
• Showing a genuine interest in helping customers
• Communicating in everyday language
• Treating customers as individuals
• Convey a caring and courteous attitude towards customers
• Listen to customers' needs
• Offer best products to suit needs
• Keep promises
• Offer alternative solutions
• Exercise diplomacy and tact
• Identify callers and use their names in any funher communications
• Make no distinction between internal and external customers
• Showing respect for customer privacy and confidentiality
• End the interaction with the customer by saying "goodbye" or "have a pleasant
day" ,
2. DRESS AND APPEARANCE
• Dress in line with the Bank's professional image
• Neatness and overall grooming
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BEllA"IOURAL STANDARDS OFTilE FRO~TU~E
TELLERS, E~QUlRY OFFICERS Ar\() CL'STO~IER CO~SUI.TA:'\TS
3. PERSONAL BEHAVIOUR
• No eating. drinking and smoking when dealing with customers
• No interruptions when assisting customers
• Convey and mainuin a positive attitude when assisting customers
• Maintain good internal customer relations
• Teamwork (a good working relationship between staff member and other branch staff)
SOURCE: TilE STANDARD BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED.
ANNEXURE E
SERVICE STANDARDS OF TilE FRONTLINE
TELLERS, ENQUlRY OFFICERS AND CUSTOMER CONSULTANTS
• Maintain a neat and tidy work station
• The branch premises must be neat and tidy
• Telephones should be answered within three rings
• Communication via the telephone should be prompt, efficient and couneous
• Complaints should be handled promptly, efficiently and courteously
• Written communication should reflect the overall, professional image of the bank
SOURCE: THE SfANDARD BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED.
A="~EXt:RE F
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OI)EIt\TIO~AL STA~DARDS OF TilE FRO~TLI:'\E
TELLERS, ENQUIRY OFFICERS AND CUSTmlER CONSULTANTS
TELLERS
• Never leave work sration without ensuring that a trained colleague is available to
relieve on the post and the same delivery standards are to apply
• Maintain accuracy by handling customer requests right the first time, on time,
every time
• Resolve customer queries satisfactorily
• Customers must not be given false promises
• Customers to be informed of action or progress on a mailer
• Handwriting must be neat and legible
• Display pro-activeness in identifying cross-selling opportunities and informing
correct personofopportunity
• Queuing time must be restricted to an average of three minutes
• Assistance to be given when seen necessary
ENQUIRY OFFICERS
• Willingly assist customers with completionof fonns
• Ensure that account related information is given to customers promptly, if unable
to provide required information, customers are to be informed ofactions to
make information available
• Never leave work station without ensuring that a trained colleague is available to
relieve on the post and the same delivery standards are to apply
• Maintain accuracy by handling customer requests right the first time, on time,
every time
• Written communications to be completed wilhin three days
• Resolve customer queries satisfactorily
• Queuing time must be restricted to an average of three minutes. Assistance to be
requested when seen necessary
• Cash holdings not to exceed laid down limits
• Remain alert to fraud at all times
• Know limits of authority and when to refer and to whom
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OPERATIO~AL STA:"DARDS OFTilE FRO~TLI~E
CUSTO:\IER CO:"SUI.TANTS
.. Pro-active approach when dealing with customers (recognising cross-selling
opportunlties
• Account approved or declined same day basis
.. Keeping abreast ofnew innovations
.. Customer complaints resolved satlsfactorily
.. Written communication completed within three days
• Accuracy (handling customer requests right the first lime, on lime, every lime
.. Customers assisted with the completion of forms
.. Keep customers informed of actions or progress on a mailer
• Applicable product knowledge or training
SOURCE: TilE STANDARD BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED.
AN~EXURE G
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TilE LABOUR POOL
• Population distribution
Astudy of the South African labour force carried out in 1991 reveals the nature and
extent of its labour pool over the period 1960-2005 (refer Figure 4.7). The total
labour force has grown from 5.8 million people in 1960 to 11,7 million people in
1985. This represents a growth rate of 2,8% and is expected to continue to reach a
figure of more than 20 million people by the year 2005. The growth in the labour
pool is positively related to the population growth. The balancing forces of supply
and demand bring the total labour force to reflect either anoversupply of labour or
an excess demand of labour and vice versa. With the changes that are taking place
in South Africa, employers will have to draw from the labour pool that will be
representative of the proportion of each population group. This, in turn. will be
reflected in the representation of the frontline and will also have an influence on the
service encounter. The population distribution of the labour pool is made up of
Whites, Indians, Coloureds and Blackswith a distinct" ...numerical predominance oj
tile black population.... (UNISA. 1991:19).
• Growth rate (increment)
Flowing from the population distribution is the growth rate based on projections of
the research report of UNISA, 1991. Referring to Figure 4.8, the black labour force
is estimated to constitute 91.3% (2000-2005), compared to 64,8% for the period
1960-1970. Evident inthe graph is the increasing ratioof the Black.non-Black labour
force which isexpected to increase to a 10,4: 1ratio at the tum of the century. When
isolating the Black:White ratio in the graph. the ratio is estimated to increase to
53.5:1 (by 2000·2(05)comparcd to 4,3:1 (1980-1985). These figures are illustrated
in Table GI showing the average increments in the labour force by population FWUP·
Focusing closer on the aspects that make up the labour force. the next element is the
quality or skill composilion of the labour force. While aspects relating to knowkdgc
have been discussed earlier in this chapter, that is product knowledge. interpersonal
and communication skills. this section deals with the generic skills that relate to the
quality of the labour force.
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Skills or quality of the labour force (skill composition)
The quality of the labour force is defined as "the skill status of the occupations
engaged ill by members of the labourforce: (UNISA, 1991:21).
TABLE Gl AVERAGE ANNUAL INCREMENTS IN TilE LABOUR FORCE BY
POPULATION GROUP, 1960 - 2005
Populatlon 1960· 1970· 198G- 1985· 199G- 1995· 2000.
croup 1970 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
Non-Blacks 65.2 67,4 94,9 72,1 66,S 50,7 44.6
'000
Dlads 120 187,9 211.3 271.6 321 399,4 46S,4
'000
Blacks per each non-
Dlack 1,8 2,8 2.2 3,8 4,8 7,9 10,4
Blacks per each
While 3,0 S,2 4,3 9,8 13,0 27,S 53,S
SOURCE: UNISA, 1991: The South African Labour Force 1960-2005.
Research Report No.178:20
Until now. the Black section of the labour force embodied the least amount of skill
and within the ratio of Blacks.non-Blacks increasing in the manner portrayed, these
trends can have serious and far-reaching effects on the quality of the labour force,
The multi-cultural frontline will then be predominantly black, with the other
population groups represented according to their diminishing trend,
This predominance is evident in the number of Black people employed by financial
insmutions such as banks. building societies, the South African Reserve Bank,
insurance companies and the Agricultural Dank. This is also mainly due to the
affirmativc action which is a result of the political changes in South Atric«.
Affirmative action. or equal employment opportunitles require: organisation) II)
Moo .actively balance their work forces ,W '"at 'lit!)' occlmuel)' represent ,II(
communities in","icll '''ese organisations operate. - (Summers. 1981:542). It f,)..:u~cs
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on *•. . utilising peopte baud 011 their capabilities 10 perfonn withou: regard 10 biases
SI/C" as race and ser.* (Summers, 1981:5~3)
Figures released by the Statistical Services Department indicate that employment
opportunities in the financial services sector declined by 545 to 191 290. The number
of black people employed in this sector accordingly increased by 1070 or 4.1%,
Needless to say. remuneration of black people including bonuses. increased by 29.6%
to R48.S million, This increase is more than the: increase of 18.1 % of the total
labour force (Volschenk, 1993: I). The composition of the frontline will reflect this
situation which in turn will affect the service encounter.
Four categories relating to the quality of the labour force have been identified. They
are:
Category I
II
III
IV
(UNISA, 1991 :25)
The executives (entrepreneurs. managers, directors)
The professional. technical and highly skilled class
The lesser skilled
The unskilled
A further distinction was also made between white collar and blue collar staff with
Category I falling under white collar and II. III and IV under blue collar. These arc
reflected in Table G2 in percentage and absolute numbers. From that, an overall
improvement from the first period in all four of the groups is apparent. even though
the increase of the Black and Coloured groups are measured in the semi-skilled
portion of that group.
• Projected Supply and Demand (for 200S)
At present the labour force represent aspects that are given facts to the employers
who draw from this pool. The projected figures represent an intcresting analyvis.
The figures illustrated in Table G3 are projected figures for the year 100.5 based on
the fieures used from the previous tables. TIle demand made on the labour I")lll
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clearly reflects sizeable deficits for while collar categories I and 11 and in tne blue
collar category II. while the opposite is true for the other semi-skilled and unskilled
categories. Its effect on lhe situation within the banking environment paints a
negative picture.
TABLE G2 SKILL COMPOSITION OF TOTAL LABOUR FORCE, 1965 • 2005
Caltl:0ry 1965 1975 1985 1005
~ '-" ~ '7'.
CIIC.ory I 2,8 2,7 2.7 2.0
11 7,4 90S 11.8 I2,S
III 31.7 3S,4 3S,8 37,0
IV S8,I S2,4 49,7 48,S
Toul 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0
"b~olule Numllcrs
'000
Cue.ory 1 195,1 241.3 319,4 411,9
II 516,0 863.0 1416,5 2SIS,8
III 2223,6 3222,8 4287,9 7441.6
IV 4070,1 4775,9 5949,6 9786.9
TOIII 7004,8 9103,0 11973,4 20lS6,2
SOURCE: UNISA, 1991: The South African Labour Force, 1960·2005.
Research Report N0.178: 23
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TABLE GJ IJROJECl'ED 'SUPPLY' A~D 'VE~IA~()' ...·OR TilE YEAR 2005
Calel:Ory Supply Ilfmlalld Plfftrrnce
Whllt
Collar Tnchtrt 613000 61.) 000 0
and c1era
Calc:,ory I 412000 495000 ·8) 000
II 8S) 000 1 j92 000 ·7)9000
III ) 243 000 ) 0711 000 + 165 000
IV 1372 000 974000 +)98000
TULlI 58110000 6139000 ·259000
Blue CoUlar
·99 000
Calc:,ory II 1040000 I 139000 + I 300 000
III 4198000 2898000 +5462000
IV 841jOOO 2953 000
TOLlI 13 653 000 6990 000 +6663000
Grand 10LiI 20156000 13 752 000 6404 000
SOURCE: UNISA, 1991: The South African Labour Force, 1960-2005.
Research Report No.178:27
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CHAPTER 5
TilE l\IICRO-ENVIRO~1\IENT
TilE SERVICE ENCOUNTER
I. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 3 (the demand side) and Chapter 4 (the supply side). various elements
which relate to the service process have been discussed. However. the aim of this
chapter is to focus on the elements of both the demand and supply side in the service
encounter to determine which critical elements will facilitate cohesion between the
supply side and demand side. These critical elements will be researched in chapter
6. Although the subject of service and the service encounter have been covered
extensively in the service literature. the importance of the interaction process can
never be underestimated. "Clearly, a focus on service encounters is lmponam
because such arelationship provides a crucial, lfnot tile primary, mechanism through
which cttemstcusomen provide lnformation raw material for service operators, and
it isalso theparamount mechanism through which clientskustomen arebroughtinio
the workflow of these organisations." (Mills, 1990:31) According to Solomon et at.
(1985:99), "...recognition of the imponance of the service encounter is especially
relevant in those situations where the service component of the total offering is a
major element of that offering. •
The service encounter is seen as the point where the supplier of services and the
person demanding the service meet. It has being referred to as the 'face-to-face'
encounter by authors such as Crosby et al. (1990:68); Czepiel et 01. (1985:3) nnd
Solomon et al. (1985:100), and it is in this context that the interaction process is
critical as it detennines whether the needs of the customers are met. According to
Solomon tt 01. (1985:100), the interactional process •... IIigl'ligilts the o\c'erloCJkt'd
importance of the sen'ice encounter as a psychological pl,enomenoll that exerts II
major impact upon ouscomes." In the interaction process the customers' perceptions
and expectations which are very important in the service encounter. are also formed,
innuenced and reinforced.
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The customeralso evaluates the service performance and arrives ataconclusion about
the quality of service delivered and experienced. The evaluation process of the
customer (refer Chapter 3) entails the use of tangible and intangible elements which
pertain to a particular service environment, in which each of the tangible and
intangible elements playa role in the service process to a greater or lesser extent
Elements suchas the appearance of thebranch, the physical support (that is computer
equipment, furniture, stationery) and personnel (in particular the frontline staff), are
referred to as the visible or tangible elements whereby the customer evaluates the
service encounter (Bitner, 1990:72). These elements also appear to be more
manageable compared to the invisible (or intangible) elements which Bitner (1990:69)
calls the 'control/able elements'. Richardson and Robinson (1986:5) confirm this,
saying that the •...service business that rely primarily on people are much more
difficult to manage than those that are primarily equipment-based." Evaluation of
tangibles and intangibles are highlighted in Table 4.2.
The customer also uses the invisible or intangible elements to evaluate the service
encounter (Bitner, 1990:70), although the aspect of intangibility of service is
"...difficult for consumers to grasp mentally" (Bateman, 1977 as quoted by
McKechnie, 1992:4). Elements such as people and other intangibles thus seem to be
more complex in nature. Although the people element forms part of the visible
elements, it is grouped together with the invisible elements because of the human
behaviour involved, which is complex in nature. These elements, therefore, tend to
be more difficult to manage and are also more neglected by staff and management
when no immediate or positive results are experienced in the short term (Smith,
1990:26, 29). In a banking environment, the people contact is high when personal
service delivery takes place, leaving more room for human error which is very
harshly judged by customers due to thehigh level of expectations. Lovelock (1984),
as quoted by Richardson and Robinson (1986:6), says •...tlle people on people
aspects may in many cases be more tmponam than any physical allributes" .
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The definition of the service encounter described in this chapter refers to the contact
which personalises the service encounter for the customer. The service encounter
contains elements ofwarmth and empathy which are not experienced with electronic
service delivery. In the banking environment in South Africa, however, electronic
service delivery is preferred by many customers as they feel •...they are in command
oftheir financial affairs and find this not as daunting as facing all official-looking
person across a desk orcounter" (Riemer, 1994:40). The' behaviour' of the machine
is programmed and consistent regardless ofrace, colouror creed and potentially only
poses self-inflicted dissonance.
The supply of services to thecustomer which consists of various elements was set out
in Figure 1.2 and indicates that the frontline staff who come from and operate in a
multi-cultural environment, should be able to satisfy the needs of the customers. The
perceptions and expectations of the frontline staff, the ability of the service provider
and their ability to satisfy customers' needs also play an important role in this
situation. Apart from the perceptions and expectations of the staff, the same criteria
apply to the demand side of the service encounter, where multi-cultural customers
with their own spectrum of needs have their own perceptions and expectations about
the service and the service provider. The nature of the service encounter necessitates
the involvement ofmanagement and the implications of the management style which
reflects the culture of the organisation. Theoretically, if all the elements mentioned
above are in place, need satisfaction should occur, but often this is not the case due
to the nature of the clements involved as well as the complexity of the situation.
Each element relevant in and to the service encounter is discussed further in this
chapter with detailed support to the statements made.
2. THE SERVICE ENCOUNTER
The service encounter is defined by Heskett et 01. (1990:2) to be "...th« point in time
at which t!specially marketing, operations, and human resources managemem are
brought to bear on the process of creating and deli~'ering a service that meets
customers' needs," One of the characteristics of service is the Inseparability of the
service provider from the customer, which implies that the customer must be present
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when the service is provided (Parasuraman et al.• 1986: 1). While Shostack suggests
that .....theservice encounter ((111 occur ",i,hout any human interaction... ". is it only
possible as far as the electronic delivery of service such as the automated teller
machine is concerned (Shostack, as quoted by Bitneretal. 1990:72). Although this
aspect is excluded for the purpose of this study, it is used throughout this chapter to
compare the aspects of human interaction versus the electronic delivery system.
The human element ofservice delivery refers to the personal involvement of a person
in the service encounter. This applies to both the supply side and the demand side.
Electronic service delivery such as the automated teller machine reduces this personal
contact to zero and, as a result. the service encounter becomes abstract. Although
technology was seen as the answer to the labour intensive practices that existed
everywhere, "...some services require a core element ofpenona! contact that will be
very difficult, if not impossible. to reduce '''rough technology." (Schlessinger and
Heskett, 1991:21)
Apart from the definitions quoted above, several other definitions for the service
encounter exist in the service literature. Surprenant and Solomon define the service
encounter as "...the dyadic interaction between a customer and service provider... "
which reflects the two elements that are necessary for personal service delivery.
(Surprenant and Solomon, as quoted by Bitner et 01., 1990:72). Czepiel's definition
supports this when he states that ..... each provider andcustomer in the serviceseaing
can be thought ofas in individual interjector who joins a dyad for the purpose 0/
exchanging an output that we call the service" (Czepiel et al., 1985:6). The dyadic
encounter is ... .panicularly relevant for people-based services, rather than
equipment-based services· (Solomonetal., 1985: 1(0).
The serviceencounter, therefore, involves the interaction ofpeople to perform certain
tasks which has been conceptualised as a form of human interaction with
distinguishing characteristics. On this basis, Czepiel et al. (1985:4) identified and
formulated the characteristics of the service encounter as»
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• being purposeful. that is the interaction is goal-orientated. where a specific
service is performed to satisfy a particular need; for example. the customer
needs tocash a cheque at the counter and would therefore require the services
of one of the frontline staff members;
• limited in scope. that is due to the nature and content thereof where. for
example, the customer expects a teller toperform duties that can be expected
in a banking environment;
• dominated by task-related information exchange relating to banking
matters, especially as they deal with peoples' money matters which, to them,
are personal and very sensitive. In certain situations customers share other
information which they expect frontline staff to react to. The reaction to the
so called non-task related information also influence the interpretation of the
service encounter;
• can take place without prior acquaintance by the parties involved. While
this is certainly true for the first encounter, the tone for future service
encounters is established by the experience of the first encounter. The
relationship which then develops is based on the expectations of the first
service encounter as well as the actual experiences of that encounter.
Solomon et al. (1985: 105) refers to an initial labelling process of which
"... the outcome of this process drastically affects the subsequent tone of
content of interaction. "
• having service providers who are not seen to be altruistic. that is these
service providers provide the service because it is part of their job and they
are being paid for it. There is linle, ifany motivation for providing service
to customers. Also, there as yet no adequate customer orientation by frontline
staff in general to change the situation.
Pill (1990a:2.1) added another dimension to thc characteristics discussed above and
grouped the service encounters into three categories:
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• The first category is the environmental encounters which are rarely noticed
unless the)' are performed badly. for example. the late arrival or incorrect
entries on bank statements;
• The second category is the transaction encounters. where the customer is
involved in entirely routine transactions with the provider. for example, the
positive identification of a customer wishing to cash a cheque. and
• The third category is the assistance based encounters, where the customer
cannot define desired outcomes inadvance and needs the input of the provider
to make the best decision, as is the case with tax planning and estate planning.
Chapter 3 (paragraph 3) also refers to the fact that the customer needs to plan
transactions in advance (Bowen. 1986:378), while Table 4.1 relates these three
types of encounters to the ten dimensions of service quality supported by
specific questions raised by the customer.
Behaviour and its interpretation, pertaining to the roles in the service encounters, has
adefinite influence on the quality of service delivered. The interpretation is referred
to by Luthans (1993:17) as the 'moment oftruth or MOr being "...any contact that
a customer has with the organisation, no matter how remote, that provides the
opportunity for that customer toform an impression." Van Niekerk (1991:16) adds
to this by saying •...that moment may beAGONISING orREWARD/NG • a moment
that the organisation's 'SERVERS' face numerous times a day."
The various definitions of the service encounter quoted above refer to two parties
being presentat the time of interaction, whether the representation is electronic (such
as the automated teller machine) or human (the frontline). The human interaction and
particularly the roles performed in the service encounter, are very important in the
context of this study. The discussion of these aspects in this chapter starts with the
role performances in the service encounter. followed by a more in-depth look at what
role conflict and role ambiguity are, Why they occur and what their effect is on the
behaviour in the service encounter.
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3. ROLE PERFOR'IA.~CES L~ THE SERVICE E~COUNTER
The service encounter can be divided into three stages similar to the stages in the
decision-making process (illustrated in Figure 3.2) in which each party has a role to
play (illustrated in Figure 3.3) in influencing the outcome of the service encounter.
In each stage certain behaviour is evident and it influences the subsequent service
encounters of the participants .
• Stage one represents the behaviour prior to interaction.
The situation is approached by both parties with some anticipation. Davis
(1981:32) states Ihat "... in order to be able to interact witll each other, people
needsome way to anticipate others' behaviour. ", This anticipation is referred
to as the expectations based on people's perceptions that are formed because
of the input from various sources such as advertising, word-of-mouth and own
experience, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
• Stage two represents the situation where the two parties interact with each
other and the outcome of the service encounter is determined. A tremendous
amount of information is exchanged, both by the customer and staff, which
ultimately adds to their experience, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
• Stage three, the third and last stage in which both parties perform a post-
evaluation of the encounter, whereafter it is filed away in memory (Table
5.1). This stage is also discussed in detail in paragraph 4.1 in terms of the
perceptions of customers, and is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Stages one, two and three support statements that a certain behaviour is associated or
expected when the service encounter is approached. after which their expectations of
the service encounter are confirmed or rejected. The behaviour displayed by both
parties refers to the roles they play in the process. Solomon et al. (1985: 102) defines
it as "... tileconduct associated witl: cenain social/)' defined positions rather than t"at
of tire panicular indMduals ",110 occupy these positions...", which relates to the
behaviour displayed by the frontline staff Cl( the bank as depicted by society.
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Compared to Solomon, Davis (1981:32) on the other hand, defines role as "... the
pauern of actions expected ofa person in calvities involving others. " Both authors
highlight the fact that behaviour is associated with the position or activities related to
that position, for example a teller is expected to be able to satisfy the customer's
needs related to telling duties (Annexure C, Chapter 4 details the duties of each
frontline post). This applies to all frontline posts, where different behaviour is
expected when the customer interacts with a customer consultant, compared to
interacting with a teller. Another example is the difference between behaviour
expected of a nurse and a doctor in a hospital.
When the behaviour displayed and the service received are in congruence with
expectations, satisfaction occurs; however, the reverse is also true. Should the
perceptions held in stage one (that is the behaviour prior to interaction) not be in
congruence with expectations, dissatisfaction occurs. Relating the role behaviour to
the aspect of perceptions, Davis (1981 :33) defined role perceptions as "... how they
think they are supposed to act in their roles and how others should act out in their
roles." .
In stage two (that is the interaction), if dissatisfaction occurs, the customer leaves
with a negative experience of the service encounter. A specific example refers to the
customer who perceived a particular branch to be very efficient with customer
queries. This level of efficiency is expected every time he orshe visits the branch.
When there is a lapse in efficiency (due to whatever reason), the customer
expectations become neg~tive. In tum, it influences the customer's perceptions that
the branch is now less efficient. The extreme of this situation is when the branch
continues to disappoint the customer, with the result that there is continuous negative
input to the customer's perceptions andexpectations. The end result of this situation
is the closing of the account abd afterwards these negative perceptions and
expectations are still present when the customer approaches another hank.
Should the new bank now deliver only a mediocre service, it might very well be
perceived as exceeding the customer's expectations because of the lower level (If
expectations based on their previous experiences. The impact of such negative
experiences are cvenrually reflected in the behaviour ofcustomers and staff. Tschohl
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(1992:62) refers to it as a fear of negative perceptions by both parties, being a
-, ..learning experience on both sides. Customers occasionally treat us abruptly and
with suspicion. Ihat's because they have IIad negative expetiences. -
In stage three (the post-evaluation stage), the experiences of the service encounter are
filed in memory as either being pleasant or unpleasant. While the process of post-
evaluation of the encounter is implied in the customer decision-making process
(Figure 3.2) and the role of the customer (Figure 3.3), it is more clearly illustrated
in the customer perception process (Figure 3.4) as well as the combined evaluation
model (Figure 3.5). -Any service. andin panicular banking, ispure~v a package of
experiences that get mixed together in tile consumer's mind. - (Richardson and
Robinson, 1986:6) As aresult, labels such as unfriendly and unhelpful are associated
with the frontline person, Solomon et al. (1985: 106) gives a few examples of the
memory types the customer uses to file away his or her experiences. Solomon et al.
(1985: 101) bases his theory on the concept of 'ritualized behaviour patterns' which
pertain to each party involved in a transaction.
The behavioural patterns are the roles of the participants in the service encounter,
also known as service scripts. A service script is defined by Abelson (1976:33), as
quoted by Solomon et al. (1985: 105) as a "...coherent sequence 0/ events expected
by the individual. involving him either as apanicipant or an obsaver." This has
been adapted inthe context of this study and is summarised in Table 5.1. Czepiel et
al. (1985:42) supports this by saying •...a customer's expectations regarding a
service encounter may initially involve more than a number ofsimilar scripts primed
for the encounter. Which if these ultimately constitutes the consumer's expectations
depends upon the cues provided early in the sen-ice encounter. •
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TABLE 5.1 AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGE:\CE APPROACH TO THE
STRl'CTURE OF A SERVICE ENCOUNTER SCRIPT IN A
BANK BRANCH
Memory Type Action
Intention Memory • Need to pay accounts
• Find a bank which offers products to
facilitate payment
• Make contact to enquire
• Visit the branch
Situational Memory • Go to the branch
• See the frontline person (enquiry officer
orconsultant)
• Complete application forms
• Collect cheque book or card
Generalised Event Memory Branch visits include:
• Making deposits and/or withdrawals
• Collecting statements
• Solving problems or queries
Event The next time I visited the Branch:
• I saw the customer consultant
• I enquired about service fees and rate
charges
• I was assured I would be able to collect
my card or cheque book by the
following week
- I had to return three times before I was
in possession of my cheque book or
card
- I voiced my disappointment to the
Branch Manager
- The Branch Manager apologised
personally and assured me of improved
service in future
SOL"RCE: Adapted from Solomon et al., 1985:106
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Apart from the behaviour displayed during each of the three stages. the extent to
which the employee is aware of his or her role in the service encounter determines
the degree of service quality. This is supported by Van Niekerk (1991: 1) who refers
to the extent to which staff and management accept the concept of being a SERVER,
which "... will determine your degree of service quality." In line with this statement,
employees experience role conflict and role ambiguity, which are discussed in detail
in the following section.
3.1 Role conflict and role ambiguity
The role of an employee is defined "...through the expectations, demands, and
pressures communicated to staff by indivtduals (e.g. top managers, immediate
supervisors, customersi who have a vested interest in how tmp/o)'tes perform their
jobs" (Katz and Kahn, 1978 as quoted by Zeithaml et al., 1988:43).
The roles of the customer-service provider relationship are also seen as being wen-
defined. The expectations thatcustomers have of the behaviour of afrontline person
is similar to that of a person in other service environments where customers are
served. Thus, the customer groups the roles which the frontline of a bank are
expected to play in a particular group of behaviour. This is supported by research
done in the service industry on "Issuesaffecting theservice industry" by Muller et al.
(1994: 1-10), which was presented at the Annual Conference on "Customer
Satis/action and Service" inJohannesburg on 3 and 4 August 1994 and co-sponsored
by Finance Wuk and Sid Cohn (Finance Week, 1994:14). Customers expect
friendly, speedy and courteous service delivered by an efficient, well-trained person.
The reality is that their expectations are not always met and dissatisfaction occurs.
Both role conflict and role ambiguity are important in the service encounter. Role
conflict is discussed first, followed by a discussion of role ambiguity.
• Role conflict
The situation where the customer has certain perceptions and expectations about the
role of the staffand vice versa, and where there is incongruence, is referred to by
(Davis. 1981 :33) 35 role conflict.
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Employees experience role conflict when the expectations, demands and pressures
communicated tothem are too demanding. They experience pressure as they perceive
th3t they should meet the needs of the customer and the company. Because staff
experience are in conflict with their role in the service encounter, it influences their
satisfaction, performance and eventually absenteeism and staff turnover. Reduction
ofrole conflict will result in ". ..better employee performance and hence a reduction
ofgap J... " (Zeithaml et al, 1988:43).
The fact and imponance of role conflict is further enhanced when the roles of the
individuals as defined within their specific culture also add to the conflict
experienced.
• Role ambiguity
Role ambiguity refers to where the roles ofthe participants which are w... inadequatety
defined or substantially unknown... " (Davis, 1981 :34). While role conflict refers to
the "...set of behaviours and activitiesto be petformed bytile person occupying that
position... w. employees also experience role ambiguity when they "...do not have tll~
infonnation necessary to perform their jobs" (Katz and Kahn, 1978 as quoted by
Zeithaml et al., 1988:43). It relates to the expectations of management and
supervisors andhow they will evaluateand reward theemployee. According to Berry
et al. (1990:30) there are potential causes for role ambiguity. They are:
The lack of service standards
Too many service standards
General service standards
Poorly communicated service standards and
Service standards unconnected to perfonnance measurement.
These causes arelinked to customer expectations as they are "...customer expectations
stared in a way Ihal is meaningful 10 emplD)'ees. If well concei''td, II,~ standards
guide ande"er8iz~ emplG)'us, t"~ clari/)'llIe servic« task, eom't)' a sens« of'priority,
and provide benc"marks against which employees judge ,"eir0l\11 perfom,ance and
managers ranjudge lite emplo)'us' and Iltt organization's petfomlanr~· (Berry
et al.• 1990:30).
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Finally, role ambiguity appears to be evident when the social class of the parties
involved does not playa role in the service encounter. The emphasis is on the
interaction process to satisfy the customer's needs, rather than the status or social
standing of the person involved in the process. There are, however, exceptions
where the customers demand service in line with their status role.
Role conflict and role ambiguity are also experienced ingroup dynamics which affect
group cohesiveness and result in more internal conflict. This is displayed when staff
interact with internal and/or external customers. Role conflict and role ambiguity arc
two other theoretical constructs identified by Zeithaml it al., (1988:41) who point out
the factors which influence the magnitude and direction of the four gaps on the
marketer's side of their Gaps Model (refer Chapter 3). The other factors influencing
gap 3 are employee-job fit, technology-job fit and perceived control (refer Chapter
4).
In the service encounter. the role of the customer is also considered to encompass
more than what has been described above and in Chapter 3. According to Bowen
(1986:374) "...customers help create the service they receive...", and they are also
involved to the extent that they bring knowledge and experience to the process, apart
from what they gain from the process. Bowen (1986:379) says that the role of the
customer can therefore, be managed as a human resource function, thus involving the
customer in determining the level of service he receives. Customers therefore have
to be educated as to what is expected of them. In other words. they have to provide
information before the frontline staff member can proceed with a transaction such as
completing the necessary withdrawal or deposit fonns before a transaction takes
place, or supplying their financial statements before a loan is considered.
Because services are produced and consumed simultaneously (Bowen, 1986:374;
Lovelock, 1991 :41), customers are also involved in the production process, serving
as the input in that process (Lovelock, 1991 :374). In the same manner that the input
in the manufacturing process can be managed. the customer. as input, can also be
managed to the extent that the quality of service delivered is largely dependent on the
customer (Lovelock. 1991:374/375). Lovelock identifies the task ofmanagement as
follows:
...
...
•
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Involve the customer more in production. such 3S increasing the levels of self-
service. Apart from the example cited above. it can be extended to the
electronic service delivery such as the ATM (of which E-Dank of Standard
Bank is an example).
Change the timing of customer demand by shifting the demand away from
peaks and thereby utilising the resources available. for example. use mid-
month to educate customers about the usage of the ATM.
Use intennediaries such as insurance brokers to deliver supplementary
services.
Motivate people to playa bigger role in the service process. albeit through an
electronic medium (Lovelock. 1991 :252). For example. running a competition
by which people are enticed to use the automated teller machine in order to
find clues to the questions of the competition.
The role of the customer and how he/she can be managed. are described by Bowen
(1986:373) as the physical presence of customers, calledon-site customers. He further
questions whether the presence of the customer is necessary as the service can also
be delivered to physically off-site customers and by means of mail order catalogues
orstudying through correspondence. In banking terms, the customer can have access
to the mainframe of the bank's computer system via a personal computer and can
utilise the various electronic services whilst not being physically present in the bank.
It also includes access that the customer gains via the automated teller machine, thus
providing a range ofbanking services from the simple transaction tothe sophisticated
banking services and management information.
By using technology to serve the 'off-site customers', Heskett tl al. (1990:44) refer
tothese customers as 'tnJigll1ened users.' R£:cptrienct liassllown thauh« mort! adept
customers become at UJing lilt service, the 1Ieal'ier their UJagt becomes" (Heskett
el 01., 1990:44). Chapter 4 refers to these customers as emancipated customers or
employees. The service provider should be clear about the role of the customer as
well as the staff member. as the "... inability 10 educate customers nas proven to be
a barrier 10 lilt dtl'elopmtnt of some services" (Heskeu et al.• 1990:44).
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The next section highlights the perceptions and expectations ofthe customer and the
employee in the service encounter, whereafter elements that influence these
perceptions and expectations are highlighted. Firstly, the intluence of the service
delivery system failures on the perceptions and expectations of the customer and
employee are discussed, followed by the response to the customer's needs and
requests and, finally, the effect of the unprompted and unsolicited employee actions
on the perceptions and expectations of the customers are discussed.
4. PERCEPTIONS AND EXPECTATIONS
In Chapter 3, the perceptions and expectations of the customer were explained in
detail. However, these perceptions and expectations are also relevant in the service
encounter. Focusing on the service encounter, various situations are summarised in
Table 5.2 which playa significant role in the perceptions and expectations that
customers and staff have of each other and the service which is delivered.
The perceptions and expectations of customers (including those of management) as
identified by Christopher (1992:69), based on the Gaps model of Zeithaml et al.
(1988:44-46) and illustrated in Figure 5.1, have a particular bearing on the
perceptions and expectations discussed in this paragraph. Gaps 3, 4 and 5 refer in
particular more to the ability of the service provider (refer paragraph 5). Christopher
(1992:67/68) identified the gaps which show the .....number of potential 'service
quality gaps' that can arise from the interpretations of customer expectations... ", it
"...shows how the cumulative effect ofthese gaps will lead toashortfall ofperceived
petformance against expeaations", In summary, Christopher (1992:69170) described
these gaps as follows:
"Gapl
Gap 2
GapJ
DijJtrencebetween consumerexpectationsandmanagementperceptions
of consumer expectations.
DijJerence ben"een management perceptions ofconsumer expectations
and senice quality specificauons.
Difference between servtce quality spuijicarioll and the service
actually detivered.
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Gap 4 Differenc« between service deU,'el)' lntemion and what is
communicated about the service to customers.
Gap 5 Because customer perceptions are subjective and selettive a gap may
occur between the actualperfonllance and cuuomers' perceptions of
it. If
Lewis et at. (1990:12) summarised this as four key gaps or shortfalls:-
1. Management's perception of both internal and external customer expectations
are different from actual customerdesires. that is managers do not necessarily
know what customers want and expect from the company.
2, Actual service quality specifications are different from management's
perceptions of customer expectations. that is even if the customer needs are
known. appropriate specifications ofservice may not always be set, possibly
because of a lack of resources. organisational constraints or an absence of
management commitment to a service culture and service quality.
3. The service which is delivered differs from management's specifications for
the service. Guidelines may be set. but high quality may not be certain due
to variations in the performance ofcontact personnel where employees are not
able or willing toperform at a desired level.
4. What is said about the service in external communications differs from the
service which isdelivered. External communications. such as advertising and
promotions. can influence consumers' expectations and perceptions of the
delivered service. It is, therefore, important not to promise more than can be
delivered.
FIGl"RE 5.1
co:\snlER
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TABLE 5.2 CUSTOMER AND SERVICE PROVIDER PERCEPTIONS AND
EXPECTATIONS
Cl'STOMER • rERCEPTIOSS (Dfmand Side) SER\'ICE rRO\'IDER • rt:RCEI'TIOSS (Supply SAM)
The customer peKei~es \he rrontUnt lIafr10:· The rronalJne lIarr !'fr(eivesthe nastOlller 10:
• ... unll>tlhn,. unfriendly. incom!'flCnI • bewy demandin.
• N una"'.r. of theulelllil (ommunicalion(adv.ni,in,l to • nut undmtand the ll!'fralional PI\)(CSS 10 tIC al>le 10 meet lhe
cUllomers customer's requirements
• N hamrered by inadequate Iystems and proc:edurcs ~'hich • not undmtand the constrainll oftheir job in lerms or
should ensure a l!'fedy servie. equipmenl and mana,emenl
• N re,ularty una~ailable 10 IOI~e problems quickly wllhout • hnl unr.alOl\lIble rellUllII and rherefor. uln unreasonable
any prClSure
delayl
• havethe ""ron, aUllude lowlrds lilt CUltomer and service • beJUII I nUISance which prccludtllhem from ,enin, their
job
done
The customer perceives the bank10:' The rrontUnt starr rercel~Cllht bank 10:
• hive complCl products whleh moll CUllOmell find • beIIkin, a rauive ~iew reSINin, theproblems they
dimculllO undcntand upcrience, such II system rillures
• ha~e intluible Iystemsor procedures • avoid Iccepcin, the rilk of empowerin, lhem
• bean unfriendly envlronmcna in terms of Isyoul. sisna,e and • Ivoid comminin, luelr 10 a chan,e in culNrc. and
rorms rather follow the old enlrenched ways known 10them
• be ,elred IOwirdS profill rather than lOWiNI the needsof • pay lip aco-ice 10the issue of aco-lee quality
the cuslomer
• streICh the I)'llem 10 beableto 1CC0mmodlIC theirneeds or • II<lI undcntand \he concept or cullOmer satisf.ction and
rcqutllJ aco-ice quality themscl~es
• be more concerned in lenitlllbeir daily routine fina1iJcd. • beadverse 10 chan,. in ,eDCIll, thereby nell encourqlDl
lhan bel", Interrupted 10 provide a aco-Icc employeClIO suuest sudl dlanaes
EIlptdatlorll Expedallons
• The bank or froatlJne Itlrr arcupccted10:· ThefroaU.... ItIrr Clrcel thecustomer10:
• ... a more approachable environmtnl. In terms of aurr and • UndClIlInd all !he products they ICC in die media. from
die pb)'lical elemems such III.yout. II,nI,e andforms waN.(lr·mouth and from information from rriends
• be able 10 idem.fy and maKb producu to meet cuuomcn' • be more palient with lbeconuIllnts urerienced In !heIr Jab
needl
• CClmmunlCI.. Ina comrlcle. fair and llmely manner • ~,.,. theNnk )ar;on
• N ..11I.Ne 2~ ""ur, • ~""'" the ClflCDllClnaJ prl1CU"S intl\l~ed
• r",~ide ,re'lCr _!'fed.hen ,'~I", Ito-ice. and tauer • ~1Il1" the~"llUl Clr lhc !lI1IMh and -hatllle ll#N1'C mean,
rclronM limel
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ct'STOMER • PERCEmOSS (Iltmand S&dt) !if.A\'ICE PAm'lPER • PF.ACEmOSS (Supply ~)
• hne ,"Iwr (Onllllency in wr\'l(edelivery • Lilli,.. l!Ic amoulll ", lulhuriry dck,llCd10 d\(m. 101
cumrle, die neceuil)' IIIIheIUrefYiwr'llicnaNte 10
lullloriw I III ilhdraVo'l1 or (alliin, 01 • chequ.
• The bank or llOnlllneata" Ire UreClN 10:· The llOniUMatlff elreeldIC rudomcr 10:
• be: Lnolllcd,cable abou. dIC prodUCIS or woKeson otler • ell1JllthilC ,..lIh I!M: IlItI
• cive I hi,h level 01 penonallCr\'ic. • ICCCJlll!lc levd 01Kr\'ice Ihcy receiv.
• rrovil!e ulue. bullend 10look Illfoice value in lenni ot • 0reflw l!Icir '''OURIS wilhin die Ifl cuidchnn widlou.
rrice only, while IhccUllomrr is nul a1wlys prepared 10 ray In("'rein,1O maLe allowlnce.
lor ICfYkc
SOURCE: Based on Stemper, 1991:190, 192; Fitrance Week, 1994b:14
and Tschohl, 1992:72
Employees react differently to situations in the service encounter and the behaviour
they display insuch situations are then interpreted by thecustomer. Such behavioural
aspects of employees in the service encounter have been researched by Bitner
(1990:69), who identified aspects which influence the perceptions of the customer and
which are the antecedents and consequences of customer dissatisfaction in service
encounter. Czepiel et al. (1985:6) take a different view from that of Bitner
(1990:69), saying that "...expectations clients have of tire behaviours appropriate to
each different service setting are not necessarily alike. One jaaor that dijferentiatts
among service is the content of the service. "
While both authors have a valid point, employee behaviour is still considered to be
most often complex in nature and while this influences the service encounter to be
interpreted as satisfactory or unsatisfactory, it can be managed to obtain positive
results, such as "...training. motivating. and rewarding tmployets to exhibit those
behaviours" (Bitner n al. 1990:71). Before this can happen, the behaviour displayed
by staff and how it is interpreted by the customer, have been researched by Bitner et
al. (1990:75/76), in which three main categories were identified. They are delivery
system failures, customer needs and requests and unprompted and unsolicited
employee action, which are discussed individually in the next section. Bitner ~t al.
(1990:75/76) also look at factors such as the response of the customer to unavailable
services, the response to unreasonable services as well as the response of the
customer to other core services. These will not, however, he discussed in the next
section.
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~.1 Sen-lee dellvery system failures
When the service delivery system fails, the behaviour displayed can be that of an
employee who is willing and/or able to handle the situation to the satisfaction of the
customer. The frontline have" ... good intentions ofdelivering a quality service, but
have been hampered by inadequate systems to cope witlr demands placed on them... "
(Riemer, 1994:41). Despite inadequate systems, "... employees frequemly attempt to
sooth disgruntled customers by apologiiing, offering to compensate, and explaining
why the service deli\'ery failure occurred" (Clemmer and Scheider, 1989 as quoted
by Bitner, 1990:72), "The abiliry and/or willingness of the contact employee to
respond and handle suchfatlures can result in the incident being remembered as very
satisfactory or very unsatisfactory." (Bitner et al., 1990:74175) This causes
frustration and added pressure, which results in a form of behaviour which is
displayed by the staff member due to reasons other those brought about by the
customer. This situation is confirmed by Van Niekerlc (1991:5), and suggests
... .structured and defined systems for managing customer satisfacrion in the
INfERNAL and EXTERNAL environment," Customers do not always understand this
situation and their dissatisfaction is then aimed at the frontline person.
Riemer (1993: 16) also contends that staffneed more than just interpersonal skills to
help them solve problems or effect the sale ofbank products orservices. "Until there
is the realisation tha: the staffon rile frontline need the necessary resources and tools
10do lire job adequately, the concept ofproviding quality service will not be grasped
by the staff members themselves, nor will it result in tire desired outcome of having
satisfied customers.' (Riemer. 1993:16). On the other hand, Nel "...blames the
inability and sometimes unwillingness of employees to offer the service customers
desire... " (Nel, 1991 :89 as quoted by Financial Mail). Although Nel does not
specify systems problems in panlcular, his statement can be linked to the ani tude of
the staff member, which can have a different bearing on the customer's perceptions
and expectations than system delivery failures.
While system support is one aspect of what customers expect from the service
provider. they also expect thatemployees should be able toanalyse and interpret their
needs and requests, even to the extent that they become unreasonable. The
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interpretation of needs are reliant on the extent of training and experience of the
employee, which does not always materialise in the service encounter. The wayan
employee behaves in a situation influences the customer's perception of the service
(Bitner, 1990:72). Van Niekerk (1991:5) refers to it as accountability, which he
defines as being ." .synonymous with ownership. If every employee does nOI
recognise his/her dependence on servtce qua/if)' and accept accountability for their
actions, tbe most fundamental principle ofservice quality is lost. •
4.2 Response to customers' needs and requests
The perceptions and expectations of customers in the service encounter have been
researched, identifying gaps that represent the difference between their perceptions
and expectations (Parasuraman et al., 1985:41-50; Zeithaml et 01., 1988:35-49).
Customers expect acertain behaviourfrom staff in a panicular situation and when the
behaviour is outofthe ordinary, their interpretation of the service encounter changes
accordingly. For example, employees can treat a customer exceptionally well
(something which the customer did not really expect) and the customer experiences
a highly satisfactory service encounter. The opposite behaviour of staff logically
creates a highly negatively experienced service encounter. The response to
customers' needs and requests are also relevant to customer need satisfaction,
discussed later in this chapter.
4.3 Unprompted and unsolicited employee actions
These are the •...evenn andemployee behaviours t"al are truly unexpected from the
customer's poim ofvit\v". • (Bitneretal., 1990:76) and can, therefore, influence (he
customers' perceptions and expectations. Examples of such •...OUI of the ordinary
behaviour... • are when staff treat customers like royalty and give them special
attention. Rudeness and ignorance an: unacceptable behaviour from employees and
have a negative result on the service encounter (Bitner et 01., 1990:76).
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The focus thus far has been on the elements which influence the customer's and
staffsperceptions and expectations and. as a result. the behaviour ofboth parties are
influenced. The next section looks at the ability of the service provider as opposed
to the ability of the frontline staff member to satisfy the customer's needs.
5. ABILITY OF TilE SERVICE PROVIDER
A service is essentially an intangible process which makes the evaluation process
more complicated. Customers look for tangible clues whereby they can evaluate a
service. In a banking environment. the tangible clues available are the physical
surroundings and the staff. The physical surroundings are the "...environmental
design, decor, signage and business cards/stationery. The participants in the service
encounter also provide clues about wha: tile customer should expect. " (Bitner,
1990:72). Bitner further adds physical elements to include noise level, odours,
temperature, colours, textures and comfort of furnishings that are used in the
evaluation process. Customers then use these clues to "...help them determine tile
finn's capabilities..."(Shostack, 1987 as quoted by Bitner, 1990:70), whereby the
customers fonn a mental picture of what can be expected from the service provider.
"...as in every day person perception, tile first impression is apersuasive one. The
service customer seeks to reduce risk by looking for tangible signs of capability to
determine the service." (Solomon et al., 1985: 105). Customer satisfaction occurs
when their perceptions match and evenexceed their expectations, while the customers
experience dissatisfaction when their expectations are not met. Customer satisfaction
is also discussed in paragraph 5 of Chapter 3 in terms of attitude and behaviour.
Dissatisfaction occurs when there is a gap between perceptions and expectations,
which were identified by Parasuraman et 01. (1985:41-50) in a model on the quality
ofthe service encounter - also discussed in paragraph 5 of Chapter 3. The two gaps
that are applicable to the ability of the service provider are found in gaps 3 and 4.
Gap 3 refers to the difference between service quality specification and service
actually delivered, while gap 4 refers to the difference between service delivery
intention and what is communicated about the service to customers. These gaps and
the reasons why they occur, should first ofall be understood by everyone involved
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in the service process. Since the discussion ofthischapter focuses on the interaction
process, it is of panicular importance that the gap between the ability of the service
provider as perceived by management and the service perceived by customers is
managed to be as small as possible.
Research by Parkington and Schneider (1979) indicated that .... wnen bank branch
tellers have a different orientation to servic« than they believe management has
ttermed a service orientation discrepancy), they experience low satisfaction, strong
turnover intentions, high levels of'frustration and impressions tllat customers think the
service quality in their branch is poor" (Schneider and Bowen, 1985:424). Renton
(1990:2) supports this study by saying that ....when employees realise they have real
control over their own part of the organisation, they are transformed. A sense of
ownership isoften tire most powerful motivator atany level ofan organisation." The
sense of ownership was earlier referred to by Van Niekerk (1991 :5) as accountability.
6. OWN ABILITY TO SATISFY CUSTOMERS' NEEDS
The employees' perceptions of service were described by Schneider and Bowen
(1985:423) as relating to the way in which employees perceive the role of the
organisation in the service encounter. This means that "... when emplo)'ees perceive
their organization as one that facilitates petfotmance, enhances career opportunities,
provides positive supervision, and so on, th~ are then free to do the organization's
main work of serving customers" (Schneider and Bowen, 1985:424).
The conclusion can be drawn at this stage that it is not only the attitude of the
employee (which is based on several other factors mentioned in paragraph S of
Chapter 4) which innuences the service delivery of frontline staff. ..People's
poformanc« fluctuates from day to day and as a result there is not always Q given
le\'e/ of consistency in deli\'ering the service," (Richardson and Robinson. 1986:6)
Van Niekerk (1991:8) identifies another factor saying that •...feedback is prevalnu
in the customer reaction," 'How am I doing?" remains critical in the eyes of
employees. The result ofthe perceptions ofemployees is reflected in their attitudes.
which are reflected inthe turnoverof staff where a negative attitude represents a high
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staff turnover and vice versa, which Bitner (1990:72) suppons by saying that •... the
auitudes and behaviou: of service personnel also influence perceived service
performance." (Bitner, 1990:72)
Other factors are the physical and management constraints which influence the
delivery of service by the frontline, where management constraints include
supervision and performance appraisals precluding employees from •...fully revealing
their attitudes tocustomers. " (Schneider and Bowen, 1985:430) The impact this has
on service delivery is the manner in which frontline staffdeal with customers who are
open in showing their emotions (dissatisfaction). The physical constraint represents
the physical environment in which the employee delivers the service referred to in the
introduction as the tangible elements but, like the reference to electronic service
delivery, this is excluded from this study,
So far the discussion has concentrated onelements which playa role and which could
influence customer service satisfaction which, on its own, have various aspects that
are important. The elements highlighted for discussion are goal attainment, level of
personal attention, product design, communication, customers' needs and stages of
satisfaction.
7. NEED SATISFACTION
Various authors, such as McKechnie (1992:6); Tschohl (1992:64); Shlessinger and
Heskett (1991:18/19) and Solomon et al., (1985:100) identified various key ideas on
the interaction process between staff and customers which are relevant to the issueof
need satisfaction, These aspects are discussed below, and issues dealt with in
previous chapters are also elaborated.
While Tschohl (1992:64) has a business perspective on customer satisfaction as being
"...the most imponant objeeti\'e of any emplo)'u, business or profession..• ·, the
perspective of Solomon n al, (1985:100) refers to the degree of congruence •.. ,by
both tile service pro\'ider and customer...• as ". ..an important determinant of
satisfaction with ti,e encounter," The process and discussion ofthe service encounter
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outlined in Figure 1.2 aim at the same end result, that is need satisfaction. The
multi-cultural frontline comprising three different types of posts deliver a service to
the customer at the receiving end. Various factors within the multi-cultural force
have an influence on the service delivery, such as the interaction between staff and
between staff and management, their role behaviour based on their own culture as
well as their perceptions or expectations ofcustomers' needs, or their own ability to
satisfy the customer. all influence the eventual outcome of the service encounter.
The process which leads to need satisfaction is subject to continuous evaluation by
both the customer and the frontline person. While the customer experiences
dissatisfaction and rate the service encounter as being negative. the frontline person
may also experience frustration in his job. The frustration experienced has a ripple
effect on other factors which play a role in the service encounter and can eventually
be the causeofhigh staff turnover as identified by Schlessinger and Heskett (1991: 18)
in the cycle of failure (Figure 4.3). An example applicable in this context is that of
accurate billing. According to Diesel (1993:2) "... the absence ofamistake is nota
positive. It's just not a negative. Goodservice quality willprevent customers from
leaving in a hufJ, but it won't make them avid customers who fervently want to stay
with us." In Table 4.2 of Chapter 4, the issue of accuracy in billing relates to the
dimension of reliability in the service quality model of Parasuraman et al. (1986:47),
whereby customers evaluate the service. Diesel (1993:2) confirms this with the
example that customers expect accurate billing. When that happens, it ".. .doesn't
cause people to ttll all their friends about your bank... ", however, ifaccurate billing
doesn't happen. it will •...cause them to !til everyone thty canjind and therefore is
abig negative."
Within each major group identified by Bitner et al, (1990:76) (refer paragraph 4),
various sub-groups orcategories can result in the service encounter being interpreted
as satisfactory or dissatisfactory. This is based on the behaviour displayed by staff
and has also been identified by Bitner tt al. (1990:76). These categories and their
respective situations have been adapted tosituations in the banking environment and
these arc set out in Table 5.3.
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Any company involved in business has profitability as its aim. M/t follows that one
ofthe majorchal/mges faring the banking industry' is to conven branches 10 a more
profitable channel.' (Steyl, as quoted by Rawana, 1994:3) Alogical deduction is that
all the aspects related to profitability should have positive outcomes to facilitate it.
Included in these aspects are the service encounter and its various elements which
lead to more positive service encounters, ultimately adding to the profitability. The
following aspects are issues that have a direct bearing on customer satisfaction.
7.1 Goal attainment
One way of realising need satisfaction, is the attainment of goals. Both parties
involved in the service encounter have their own specific goals, The service company
has as profitability as its goal, with various sub-goals such as getting new customers,
retainment of existing customers and highly trained staff, to name a few. The
frontline staff may have goals such as job satisfaction and promotion, while the
customer's goals might be having the fulfilment of financial needs. Two issues are
highlighted to explain what is meant by goal attainment.
Bitner et al. (1990:75) refer to the actual requests posed by the customer, how they
perceive it and how the staff react to, or are expected to react to these requests as
aspects that may influence goal attainment. Customers might perceive these requests
as special, meaning that they expect the system to be stretched to accommodate them,
while it is only a routine request which ispart of the staffmember's job. When this
request is met, the customer is satisfied. Thus, to attain the goals of the customer is
supposedly easy, especially when the adherence to a request is pan of the staff
member's job. The task itself is more difficult when the request is based on
expectations of this nature.
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TABLE 5.3 CATEGORIES REFLECTL':G SATISFACTORY\D1SSATISFACTORY
ENCOUNTERS
GROUP CATEGORV SATlS.'ACTORY DlSSATISFACTORV
E.~COUl''Tt:R E."\COUl'TER
I. Nllture of systems UnAVlillble urle cuh withdrlwll without Made Irr.naemenu in
fillure service an idenlily book. ~bl\lcer Idvlnce to have debil
ca\'e permission to leller Ifter or1I0P orden
,iClUlure wu verifled, cancelled. When.
checked my statement,
it WII not done and
the enquiry oOicer
could nOI sive me an
explal\llion al all.
Slow service Despile the flcc thlll didn't Not III the leller
lose my patience with the lona cubicles are used when
queues. the manaser or really necenary.
consultant came into the Unlrained lellen are
bankinc hall and apolociled, appoinled.
\\'hen lreachedthe teller, he
or she also apoloailed.
Other core M)' loan applicacion WII nOI My IUIO teller card
service processed due 10 incomplele was somewhal denied
failures information. The manacer Ind the enquiry offICer
allowed me 10 overdraw. referred me to the
cuSlomer consultanl
who Iccused me of
misusina iI.
2. Nature of request 'Special needs' My wallel was stolen and I The enquiry officer
or need (implicit was allowed 10 withdraw referred me to the
or upUelt) money. cuslomer coruultanl
who look her time 10
altend co me•
CUllomer • queried the service fcc My request to have all
preference charCed onmy account. The my debit or SlOp
consultanl adv isedother orders 10 throulh my
options thai would Illow me accounl on one day
free bankinl if a minimum was not adhered 10.
balance is rill intiined.
CU'lOmcr error I lose m)' IUIO celler card or The consultant's
cheque book. The consultanl explanations relardina
enJured thai the card or a specifIC problem on
cheques were ICorred or my Iccount were very
Clncclled. vacue. No erroR was
made to eMura chal.
undcrilood.
DilNrcive The manacer intcrvmcd .n The scarr ref'uscd co
others a Il.mcull customer bcame Ileal Vo ith an obcru,ivc
(IbtNIi\'e, Clmomer.
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GROUP CATEGOR\' S,\TISfAClORY D1SSATISfACTOR\'
E.~COl":\TER E."COU~TER
J, Nalure or Level or The leller or enquir)' orneer The enquiry offICer or
emplo)'et action anenlion or consulllni Irealed me like consultanl called on
(unprompled or royall)', He or she rully me nut customer
unsolicited) displ.)cd !he Ulmosl wi!hout askin, me 10
professionalism. move aside \II'hilst
wail ina (or a
.lIlemenl.
Unusual scuon Ala paniculu chaolic monm· The leller seemed very
end when everythina went irale when I didn't
wrona. me consuIllnls understand his or her
supplied cold drinks 10 !hose explanalion.
wailina in !he queue.
Cullural norms The conSullJnl ran afler me 10 The enquiry officer
hand me my wallel or card mumbled somethina
which I had left behind. inaudible when I asked
him or her a question.
GeslJlt The entire encounter was very Evef)'thina went
pleaunl • no mistakes and wrona. The teller
friendly staff. couldn't find my
cheque book that WII
requisilioned, then the
JlOwer supply was
inlerrupled and on top
ofil all, the phones
didn't SlOp rinaina,
Adverse Despite me shoruae of staff II The staff member had
conditions mis very busy branch, me diffICUlty findina my
staff remained calm under me aUlo teller card and
circumsllnces, lost his or her temper,
SOURCE: Based on Bitner tt al., 1990:77/78
The understanding of customer's goals and the staff's response to it, have been
identified by Stemper (1991: 190) as anelement of oneof his key ideas on interacting
with customers. The key issue as mentioned earlier, is that the focus should be on
the customer's goals and not those of the company. Although this is certainly
relevant in satisfying the customer's needs by focusing on his goals. it should be part
of reaching the overall goals of the company. such as profitability,
Stemper (1991: 190) also identifies the level of knowledge that staff should achieve,
where customers must also feel .... .tluu tluir company lias knowledgeable personnel
"'"0 can Irelp them meet their goals...", According to Stemper (1991: 190), the
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organisation delivering such services, should focus on the customer's goals in order
to satisfy needs, and he further states that these goals canonly be met when value is
added to the transaction by giving personal auernion.
Because of the focus of this study, the personal attention or human element of the
service encounter is discussed as a separate element of goal attainment.
7.2 Level of personal attention
The level of personal attention is another clement of customer satisfaction as
identified by Stemper (1991: 190). The more affluent customer usually demands or
expects more, and specifically personalised, attention, however, "...knowing whai the
customer wants is not service quality, Service quatit» is how you gi,'e the customer
what he wants on apersonal level." Van Niekerk (1991 :4) According to Booms and
Nguist, 1981 as quoted by Solomon et al. (1985: 101) there is personal contact when
a"...service experience which distinguishes one service organization/rom anotheris
a result oj the unique imeraction between the experiencer and the contact person."
In terms of the employee, "... cross-trained employees, handling both teller and
platform transactions, would offer customers more responsive atumion," (Watkins,
1993: 17) Thecustomers expect personal service, not Iip service (Stemper, 1991:71
and Furlong, 1990:37), and it must extend beyond verbal platitudes (Van Niekerk,
1991:6).
7.3 Product design
Products are specifically geared for the needs of the existing customers of the bank.
but often result in dissatisfaction because the service that should support it is not up
to standard. Once again, the perception of the staff member influences this process
and a gap occurs when there is a difference between perception and expectations
Also, when the customer's needs are not matched wilh the features and benefits of
the product, the product or the incompatibility of the staffmember is blamed, seuing
in motion the processes resulting from the customer's requests (Font, 1993: IS). For
example, .....customers '~'II0 use cas" potnu etcetera, come to expect fast, accurate
serviceJrom their bank, transferring those expectations 10 tile $toff",'ro nt/endto 111('11/
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on those occasions when they need personal attention. • (FOOl, 1993: IS) Although
the product itself is part of the marketing mix. Bitner (1990:70) extended the
definition of the marketing mix to services cal1ing it the 'services marketing 1111:,(',
which includes two other elements i.e. physical evidence and participants apart from
the traditional 4 P's(product. place. promotion and price). The physical evidence is
the ".. .physical surroundings and all tUl/gible clues... •, while the participants are
"".0// human actors in the service encounters lncluding finn personnel and other
customers and processes (procedures, mechanics and flow ofaaivities)." (Bitner.
1990:70)
Another view by Diesel (1993: 1-4) regarding the design of the products and customer
satisfaction is that the focus of service providers have thus far been on the products
itself rather than on the service provided with the product. Customers leave because
"".the problem im'ariably has to do with the service surrounding tile use of tllat
product... " (Diesel, 1994:1). Diesel (1993:1) suggests that the service provider
should become more valuable to the customer and thus retain customers. Diesel
(1993:2) further suggests that two products, namely advice and counsel. are neglected
while products such as deposits. loans, safekeeping. transactional services (including
cash management) and investment management are emphasized. Thus. while one or
more of the five products might satisfy a particular need of the customer. the lack of
advice and counsel along with inadequate service. will not lead to need satisfaction.
7.4 Communication
Cognizance should be taken of communication which is another element of the
customer satisfaction process. Customers •...expect to be communicated with in a
complete, fair and timely manner, and while the customer also wanlS 10 be
communicated to in a language he/she can understand..." (Surprenant and Solomon,
1987:88; Parasuraman et 01.• 1985:47), •...tllf)· do not "'ant to hav« to ask tire righ:
question. • (Stemper. 1991: 192) The behaviour displayed by staff does not encourage
customers to ask questions. let alone the right questions. Tschohl (1992:55) says that
ifthe customer does not ask the right questions, the staff member will not provide the
infonnation. The sharing and cornrnunicating of information by the staff to the
customers lake place on a very reactive basis. thereby adding to the dissatisfaction
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with, or dlsconfimution of the service encounter (Font, 1993: 16). Parasuraman et
al. (1985:46) cite an example: of a customer experiencing Irustration because of legal
constraints preveming the bank from cashing his cheque. By not giving the customer
an adequate explanation, let alone any explanation (that is communicating the
problem), the customer will have a poor perception of service quality.
The focus on communication in the service encounter and its role in customer
satisfaction was research by Surprenant and Solomon (1987:86·95). They looked at
personalising the service encounter and, as a result, communication was seen to be
a means of increasing this personalisation. In other words, communicating with the
customer in such a way that he or she is recognised as an individual. On the other
hand, Bowen (1986:372) refers to these interactions as 'fleeting, faceless exchanges'
which somewhat contradicts the personalisation of the service encounter.
Tschohl (1992:63) adds to these statements, saying that" ... customers areaccustomed
to receiving. rhey may be surprised tofind tluu you really are sincere andfriendly. "
The same applies to the staff members where it is appreciated that they are treated
with "oo. wann, sincere, positive communication." (Tschohl, 1992:63) Font (1993: 15)
feels that the communication process should take place in a professional manner,
whilst the "...communication skills invotve: in the selling/delivery task are lied up
witll a wider range of imerpersonal skills necessary to ensure the quality of service
expected by customers.'
7.S Customers' needs
The needs and expectations of customers may cause confusion because of the slight
difference in emphasis of these two terms. The needs of customers are a fact and
these needs may be related to their financial needs, such as a payment method for
everyday Jiving (for example, the payment of bills, transferring money from one
account to the other) and the bestpossible means of using these methods of payments.
such as a choice between a Cheque, debit order, stop order orelectronic transfer.
The expectations ofcustomers. however, arc usually in line with their needs. except
that by living up to their expectations, the service provider not only fulfils their
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needs, but provides more.namely service excellence. (The expectations of customers
are summarised in Table 5.2). For example, providing the customer with the facllity
10 pay by means ofa cheque, fulfils his or her need 10 make Ihird party payments,
Should the service provider give the customer the option ofdropping the cheque in
abox provided for Ihis purpose, this alternative solution 10 mailing the cheque or self-
delivery then exceeds the customer's expectations.
Customer satisfaction is obtained by satisfying his/her financial needs, in which case
Tschohl (1992:55) gives practical examples of how to idenlify a customer's needs.
This is achieved by simply asking what they are, listening carefully 10 the answer and
then repeating what was heard to confirm that the message is understood. Identifying
the customer's needs only goes half-way towards satisfying it. There is much more
at stake in order to be able to satisfy the customer's needs.
According to Font (1993:15), "...problem solving, infonnation transmission and
advising, however, allnow demand greater analytical skills, and the interdependency
and growing complexiry of the many differellt types of financial products available
make it much more difficult to match sets ofpossible product mixes to heterogeneous
customer demands:" This confirms that the need identification as well as interactive
communication are essential to achieve customer satisfaction. The extent to which
customers are satisfied can be measured as proven by the study published in (Finance
Week) (1994a and 1994c) (refer Annexure H).
While the terms customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction have been used throughout
the preceding chapters, it is also important to compare it with confirmation and
disconfirmation. "Ih« theory underlying the disconfirmation paradigm is that
consumers reach satisfaction decisions bycomparing product or service performance
with prior expectation obout how the product or service would or should perform.
These expectations are compared with actual perceptions of perfonnance as th«
product/service is consumed. If expectations exceed perjonnance, dissatisfaction
results." (Bitner, 1990:70) Disconfinnation occurs when "...the customer's
immediate reaction after consumption depends Oil a comparison ofprior expectations
a1ld perceived petfotmance, resulting in confirmation of expectations or 111
positive/negative disconjimmrion when expectations andpeifnn1rn1lCt do not match. "
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(Bitner. 1990:71) The last element that pertains to customer satisfaction looks at the
different levels of satisfaction that the customer can experience in the service
encounter.
7,6 Stages of satisfaction
Due to the nature of the interaction process and the fact that people do not perform
at consistent levels (Richardson and Robinson. 1986:6). the customer mayexperience
one or more stages of satisfaction during interaction with the service provider. Pill
(1990:21) identifies five different stages ofsatisfaction. saying that ." .to succeed the
customer service must be unexpectedly good.", These stages reflect the level of
expectations the customer had prior to interaction.
·Stage I,
Stage 2.
Stage 3.
Stage 4.
Stage 5.
OK "expectations are met, but not exceeded
Irritated "transaction succeeds, bur the provider is imrusive
Dissatisfied : when the transaction fails or requires more than the
expected level of effort
Angry " when the transaction fails, despite the greater-than-expected
effort, orbecause of theservice provider's mistakes
Excited: when the customer ispleasantly surprised b)' the encounter,
because the level of effort required was lower than expected, or the
expectations of the success were low. It
(Pitt, 1990a:21).
These stages can also beexperienced by the staff member who provides service to the
customer. The staff member's sense of achievement is positively influenced when
stage S is reached. When stages 2, 3 and 4 are achieved. his/her sense of
achievement is negatively influenced and the)' also become irritated, dissatisfied and
angry, In stage l, a neutral sense of achievement is experienced. which means
neither positive nor negative sense of achievement,
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Service quality and the various elements involved the management of service quality,
have been touched upon throughout the preceding chapters. In summary, the level
of service experienced by the customer reverts back to how it is perceived and
managed by all levels ofmanagement. The next section analyses the elements which
management should attend to when attempting to manage the service encounter. After
taking a strategic view, a more detailed approach is followed which addresses the
elements of internal marketers and employee empowerment.
8. MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
On a macro-level, Watson (1994:2) feels that management ofquality service should
stem from a market orientation which involves the selection of a target market,
observing them closely and then allocating the resources to tackle the competition.
Watson (1994:2) refers to these aforementioned itemsas 'bebavioural aspects' which
comprise the following:
• .. Customer orientation provides infonnation about tile perceived, current, and
potential needs oftarget customers';
• The orientation towards the competitors "...will focus strategies and
capabilities on current or future alternative satisjiers of targeted
customers...", while
• The "... interjunctional co-ordination, tire business applies all skills and
resources in evaluating customer and competitor information and uses it to
develop superior value for tire customers. "
The view of Watson (1994:2) regarding management's role in service quality is
supported by Van Niekerk (1991 :2). ..Providing service is tile norm, and a general
customer expectation. To gain Q competiuve advantage implies exceeding rile norm
and providing a service BEYOND customer expectations." (Van Niekerk, 1991:2).
Authors such as Bowen and Schneider (1988); Gronroos (1984), Heskett (I98i).
Zeitharnl, Berry and Parasuraman (1988) as quoted by Bitner (1990:69) have taken
amicro-view ofmanagement's role inservice quality. saying that '" .the managemcm
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ofindividual encounters isnested within broader managerial issues of organisational
culture, philosophy and culture that also can influence service deli\Oef)' andultimately
customer perceptions ofservice quality." Apart from looking at the issues of internal
marketers and employee empowerment individually. they are discussed below in the
context of the service interaction process (refer Chapter 4).
8.1 Internal marketers or part-time marketers
The aspect of service to internal customers includes an understanding of who and
what the internal customer is all about. Ifthe focus is external only. then only half
the battle is won. "The impact of Service Quality is obviously more evident in the
EXTERNAL environment. but is of equal consequence in the INTERNAL
environment. " (Van Niekerk, 1991: I) Staff should realise that service to customers
is internal as well as external and that the attirude on which this isbased comes from
the way they are motivated. "No matter how large thebusiness. every employee. in
one way or another. isworking to serve adirect customer. It may simply mean the
employee is not serving a customer, but ishelping someone who makes that contact. "
(Tschohl, 1992:66) "Certain employees within the organisation see customers most
regularly andfrequently. It is these employees who set the tone ofpersonal service
and create an image for the bank." (Richardson and Robinson. 1986:4)
Apart from the realisation that staff should have about their fellow employees.
management canalso play an important role here. "A strategy oftreating employees
as partial customers issupported by research indicating that when service employees
feel that management is meeting their needs they, in tum, feel free to concentrate on
meeting the needs of customers." (Bowen. 1986:376) Richardson and Robinson
(1986:4) add to this. saying "...management needs to pursue actively an internal
marketing focus and to link performance to quality of service delil'ered."
Freemantle (1993:102) further contends that •... )·011 cannot separat« customer care
from employee care...•, and that .....employees ",110 ful valued and cared for will
value their customers and care for them...••which statements arc also supported hy
other authors(Bowen. 1986 andChristopher. 1992). Frecmantle (1993: 102.103) also
identifies how managers can care for their employees to elicit a posirive response
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from them. It entails the tools to do the job, up-to-date infonnation, comfortable
environment, regular feedback, encouragement and support, hours of work (Bowen,
1986:376), scope for decision-making and learning together from mistakes.
8.2 Employee empowerment
According to Schoeman (1990: 15), empowerment is a ..... totally integrated concept
witnin me organisational culture, 'he human resources management approach and the
individual managementtieadership style ofthe manager". Schoeman (1990: 15) rhus
argues that employee empowerment should involve both management and employees
in order to prove successful. Freernantle (1993:44) gives a number of reasons why
customers are shunted from one person to the next to get the service they want.-
•
•
•
•
•
Front-line staff are not trusted to make decisions
Inadequate front-line procedures or systems to deal with problems/queries
Too narrow jobdefinition and inadequate training to take a broader view of
customer service
No after sales service
Departments are not working together
The above reasons of Freemantle support the reasons of Schlessinger and Heskett
(1991:18) which have been identified as elements of the cycle of failure, that is too
narrow job design and training. Another aspect that should lend itself to change in
aculture of empowered employees and move away from the strong hierarchical multi-
level organisation, is the culture of the organisation. Peters calls it •.. .flexibitity-
("rough-empowered people... • referring to .....high invoivemmt, minimal hierarchv
and increased rewards based upon new performance parameters (quality lind
responsiveness) and these are w!lolly consisun: with the more 1rtt-",huling, fast-
reacting organisation' geared ro customer sen'ire and lnnovoiion." (Peters, as quoted
by Gaihercole, 1992:9) •Succ~sslul management roday is al/ aboul creating
environmems and culrures ",htreby rlltpeople 011 lilt frotu-llne IIa\Oe th« capabilities
and freedoms ro me« the specific demands ofcustomers and take initiatives on their
bellaIf. • (Frecmamte, 1993:84) A faster, sleeker organisation is also easier to
change. thereby remaining highly competitive.
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The role that managemenr is required to play have become Increasingly important and
as a result has highlighted the importance of human resource issues. The human
resource function is to support the process of empowerment rather than taking sole
responsibility for it. In this instance, the manager is also empowered to take
responsibility for the human resource function, assisting the cascading effect that is
desired as a top-down approach. Various authors, such as Van Niekerk (1991:2),
Schoeman (1990:15/16) and Heskett et al. (1990:271), feel that the chief executive
officer should be the driving force behind achange in culture in order to convince the
staff that it is not just acosmetic change.
According to Stemper (1991 :64) and Segal (1992:28), the culture of the company
must portray the omportance of service. By designating it as a 'year of the customer'
or 'flavour of the montl:', it can reinforce the customers' and staffs perceptions that
service is no more than another management variable that can be turned off at will.
"Thus while service ideally starts at the top, it can also stop there." (Stemper,
1991:65). Both Schoeman (1990: 15), Van Niekerk (1991:2) and Stemper (1991:64)
identify commitment by top management to effect a change in organisational culture.
According to Jackson (1993:31). ". ..culture remains for management the most
mysterious ofall forces operating within an organisation, even though it ispotentially
the most powerful in influencing business performance," Individual management
styles must be flexible within the cultural style of management required for change.
The message of change should be communicated clearly and on a continuous basis to
staff.
Management should also be aware of the socio-political development within the
organisation in order to implement empowerment. In other words. it calls for
leadership skills that •...satisfy basic human needs for achiel'emenl, a sense of
belonging, recognition, self-esteem and Q feeling of control over one's lif«.
Leadership skills nonnally lead 10 people empo\\,cnnent. " (Schoeman, 1990: 18) The
multi-cultural environment is initially discussed in paragraph 6 of Chapter 3 and is
also. referred to in paragraph 6 of Chapter 4. The last section of this chapter,
however. looks at the multi-cultural environment within which the service encounter
takes place. It suns with an in-depth look at rhe multi-cultural environment,
followed by the inter- and intra-cultural factors which constimtes the multi-cultural
environment.
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9. ~lULTI-CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Culture in the context ofthe service environment refers toa person's" .. .environment
of human-created beliefs. customs, kllowledge and practises." (Davis, 1981 :25)
Authors such as Font (1993), Bitner et al. (1990) and Martin (1992) refer to these
aspects as norms and values which members of a particular culture share.
"Dissatisfactory encounters are associated with employee behaviours that clearly
vioiate cultural norms (discrimination against female/black/)'oung customers,'
employee theft, bribery, or lying, " (Bitner et al., 1990:79) Cultural behaviour is thus
the result of how these aspects are interpreted and exercised by the individual,
particularly in the banking environment.
Staying within one's own cultural environment is safer because of the agreement on
norms and values between members of the same culture group. People are, however,
forced to become pan of a group when they move between cultures (such as going
to work), and as such represent a segment ofa larger group from which they come.
This change in culture is referred to by Davis (1981 :25) as a 'culture shock' and
defines it as "...a feeling of confusion, insecurity, and anxiety caused by the
strangeness of one's new environment." There is a wealth of stimuli in this
environment which the individual uses to assess the environment and, together with
their own frame of reference, display certain behaviour.
Change of culture in the literature (Schiffman and Kanuk, 1978:334) is also referred
to as acculturation, which is the integration ofa new employee into the organisation.
Acculturation can also take place when the person enters environments outside the
workplace. Jackson (1991 :31, 34) states that cultural or behavioral nonns
"...represent the most observable le\'el ofculture... • where the values that underpin
these norms •...are built on deeply plaad assumptions held by individual members
ofthe organisation." In terms of new employees that enter the organisation, these
values are apparent in their behaviour, •...predominalllly ill the hYly that longstanding
members socialist new entrants to the organisation...• (Jackson, 1993:3I. 34).
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The move between cultures and interaction ofthe members ofa group is based on the
individual's own perceptions. "People perceive their environment in an organized
framework that the)' nave built our of their 011'11 experiences alld values. Their own
problems, interests, and backgrounds control their perception of each situation,"
(Davis, 1981:53) Thus, the perceptions they have of themselves as individuals in the
workplace and the group, determines their behaviour.
Each individual's perceptions are unique. resulting in a multitude of views in the
group context. What lnfluences the individual's perception is that ".. .people tend to
perceive what they expect to perceive," (Davis, 1981 :55) If a customer consultant
hears about a difficult customer. his perceptions are influenced by the information
gained prior to interaction. The same situation may occur with internal staff. when
a new recruit is informed that a particular staff member is a rather difficult person,
with the result that his perceptions will be clouded, thus influencing his behavioural
interactions. This is referred to by Davis (1981 :55) as a 'perceptual set' • a
characteristic of perception.
The environment in which the frontline staff operate necessitates group interaction
which, on its own, has several aspects which influence and are influenced by the
behaviour of the individual. The interaction of individuals with each other represents
the dynamics of such a group. with the same aspects applying to the group as to the
individual. Each individual in the group plays two types ofroles.
The first type refers to the role which he plays in the work environment when certain
tasks are performed, while the second refers to tasks performed outside the work
environment, usually of a more social nature. McCann (1991: 18) says that
individuals of different ethnic groups experience strain because they have to make
their "...own social interactions and \'ailies congruent with those of the 17UljOril)'
membership at best, or at worst denying them completely and t1)'ing to rake on tIJe
dominant social identity.· For the purpose of this study, the focus will be on the
work environment only. Both roles are, however, mainly pcrfonned in a group
context.
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Based on what has been said before, there are several members who constitute a
group. These members come from various environments or have different
backgrounds ami are called a multi-cultural group. As with any group of such nature,
inter-group conflict is unavoidable and a major contributor to problems experienced
in the group context. The group cannot, for example, function properly when the
members are in conflict with each other, and as a result aspects such as employee
empowerrnenr/- participation are hampered(discussed in paragraph 8.2 of this
chapter). The change in the political situation in South Africa and the resultant
affirmative action will ensure that the composition of the group is representative of
the differentpopulation groups. This means that the need for group cohesion and the
management of inter-group conflict becomes increasingly important,
Until now, companies in South Africa had to deal in some way or another with the
aspects of service and service quality. People from all levels inside and outside the
organisation were involved to some extent to improving service; however, their
"...inability to drive the concepts down within organisations and thereby gain
commitment and 'buy-in'. is symptomatic of the cultural di~'ergencies in South
Africa. " (Matthews and Harrod, 1992:24) It is also a major challenge to
management to incorporate all the labour levels (as illustrated in paragraph 4 of
Chapter 4) into the "Service Improvement Process" (Matthews and Harrod, 1992:24)
which Heath (1990:44) refers to as participative management Matthews & Harrod
(1992:24, 25)mention reasons such as cultural barriers, educational barriers, lackof
business knowledge, political barriers and lack of panicipation as primary barriers to
understanding and application of service concepts. These barriers are confirmed by
Heath (1990:44) when he summarisesthe South African situation as •. ..a multi-racial
society thor is only just coming to terms wit" equality for all its people... ", having a
"...mainly conservative management so'le...", being faced with •...a multiplicity of
languages moking effective communication difficult... " as well as a "... low leve! of
general education."
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9.1 Inter-cultural factors
It is important that the discussion of the Inter- and intra-cultural factors should not be
confused with those of corporate culture. Although the intra- and inter-cultural
factors are evident within the corporateculture. they are independent and operate in
other envlronments outside the organisation. "Culture is used by social scientists to
describe a whole "'0)' oflife. ways of acting, feeling and thinking, which are learned
by groups of people rather than being biologically determined. " (Hampden-Turner.
1990: 11) Individuals within a group who ascribe to certain norms and values make
up a culture. People descending from any such group. for example. the African
groups (Zulu or Xhosa et cetera) each have their ownset norms and values to which
they conform, Based on this. certain behaviour is expected or accepted from its
members or individuals.
The corporate culture encompasses more than just the behaviour and emotions of a
particular culture. •An organization's culture reflects assumptions about clients,
employees, mission, products. activities and assumptions that hav« worked well in the
past and which get translated into norms of behaviour, expectations about what is
legitimate and desirable ways of thinking and acting." (Evans. as quoted by
Hampden-Turner, 1990:19). As mentioned earlier, there are various authors (Van
Niekerk, 1991:2 and Stemper, 1991:64), who have noted the necessity of commitment
by top management to the issue of service quality. The staff must, therefore, cope
with two different types of cultures, namely the type referring to race and ethnic
background of individuals and the other type which refers to the background of the
organisation.
South Africa is known for its many and diverse groups of people, each with its own
unique characteristics and ways of acting, feeling and thinking. When individualsof
these groups come together in a service environment. particularly in the delivery of
service, their culture has an influence on their perceptions and expectations of what
their role should be. It also has an influence on the performance ofthe staff member
in the service encounter. According to McCann (1991:18) • •... ideal C01ll(1(t
situations' call be created to optimist auitude improvemem which means all
appropriateb: managrdenvironment combinrd"';th dynamic group and communication
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processes providing tile essential preconditions for meaningful intercultural
communications and understanding. •
9.2 Intra-cultural factors
The intra-cultural factors are the factors which operate amongst the members of the
same culture. In the service encounter, the individuals resort to the norms and values
which apply to their particular culture, examples of which are eye contact, voice
control, language and the manner in which that person is addressed. The interaction
in this context can be 'controlled' by the staff member as the 'rules of conduct' are
known by both parties. When there is a mixture of cultures in the service encounter,
the staff member is expected to compromise and use a language which both parties
understand and can converse in to facilitate an exchange of information and solve
problems. The muhiplicity of languages and particularly the multiracial society (refer
paragraph 9) adds a further importantdimension to the critical incidents in the service
encounter to those of the SERVQUAL and Gaps Models discussed in paragraph 4.
It is clear that both the inter- and intra-cultural factors have an influence on the
service encounter and both influence the role of the staff member in the service
encounter.
10. ILLUSTRATIVE ISSUES APPLIED TO THE GAPS MODEL
The dimensions ofthe Gaps Model of Parasuraman et al., (1985) as wellas the items
of the SERVQUAL instrument which measured these gaps, were discussed under
various headings throughout the preceding chapters. This infonnation, together with
the work of authors such as Bromfield (1991:1-14). Heath (1990:42-46). Van Niekerk
(1991: 1-17), Renton (1992:2), Tschohl (1992: 1-70) and Zeithaml etal. (1988:35-48),
have been summarised in Annexure Hwith supportive comments in articles in various
magazines (Financt Wetk (1994a:19·21): Finance Week (I994b:14/15) and Finance
Wetk (1994c: 18-20).
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11. CO~CLUSIOS
This chapteraimed to further explore the elements already discussed to some degree
inprevious chapters. It highlighted in particulanhese clements in the context of the
service encounter. While some elements reflect a greater extent of overlap because
of this approach, others play an individual role pertaining to either the demand side
or the supply side. Annexure H aims to summarise these elements which are based
on the Gaps Model ofParasuraman tt 01. (1985) and supported by examples given
by various authors such as Bromfield (1991), Van Niekerk (1991), Heath (1990),
Renton (1991) and Zeilhaml et al. (1988). The topic of customer service satisfaction
and service quality have been extensively exhausted by researchers both nationally
(Muller et al.• 1994) and internationally, such as Parasuraman tt 01. (1985 and 1986)
and Bitner and Bitner et al. (1990). By looking at these aspects from both the
demand side and supply side at the same time within a multi-cultural environment
such as South Africa, a document can be produced which identifies clements which
can be managed to achieve improved customer satisfaction.
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CHAPTER 6
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1. INTRODUCTION
The first five chapters of this study have set the scene for the research phase covered
in Chapters 6 and 7. In this phase, research proposition which has been summarised
in Chapter 1, will be tested by using a two-tiered approach. This approach consists
ofa questionnaire for the customer (demand side) and the frontline staff (the supply
side). Bitner (1992:60) used this approach in her research on the impact of the
physical surroundings on the behaviour of customers and employees. while
Parasuraman, Berry and Zeithaml (1990:42) adapted a similar approach in order to
avoid a 'snapshot' type of research (referred to in Chapter 1).
The methodology of the research includes the design of the questionnaire (the set-up),
the refinement and other relevant aspects ofthe questionnaire, followed by the method
ofdata collection (fieldwork) and the scale ormethod used to record and measure the
perceptions and attitudes of the customers and staff respondents. The discussion of
the type of scale is further detailed in terms of validity, reliability. practicality and
interpretability. The analysis of the data and related issues have been dealt with in
Chapter 7..
To commence this chapter. the research proposition (refer Chapters 1 and 5) on
which this research has been based. is detailed in the next paragraph.
2. THE RESEARCH PROPOSITION
It is proposed that the management of the critical elements of the service encounter
(identified by the supply side (the customers) and the demand side (the staff). would
be instrumental to improved customer satisfaction. While the emphasis is on customer
satisfaction. is it imponant that the staffwho are involved in the face-to-face service
encounter. also benefit from the results ofa managed service encounter process,
Apart from identifying these critical clements. this process should serve as the basis
on which future research studies can be performed.
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This proposition is supported in the literature by Czepiel etal. (1986:6), who states
that the ".. .theories ofdyadic interaction can provide valuoble insights and suggest
appropriate methods for analysisfor understanding services and engineering optimal
service encounters for given situations." Solomon et al. (1985) funher refers to the
benefits that can bederived when focusing on the dyadic interaction. "The ability to
identify mUlually satisfying factors ill encounters will be helpful in the design of
sen-ices. in the selling ofservice level standards. in the design ofsen'ice encounters.
in The selection. training andmotivation ofsen-ice providers, and in guiding customer
behaviours." (Solomon et 01. 1985:101),
While this proposition can lend itself to extensive research which covers all the
aspects related to customer satisfaction and staff job satisfaction, the scope of this
research has been limited to aspects which will ensure a focused. but realistic.
interpretation of the topic being researched.
3. SCOPE OF THIS RESEARCH
The scope of a research project. along with the research proposition. establishes a
framework within which the research isconducted. It is within this framework which
is detailed below, that the research questionnaire is designed and the research
conducted.
3.1 General bank in the financial services industry in South Africa as identified in
Chapter 1.
3.2 Urban bank branches conveniently located within close proximity to the city centre
ofJohannesburg.
3.3 The face-to-face interaction process (the service encounter) between the customer and
the frontline staff of a general bank. This implies that the antecedents as identified
by Parasuraman et at. (1990: II0/111) are tested for both the demand side and the
supply side. In their research. Parasurarnan et 01. (1990) focused on the specific
variables of the theoretical constructs of their Gaps Model as perceived by
management and contact personnel. In this regard. this research isunique in focusing
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on both the elements of the supply side and the demand side of the service encounter
in a multi-cultural financial services organisation (namely the bank) in South Africa.
3.4 The customers who are already using a product(s) andlor services of a bank.
3.5 Of the frontline staff which comprise tellers, enquiry officers and customer
consultants, only tellers and enquiry officers have been included in the sample, as the
nature of theirencounter is brief and does not require lengthy discussion or analysis
of the customer's financial affairs which are characteristic of the type of encounters
with customer consultants.
The elements which apply to the context of this study and which have particular
reference to the face-to-face service encounter, served as the basis on which the
questionnaires were designed. Parasuraman et al. (1985:47); Parasuraman et al.
(1986: 14/15)and Zeithaml et al. (1988:43) also used these elements in their research,
which are detailed in Table 4. I. paragraph 2.1.3.3 of Chapter 4 and discussed in
paragraph 6 of this chapter.
While the scope of this research outlines the broad issues relevant to this study, the
research environment looks at only one type of environment specific to the actual
research intended. In the service literature Bitner (1990:73) designed a questionnaire
which was tested in three different industries (hotels, restaurants and airlines) which
are all representative of high contact situations. Looking only at the banking
industry, this study presents opportunities to other service industries where direct
human contact is involved in the service encounter. The research environment and
the sample used in this research (the method and criteria used for selection of the
respondents and branches) are discussed in the following paragraphs.
4. RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT
The research environment within which this research takes place, is a financial
institution in thc financial services industry. Specifically, it is a bank (defined in
paragraph 2.4 of Chapter I) with urban and rural branches situated throughout South
Africa. Only urban branches were, however, selected for the sample (refer paragraph
5).
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5. THE SA7\IPLE
The discussion of the sample motivates the particular sampling method, the sample
size, followed by the selection of potential respondents. These aspects comprise the
criteria for the branches selected for this research.
5.1 Selection method
A non-probability sampling method, called convenience sampling, has been used,
which is a recognised sampling method used in types of research where cost and time
are of the essence. This method was also chosen despite being considered unreliable
(Emory and Cooper, 1991 :248, 274). This method has "...no controls to ensure
precision ...", but is considered useful, especially when the response process proves
to be of such interest that more sophisticated sampling is unnecessary (Emory and
Cooper, 1991:274).
The sample size seems to be a controversial issue when it comes to the proponional
relationship it bears interms of the population it is selected from, especially when the
"...sample size is only one aspect of representativeness." (Emory and Cooper.
1991 :248). The design of a questionnaire and its differing statistical and economical
efficiencies have an affect on the size of the sample and ".... .since a sample can
never reflect its population for certain, the researchers must determine how much
precision they need." (Emory and Cooper, 1991 :249).
The total population offrontline staff (tellers and enquiryofficers) ofall the branches
throughout the country isestimated at 4347, while the total number of frontline staff
of the selected branches (refer paragraph 5.3) is estimated at 1432. Based on these
figures the selected sample, proportionate to the population, is representative of
32,9% of the respondents identified for this research. According to Emory and
Cooper (1991 :248, 249), no minimum percentage is required to represent all
acceptable sample size.
In addition to the questionnaire, " ... tile researcher mayalso be interested in making
estimates concerning various subgroups ofTile population..." such as the period ae; a
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customer of the bank, the period for which the staff respondents are employed at the
bank. the language of the respondents. the specific race groups of the respondents.
and the branch at which the survey was conducted. Based on these sub-groups,
".. .The sample /IIUST be large enoughfor each ofThese subgroups To meet rile desired
level... " and, as a rule of thumb, 80 completed questionnaires persub-group were set
for the sample size (Emory and Cooper, 1991:249).
5.2 Respondent selection
Respondents comprised the frontline staff of a financial institution (a bank) and
customers of that particular bank and branch. While the frontline staffwere selected
by means of a convenience sampling method, the customers were approached as they
left the premises of the bank (that is after their encounter with the frontline staff).
5.3 Branch selection
A total of 16 branches, classified as urban branches, were selected because of the
high concentration of branches within an urban region, as well as the high number
of respondents available (refer paragraph 3). An urban branch is defined as being
located in a major city such as Johannesburg, Randburg, et cetera, while rural
branches fall outside this definition and have thus been excluded.
The criteria used to determine the sizeof the sample were selecting big branches with
at least 20 frontline staff comprising of tellers, enquiry staff, consultants, support and
administration staff. Based on the calculation of the required number of respondents
and the scope of this research, smaller branches (known as agencies) were also
included to limit the geographic spread of the sample which would have added to the
time and cost aspects.
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The 16 branches selected for the research are detailed inTable 6.1 below.
Table 6.1 Branches selected for this survey
1. H)'dePark 9. Kempton Park
2. Nonhclif( 10. Isando
3. Randburg II. Braamfonteln
4. Bramley 12. Fox Street
S. Alberton 13. Southdale
6. Johannesburg 14. Jabulani
7. Eloff Street 15. Diepkloof
8. Edenvale 16. Dube
The design of the questionnaire (discussed in paragraph 6) is essential to the research
process and requires a considerable amount of thought, control and meticulous
execution to ensure results that are meaningful to this research and the industry.
6. THE QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
A separate questionnaire for the demand side (customer) and the supply side (the
frontline) was designed in order to be able to test the elements critical to the service
encounter, from both viewpoints and at the same time. The following paragraphs
explain the design of the questionnaire which includes two summarised tables which
detail the items included in the questionnaire. This is followed by an explanation of
the changes to certain words and statements (Table 6.4 and Table 6.5), and the
section is concluded by dealing with individual elements which are relevant to the
correct interpretation of the respondents.
6.1 Items included
The items included in the two questionnaires were based onGap 3 ofthe Gaps Model
ofParasuraman etal. (1988) and the SERVQUAL measuring instrument (Gap 5) of
Zeithaml et al. (1990). These items were chosen as they are relevant to the face-to-
face service encounter (refer paragraph 3); However, Gaps I, 2 and 4 are also
relevant to the issue of service quality, bUI include items that do not fall within the
scope of this study. Gap 3 therefore focuses on the difference between service qualily
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and the service actually delivered (refer Table 5.4). Although the dimensions relating
to SERVQUAL of Parasuraman (1988) were discussed in Chapter 4, the terms role
ambiguity, role conflict, technology-job cohesion and perceived control were defined
and discussed under various headings throughout Chapter 4. These are the
descriptions used in the questionnaire based on Zeithaml et 01. (1988:41) and
Zeithaml et 01. (1990:92, 93) and which are defined in Table 6.2 below. The items
of Gap 3 of the Gaps Model (refer Table 6.4), in particular address the perceived
ability of staff10 deliver to established standards (Lovelock, 1991 :412, 418; Solomon
et 01. 1985: 101, 102), while the elements of the SERVQUAL measuring instrument
serve to complete the rest of the elements which were included in the two
questionnaires.
From the information set out in Table 6.2, another table (Table 6.4) was drawn up
10 highlight the differences and similarities of this research compared to those of
SERVQUAL and the Gaps Model. Table 6.4 highlights the relevant selected items,
the applicable dimension of each selected item, as well as the essence of the test
questions used by Parasuraman et 01. (1986:31 - 34). The second last column in
Table 6.4 details the research questions and the relevant question numbers, while the
last column contains comments necessary to motivate or support the research
questions (particularly to highlight possible overlapping with other questions). Table
6.5 follows more or less the same approach used with Table 6.4, which highlights the
specific illustrative issues of each factor and the specific variables applicable to each
illustrative issue, followed by the research questions of this study and the necessary
comments.
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TABLE 6.2 ITEM DESCRIPTORS
GAP J DEfl~ITIOS
Role ambi,uiry Perceived level of competence and confidence andproduct knowleda:e of Slaf(
Role conllici Number of internal conucts suffmust nuke 10 complete a transaction or enquiry
Perceived conrrol Extent to which employees feelmey have control over Iheir job
Extent to which customer conuci personnel feel Ihey have flexihilily in dc:alinl:
wilh customers
Employee-job cohesion AbililY of employees to perform me job
Technolo,y·job cohesion Approprialeness of tools andlechnolo~y for performin~ me job
SER\'QUAL DEFI~ITIOS
Tan~ibles Physical facililies, equipment, and appearance of personnel
Reliahiliry AbililY 10 perform the promised service dependably lind accurately
Responsiveness Willin,ness 10 help customers and provide prompt service
Assurance Knowledae and courtesy of employees, and Ibeir abiliry 10convey trusl and
confidence
Empamy Carina, individualised attention lhe firm provides10 itscustomers
SOURCE: Zeithaml et al. (1988:41) and Zeithaml et al, (1990:92,93)
The questions used for SERVQUAL and the Gaps Model were changed for two
reasons, firstly, to avoid reiterating previous research and, secondly, to capture the
essence of this research by taking the unique circumstances representative of the
South African environment into account. These questions, which ultimately featured
in the questionnaires ofthis research, were thus changed and refined accordingly.
6.2 Refinement of questions
The refinement ofa question includes ananalysis of how the question was phrased
(in a positive or negative manner) and the meaning and possible interpretation of
certain words and statements. In recent research regarding service quality. it was
noted that ",,.service users found it easier to highlight rile positiveness about service
than the negatives," (Finance Week, 1994:34). In their research. Boyd et al.
(1981 :278). reversed the values of their statements which were unfavourable to the
subject. Half of the questions used in the research of the SERVQUAL measuring
instrument of Parasuraman et al, (1986), were worded positively. and the other half
were worded negatively "... ill accordance with recommended procedures for scale
development. "(Churchill, 1979 as quoted by Parasuraman et al. 1986:9). The
original questions of SERVQUAL which showed an unfavourable tendency, were
questions 4, 14 and 17 (refer Table 6.3) which were rephrased to avoid reverse
scoring.
The following paragraphs and accompanying tables motivate the format of the
questions of the research questionnaire. In some instances, the entire format of the
question was changed (refer Table 6.3)while in other instances only minimal changes
were made (refer Table 6'.6).
6.2.1 Statements rephrased
The statements listed in Table 6.2 were rephrased to reflect a positive question the
respondent would be requested to reply to and that are detailed in Table 6.3 below.
The wording of the above-mentioned questions (and some other questions), were also
changed to accommodate the different audiences (that is customers or staff - refer
Annexure 1).
TABLE 6.3 STATEMENTS REPHRASED
QUESTION ORIGINAL STATEMENTS REPHRASED STATEMEJ'Io7S
4 Have more work than lime 10 do il Have enouEh lime 10 do their work
14 Repeatedly request Request only once
17 Fail 10 operate In working order (operate properly)
SOURCE: Based on Parasuraman et al. (1986:31 • 33) and Zelthaml et al, (1990:92).
TABLE 6.4 RESEARCH ITEMS· SERVQUAL
nL\I DIMENSION ~ BY SERVQUAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS OF TIllS STUDY C01oL\lEHrS
Fall ouw.Jc !be score: of du~
Ta"llbics PbysiQI facilities Visually appcali"l See Conuncau murcb.
Refer ICChnolol:y·joh cobc~lOn
(Quc~n 17).
Not teucd in Ibi~ research.
EquipmcDI Up-lO-dale SeeCommcus Refer lCd1nolocy.job cobcu.m
(Quesuon 17).
Appearance of personnel Well dressed and neal appearance Neady dressed and wdl~roomcd(Question 6).
Rcluboilly I'nJaaIscd JCfYiee Odiver on promises or lbe compaJIY Sec Cxnmencs Not \C5ICd dircaly. Reler
perceiYed COIIU'Ol (Quc$UOn
S).
DcprndabtIiIy Depmhblc Repealed rcquesu (Question 14).
Acauxy Keep records accunlely Rcpaled~ (Question 14).
Re1plClWCnnS Yo'IIIJl1CDCU WallincDCss Decree of rrofessioGaliun (~ion7).
Ptoa1l'c JCrvlte Prompt service Rcoponse time (Quesuon 13).
A ......-ancc Knowkd~of ell'lf'loyees Compelence in Ierms of knowlcdae and One·Stop Bankin& (QueWoa IS). Ch'ertap~un4c:nundanC uf
Rill rlUllucu and 1Cn'lCCl (Refer
Role ambl~iI)' • Quc~;on I).
Councsy of employees PleasaJUneSS(Polile) Friendliness (Question 12).
Abdlly 10 com-eyII'IISI Fccl safe and secure Re~ of suer (Question 9).
Abdily 10coavey confidence Trust employees conrldential manner (Question 8).
EmpadIy Cannc aaJllJdc (needs ofcu~r. Undenundiral and sincaJry (cmpadIy - Que>t.ioo 101)
sympad>nlt and rc.usuransl
mJ,...Juhscd auention (penonaJ Tral as tndivilkW in lenDS of rxe: aA1 br!I:ule
1IImbOG) (Question 9). Ch-crlaps Role Amb~wty
Tral as individual iIIlC1mS of specifIC JX:(d5and (Ques.tioa 2).
circumstances (Quntion II).
SOURCE: Based on Parasuraman et ale (1986:6/7)
tv
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TABLE 6.5 RESEARCH ITEMS - GAPS MODEL
GAP3 SPECIFIC ILLUSTRATIVE ISSUES SPECU1C VARIABLES RESEARCH QUESTIONS OF COMMENTS
TillS STUDY
Product knowledge of contact personnel Perceived level of Understand products and Overlaps Role Ambiguity
Role ambiguity (Undcrstand). competence and confidence services offered by the company. (Question I).
Trained to interact effectively with customers Fully trained Fully trained to deal effectively
(product specific training and communication (Question 2).
skills).
Support services (number of Often depend on other staff to
internal contacts - Refer provide quality servia: to
Table S.4) customers (Question 3).
Role connict Employccs' perception in terms of satisfying
a1llhe demands of Ihe individuals (internal Workload Enough time to do their wort
and cxternal customers) they must serve. (Question 4).
Adequate starr Enough tcllers and enquiry staff
(Question 16).
Perceived Employccs' perception in terms of flexibility Freedom to make decisions Free to make individual
control in the service encounter. decisions (Question 5).
Tcchnotogy-job Appropriateness of tools and technology that Fail to operate Always in working order
cohaion employees use to perform their job. (Question 17).
Emplo)'cc,job Employccs' perception in terms of their See Commenrs See Commcnrs Not tested directly.
cobcsion performance Refer to :-
Assurance (Competence)
- Question IS
Trust • Question 9
Confidence - Question 8
Training· Question 2
Wortload • Question ..
SOURCE: Based on Zeithaml et al, (1990:92/93).
t",)
~
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6.2.2 Words rephrased
Some of the words of the questions were rephrased to enable the respondents to
answer the questions without any doubt regarding the meaning or interpretation of
such words. Replacing these questions also necessitated excluding any bank jargon
which could lead to misinterpretation by the respondents. The rephrased questions
are set out in Table 6.6 below.
TA8LE 6.6 'VORDS REPHRASED
Ql'ESTION ORIGISAL WORDS REPHRASED WORDS
2 Inlerlcl Deal
3 Support services Other 51..rr
(back-office S!.a ft)
5 Empowermenl Are free
(Freedom)
6 Professional appenance Neatly dressed and well groomed
9 Empathy Undersl.lndinll and sincerity
16 Adequate staff Enoullh 5l.1tf
SOURCE: Based on Parasuraman et 01. (1986:31 - 33) and Zcithaml et 01.
(1990:92/93).
6.3 Other aspects
The following paragraphs (6.3.1, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 respectively) discuss aspects not
covered under paragraphs (6.2.1 and 6.2.2), but which are considered important
enough to have a bearing on the results ofthe questionnaires.
6.3.1 Word meanings
By the same token Ihat the questions were rephrased, certain words which
respondents might still question the meaning of. will only be confirmed in the pre-
testing of the questionnaire (refer paragraph 6.4.1). They are as follows:-
••
•
•
•
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Question 6 Well-groomed
Question 10 - Sincerity
Question 15 - One-stop banking
Questions 9,11, 12 & 17 - These questions feature the word 'always' which
might cause respondents to rate the question differently. It is debatable
whether the result would be different if the word 'sometimes' had been used.
Alternatively, this word could also be excluded from the questionnaire.
Questions I, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 and 16 featured the word 'customer' which
addressed the respondent in the third person, while questions 4, 6. 13 & 17
addressed the respondent in the first person, using the word 'you'. The way
in which these two words were used in the design of the questionnaire, was
not specific toany reason other than stating them in a positive manner.
6.3.2 Open-ended question
An open-ended question was included (question 18), which allowed the respondent
to detail specific items which were important enough to mention, but had not been
addressed in the questionnaire. It also created the opportunity to gain valuable
information which might have been left out due to incorrect interpretation or
interviewing technique used (that is personal interviews). This question, being an
open-ended question, had no rating scale (perfonnance and/or importance).
6.3.3 Screening questions
A screening question was included in the customer questionnaire, with the specific
purpose of ensuring that only account holders (customers) of the bank identified for
this research phase, were interviewed. This was done despite the fact that customers
were approached for questioning outside the selected branches, which negates the
assumption that the individuals exiting the branch are customers of that particular
branch. Individuals who represent theaccount holders (that is the messenger. friends
or family) of that branch, were therefore excluded. There were no screening of
questions for staff, but to ensure that only tellers and enquiry staff completed the staff
questionnaire, management of the selected branches were telephoned to confirm this
information and to emphasize the research communication distributed earlier.
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6.4 Questionnaire pre-testing
The testing of the questionnaire prior to commencement of the research was a first
step of a two-stage approach. This type of testing was conducted to test the
respondents' understanding of the research questions and indicated the time it would
take to complete the questionnaire (whether by interview process or self completion
process). The results of the pre-testing were then" ...used/or quantitative testing ... ",
which is what this research entails (Emory and Cooper, 1991:147). In the second
stage, the main research was undertaken and these details are discussed from
paragraph 7 onwards.
6.4.1 Results of pre-testing of the questionnaire
Two pre-tests were conducted at a branch not included in the sample. The staff pre-
test was conducted prior to that of the customers. The findings of these tests were
noted and the necessary amendments were made. These amendments were then tested
again to ensure their correct application and interpretation in the main research.
Amendments concerning both questionnaires were made to reinforce the instructions
for completion, thereby eliminating confusion.
It appeared that self-completion as a means of completing a questionnaire, required
a very meticulous approach in the design and recording procedures of the
questionnaire.
Whilst every effort was made to ensure an unambiguous staff questionnaire,
interviewers were also briefed to ensure an unambiguous customer questionnaire.
The staff members who participated were a black teller and white enquiry officer,
while a black customer and a white customer who entered the branch were selected
for these interviews. The items of the performance scale and the importance scale
for bothcustomer and staff respondents were mostly marked in the number 1 position
(strongly agree). The ratings which reflected the number 2, 3 or 4, were noted and
discussed with respondents at the end of the questionnaire. Their comments were
then taken into account in the final refinement of the questionnaire. TIle following
paragraph details the findings of these interviews.
• Customer questionnaire
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The minimum adjustments had to be made to the customer questionnaire. The
technique of personal interviews allowed the interviewer to explain the process and
what each question measured. The sentence with which each statement or question
for the performance- and importance scales is started, was therefore reconsidered and
enhanced. The extent to which the respondents agreed or disagreed was also
included in both questionnaires on both scales. The sentence H How important is it to
you that teller and enquiry staff. .. H was reiterated in the column showing the
importance scale to ensure that the interviewers were reminded how to ask questions
and record the importance scale.
• Starr questionnaire
Staff respondents were required to read the instructions for the completion of the
questionnaire to establish whether these instructions were clear. They were then
requested to start answering the questionnaire. It was found, after reading the
instructions for completion of the questionnaire, that staff respondents indicated their
agreement or disagreement on the performance scale without completing the
importance scale. After verbally explaining what was intended, they were then asked
to continue with the completion of the questionnaire. The staff respondents then
seemed to interpret some of the statements orquestions of the importance scale from
the customer'spoint ofview, and some from their own point of view, and had to be
reminded how the importance scale should be interpreted. Apart from the original
refinements discussed earlier in this chapter, further refinements as a result of the
focus groups were, therefore, necessary. These refinements are reflected in Table
6.7 as pre- and post-test refinements.
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TABLE 6.7 PRE- AND POST-TEST REFU,E~IE~TS
PRE·TEST POST·TF.5T
Orner Sll" Your collea~ucs
Indi\'idual decisions Your own decisions
Sincerity 1I0nesI reel in,s•
Informal ion about yoursclfllhemscJ\'cs Insert name, addrcss and account
dCLlils in bradcIS
... SOURCE: Based on Macdonald and Kirkpatrick, 1975:680
7. METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION (FIELD\\'ORK)
The fieldwork involved trained interviewers who were each given a number of
questionnaires to complete in order to adhere to the timeframe involved. An equal
number of 250 customer and staff questionnaires were distributed among the 16
selected branches. Permission to interview customers outside the selected branches
and for staff of the selected branches to complete the questionnaire, was obtained
from the financial institution in which the research was conducted. The relevant
communication regarding the consent for the research is detailed in Annexure I.
8. THE SCALE OR METHOD USED
This sectionmotivates the measurement ofthe performance and imponance of service
quality, followed by the role of attitude in this measurement and, finally, the type of
scale and its requirements for validity, reliability and practicality are discussed.
8.1 Performance and importance
Research by Zeithaml el 01. (1988:35), revealed that ". ..service quality is highly
dependent 011 llleperformance of employees, an organisational resource that cannot
be ignored. " Therefore, evaluations of service given by staff during the service
encounter are based on their performance. Performance tests the altitude and ability
of the staff, as measured by SERVQUAL. Gap 3 of Parasuraman et al. (1986).
Brown et al. (1989:93) supported this, saying the ".. .expaience-based norms arc
more appropriate than expectations 10 serve as a b(!ne"mark against which product
experiences are compared. "
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This method allowed for a direct comparison of performance of the staff when
delivering a service. The questions thus designed asked customers about staff
performance and staff about their own performance, as well as the importance of
these aspects to them, whereafter the results were compared. While Parasuraman et
al. (1986:19) also tested SERVQUAL's validity; using the multitrair-multirnethod
(MTMM) of Campbell and Fiske (1959), they questioned whether the ranking of the
five service-quality dimensions implied by the expectation scores were indicative of
the importance customers place on the service quality dimensions in evaluating service
quality (Parasuraman et al. (1986:23/26). In this research study, the importance of
the items relevant to the face-to-face service encounter is tested directly, instead of
indirectly (Parasuraman et al., 1986). As a result, the expectations of customers can
be inferred.
One of the techniques considered for this research, was the critical incident technique
(CIT). This technique was used in previous research because it was ".. .appropriate
for discovering the underlying sources ofsatisfaction and dissatisfaction in service
encounters" (Nquist and Booms, 1987 as quoted by Bitner et al. 1990:73). With the
critical incident technique, the customers are asked to remember events that were
particularly satisfying or dissatisfying, and which are imponant enough to draw
inferences from. In terms of analysis, the critical incident technique is considered to
fall in the same category as factor analysis, cluster analysis and multi-dimensional
scaling (Hunt, 1983:354 as quoted by Bitner, 1990:73). Essentially, the critical
incident technique "...uses content analysis of stories, rather than quantitative
solutions... " Bitner etal. (1990:73), whereas this study is very quantitative in nature.
This study involves a comparison of the ratings of the performance and importance
scales of both customers and staff, compared to the CIT technique in which specific
encounters are classified as either satisfying or dissatisfying encounters.
8.2 Likert scale
A Liken scale used in this research is an ordinal type of rating scale (Boyd et al..
1981 :278) which makes it is easier to complete. whether by interview or self
completion by the respondent. It takes less time, and it may be used with a large
number of variables (Emory and Cooper. 1991 :212). These advantages are also
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evident in this research and the type ofquestions asked, and the way it was asked,
should give adequate results which will comply with the reliability, validity and
practicality requirements of a research questionnaire (refer paragraph 8.4). From a
design point ofview, a Likert scale is also quick and easy to construct, where each
item of the questionnaire should meet an empirical test for discriminating ability
(Emory and Cooper, 1991 :221).
The disadvantages of a Liken scale are the error of leniency and error of central
tendency (Emory and Cooper, 1991 :211). With the error ofleniency, the opinionof
staff about their own performance will be more subjective compared to testing it.
Regarding the error of central tendency, respondents are •...reluctant to give extreme
judgements... •, particularly when the scale does not provide anadequate number of
descriptors (Emory and Cooper, 1991 :211). This is normally overcome when smaller
differences in meaning are provided near the ends of the scale, which is typical of a
seven point scale.
Based on the nature of the research questions, a five-point Likert scale has been
chosen. The order of the five-point Likert scale which •...consists of statements
which express either afavourable or unfavourable attitude...", runs from strongly
agree (1) to strongly disagree (5) (Emory and Cooper, 1991:219). No verbal
descriptors are given between these two extreme points. The" ...respondent is asked
to agree or disagree with each statement. Each response is given a numerical score
toreflect itsdegree ofattitude favourableness, and thescores are totalled to measure
the respondent's altitude." (Emory and Cooper, 1991:219/220). A Likert scale has
two requirements which are met by the questions of this research. They are:-
• Each statement is relevant to the altitude being considered.
• The statements reflect a favourable or unfavourable position of that attitude.
(Emory and Cooper, 1991 :220).
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A graphic illustration of a five-point Likert scale is illustrated in Figure 6.1 below.
FIGURE 6.1 FIVE-POINT LIKERT SCALE
./ IDisagree Strongly
Disagree
(4) (5)
/
Undecided
(3)(2)(1)
I IS...t-ro-n-gT""ly-----T'Ag~r~e':"'e --.....,T.:":'l~r--T---~..,..&...~--~ ...I
Agree
SOURCE: Emory and Cooper, 1991:220.
Compared to the five-point Likert scale, it is clear that the seven-point Likert scale
has two additional descriptors at the extreme ends of the scale which give a finer
definition of the agree and disagree descriptors (dis/agree very strongly and dis/agree
fairly strongly).
FIGURE 6.2 SEVEN-POINT LIKERT SCALE
kgree te I I IDisagree b.sagreeAgree Undecided
very fairly fairly very
strongly strongly strongly strongly
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
SOURCE: Based on Boyd et al., 1981:277.
8.3 Attitude
Judging from the quotes in the discussion of the Likert scale, it is clear that the
attitude of the respondent is tested. Attitude is a fonn of behaviour (refer Chapter
4, paragraph 5) which, apart from the tangible elements tested, is underlying to the
intangibles (refer Table 6.1) making up the bulk of the questiomaire. A person's
attitude also reflects the major source ofjob satisfaction or -dissatisfaction.
Earlier research by Parasurarnan et 01. (1986:4. 5) revealed that •.. .service quality
is all overall evaluation similar to attitude.:" where attitude measurement is more
general in nature in terms of the of the product or store and is less situationally
oriented. In this research, the five-point Likert scale which involves ..... a list of
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statements related totile attitude in question... H (Boyd etal.• 1978:277) is used where
respondents are asked to indicate the degree of agreement or disagreement with each
of the statements (that is regarding the performance of staff). The degree of
importance of such statements has also been tested for customers and staff using the
same questions.
8.4 Scale validity
In the following paragraphs two types of validity are discussed. namely content
valid ity (paragraph 8,7.1) and construct validity (paragraph 8.7.2) which are required
in order to achieve viable research results.
8.4.1 Content validity
Validity is identified by Emory and Cooper (1991:179) as the"...extent to which a
test measures what we actually wish tomeasure. ". Validity, and in particular content
validity, is necessary to determine whether the scale being used in the research
process is measuring what it is suppose to measure and if it "...provides adequate
coverage ofthe topic under study." (Emory and Cooper, 1991: 180 and Parasuraman
etal.1986:19).
Content validity is intuitive and uniqueto each research designer. and is ".. .primarily
concerned with inferences about test construction rather than inferences about test
scores... " (Emory and Cooper, 1991:181). In the questionnaire pre-testing and
subsequent analysis of the questionnaires. content validity along with construct
validity will be confirmed. These two types of validity form an important aspect
which will be detailed in Chapter 7.
8.4.2 Construct validity
Construct validity isconsidered to be an•...established statistical toolfor detennlning
ihe adequacy of a measuring device..... of which factor analysis used for this
research is anexample (Emory and Cooper. 1991: 183). H Factor analysis is typically
applied to imetvally scales responses to questions about a particular product or
service in order to identify the major characteristics or factors considered to be
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important by consumers. II (Boyd et 01., 1981 :516) This description of factor analysis
sums up a few very important points:-
•
•
•
This research is measured on a five-point Liken scale. It is an ordinal type
of scale which includes the "...characteristics of the nominal scale plus an
indicator oforder. The use ofall ordinal scale implies astatement of 'greater
than' or 'less than' without stating how much greater or less. II (Emory and
Cooper, 1991:174). The analysis of the data (refer Chapter 7) is therefore
based on the assumption that an interval scale has been used.
It is about the service in an interaction process (discussed in preceding
chapters).
The objective is to identify the major factors considered to be important by
consumers (or customers) and staff (refer to paragraph 3).
The method of factor analysis "...applies all advanced form of correlation analysis
to responses toa large number ofstatements to idelltify those which are similar, that
is, to identify one or more sets of statements which results in highly correlated
responses." (Boyd et01., 1981 :516) Related to this study, these correlated responses
will, if managed correctly, be instrumental to improved customer satisfaction, and at
the same time be in line with the research proposition.
8.5 Reliability
Reliability is defined by Emory and Cooper (1991: 179) as having to do "...with the
accuracy andprecision ofa measurement procedure. It is concerned with estimates
ofthe degree to which measurement isfret ofrandom or unstable error. /1 is not as
valuable as \'alidity determination, bill it is much easier to assess. II (Emory and
Cooper, 1991:185). According to Emory and Cooper (1991:185), reliability
contributes to validity, which is a necessary but not sufficient condition for validity.
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8.5.1 Internal consistent)'
The internal consistency is one type ofapproach to reliability, which means that high
correlation results are indicative of high reliability of the research instrument. The
method used to test for internal consistency is referred to as Cronbach's Coefficient
Alpha, which •...lias the most utilii» for multi-item scales at the interval level of
measurement." (Emory and Cooper, 1991: 187). TheCronbach Coefficient Alpha was
applied as a first step to purification ofthe SERVQUAL instrument of Parasuraman
etal. (1986), which •...ahmlweb' should be thefirst measure one calculates to assess
the quality oj the instrument." (Churchill. 1979 as quoted by Parasuraman et al.
(1986: 10).
8.6 Tests for significance
In addition to the above, the tests for significance included the analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and Pearson's chi-square. The analysis of variance is used to " compare
the means of several population... " to determine whether there is a " difference
between thepopulation means. " (Malik and Mullen, 1975: 321).
Pearson's chi-square is another analysis used, which is considered to be a "...useful
tool in determining whether a frequency with which a given event has occurred is
significantly different from what we expected." (Malik and Mullen, 1975: 299).
8.7 Practicality
Practicality refers to the operational requirements of a research project, which
involves the economic requirements (budget), the requirement ofconvenience (easy
to administer) and the requirement of interpretability. This means it must be
interpretable by individuals other than the person who designed the research
questionnaire (Emory and Cooper, 1991:190).
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8.7.1 Economy
The nature of this research lent itself to a multitude of possibilities in terms of the
length of the questionnaire and the items covered in the research topic. However, to
be able to elicit meaningful empirical results, the scope of this research was reduced
to include only the tellers and enquiry staff of the frontline staff. This ensured that
the time and cost restrictions were taken into account in the planning and execution
of this research.
8.7.2 Administration
The quality and cost control procedures entailed providing the interviewers with the
details of administering the questionnaire. This flows partly from the pre-testing (refer
paragraph 6.4 of this chapter) and partly because personal interviews influence the
data collection process. This influence refers to the fact that the two individuals are
strangers to one another and the conversation is controlled by the interviewer who
requests information from the respondent (Boyd et al., 1981:114 and Emory and
Cooper, 1991:320).
Quality control requires that the "...interviewer asks the questions in a proper
manner, record the responses accurately, and probe meaningfully," (Emory and
Cooper, 1991:321). Despite the fact that trained interviewers were used to ensure
meaningful responses, the probing, recording and questioning were still emphasized
prior to thecommencement of the fieldwork. The control described in this paragraph
remained the responsibility of the researcher and writer of this dissertation. As a
result, personal interviews were conducted with customers and staff of the sample at
random to ensure a viable response. The environment in which this research takes
place (refer paragraph 4 of this chapter) and which necessitated Ihat permission be
requested to conduct the research among branch staff and customers of that bank also
resort under Ihe area of administration.
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8.8 Interpretability
TIle interpretability of any research project is necessary to enable individuals who
would be interested in this research, to understand and interpret the results and
investigate the implications of this research to possibly add to the field of service
quality research. The quality control procedures referred to above attempted to
achieve interpretable results. Some ofthe guidelines suggested by Emory and Cooper
(1991: 190) for making research results interpretable. are as follows:
•
•
•
•
Reasons for designing the questionnaire (refer paragraph 2 and 6).
General procedure followed (refer paragraph 8.7.2).
Scoring instructions (refer paragraph 8.7.2).
Evidence of reliability and intercorrelations (refer Chapter 7).
9. CONCLUSION
In this chapter the methodology of the research phase was discussed. It further
details how the research was conducted and the care that was taken to ensure viable
results. Research ingeneral forms an integral part of collecting valuable knowledge
of the market under study. "For consumers, evaluation of a service finn often
depends on evaluation of the 'service encounter' or the period of time when the
customer interacts directly with the finn. Knowledge of factors that influence
customer evaluations in service encounters istherefore critical, particularly at a time
when general perception of service quality are declining.' (Bitner, 1990:69)
It is therefore important to gain this knowledge Bitner is referring to, but it is even
more important that this knowledge be applied to the management of the service
encounter process.
The opinionof the customers about the performance of the staff and that of the staff
about themselves, both focused on what happens in the face-to-face service encounter.
The next chapter contains the research findings which include the reponing of the
data and findings and the statistical analysis applied, while the conclusions and
recommendations are set out in Chapter 8.
ANNEXURE I
To: The Manager
Branch
Address
Attentlon: M
Date
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RESEARCH CO~I~IUNICA TIO~
From: Retail Banking
Services Division
Survey to evaluate servlce perceptions
We are contacting you requesting your assistance with the above-mentioned survey. In a
highly competitive market, it is essential that there is a continuous awareness of our service
to customers, and as a result, periodic research is undertaken to establish what these
perceptions are. In this survey, the staff identified to complete the questionnaire (copy
attached) are those individuals who have direct dealings with the public i.e. tellers (CSR's)
and enquiry staff (CSO's). The completion ofa questionnaire will take approximately 15
minutes of each staff member's time.
The response of staffmembers comprises the first half of this survey. Trained interviewers
will also be approaching customers outside the branch for their input. No action is required
by you or your branch in this regard.
Mrs. Philna Buys will be contacting you to arrange for the delivery and collection of the staff
questionnaires. Mrs Buys can be contacted on 636-3055 should you have any queries.
Your assistance in this regard is appreciated.
Mr. A.M. Samuels
Manager
ANNEXURE J
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RESEARCH QUESTIO~NAIRES
STUD\': CUSTO~IER PERCEPTIOSS/KLlE.'TE PERSEPSIES JOB SU:\IBER: 9519462R
Good Day (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Dr) My Name is, _
I'mdoin; a survey on behalf of lhis bank about Ihe service you receive from teller and enquiry SI.1;(, Would you
care 10 answer I few queslions? II will only lake about 15 minutes o( your lime, I can assure you mal your
panicipation in mis questionnaire is hiJ:hly appreciated,
Goeiedaa (Mnr/Mev/Mej/Dr) My naarn is, _
Ekdoen 'n opname namens hierdle bank unaaande die diens wal u van die Iellers en navnepersoneel ontvang.
Sal u so illf wc:es om 'n pur vue Ie antwoord? Oil sal omtrenl net 15 minute van u ryd neem. U kan verseker
wees dae u deelnameun hierdie opname baie waardeer word,
SCREE.\lNG QUESTIONS:
(I) Do you personally have an account a] Standard Bank?
Het u persoonlik 'n rekenina by Slandard Bank?
Yes > Continue with me inlerview.
No· CLOSE THE INTERVIEW.
(2) Is Ihis the branch ofStandard Bank Ihal you usc mOSI often?
Ishierdie die takvan Standard Bank wal u die meeste bcsoek1
Yes· Continue V.'M the interview.
No· CLOSE THEISTERVrEW.
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This questionnaire consists of three sections. In the firsl section. I'll Ask )'IIU IOlell me 10wh:u e uem you al:ree
or disal:ree witJl each SUlemC:n1, and in the second section, I'll a~k )'OU how imporl.1nl Ihal sutemem is 10 )'OU,
Pleaseanswerquickly wilhoul lhinline about the answer, The questions in the lhird seeuon are asked 10 determine
if people in differenl ~roups have differenl opinions, Only one responseper question is required in all three
sections.
llierdle vraelys beuan Uil drle dele. In die eersre deel, 511 ek u \'r3 101 waller mare u saamstem of nie saamsrem
mel 'n slellini:. en in die tweede deel sal ek U vra 101 waner mare is daardie slellin~ bel3nl:rik, Antwoord so eou as
moomlik sander om te dink oor die anrwoord. Die vue in die derde deel word ~evra om Ie bc:paal of mense van
verskillende eroepe ook verskillende opinles bet. Siess een reaksle per vruS word \'erlilns in al drie dele.
I hereby declare Ihal Ihis isa true interview.
Ekverklaar hiermee dal hierdie 'n ware ondc:rhoud is,
SIGNATURE: _
IJIlTERVIEWING TIME: Mlnulu: _
DATE OF 1l'\l'TERVIEW: DD/MMIYY: _
OfflCF, lISE ONI,)'
INTERVIEW CIIECKED BACK:
YES I
NO 2
CIIECKBACK DATE: II
SIGNATIJRE:
n
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Cl'STmlER Ql'ESTIO~:'\AIRE PERfOR.\USCE SCALE
(SECTIOS O~E). (plelue mark one response)
Jr I muns 'OU slronel" allrte, and 5 OIeans 'OU Ilron!:l)' dlsallree (SIIOW Slron~l)' Slron,l)'
CARD), from your experlence of the servlce ,OU recetve In Ihls bank, 10 Acree Dis3c ree
"hal nlenl do "OU lIcreeor dlsallree Ihal lellers and engulrv Ilarr...
As I belcken dat U beslls bale saamSleOl, en 5 beteken dal u bulls clad nle Stem baie Stem Ilcslis
saamstem nle (\\'''5 KAARn, mel die dlens wat u van die bank 0111\'111I1 bellis 533m a:I.ld nie
hel In u Iledaa:le, In watter male sal u saamstem of verskllvan die sum nie
,'ola:ende: Ttllrrs rn Dll\'C!rpfrSonUI..........
J. ...undersund the /lank's prOlluelJ .nd services I1le)' offcr you (i.e,
knoll'ina wh.1 the products and services of the b:lnk are and how
Ihe)' work),
I 2 3 4 5
...verstaan die bank seprodukle en dienste WII bulle u /liell (i.e,
hulle ken die bank se produkle en dlenue en weeI hoe dil werk).
2. ...are fully Irained 10 deal effeelively with customers (i.e. they know
how 10 do deposits, withdrawals. transfer of money etc).
I 2 3 4 S
...is volledig opce1ei om kJienle doeltreffend te hanteer (i,e. hulle
weet hoe om deposuos, onlrekkincs en die oorplus van Celd te
doen)•
3. ."often have 10 depend ontheir colleaaues10 assislthem in
providina qualily service 10 cuslOmers.
I 2 3 4 S
."moel dikwels op hul LalleclS SUal muk om hulle te help om
cehallediens un klicnle Ie lewer.
4. .".hne enoueh lime 10 do their work (i.e. they are not too busy 10
help customerswith their queries or problems).
I 2 3 4 .5
""helcennee I)'d om hulle ~'trk Ie docn (i.e, hulle is nie re /lelia
om u te help mel u nll'rae of rrohleme nie).
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CUSTO~IER Ql"ESTIOSSAIRE l'ERfOR'IASCE SCALE
(SECTIO~ O~E). (Please mark one response)
Ir I means lOU slrongly agree,and 5 means )'OU slrongl)' disagree (SHOW Slron~ly Slron~ly
CARDl, from your uperlence or Ihe serviee you receive III this blink, 10 A~rec: Disa~rc:c:
"hal ulenl do you agree or disagree Ihal lellers and flllluln' slarr...
As I beltken dal u besiis bale saamstem, en 5 beteken dill u bulls glad nle Stern bale Stern besli.
saamstem nle (\\'\'5 KAAR1'), meldie dlens wal U van die bank onl"ane besli. sum iliad nie
het In u eedaele, In waller male sal u saamstem of verskll "an die saam nie
,'olgende: Tellers en m!\uepmonssl..........
5. ....are free 10 make Iheir own decisions 10 salisfycustomers' needs
(i.e, they have enough aUlhllrilY 10 make decisions and therefore
ma~c: certain promises).
I 2 3 4 5
....kan hulle ele bc:sluite neem om in klienle se behoeftes te voorsien
(i.e. hulle hell:enoee ,esal:om besluite te neem en beloftes
dienooreenkornsng It muk).
6. ....have a professional appearance (i.e they are neally dressed and
well groomed),
I 2 3 4 5
....is professioneel in voorkoms (netiies aanllelrek eneoed versorg).
7. ....acI professionally when serving CUSlomers (no ealine. drinl;ing lea
or cold drinks, smokine, eIC. while workina).
I 2 3 4 S
....tree professioneelop waneer hulle kliente bedien (hulle eel of
rook nie, en drink nie lee of koeldrank, ens. terwyl hulle werk nie).
8. ....serve customers in a confidenlial manner (i.e. youcan truSI them
with your money malltrs).
J 2 3 4 S
....htdien klienle op venroulike wyse (l.e, u voel u kin hulle vertrou
mel u eeldsake).
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Cl'STO~IER Ql'ESTIOSSAIRE PERfOR~IASCE SCALE
(SECTION ONE). (Pltase mark one response)
If I muns )OU strongly alrte, and5 means )'ou stronlly dlsalre~ (SHOW Slron~ly Sironc1y
CAROl. from your experlenee of Ihe service )'OU reeelve In Ihls bank, to A,rte Disagree
\\hat nlent do )'OU agree or dlsa&rte Ihat lellerll and tR9ulrv 'laIT...
"\s I beteken dat u be,11s bale saamsrem, en 5 beteken dal u be,11s glad nle Siem baie Srem beslis
saamstem nle (\\'\'S KAARTl, mtl die dlens wat u vandie bank onl\'ang besli'sum Glad nie
hel In u cedaCle, In wallermate 5.1 u saamstem of nrskll van die sum nie
volgende: Itllrrs en nlll'UrPffsontd..........
9. .....Iw:l)·s Ire.l you wilh respeci reGudless of )'our nee or lancuace
preference.
I 2 3 4 ,
....behande! u Ihyd mel respek, onceai u ras of I1llvoorkcur.
10. .....lways Ireal you wi!h understandini and honest feelincs
(empathy).
I 2 3 4 S
....hanteer u .hyd mel bearip en opreile ievoe1ens (empalie).
II. ....always Irell you .s .n individual with reGards 10 your specific
needs. takina inlo .ccounl your circumstancesand dealina with those
circumstances on merit (i.e. Ireal you as an important person by
aivina their full anenlion 10 you).
I 2 3 4 S
....behandel u .hyd IS 'n individu met betrekkina 101 u spcsifiekc
behoeftes, neem uomstandichede in al en hanteer dmdie
omstandiGhede volaens verdienste (i.e, behandel u IS 'n belanGrike
persoon deur hulle volle IInda& aan U te Gee).
12, .....Iways Greel .nd respond 10 you in a friendly mlMer (i.e, their
smile and lone of voice are cenuine).
I 2 3 4 S
....Graet u en reaccer .Il}'d 01' 'n vriendclike W)'JC (hulle alimla& en
stermoon is opreal.
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CVSTmlt:R Ql'ESTIO~SAIRE l'ERmR.\IA~CE SCALE
(SECTIOS O~E)_ (Plellse mark one response)
Ir I mellns )'OU slronl:ly.cm, and5 means you Ilron~ly dlsa~ree (SnOW Slron,ly Slrongly
CARD), from your experience of Ihe servlee )OU receive In Ihls bank, 10 A~r(( Diu~r(c
\I hilI ulenl do )'OU lIl:rfe or dls.crcc Ihal lellers lind engulrl' slarr...
As 1beteken dal U beslls bale saamstem, en 5 beteken dal u beslls glad ule SI(OI baic SI(1l\ b(.lis
saanulem nle (\\'\'5 KAARTl, mel die dlens Will u van die bank onl,'anc be.lis 514101 ~Il\d nie
het Inu ledagle, In wallermale salu saamstem of nrskll van die sum nie
I'oll:ende: TrlIH! fn na1nenfrsoDfst..........
13. " ..do lhe lask required of dIem immediately (e.,. ifyou request a
new card for the AUlomaled Teller Machine, the reques: is processed
immediately),
I 2 3 4 S
.".doen die luk wal van hulle ,'erlanl word onmiddelik (bv. 'n
versoek vir 'n AUlo Teller Kun word dadelik ledllen).
14. ""requesl you10 live information abOUI )'ourself onl)' once (i.e.
your name, address and accounl details are nOI losl or incorrectly
uken down).
I 2 3 4 S
....versoek u slelseen keer om inliSlina oor uself Ie verslrek (b. v, u
naam, adres en rekeninlbesonderhede I"n nie verlore nie, of word
nie verkeerd neeraeskryf nie).
IS. "..are capable of ofTerinc you OOC-SIOp bankins (i.e. receivina •
deposil, livinS balances onvarious accounts, issuina ofsutemenu
on request, etc),
I 2 3 4 5
....is in staal am u bankdicnsle onder een dak te bied (d.w.s die
onlvana 'n deposito, verstrek uldo's van verskilleede rekeninge, rcik
SllIle op versoek Uil, ens.)
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CL'STmfERQL'ESTIOSSAIRt: rt:RfOR.\fASCE SCALE
(SECTIOS 0:\£). (rInse m:ark one response)
If 1 means )OU sironely acrtt. and 5 means )'OU slrOncl)' dls31rte (SIIOW Stron~ly SlronSly
CARD), from your exptrltnce of Iht servke )OU reeelve ullhls bank. 10 ",rce Dis.t,ree
"hal ulenl do )'OU aeree or dlsalrte Ihal Itllen and tngulr\' slarr...
As 1 beteken dal u beliis bait saamstem, en S beteken dat u btslls glad nle SICIll baie Stern beslis
saamstem nle (\\'\'5 KAARl1. met die dlens Will u van dle bank onl\'llna beslis Uln! ~1:1l1 nie
hel In u etdagle. In wstter male ul u saanulem or \'erskll I'an die saam nie
\'oICtnde: Ttllrrs en na\·ratpsrsonttl..........
In your opinion......
Dink udal ...........
16. ....there are enoujh tellers and enquiry SI:lff to serve you,
I 2 3 4 S
....daar I:enoellellen en navraepersoneel is om u tebedien.
17. ....the equipment used by tellers and enquiry suIT are always in
working order (operate properly).
I 2 3 4 S
....die loerusline wallellers en navraepersoneel,ebruik alryd in
werkende toesundis (werk behoorlik).
PLEASE TURl'''' TIlE PAGE TO CO~"fI!'1JE \\lTII SECTION 11\'0.
BLAAI ASSEBLIEF OM VIR VOLTOOING VAN DIETWEEDE DEEL.
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CUSTmlER Ql'ESTIO~~AIRE 1~lrORTA~CESCALE
(SECTIOS rwoi (rinse mark one response)
Ir lis very Important, lind 5 Is totally unimportant Very Tot:l1ly
(SIIOW CARD), how Important Is It 10 you that ttllers Important Unimportant
and tngul[\' starr..........
As 1 bale belangrlk Is, en 5 tolaal onbelangrtk Is (W\'5 Oaie TOlaal
KAARTI. hoe betangrlk Is dlt dat Cellen en belangrik onbelangrik
nn\·rnrpmonet! ..........
I. ...understand the bank's products and services they
offer you (i.e. knowing what the products of the
bank are and how they work).
1 2 3 4 S
.. , die bank se produkte verstaan wat hulle u bied
(i.e. hulle ken die produkte en weet hoe hulle
werk).
2. ...are fully trained 10deal effectively with
customers (i.e. they know how to do deposits,
withdrawals, transfer of money etc).
1 2 3 4 S
...volledig opgelei is om klientedocltreffend te
hanteer (i.e. hulle weer hoe om depositos,
ontrekkings en die oorplaas van geld te doen).
3. ...often have to depend on their colleagues to assist
them in providing qualily service to customen.
1 2 3 4 S
...dikwels op hul kollegas moet staat maak om
hulle te help om gehaltcdiens un kliente te lewer.
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Cl'STO~IER Ql'ESTIOSSAIRE I.\IPORTASCE SCALE
(SECTIOS rwoi (PItlist mark one response)
If I Is very Important, and 5 Is totally unimportant Very TOlally
(SHOW eARn), how Importanlls It to )'OU that !!l!!r:! Important Unimportant
lind enguln' !itarr..........
As I bale belangrlk Is, en 5 lolaal onbelangrlk 15 (WYS Baie TOlaal
KAART>, hoe belangrik Is dil dat edlt·rs en belangrik onbelangrik
OlI\'[UrpefSoneel ..........
4. .... have enough lime 10do their work (i.e. they are
nOI 100 busy to help customers with their queries or
problems).
I 2 3 4 5
.... genoeg tyd het om hulle werk te doen (i.e, hulle
is nie te besig om u te help met u navrae of
probleme nie).
S. .... are free to make their own decisions to salisfy
customers' needs (i.e, Ihey have enough auihorhy
to make decisions and therefore make certain
promises),
1 2 3 4 5
....hulle eie besluhe kan ncem om in klienre se
behoeftes te voorsien (i.e. bulle het genoeg gesag
om besluite te neem en beloftes dienooreenkonstig
Ie rnaak).
6. .... have a professional appearance (neatly dressed
and well groomed),
1 2 3 4 5
.... professioneel is in vocrkoms (nc:tjies aangelrek
en goed versorg).
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cusrosua Ql'ESTIO~~AIRE I~IPORTASCE SCALE
(SECTIO~TWO) (Pltase mark one response)
If I lsvery Important. and 5 15 totall)' unimportant Very TOlally
(SHOW CARD). how Important Is It to )'OU that !t!Jm Imponant Unimportant
and engulo' starr..........
As I bale belangrlk 15. en 5 tolaal onbelangrlk 15 (WYS Baie TOlaal
KAARTI. hoe belangrlk Is dlt dat trllers en belangrik onbelangrik
lIa\'rarptn° ned ·......··.
7, ""aCI professionally when serving customers (no
eating. drinking lea or cold drinks, smoking, etc,
while working),
I 2 3 4 S
""professioneeloptree waneer hulle kliente bedien
(hulle eel of rook nie, en drink nie tee of
koeldrank, ens. terwyl hulle werk nie),
8. " ..serve customers in a confidential manner (i.e.
you can trust them with your money matters).
I 2 3 4 S
....kliente op vertroulike wyse bedien (i.e. u voel u
kan hulle vertrou met u geldsake).
9. " ..always treat you with respect regardless of your
race or language preference.
1 2 3 4 S
.".u altyd met respek behandel, ongeag u rasor
taalvoorkeur.
10. " ..always treat you with understanding and honesl
feelings (empathy).
I 2 3 4 S
....u altyd met begrip en opregte gevoelens hanieer
(empatle),
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Cl:STOMER QUESTIOSSAIRE IMI'ORTASCE SCALE
(SECTIO~TWO) (Plr,ne m~rk one response)
If I Is "try Important, and 5 Is totally unimportant Vcr)' Totally
(SHOW CARD), how Important Is It to )'OU that ttllt" Important Unimpon81l1
gnd tngulo' staat .........
As I bale belangrlk Is, en 5 totaal onbelangrlk Is (WYS Baie Totaal
KAARTI, hoe belangrlk Is dlt dat tellers ro belangrik onbel;mgrik
na''Oltr>monrt'l ..........
II. .... always treat you as an individual with regards to
your specific needs, taking into account your
circumstances and dealing with those circumstances
on merit (i.e, treal you as an important person by
giving their full attention to you).
I 2 3 4 S
....u allyd as 'n individu behandel met betrekking
tot u spesifieke behoeftes, u omstandighede in ag
neem en daardie omstandighede volgens verdienste
hanteer (i.e. behandcl u as 'n belangrike persoon
dcur hulle volle aandag aan u te gee).
12. .. ..always greet and respond to you in a friendly
manner (i.e. their smile and tone of voice are
genuine).
I 2 3 4 S
....u greet en ahyd op 'n vriendelike wyse reageer
(bulle glimlagenstemtoon is opreg).
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CUSTO~IER QUESTIOSSAIRE I~II'ORTASCESCALE
(SECTJOS TWO) (Plrase lIIark one response)
If I Is very Important. and 5 Is lotally unimportant Very Totally
(SHOW CARD). how Importanl Is It to you that telltrs Important Unimportant
and engulo' starr..........
As I bale belangrlk 15. en 5 tolaal onbelangrlk Is (\\'\'S Bale Totanl
KAARTI. hoe belangrlk Is dlt dot tellers en bel:mgrik onbelangrik
I10\'[lItlX'rson«I ......... ,
13. ....do the task required of them jmmediately(e.g.
if you request a new card for the Automated Teller
Machine. the request isprocessed immediately).
I 2 3 4 5
....die taak wat van hulle verlang word onmiddelik
doen (bv. 'n versoek vir 'n Auto Teller Kaart word
dadelik gedoen).
14. .... request you togive information about yourself
only once (i.e. your name, address and account
detailsare not lost, or incorrectly taken down).
I 2 3 4 5
....u slegs een kecr versoek om inligting oor uself
te verstrek (b.v, u naam, adres en
rekeningbesonderhede gaan nie verlore nie, of word
nie verkeerd neergeskryf nie).
IS. ....are capable ofoffering you one-stop banking
(l.e. receiving a deposit, givingbalances on various
accounts. issuing of stalements on request, etc).
I 2 3 4 5
.... is in staat omu bankdienste onder een dale te
bied (d.w.s die ontvang 'n deposito, verstrek
saldo's van verskillende rekeninge, reik state op
versoek uit, ens.)
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CUSTmlER Ql'ESTIO~~'\IRE I~IPORTA~CESCALE
(SECTIOS TWO) (Please mark one response)
Ir I Is very Important, and 5 Is totally unimportant Very Totally
(SIIOW CARD), how Important Is it to you that ttllt" Important Unimportant
!!lId enquiry staff..........
As I bale belangrik Is. en5 tolaal onbelangrlk Is (\\'\'5 Baie Totaal
KAARTI. hoe belangrlk Is dlt dat tellers en belangrik onbelangrik
na\'rnrproonrd..........
In your opinion......
Dink u dllt...........
16. .... there are enough tellers and enquiry staff10
serve you.
I 2 3 4 S
....daar genoeg tellers en navraepersoneel is om u
te bedien.
17. .... the equipment used by tellers and enquiry staff
are always in working order (operate properly).
1 2 3 4 S
.... die toerusting wat tellers en navraepersoneel
gebruik altyd inwerkende toestand is (werk
behoorlik).
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Question 18.
Apan from the questions you answered above, are there any other aspects you would liketo highlight regarding
the service you receive (rom tellers and enquiry staff at your branch?
Vra;lg 18.
Buiten die vrae wat u hierbo beantwoord het, is daar enige ander aspek wat u wil beklerntoon met bctrekking
tot die diens wat u van tellers en navraepersoneel by u talc ontvang?
PLEASE TURN TIlE PAGE TO CONTINUE WITH SECTION THREE.
DLAAI ASSEBLIEF OM VIR VOLTOOmG VAN DIE DERDE DEEL.
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SECTIO~ TUREE: CODISG SECTIOSI DEEL DRIE: KODERI:\GSAnlELING
Please complete the followlng:1 Voltool assebllef die \'olgende:
I). DRANCH NAME! TAKNAAM: _
2). Please indicate your home liUlguagel Wat isuhulstaal?
ENGLISH I ENGELS
AFRIKAANS
NOUNI
SOTHO
2
3
4
OTHER (Write in)1 ANDER (Voltooi): ..
3). Please indicate the period of time you have been a customer of Standard Bank?
Dui asseblief aan hoe lank u al 'n klient is van Standard Bank.
UP TO I YEARI MINDER AS I JAAR
2 - S YEARS/2 TOT S JAAR
S • 10 YEARSI S TOT 10 JAAR
10- IS YEARS/IO TOT IS JAAR
2
3
4
MORE THAN IS YEARSI MEER AS IS JAAR S
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO·OPERATION IN CO~IPLETING TillS QUFSnOl'"NAIRE.
DASKIE VIR U J)EEI.:\A~IE AAN IIIf:RllIJo: OI'NMU:.
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~"A.r QlJESTIO~~AIRE
Dear slaff member,
Your time and effort incompleting the questionnaire ishighly appreciated. Please be assured that your identity
wiIIbe protected at :Ill limes, and the opinions you express will be treated with the utmost confidentiality. The
following questionnaire has been designed to allow you to express your opinion on a number of aspects
regarding your interaction wlth the customers.
I. TillS QUESTIONNAIRE WILL ONLY TAKE ABOUT 15 MINUTES OF YOUR TIME.
2. PLEASE READ TilE QUESTION CAREF1JLI.Y DEFORE ANSWERING.
3. PLEASE ANSWER ALL TilE QUESTIONS.
4. PLEASE ANSWER QUICKLY \\1TIIOUT TIIINKING ABOUT TIlE ANSWER.
5. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS.
PLEASE NOTE: TillS QUESTIONNAIRE IS Df..5IGNED TO DETERMINE YOUR
OPINION OF THESERVICE YOU GIVE TO CUSTOMERS OF TIlE BANK.
HOW TO COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
This questionnaire consists of three sections. In the first section, you are required to indicate on a scale of 1
toS what you think about the service you as teller and enquiry staff give tocustomers.
First read each question by staning with the sentence "From your experience...·, then indicate on the
Performance Scale to which extent you agree or disagree with that statement.
Ifyou agree very strongly about a statement (question), then mark number I. At the same time, if you strongly
disagree with a statement, then marlc S. Should you feel that your feelings are between these points, then mark
one of the the points between I and S that will reflect your opinion.
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Example:
From your experience or the PERFORMANCt: SCALE
service you gh'eto customers Strongly Strongly
of the bank, you as teller or enquiry Agree Disagree
stafr..........
Statement orQuestion I 2 J 4 S
In thesecond sectionof this questionnaire, )'OU are required 10indicate on the Importance Scale how ;mponanr
do you think thaI jssue is 10you,
Read the questions in this section bystarting with the sentence "From yourexperience...". then indicate your
choice on ihe Importance Scale.
If you think a statement (question) isvery important, then mark number l. At the same time, if you think a
statement very unimportant, then mark S. Should you feellhal your feelings are between these points, then
mark one of the the points between I and S that will reflect your opinion.
Example:
From your experience or the IMPORTANCE SCALE
service you give to customers Very Totally
of the bank, you asteller or enquiry Imponant Unimportant
starr..........
Statement orQueslion I 2 3 4 S
In the Ihird section, which follows question 18, various questions are asked to determine if people in different
groups have different opinions, Please 'mark or write in only one response in Ihis section.
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STAFF QUEST1OSSA1RE PERroR~IASCE SCALE
(SECT10S OSE). (Please mark one response)
From your experience or the sm'ke )'OU cl"e to customers of Ihe Slron~ly Slronely
bank, to wh.1 extent do )'ou aeree or dlsaeree Ihal ),ou II' Itlltr or A~rc:c: Disasree
enquiry sllllT..........
Met die dlens wal u aan kllenle van die bank eee In u aedDele, 101 Stem baie Slem
watter male salu saamstem of nrskll van die volgende: Jy III Itll£[ beslis sum beslis
or nllvrgc:pmoon.......... Ilad nie
sum nie
I. ...undm~nd me bank's producu and services you offer mem
(i.e. you know me produeu and services of the bank arc and
how Ihey work).
I 2 3 4 .5
... vm~an die bank se produkle en dienste wat jy aan klieme
bled (i.e, jy ken die bank se produkte en dienste en weet hoe
dilwerk).
2. .... re fully Irained 10 deal effectively with customers(i.e, you
know how 10 do deposits, wilhdrawals, Iransfer of money etc).
I 2 3 4 .5
...isvolledia opgelei om klienle doehreffend te hanreer (i.e. jy
weet hoe om deposltos, onlrekkin&s en die oorplaas van ~eld
te doen).
3. ...often have 10 depend on your colluaues co assisl you in
providina quality service 10customers.
1 2 3 4 .5
...moel dikwels op jou kolle~as Sllal maak om jou te help om
sehallediens lin klienle Ie tewer.
4. ....have enouah lime 10 doyour work (l.e. you are nOII(l()
busy 10 help cUSlomers wim Iheir queries or problems).
1 2 3 4 .5
....hel eenoea l)'d omjou werk Ie docn (i.e, jy is nie tebesie
om Uicnle te help mel hulle nnue of probleme nle),
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STAFF Ql'ESTIOSSAIRE PERFOR~IA~CE SCALE
(SECTIOS OSE). (Please mark one response)
From )'ourexperience or the service you ~Ive to customers or Ihe Slronl:ly Slronlly
bank, to whal extent do yeu agree or dlsagfee that vou 15 teller or Asree Diulree
ennulrv slarr..........
Met die dlens wat u aan kllente van die bank gee In u &edll&le, lot Stem baie Stem
watter mate lal u saamstem or \'mkll van die vclgende: Jy as leller beslis sum beslis
or nll\'raenersoon.......... l:lad nie
saam nie
S. ....are free to ma"e your own decisions to satisfy customers'
needs (i.e. you have enou£h authorily to make decisions and
therefore make certain promises),
1 2 3 4 S
....kan jou eie besluite neem om in klierue se behoeftes te
voorsien (i.e, jy hell:enOell:esaa om besluite te neem en
bcloftes dienocreenkcmstig te milk).
6. ....have a professional appearance (i.e you are neatly dressed
and well groomed),
1 2 3 4 S
....is professioneel injou voorkoms (netjies aangelrek en aocd
versorg).
7. ....acl professionally when servina customers (no eatina.
drinkina lea or cold drinks. smokina. etc. while workina).
1 2 3 4 S
....tree professioneel opwaneer jyklienre bedien (iy eel of
rook nie, en drink nie lee ofkocldnnk. ens. terwyl jy werle
nie).
8. ....serve customers ina confidenlial manner (i.e, you can be
trusted with their money maners).
I 2 3 4 5
....bedien klienre op venroulike wyse (i.e. hulle kin jou
venrou met hulle l:elduke),
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STAfF QUESTIO~'SAIRE PERFOR.\IASCE SCALE
(SECTIO~ O~E). (P1nse mark one response)
From yeur experience or chese",lce )'OUlive Co eusComen of Ih. Slron~ly Slronely
bank, 10 ,,'h.1 exlent do you Icree or dbacree chac "OU as Ielin or Aa:r~~ Oi"sree
engulry slarr..........
Met die dlem "'aI U aan kllenle van diebank a:ee In u cedallle, 101 Stem bale Slem
walter malelal u saamstem or nukU ,'.n die "olcende: Jy as IsII£[ beslis "am beslis
or nanlfPmoon.......... lll~d nic
sum nic
9. ..... Iways Ire.1 customen wilh respect r~~ardleSl of Ihcir race
or l.n~u'l:e preference.
I 2 3 4 5
....behsndel kliente allyd mel resrek. onleall hul rll of
ualvoorkeur.
10. ..... Iways treat customers wilh undersl1ndins and honest
fcelinlls (empathy).
1 2 3 4 5
....hameer kliente Iityd mel bcllrip en opreSle gevoelens
(emp'lie).
11. ....alw.ys ueaC customers II individuals with reilrds 10 their
specific needs. takina inlo .ccount their circumstances and
dealina with those circumsl1nces on merit (i.e. treat the
customer IS an imponant person by Sivina them your full
laenlion).
1 2 3 4 ,
....behandel die klienlilryd IS individue mel betrekkinc tol
syl1lur spesitieke behoeftes, ncem sylhur omscandillhede in
la. enbanlter claardie omsl1ndichede voillens verdienste (i.e.
behmdel die kllent IS 'n belancrikc perseen deur jClu volle
undJa aan hulle Ie cee).
12. ....alw.ys Sreec Ind rupond 10 cu"omen in a friendly
manner (i.e, your smile .nd tone ofvoiceare .:enuioc).
I 2 3 4 5
....Irnet klienle en rea,eerall)d 01' 'n \'rlendelike Yo'pc (j(1u
climbs en Slemloon is 0l'rel),
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STAFF QUESTIOSNAIRE PERmR.\IASCE SCALE
(SECTIOS OSE). (Pleue markone response)
From your experlenee or the service yeu elve to customers of Ihe Slron~ly Sironaly
blink, 10 ,,'hal txlent do yeu .eree or dlsaeree Ihat vou ps teller or Allrec Disagree
rn9ulry 5IafT..........
Met die dlens wat u aan kllenle van die bank eee In u eedaalt, 101 Stem bale Stem
walter malelal u saamstem of nnkll \'In die ,'oleende: Jy as Irllt[ beslil uam beslis
or navrafptrSoon.......... iliad nie
sum nie
13. ....dolhc luk required ofyou immedialely (c.~. a request for
a new card for the AUlomaled Teller Machine is processed
immedinely).
I 2 3 4 5
....doen die laak wal van jou vcrlana word onrniddelik (bv, 'n
versoek vir 'n Auto Teller Kun word dadelik gedoen).
14. ....requeu customers10 aive information about themselves
only once (i.e, their name, address and account details Ire not
losl or incorrectly taken down).
I 2 3 4 5
....versoek die klienle sleas eenkeer om inliitini oor hulself
Ieverslrek (b.v. hul naam, adres en rekcninibesonderhede
aun nie verlore nie, of word nie verkeerd neeraeskryfnit).
15. ....Ire capable of ofTerina customers one-slOp hankina (i.e.
receivina a deposit, aivina balanc:es on various accounu,
issuina ofstatements on request. etc).
I 2 3 4 5
....isbckum om bankdienslC onder een dak te bied (d.w.s
onlVana 'n derosito. verslrek Slldo's van vcrslcillende
rekeninae. reilc Slate op versock uit, ens.)
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STAFF QUESTIOSSAIRE PERmR~IASCE SCALE
(SECTIOS OSE). (Pluse mark one response)
From your uptrlence or Ihe sen Ice )'ou live 10 cuslomen or Ihe Slronaly Sironaly
bank, 10 whal ultnl do you lam or dlsalfte Ihal you II leUer or Aa:rte DiSlarfC
enquiry slalI..........
!\leI die dltns wal u aan klltnle van die bank gee In u &tdaalt, 101 Stem baie Stem
wauer male III u laamslem or \'tukll van dIe "olgende: Iy PI leUft beslis sum bellis
or "a''Cupersooo.......... clad nie
slim nie
In )'our opinion......
Dink udal...........
16. ....there are enough lellers and enquiry luff 10 serve
cuuomers.
1 2 3 4 ,
....daar aenoea tellen ennavraepersoneel is om kllente te
bedien•
17. ....the equipment you use arealways in workina order
(operale properly).
1 2 3 4 s
....die loerus1ina wal jy aebruik alryd in werkende toesund is
(werk behoorlik).
PLEASE TURN TIlE PAGE TO CONTINUE WITH SECTION TWO.
DLAAI ASSEDLIEF OM VIR VOLTOOING VAN DIE TWEEDE DEEL.
2..3
srArr Qt.:~iIOS~.\IRE 1~lroRTA~CE SCALE
(SECnOS rwoi (Pkalf nurk on. r"poRN)
"rom your "perknct or Ih. Hnk.)ou Cl'l 10cUICom«n or "cry Toully
Ihe bank, how Importanl II II 10 )OU Ih.1 toy II Irllff O[ Imrorunl Unimrorulll
soguln 1111I..........
Met die dlen, "~I u .an klknl. un die bank Ctt in u ctd'elt, B.ic Towl
hoe brlancrlk I, dll dac h " IrllS[ or n."[UI!f[I20D .......... 1><1'"I:ok (}n~l.nlrik
l- ...ullllcull,ld Ihe b.tn~·' p,oJU(lJ.nd ICf\'II:CS you offer
cuslomcn (l.e. knowin. "h.lllIe prOlJuc:lS of lbe b.nk
.re .nd huw Ibey work).
I 2 ) 4 s
...die bank se JlrlXluLle vcrslun \\,.1 jy un k1icnle bicll
(I.e. jy ~en die produkle cn wrel hoc hullc werk) .
2. .... re rully Iraincllio de.1 rrrcclively \II'ilb cullorncn (i.e,
),ou know how 10 do dcpoliu. withdrawals. Iransrer or
moneyeIC).
I 2 ) 4 s
...volledi. oJl.elel IsomklienlC dochrerrend te MnlCer
(i.e. hulle weel hoc omdrpositos, onlrck1;ln,I en die
oorrlus van ,eld te d()(n).
3. ...ollen Mve 10 depend on ),our colJu,ucs 10 aulsc )'ou
inprovidina qu.tliry service lO CIISlOmCrs.
I 2 l 4 ,
...dib-cls OJ! jou kollel" mocc SWI maakom jou Ie
help om8ehahodieDs lin klienle Ie leYo"Cf.
4. ....hav.cnou.h limelO doyour frOflc (i .e, )'OU arc nne
lOO busy to help cuSlOmCn -idIlhclt qvtfic1 or
p"",lcml).
I 2 l 4 ,
.....rflClt. f)'d hcI omit"' "~ft Ie~n (l e. JY " nIC II
Ilcsi,l1fI\ UlCfItC If help mtt hulle ",,'r.ae (If rnltlkmr
nie).
.
STAFF QUESTIO~SAIR£ 1~lroRTASC£ SCALE
(S£CTIOS TWO) (Mnst markone response)
From yourelperlenc. or Ihe Hoke you clve 10cuslomers or Very Totally
Ihe blnk, how Imporlanl II II 10 you Ihal )'oy " lellu or Imporanl Unimporunl
SOQulry 11.1I..........
Mel die dlens "'al u aan kllenle van die bank ate In u aedaclt, Oaie Tocaal
hoe belancrlk Is dll dilly II 1,lIu or n.trupuloon .......... belancrilc onbelancrik
,.
..... re free 10 make your own llecisions 10 SlIlisry
customers' ncells(i.e, )'ou lnve enoueh ,ulhorily 10
make llecisions Inlllhcrcfore nuke certain promises),
I 2 3 4 ,
....jou tic besluhe kin neem om in kliente se behoencsle
voonien (i.e. j)' hel senocl seul om besluite te neem en
betortes dienoorec:nkonSlilte nu.k).
6. ....h.ve a rrofessional arre.rance (neilly dressed .nll
well sroomell).
I 2 3 4 s
....professionccl is in voorkoms (nfljies uneelrclc en
Coed VCfSOri)•
7. ..... el professionally when servinl eustomers (no ealinl.
drink inc leI or colddrinks. smakinC. etc. while
workin,).
I 2 3 4 5
....professionccl opUfC w.nter jy Uienle bedien (jy eel
of rook nie, en drink nie ICe of kocldranlc. ens. ICrwyl jy
werk nie).
8. ....serve customers in a eonfldenlial manner (i.e, they
canIruSI you with their money manen).
I 2 3 4 5
....tllenle op venroulike wyse bedlen (i.e. hulle lean jou
venrou mel hulle ce!duke).
9. .....Iwa)·s Ifell cullomers Yo."" ftlpc:c1 recardleSiof lhell
or l.ncu'le rre'erence.
I 2 3 4 5
....UlenlC ah)'d mel re1ret bch.ndcl. on,,,c hul r.1 of
wltoork,ur.
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srArF Ql'ESTIO~'SAIRE I~IPORTASCESCALE
(SEl.IOS rwoi (Pltast mlrk on. r"ponle)
From yourupulenc. or Ihe servlce you 11\'1 10 CUllomen or Vcry Toully
the blnk, how Importanl Is II 10 )OU Ihal lOU II ,.IIu or lmportam Unimporun,
enquiry ••Ia..........
Mtt die dlenl 'I'll Uaan kU.n'e \'In die blnk Itt In UI.d,c'e, DJie Toual
hoe belancrlk b dll dat Iy II .ellte or olvrupuloon .......... bclJn~rik onbelJn~rik
10. .....lw')'1 Ircal cuuomen wilh undenundina Ind honeJI
reclin£s (cmpJth)·).
I 2 3 .. s
....kliente 111)'d mcl bt£rip enoprellc ~cvoc:lenl hanteer
(empalie).
II. .....Iwayl Ireat customers as individuals wilh rcsardllo
Ibeir specifIC nceds. ukinl imo .ccounl thcir
circumsl1nces Ind dealinl wilb Ibose circumsl.'lnces 00
meril (i.e. Ireal Ibe cuSlomer lS.n Imp<lnanl penon by
livina them your rullillenlion).
I 2 3 4 ,
....die klienl Ilryd IS '0 individu behandel met belrekkina
IOllylhur spesifltke behoeftes, Iylhllr omsl.llndished.
In '1 neem en daardie omsundilhede vollens verdienll'
hanleer (i.e. jy behandel die klienllS 'n belana:rike
penoon deur homlbaar jou volle unda, Ie ICC).
12. .....Iw.yl lreellnd relpond to cultomen in a friendly
manner (i.e. your smile .ndlone orvoiceIre senulne).
I 2 3 4 ,
....klienle smet en all)'d op 'n vricndelike wyae realeer
(lou Ilimlal en Slemloon b apRI)·
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S1'At-Y QVESTIOS~AIRE IMI'ORTASCE SCALE
(SECTIOS TWO) (Pita" mllrk ene rflponlc)
From )'ouruptrlcllce or Ihc"u'ke lOU 11\'1 10 customers or Very 1'ot.'ally
the bank, how Important ls II 10 lOU Ihal \OU p' Il'lIsr or Imporunl Unimporuru
Enquiry IlalI..........
Met die dlcns wat u aan klltntc"In die bank Itc In u Itdaltt, B..ie 1'4)t.'a11
hoe btlanarlk Is dlt dat Iy pi Itlln or n.v[!!I'Pfrsoon.......... bel..nli rik onbe1anlirik
13. ....do thc luk required oryou immedialely (e.a. a
requesl ror a newcard ror the Automaled Teller
Machine. is processed immedial~ly).
1 2 3 4 s
....die tllk wat vanjou \'eIlana \l'ord onmiddelik doen
(bY. 'n versoek vir 'n AUlo Teller Kurt word dadelik
aedoc:n).
14. ....requcsl customers 10 live inrormalion aboul
themselves only once (Lt. their name. address and
accounl det.'ails Ire nol losl. or incorrectly taken down
ee).
I 2 3 4 s
....die klienl sleas een keer vcrsoc:k om inliatina oor
hulsel! Ie Yerslrc:1t (b.v, ay.1lur naam. Idres en
rekeninabcsonderhc:de aun nie verlore nie, of wordnit
verkeerd neeraeskry! nit).
U. ....are apable of offcrml cuslOmen one-slOp hankina
(i.e. receivina a deposit,llvlna balances on various
Iccounts, bsuin. or stalements on requesl. etc).
I 2 3 4 ,
....in Stalt is om bankdicnste onder ten dak un Itliente Ie
kinbitd (d.w.s onlYlna 'n dCflOsito. Yers'relt saldo's \'an
vcnkillcnde rekenin,e. reilt JUte opvenock un. ens.)
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STAff QUESTIOSSAIRE l~troRTASCE SCALE
(SECTJOS TWO) (rl~lUe m;ark one r~.pon.c)
from )'our upcrleflcc or Ihe lenlce )'ou I"" Co custom~n or Very To~lIy
the b.nk, how Import.nl Is II 10 lOU Ihll lOU a. 'tllU or Imporunl Uflimporunl
tfllllliry Ilia..........
~tel dle dlenl "al u aan kllenl. van dl. blnk ce. In u cedaCle, Baie TO~II
hoc belancr[\( Isdll dally .. lellf[or nl\·ruPu1ooD .......... bellna:rik onbellnlrik
In )'our opinion, how Imporl.nl Is II Ih.I ......
lloe bel.ncrlk b dll d.I......
16. ....there are cnouch telien and enquiry surf 10 serve
cuslomers.
I 2 3 4 ,
....dm cenaclleller. ennavrael'efSonecl is om klienee
Ie bedien.
17. ....the equipmenl youuse Irealwlys in workina order
(operale properly).
I 2 3 4 s
....die loerus'in& WII jy lebruik ahyd in werkende
loesund is (werk behoorlik).
PLEASE TURN TIlE PAGE TO CON"J'l1'"UE \\1TJI QUESTION 18 AND SECTION TIlREE.
DUAl ASSEBLIEF OMVIR VOLTOOING VAN VRAAG 18 EN DIE DERDE DEEL.
2~S
Q_:~lion IS .
.-\,11t (rom :~e questions you ansllc:cd 300\ e, are there 3ny other J~re'IS ~ ou II ould like: 10 highlighl reg;uding
the service ~ou give 10 customers Jt your branch?
.............................................................................................................., .
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• of
............................................................. , • ••••••••••••••••••••• 1, •••
............................................... '., ••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••• 11 ••••••••••••••• , •••••••• , •••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• , •••
"ralS 18.
Buiten die me W:l1 u hierbo beantwoord her, is daar enigc 31Id(r 3spek W:l1 u wll beklemiocn mel betrekklng
101 die diens \\'31 u aan kllente \'311 UIV: gee?
PLEASE11JRN THE PAGE TO CO:-''TL\'UE \\1TH SECTIOS THREE,
BlAAI ASSEBLIEFOM \1R \'OLTOO~G \'A.'J DIE DERDE OEEL,
2~9
SECTIOS TIIIU:E: CODl~G SECTIOSI llt:EL l>RIt:: KOJ>f-:RISGSAmt:J.ING
Ptease eomptete the rollo"ln&:1 \'oltoolllUt'blid dlt' \'oletllde:
I). BRASCH NAME/TAKNAAM: _
2). Pleue indicate your home lansulicl Wac is U huislul?
ENGLISHI ENGELS
AFRIKAANS
NOUNI
soruo
2
3
4
OTIIER (Writc In)1 ANDER (Vohooi) .
3). Please indicatetheperiod of lime you have been emplo)'cd as a tellcr orenquiry member or Seandard
Bank?
Dui asscblief un hoc lanle u II 'n teller of navraepersoon Is van Standard Bank.
UP TO 1 YEARI MINDER AS I JAAR
2 • S YEARSI 2 TOT SIMR
S • 10 YEARSI 5 TOT 10 MAR
10· IS YEARSI 10 TOT IS JAAR
2
3
MORE THAN 15 \'EARSI MEER AS IS JAAR S
nlASK \,OU FOR \'OUR Co-OPF.RATIOS IS CO~lrU:T1SC; nils QUF..mO:"t"NAIRE.
DANK": \'IR U 1)f':f:IISAMf: AAS IIIf:RIlIF. O!'NAMt:.
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CHAPTER 7
RESEARCH FINDINGS
1. INTRODUCTION
The discussion of the research results are detailed under four sections which starts
with the descriptive statistics (mean scores and standard deviation. frequency
distribution and demographics of the data) which" .. .attempt to obtain a completeand
accurate description ofasituation." (Boyd tt 01.• 1985:45) ntis is followed by the
reliability analysis (Cronbach Alpha), the validity assessment (factor analysis and
eigen values), cross-tabulation and tests ofsignificance (ANOVA and Pearson's chi-
square).
The format of this chapter is a combination of tabular (detailed tables) and semi-
tabular (summary tables) presentations which meet the requirements of the
presentation of data. 'Tables facilitate quantitative comparisons and provide a
concise. efficient way to present numerical data." (Emory and Cooper, 1991:686)
Some of the tables are further enhanced by means of graphic illustrations. Although
a table reflects anaccurate picture of the data, it is less likely to be scrutinised for
detail by the reader, compared to a graph which is easier to read and conveys
•...quantitative \'aluts and comparisons more readily...• (Emory and Cooper,
1991:689). All the values reflected in the tables are rounded offto three decimal
points. The statements ofthe performance and importance scales are summarised in
a separate table at the beginning of this chapter andare repeated inthe summary table
to enable the reader to interpret the results without having to refer to the detailed
tables. The implications for management and conclusions and recommendations are
discussed separately in Chapter 8.
2. TIlE RESEARCH PROPOSITION
This study has a research proposition instead of a nil or alrernatlve hypothesis by
which the dataare tested. Boyd et al. (1985:44) confirms this saying .... .in a marker
definition srudy. frtquently no specific stnltmtnt nf a IrYl'mlltsis is made," TIle:
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inability or unwillingness of a researcher to specify the nil-hypothesis in a research
seems to be a common occurrence, as indicated by Weinberg and Goldman
(1985:355). In this study, one could possibly guess that the critical factors should be
based on previous research and literature, but the outcome would not be as conclusive
compared to statistical inferences made, taking into account that the research was
conducted in a South African environment.
Although the research proposition was discussed in detail in Chapter 6. it is
summarised in this paragraph for ease of reference. In short, the proposition entails
that the criticalelements of the service encounter. as identified bythe supply side (the
customers) and the demand side (the staff), should be instrumental to improved
customer satisfaction.
3. MEASUREMENT
Although a non-probability method was used to select the branches and staff for this
research (refer paragraph 5.3. Chapter 6), the techniques used in the analysis of the
results pertain to those ofprobabil ity sampling methods based on the assumption that
the data have been measured on an interval scale. Various analyses canbe performed
toelicit a number of inferences. conclusions and confirmations of the items tested in
the questlonnalres.
4. RESPONSE RATE
The response rate to the customer questionnaire resulted in 162 completed
questionnaires with no missing replies to any question. The staff questionnaire. with
a total of 214 replies, confirms a very good response rate (almost 100%). where non-
completions (3 individuals) were due to annual leave.
S. FL"'DL'JGS OF TilE RESEARCH
These results are ser out according to the four sections (including the cross-
tabulations) discussed inthe contents and described in the introductory paragraph.
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5.1 Section 1 • Descrlptlve statistics
Doth the results of the performance and importance scales of the customer and staff
responses were analysed and the results were compared in an effort to elicit the
critical elements described in the research proposition, The letters 'P' and 'I' in the
subsequent tables represent the performance and importance scales, which are
summarised to enable the reader to follow the frequency tables. The reporting of the
data follows the order customer data and then the staff data,
TABLE 7.1 SUM1\IARY TABLE OF rns MEANING OF STATEl\IENTS
(pERFORMANCE AND IMPORTANCE SCALES)
SI:lIrmenl Deta]] or nch statement
PlIll Undml.1nd the bank's products
PI/II Are fully mined
PJI13 Are dependin£ oncolleagues for assisunce
P4/14 Haveenough time 10mana~e workload
Ps/IS Are free to m.ake their own decisions
P6/16 Havea profmional appearance
M/17 Act professionally
1'8118 Conlidentialiry
P9/19 Respect
PIOIIIO Underst.1ndin~ and honest feelings (empathy)
PlIIlIl Treat as individuals
Pl11J11 Friendly
PIJIJJJ Respond immediltely
P14I114 Information aboul the individual once
PI51115 One-stop hankins
Pl61J16 Enough tellers
Pl7l117 Equipmenl in Ilo'orlins order
5.1.1 Mean and standard devlatlon
The mean is used to determine the ".. .measure of spread em variability" (Goldman
and Weinberg, 1985:31), while the standard deviation is "...useful when "'e need 10
compare rile degree ofspread ill two sets ofdata... " (Goldman and \\' cinbcrg , 198~:
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32), or simply stated, the standard deviation is .... .the average distance that a set of
observations are from Iht' mean. M (Goldman and \\'~inb<:rg. 1985:33) These results
arc sci out in Table 7,2 below.
The mean is also the ",..arithmetic average. It is the sum ofthe observed values ill
Ihe distribution divided by tile number of observations." (Emory and Cooper,
1991:472), while the standard deviation is Ihe ", .positive square root ofthe \'ariw/ce.
II is perhaps the most frequelllly used measure of spread because it improves tile
interpretability by removing the variance's square and expressing deviations ill their
original units.. II (Emory and Cooper, 1991 :473), The mean calculated in Tables 7,2
and 7.3 is a sample mean which is different to a population mean since a population
mean".. .is based on the population of all possible repetitions of the experiment... "
compared to the sample mean which is based "011 a mere sample drawn from the
parent population. .. (Wonnacot and Wonnacot, 1990:115)
TABLE 7.2 MEAN A~D STANDARD DEVIATION VALUES· PERFORl\1ANCE
SCALE
Descrfptlve ltatbtlcl
CUltomen Starr
(S-162) (S-Uc)
Variable Mean Standard Mean Standard
de\'12tlon deviation
PI 1.S86 .916 U22 .966
P2 I.SSS .984 1.476 .891
P3 ~ 1ASS MU 1.360
P4 1.796 1.131 um 1.423
PS l.lli 1.280 ~ 1.361
P6 US3 .709 l.oS43 .830
P7 1.234 .726 1.401 .831
PS 1.376 .803 1.191 .553
P9 1.320 .838 1.168 .5~1
PIO I.S06 .893 1.383 .713
PII l.oS87 .9H 1.336 .730
PI2 1.333 .80) 1.30S .68)
PI3 I.1M 1.13~ I.m .9~6
PloS U37 .991 1817 .96)
PI5 1.462 .899 1.70S 1.097
PI6 U!Q 1.571 l'1I3 1.447
PI7 1629 I. lOR J ~", 1401
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TABLE 7.3 MEAN A~D STANDARD DEVIATIOS VALUES·
Il\IPORTAr\CE SCALE
Customers Slarr
(S "162) (:'oJ .. 21")
\'arlablt ~Itan Standard Mean SI.U1d.ud
devlatlon devlatlon
11 1.123 .495 1.593 1.006
12 1,093 .366 1.257 .789
13 2.475 1.433 2.92S 1.405
14 1.209 .527 1.729 1.1 S1
IS 1.493 .865 2.009 1.225
16 1.277 .689 1.266 .804
17 1.166 .560 1.252 .811
18 1.049 .244 1.177 .709
19 1.061 .241 1.192 .741
110 1.149 .367 1.266 .792
111 1.166 .421 1.243 .742
112 1.154 .425 1.238 .759
113 1.185 .489 1.346 .856
114 1.222 .579 1.509 .923
115 1.259 .616 1.453 .942
116 1.135 .466 1.598 1.232
117 1.062 .309 1.621 1.318
The criteria applied to indicate which statements are considered to be significantly high are
as follows: Anaverage scale value of 1 is used to indicate that most respondents agree very
strongly with that statement. The statements that do not reflect a mean value of 1 (that is
2 or more) are then considered to be significantly high. Based on this criteria, it is evident
that the statements underlined in the detailed tables and summarised in Table 7.4 are those
statements that are significantly high. Also note that although statement 3 was the only
negative statement among the 17 statements, it featured in all the results of the subsequent
analyses discussed throughout the remainder of this chapter.
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TABLE 7,4 SU:\I:\fARY TABLE OF TilE SIG~IFICANT MEAN VALUES
(Cl1STO~IER AND STAFF PERFORMANCE AND IMPORTANCE
SCALES)
Dtlilil Customers slOIrr
ProdUCI l:nowlcdcc PI I i 2.299 I 2.925IAssistance P3/1J I 3.006 I 2.475 3.425 I 2.009I
Workload 14 I I 2.500
Empowerment P5 2.246 I 2.967
EOlIUl:h telters PI6 2.580 I 3.383Equipment PI? I 3.565
The distribution of the data by frequency tables are discussed below (refer Table 7.5) which
indicates the extent to which each statement was answered on the five-point scale. This
information shows the customer and staff responses for both the performance and importance
scales for statements (or questions) 1 to 17, followed by the responses of customers and staff
to question 18 (an open-ended question) which are detailed seperately in Tables 7.5 and 7.6.
5.1.2 Frequency tables
Frequency tables are also one of the ways in which data can be organised and
displayed. According to Boyd et al. (1981: 12) "...a frequency distribution is a
system for classifying data, usually in the fonn of a table, where the observations in
a sample size N are grouped into classes or intervals, so that the frequency of
observations in each class can be ascertained. "
TABLE 7.5 DETAILED FREQUENCY TABLE· CUSTOMER RESPONSES
Statemt'nt Counl Relath'e Statement Count Relath'e
(perrormance) ~·162) rrequency (Importance) (N-162) rrequency
~ ~
PI I I 1M ~ II I ill 2L.ill
2 24 14.814 2 2 ~
3 U ~ 3 2 1.234
4 3 1.851 4 I .617
S 2 1.234 5 I .617
P2 I I ill 6Q.7~~ U I I ill ~I 2 II P ~l\O 2 1Q u..ll
I 3 16 9.876 I 3 I .6174 8 4.938 4 I .617
I 5 3 1.851 I 5 . .
SWfnlflll founl Rd"lh~ Sl;alf",~nl Counl R~Luhl'
Wrrrurnl..nee) (~ -162' rrl'qul'ncy (Imporl.tllel') (S-16:) rr~tlul'nc)'
""
..
rJ i I n 19.7H IJ I 6' ~8;71:a
! 2 ~ .,., ~.,., 2 2) I·U t}7i &.&-.&.&a
I ) 1I It)IH ) ~ ,.".,.,I LL...&.%.&
I 4 H 1~.432 4 20 ILlH
I S l! H .a~6 S 21 12.902I
N I I 2:! ~H 024 14 I ill 8).9~O
2 ~ !.!!..ill 2 12 .l.121!
3 21 12.962 3 6 3.703
4 II 6.790 4 I 0.617
S 6 3.703 S ·
rs I ~ 41·3~8 15 I ill 68;U8
2 28 17.::83 2 .!Q l.Lll!
3 !2 UR:\Q 3 16 9.876
4 20 12.34' 4 2 1.234
S 10 6.172 S 3 1.8SI
1'6 I ill 112.0911 16 I ill 110,249
2 11 10493 2 II ll.:Ul
3 9 '.H' 3 .. 2.469
4 1 0.617 4 ·
S 2 1.234 S 3 1.11'I
M I ill !ZJU1 17 I ill ~
2 II 7,407 2 l.!l ~
3 .. 2.469 3
, 3.086
4 2 1.234 4 I 0.617
s 3 1.8S I ~ I 0.617
1'8 I ill 76 ~43 18 I ill Q~.679
2 II 1J.:UIO 2 ~ UQ.1
3 12 7.407 3 I 0.617
4 I 0.617 .. · ·
~ 3 1.8S1 S · ·
1'9 I ill n.lU 19 I ill 2l.!U
2 11 ~ 2 l.!l U11
3 6 3.703 3 · ·
4 , 3.086 .. · ·
S 3 1.8S1 ~ · ·
PIO I ill ~ 110 I ill !M12
2 II 1MM 2 II ~
3 17 10.493 3 I 0.617
4 3 1.8S I 4 · ·
, 3 1.851 , · ·
Pll I ill !Ul2 III I ill u..ill
2 U l.!.l21 2 II ~
3 II 6.790 3 3 1.8'1
.. 6 3.703 4 · ·
s .. 2,469
,
· ·
PI% I U2 7Q 6;:Q m I ill t!...Q!!
2 II 12 %2 2 11 J..Q..ill
3 7 4nO 3 4 2.469
4 I 0.617 4 · ·
, .. 2469 , ·
! !tl.:!2.! 1IJ ill !I~ !1O;PU i I 2.1 I
I 2 ~ '" 04Q 2 16 Q 1l~6
I 3 2) '4197
3 7 4 320
4 II ".938 4 · ·
i , 7 U~O ,!
SlJlcmcnt Count Rrlathe Statement Count Relath'e
(Performance) (~·16l) frelluenc,- tlmportance) (S .. I61) fr('qur",y
~ '7.
I I
1'1" I 1 llQ 67.901 114 I 1 ill ~I
I 2 l2 17.901 i 2 II ~i II 3 13 8.024 3 7 4.320I II 4 3 2.469 4 2 1.234I I
I 5 6 3.703
, 5 ·
I I
1'15 I I ill 74.691 115 I 1 ill 82.098
I 2 16 9.H76 I 2 u ll.lllI
I 3 il lL.lli I 3 9
S.5S5
4 S 3.086 .. 2 \.234
I 5 2 1.234 I 5 · ·
PI6 I 1 ~
39.506 116
1
I ill 90.173
2 24 14.814 2 II LiQ1
I 3 21 12.962 I
3 2 1.234
4 22 13.S82 4 2 1.234
I 5 II .l2J..ll 5 · ·
I
I
PI7 I .LQ2 ~ 117
1
I ill 95.679
2 n 16.666 2 ~ 2.469
3 II 6.790 I 3 3 \.8.5 I
4 7 4.320 4 · ·
.5 8 4.938 .5 · ·
TABLE 7.6 DETAILED FREQUENCY TABLE· STAFF RESPONSES
Staltmtnt Count Relative Statement Count Relative
(Ptr(ormance) ~.2I4) frequency (Importance) (N-214) frequency
% ~
I I
PI I I 48 22.429 11 I I ill ~
I 2 1.8 ~ I 2 ~ .lMnI 3 ~ 32.242 I 3 28 13.084I 4 14 6..542 4 3 1.401I .5 S 2.336 I .5 6 2.803
P2 I 1 ill Zl..Qll 12 I ill ~
I 2 n 1Llli 2 Jj asu
I
3 13 6.074 3 4 1.869
4 9 4.20.5 4 .5 2.336
5 3 1.401 .5 3 1.401
P3 I 24 11.214 13 I I 44 20•.560
2 40 18.691 I 2 ~ lUll
3 30 14.018 I 3 ~ ~4 u 211.:'04 4 41 19.1.58
5 ~ ll.llQ I .5 37 17.289
I
P4 I 2Q ll.1l.Q 14 I ill alli
2 a ll.ill 2 u l2.ill
3 3S 16.3.5.5 3 24 11.214
I 4 23 10.747
4 7 3.271
5 32 14.9.53 .5 II 5.140
PS I I 39 18.224
15
I
I llU ~
2 !§ lLill 2 II u.m
I 3 m 2Uf>J 3 3S 16.35.5I I
I 4
41 19.158 I 4 IS 7.009
I 5 38 17.7.57 I .5 12
S.flO7
I
I
P6 I I ill f.Q (,26 16 I I llQ ~
I 2 tl ~ I
2 U .l.Lill
I 3 II 5.140 3 3 1.401
I 4 2 0.934 .. S
2.336
S S 2.336 I .5 I 0.467I
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Slaltmtnl Counl Rtblh·t Sialtrnfni COUIII Rtblhf
(PtrrOrm;lIlCt) (S.. 2U) frfqufllC)' (lmportanee) (S.214) frtqutncy
~ ~
1"7 I I ill 7;\}6-I 17 I I ill 86916
I :2 II J.2...ill I 2 ~ L:11
I 3 9 4.20S I 3 5
2.336
4 1 0.467 4 2 .934
I S 6 2.803 I S , 2.336
1'8 I ill II~ Qlll 18 I I ill ~
2 II 10.747 :2 II 6(m
3 4 1.869 3 2 0.934
4 2 0.934 4 1 0.467
S I 0.467 S 4 1.869
1'9 I ill 117)83 19 I ill 9O.6~4
2 II I02N(! 2 u ;U40
3 2 0.934 3 3 1.402
4 2 0.934 4 2 .934
S I 0.467 S 4 1.869
PIO I ill 1l...Qlll 110 I llQ ~
:2 ~ ~ 2 II .lLlli
3 8 3.738 3 4 1.869
4 3 1.401 4 I 0.467
5 2 0.934 5
, 2.334
PII I ill ~ III I llQ ~
2 ~ .l!.lli 2 II .lLlli
3 6 2.803 3 4 1.869
4 3 1.401 4 I 0.467
5 3 1.401 5
, 2.334
P12 1 ill H..Qll 112 I ill §1.2.U
2 II u.m 2 II urn
3 9 4.20S 3 3 1.402
4 2 0.934 4 2 .934
5 2 0.934 5 4 1.869
P13 1 ill ~ 113 I ill 1U11
2 ~ llM1 2 II ll..iU
3 16 7.476 3 6 2.803
4 6 2.803 4 3 1.402
5 6 2.803 S
, 2.336
PI4 I ill! 4",12R 114 I ill ~
2 !l n,177 2 ~ ~
3 29 13.5S 1 3 16 7.476
4 10 4.672 4 S 2.336
S 4 1.869 S 4 1.869
P15 1 ill 1S16R2 115 1 ill 7;\ 11;\2
:2 !1 ~ 2 II .l.!.m
3 22 10.280 3 14 6.S42
4 10 4.672 4
, 2.336
S 9 4,20S I S , 2.336
I
PI6 I H IS.887 116 I I ill 7' 701
2 27 12616 2 ~ 7.a76
3 ~ ll-WJ j 3 13 6074I
.. ~9 III 224 I .. K 3.738
S ~ n..ill i S
"
7.00?1
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Statemen! Count Relatlve Statement Count Relauve
(Perrormance) (S..ZI4) frequency (hnpertance) (S..ZI4) frrquency
'i., ~
I i
1'17 I 1 23 10.747 1171 1 ~ 77.5702 32 14.953 I 2 13 6.075I I
1 3 :!l 19.6~6 I 3 7 3.271I 4 35 16.355 4 8 3.738I S R' ~ ! 5 2Q 9)46I = I
Table 7.7gives an overview ofstatements which had the most respondents per statement for
both the performance and importance scales of the customer and staff replies. Apart from
this analysis. which was based on the frequency table, it is evident throughout this chapter
that the same statements (1. 3. S. 16 and 17) are identified as being significant in terms of
the reliability. validity and test for significance calculations.
TABLE 7.7 SUMMARY TABLE· TOP BOX RATINGS
Customers Starr
Per- IIIghest Importance IIIghrst Per- HIghest Importance HIghest
formance ranking ranking fermance rankine rankinE
I i i i
f1. I LU 11 I 1.k.1 r.J. I ill II I LUI ! I
i i i i
P2 I 1&2 U ! 1&2 P2 I 1&2 12 ! I & 2
I I I Ifl ~ U I lA1 12 I ~ U LUI II I
I I I
P4 1&2 14 I 1&2 P4 I 1&2 14 I 1&2I I II
i i i
f1 LU II I lA.1 ~ I LU u I l.Al! I
i i iP6 - P t4 1&2 16 - 114 1&2 P6· PI4 I 1&2 16 ·114 I 1&2! !
I I I IPIS 1&3 lIS I t & 2 PIS ! 1&2 ItS 1&2I I
I I I I
ill I lA.1 m I lA.1 ill ! ~ ill I l.Al
ill I LU ill I l.A.l ill i ~ ill I l....1UI ! i
From the above table (Table 7.7), it is clear thatmost respondents marked 1on the five-point
Likert scale which represents extreme agreement (strongly agree) about the particular
statement in terms of the performance and importance in the delivery ofservice. While some
statements (those underlined) reflect a high percentage for scale values I and 2. others arc
more evenly distributed.
The exceptions noted in the summary table arc where statements other than 1 and 2 were
marked. This table also indicates the order of the highest ranking for example. statement PJ.
In this instance. the highest ranking indicated was 5 on the Likert scale (that is strongly
agree). This means that the only statement that remained negatively worded. had a negative
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rating which is also consistent with the subsequent analysis of the rest of the data.
Judging from the fact that all the statements were intended to be positively worded,
one could venture to take it as a high rating that is 1 (extreme agreement) instead of
5 (extreme disagreement), which would be in line with most of the other statements.
The other exceptions where 1 does not feature as the highest ranked scale value, are
also found mostly in the staff responses (refer Table 7.7). Some of the rankings are
sometimes very narrowly spread. with the result that the I and 2 highest selected
rankings differ by only a small margin. The detailed frequency tables set out below
give an indication of the number of respondents per scale item of each of the
statements for the performance scale and importance scale.
5.1.3 Demographics
The demographics detailed below form panof the descriptive statistics, which .... .as
their name implies, are designed to describe something. for example. the
characteristics of users of a given product.: " (Boyd et al., 1981:44). One of the
ways in which one can learn more about the branches in which the research was
conducted, is to look at the number of replies per branch that were completed.
5.1.3.1 Number of replies
Included in the demographics of the data is an analysis of the number of replies of
the various language, race and time groups which are detailed in Tables 7.8. 7.9 and
7.10. The fact that there ware no missing data or data that were incorrectly marked,
is considered in research terms to be positive (Emory and Cooper, 1991:178).
TABLE 7.8 CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS 8Y LANGUAGE GROUP
\'lIlue Count Cumullltln Count , Cumullltive ..
En8li~h 78 78 48.148 48.148
Aruhans U 9) 9.259 ~7.407
~,uni 24 117 14.814 72,222
Sl'lho 42 1~9 2~.92~ 98.148
Olher ) 162 i.ss I 100.000
~li\\in~ 0 162 0000 100000
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The figures in Table 7.9 give an indication of the type of customers who visit the branch.
The highest numberof customer respondents are from the English speaking language group,
followed by a group of Black respondents.
TABLE 7.9 CUSTOMER DEl\IOGRAPHlCS BY RACE GROUP
Value Count Cumulatll'e ~ Cumulative crc.
Count
While 73 73 4S.061 4S.061
Non-white 89 t62 S4.938 100.000
~lissing 0 162 0.000 100.000
The interviewers were also instructed to indicate the race of the respondent on the
questionnaire after the interview was completed, and they are then classified as either White
or non-White. The non-White race group consists of Black, Asian, Indian and Coloured
respondents and this group also constituted the biggest numberof replies. The time and cost
constraints of this study prevented the selection ofasample of equal representation of all race
groups, which negated an accurate picture of the multi-cultural aspect discussed in previous
chapters. Should this aspect be left aside, the difference between the number of replies of
the two race groups would be rather minimal (89 - 73 = 16).
TABLE 7.10 CUSTOMER DEl\IOGRAPHICS BY TIME GROUP
Value Count Cumulative
"
Cumulative
Count ~
Up 10 I year 20 20 12J45 12.345
2· S years 33 S3 20J70 32.716
S • 10 years 41 94 2SJ08 S8.024
10 - IS years 27 121 16.667 74.691
> IS years 41 162 2SJ08 100.000
Missin& 0 162 0.000 100.000
The time group reflects the period a customer has been with the financial institution. It
appears that there are an equal number of customers who have been with the bank for the
period 5 to 10 years and the period of more than 15 years. The lowest number of
respondents fall in the first time period. that is up to 1 year.
The process followed with question 18 entailed having to analyse all the replies given by
customers and staff and grouping them together in various categories. From these two tables
(Tables 7.11 and 7.12) a summary table (Table 7.13) was created, based on the tangible and
intangible elements of SERVQUAL and the Gaps model which formed the basis for the
design of the questionnaire.
-...,-
Table 7. 1 Cu tom r d mographlc by languag group
100
80
60
40
20
o
Language
1.00000 (English) 0 78
2 .00000 (Afrikaans) r.a 15
3 .00000 (Nguni) ~ 24
4 .00000 (Sotho) IS 42
5 .00000 (Other) 0 3
t.
Table 7.2 Customer demographics by race group
Race
1.00000 (White) 0
2.00000 (Non-white) B
73
89
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Table 7.3 Customer demographics by time group
50
40
30
20
10
o
Tim e
1.00000 (Up to 1 year) 0 20
2.00000 (2-5 years) D 33
3.00000 (5-10 years) D 4 1
4.00000 (10-15 years) D 27
5.00000 (> 15 years) D 41
5.1.3.2 Question 18
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Included in the report of the descriptive statistics. is the analysis of question 18. The
customer responses to this question revealed a few overlaps with that of staff. Most
customers highlighted the number of staff available to serve customers (29
respondents). Thisis followed by problems of long queues(25 respondents) and poor
service in terms of promptness (14 respondents), while a few customers gave positive
feedback regarding good service in general (12 respondents). The remainder of the
items that reflected responses of 2 people or less per itemare detailed in Table 7.11,
and the replies that could not be incorporated under any of the categories in the
summary table are indicated by an asterix. It is also important to note that the
analysis of Question 18 is quoted verbatim, and is not conclusive in respect of this
research study. It rather adds a measure of tangibility to the comments made by
respondents to this question. Despite the small sample of this research, one should
also take cognizance of these replies.
TABLE 7.11 QUESTION 18 - DETAILED CUSTOMER RESPONSES
t'umber ~ (~.162)
1. Poor service in tersm of promptness 14 8.6
2. Number of stafT 29 17.9
3. StafT appearance 1 0.6
4. Bankins Hall • Too small I 0.6
·
Loni queues 25 15.4
·
Trading Hours I 0.6
TV in bankins hall I 0.6
·
Separatecounters (bulk cash pay- 2 1.2
outs, month-ends. the elderly)
S. Privacy 2 1.2
6. Good service in general -12 7.4
7. Accessibility of manallement -2 1.2
8. Knol'ledlle of top manallement 2 1.2
9. Communication to customers -I 0.2
(policies anJ procedures)
10. Sccurity I 0,6
II. Comrnunication between hnnchc\ -hck of I 0.6
12. Trainee ~urr 10 he: aui~lcd al Ihe counter -2 1,2 !
I
TOI.11 replies 97 60
• Exceptions nlll covered in Ihe \umm.1ry uble
TABLE 7.12
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QUESTION 18 - DETAILED STAFF RESPONSES
Item Detail Number Item Ddall Number
1. Equipment Out of d~te 11 10. Motivation Most needed at peak 3
Unreliable limes (month-ends)
Lackof and acknowledge-
Adequate number of ment ofefforts
Off·Line S II. Problem . I
solving
2. New sysrems Resistance 10chanGe due 8 12. Authorlsation Unavailable or 2
10 problems experienced incorrect information
Given
3. Other Inadequate electronic 16 13. Privacy Deuils of the S
equipment scales and sl.11ionery cusromer's account
used for can be ofa sensitive
lellina nature. Private work
duties stations seen IS I
solution
4. BankinG hall Described 15 dull and 2 14. Work Need for higger 4
(Physical uninlerestina. not up 10 environment work stations
facilities) standard compared 10
other hanks.
2. Friendliness SlJff feel they are friendly 7 15.Promllt and 5laff acknowledge 3
efficient their allempts
service
3. Helpfulness Irrespective of lhe 5 16. Auto Response (from 7
request. eoina lhe extra teller suppliers) to provide
mile cards the cardis slow
4. Effectiveness . 1 17. Recruitment Recruit people who 1
enjoy workina with
customers
S. Reliability . 1 18. Smiling I
-
6. Service Faxesand nnhoriution 2 19. Teamwork 5lafT identified these 16
between required (including aspects ascrucial to
branches co-operation. improved customer
communication service
and
respect)
7. Service lime SlJff acknowledge the 4 20. Traininl Sl.1fr need extensive 5
need for quick service (Product lraininl by
knowledge and expeneeced trainers
procedures)
8. Dress and Uniform 1 2I. Flexihility Sl.1fT fed restricted 2
apllCarance in terms of in performing their
equipment and dUlies
deciuon·mak,"~
9. Numller of Inadequate 9 22. Educated Surf fcc: It would 2
suff custnmeu fwlillle llener
unJeul101hng
rrrrrr
TABLE 7.13
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QUESTION 18 - SUl\l~I:\R\' TABLE OFCUSTO~IER A~D STAFF
RESPONSES
Customers Starr
Tangibles Number S-214
I. Equipment • OUI or dale, unreliable, inadequate number. off·line. etc,
40
2. Physical fa,ilitic:s • Banking hall, number of suff,
sUff appearance 63 2
. Privacy JO
Intanglblts
I. ReliabililY . I
2. Responsiveness > Willin,nesslhelpfulness. service time. service between 13 17
bnnches.juto teller card
3. Assurance- Competence, knowledge. courtesy 2 13
4. Empathy- Caring allilude. individual's attitude . .
5.2 Section 2 - Reliability analysis (inferential statistics)
This type of analysis is specific to inferential statistics which involves ".. .the use of
injonnation ona small and generally carefully selected part of a group in order to
make a judgement about some aspect of the entire group. " (Goldman and Weinberg,
1985:2) The Cronbach Alpha analysis indicates the level of significance. In other
words, all the statements which reflect higher value alphas than the values indicated
inTable 7.17 are considered to be significant.
5.2.1 Cronbach Alpha
Cronbach Alpha is an indicator of internal consistence/reliability (discussed in
Chapter 6) and was calculated for all seventeen statements of the customer and staff
responses (refer Tables 7.14 and 7. 15). These alphas were calculated prior to the
rotation exercise of the factor analysis (discussed in paragraph 6.2 of this chapter)
which increased the value of Alpha. Increased alpha values were obtained by
eliminating statements with low item-to-total correlation values (refer Table 7. HI),
When statements P3 and PI6 for the customer performance scale were deleted, alpha
increased to 0.89, and when the same process was applied to the statements of the
importance scale (eliminated 13 - assistance from colleagues), alpha increased to
.940833 (standardised alpha = .951498). The recalculated alpha values of the
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customer data are: considae:d 10 be a verv I!ll\'d indication in the illlcrn:ll rcliabilitv
- ~ .
of the: data. while the staff data revealed a reasonable: internal subrlity. This is
compared to the: accepted norm for internal mbilit)' of data of 0.7.
TABLE 7.1" DETAILED CRO:\BACII ALPHA VAl.l:ES • CljSTO~IERS A:,\()
STAFF (PERFOR~IA:'\CE SCALE)
CUI'omfrs slarr
Cronhach .-\'ph:a ...866 Cronbarh "'pha .. 7.'S
Slandudhfd alpha • J;86 Sl,llldilrdbfd llipha ... Ii IJ
\'arl:ablt ltem-to-toul Alpha Ir Iltnl-lo·lolll .\Iphl ir
correlnlon deleted eorrelnton deleted
PI .640 .8B .::81 ,7:6
P2 .665 .8~ I .435 ,714
P3 .128 .lli -.253 JH
N .465 .8M) .410 ,714
P5 .~20 .8~7 .305 .727
P6 .483 .860 ..:04 .717
P7 .479 .860 .474 .i12
P8 .657 .8~3 .~JO .716
P9 .611 .8SS .S~4 .716
PIO .638 .8~3 .Si3 .708
PII .609 .8S4 .S58 .708
PI2 .605 .8SS .S36 .711
PI3 .S44 .8S6 .486 .709
PI4 .460 .860 .4SI .712
PIS .493 .859 .402 .71S
PI6 .343 .lli .190 ,74)
PI7 .SI8 .8S7 .170 .744
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TABLE 7.15 DETAILED CRONBACH ALPHA VALUES· CUSTO:\IERS AND
STAFF (I~IPORTA!"CE SCALE)
Customes Slarr
Cronbach Alpha - .642 Cronbach Alpha - .926
Slalldardlsed alpa - .886 Standardised alpha • .943
Variable Item-to-tetal Alpha If ltem-rc-total Alpha Ir
correlation deleted correlatlen deleted
11 .248 .628 .474 .926
12 .244 .631 ,S9S .923
13 -.034 zs .126 ,940
14 .370 .613 .S13 .925
IS .3S9 .609 ,S67 .924
16 .426 .599 .763 .919
17 .318 .619 ,81S .918
18 .264 .633 .82S .919
19 .312 .630 ,82S .918
110 .402 .618 .828 .918
111 .430 .612 .807 .918
112 .368 .618 .799 .919
113 .375 .614 .798 .918
114 .378 .610 .683 .920
lIS .212 .632 .743 .919
116 .270 .626 .662 .921
117 .314 .627 .654 .922
TABLE 7.16 DETAILED CRONBACH ALPHA VALUES· REDUCED SET FOR
CUSTOMERS AND STAFF (PERFORMANCE SCALE)
Cuslomers Slarr
Cronbach Alpha • .890 Cronbach Alpha - .940
Standardised alpha • .896 Standardised alpha ••951
Variable Item-to-total Alpha Ir Item-te-total Alpha 1I
correlalion deleted correialion deleted
PI .664 .879 II .486 .941
P2 .695 .878 12 .608 .938
P4 .451 .889 14 's14 .942
P5 .532 .887 15 .545 .942
P6 .480 .887 16 .776 .935
P7 .476 .887 17 .829 .934
P8 .676 .880 18 .834 .935
P9 .620 .882 19 .842 .934
PIO .673 .879 110 .846 .934
PII .632 .881 III .839 .934
PI2 .601 .882 112 .810 .935
PI3 .561 .884 113 .801 .934
PI4 .479 .887 114 .687 .937
PIS .S02 .886 115 I .738 .935PI7 .SOO .887 116 .664 .938117 I .6S6 .939
I
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TABl.E 7.17 SU:\I:\IARY TABLE FOR CRO~BACIIALPHA
Customers Slarr
Perfurmauce Importance Performance Importance
l'l • 0.86 l'l A 0.64 l'l • 0.73 Q ·0.93
5.3 Section 3 - Validity assessment
The aim of assessing the validity of the data is 10 identify the interdependency among
a number of variables (Boyd et al .• 1981:491). One of the methods used to test this
interdependency, is by means of factor analysis which" ... identifies sets ofstatements
whic" result in highly correlated responses. each set representing adifferent factor."
(Boyd et al., 1981 :491) This method was also briefly discussed in Chapter 6.
5.3.1 Factor analysis
Factor analysis was applied to the data, using one of the most frequently used
approaches, namely principal component analysis, where factor 1 represents the best
combination of variables and is also known as the principal factor. The second factor
(or principal component) is ".. .the best linear combination ofvariables for explaining
the variance not accounted for by the first factor. " (Emory and Cooper, 1991 :649)
This process resulted in four factors being identified for the performance scale.
The specific factor loadings of the variables which fall under these four factors, are
detailed in Table 7.18. However, to secure a less ambiguous condition between the
factors and the variables, these variables were rotated by means of the varimax
rotation method, which ensures that .....each variable loads onto as felt) factors as
possible. to (Emory and Cooper, 1991:651) The results of the first rotation. however,
also reflected four factors (Table 7.19), but the loadings were different. The second
rotation reduced the dan to three factors (Table 7.20) and then the data stabilised.
"The objective of reducing a large number of variables to some smaller number by
telling us whicl: bdong toget"~r and whicl: seem to measure ,lte same thing." (Emory
and Cooper. 1991:649)
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The technique of factor analysis requires moving across the: columns in a horizontal
fashion and selecting the highest value (or loading) which ... .is a measure oj how
weil the factor 'fits' tile standardized responses to a statement...• (Boyd et al.,
1981:523). These values are then grouped under the factor that best describes the
group of statements. The results of the second rotation are then used to apply and
interpret the factor analysis. This information is detailed in tables 7.21, 7.22 and
7.23 and is interjected by the discussion of the interpretation of each factor. No
summary table has been prepared for this part of section 3, based on the fact that the
significant statements have been underlined and detailed in subsequent tables.
TABLE 7.18 UNROTATED FACTOR ANALYSIS· CUSTOMERS
(pERFORMANCE SCALE)
Faclor loadIn!:!
Variable Factor 1 Faeter 2 Faclor J Factor 4
PI
.ill -.256 -.m .259
P2
.2il -.187 -.150 .027
P3 .143
.ill .045 .066
P4 .ill .045 .380 .287
P5 J.2§ -.202 .216 -.027
P6 .sss .262 -.216
.m
P7
.ill .407 -.318 -.272
P8
.ill -.079 .010 -.213
P9 M! .122 .314 -.433
PIO m -.238 .118 -.256
PII JQi -.306 .161 -.162
PI2
.ill .081 -.028 .125
P13
.ill -.162 -.107 .492
PI4 J.!Q .016 -.480 .182
PIS
.ill .137 -.368 -.151
PI6 .376 .334 .422
.l!Q.
PI7
.ill .283 .231 -.067
Expl. Var 6.360 1.230 1.130 1.030
Prp.Tod .374 .0720 .066 .060
TABLE 7.19
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VARI~IAX ROTATED FACTOR ANALYSIS (lS'O
CL'STO~IERS (pERFOR.\IA:\CE SCALE)
"aclor IOildlnes
VlIriable Factor I .'llclor 1 .'lIclor J .'ilclor .-
PI A08 .122 .102 ~
P2 .S1" .().I I .2S3 ..1H
P3 ·1~8 "'~6 m ,.133
N .ns
.ill -.~8 .276
P5 J..M .189 .003 .276
P6 .15" .211
.ill .3:55
P7 .238 .().I6 2ll .111
PS &!.! .079 .313 .282
P9 J!f1 .258 J .... -.085
PIO
.ill ,038 .161 .260
PII
.ill .065 ,~9 .308
PI2 ,m .283 .304
...:!ll
PI3 .190 .264 .039 ,747
PI4 ,08~ -.().IS .422 ,607
PIS ,27S -.062 sa .319
PI6 ,101
.lli .035 .142
PI7 ,412
.ill .328 .633
E~rl. Var lSH I.S85 2.040 2.581
Prp,TOII ,208 .093 .120 .151
TABLE 7.20 VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR ANALYSIS (2ND)
CUSTOMERS (PERFORMANCE SCALE)
Faclor loadlnp (Varlmax normalised)
\'arl2ble Factor I Factor .2 Factor 3
PI .386 .168 ..1Q2
P2 .458 .282 ~
P4 ~ .086 .224
PS .ill .042 .314
P6 .169
.ill .277
P7 .165 .792 .070
P8 J.M .368 .302
P9 .ill 0414 -.095
PIO ~ .186 .305
PII ,6117 .082 .368
PI2 .426 .290 ..±!l
PI3 .248 .120 .1..ll
PI" ·.002 .4M7 ~h7
PIS ,IH ~ .318
PI? .481 ,492 ·.008
['pl. \'ar 3.4118 2)69 2560 J
rrp. Tolal ,232 .1" .\70 i
.J
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Interpreting the meaning of the factor loadings M .. • is largt'ly subjeaive. It is til this point
that factor analysis becomes interpretational." (Emory and Cooper, 1991:651) The
interpretation is therfore based on the viewpoint of the researcher which has been interpreted
in the context of this study.
TABLE 7.21 STATE~IENTS RELATING TO l"ACTOR 1
Factor I Empalh)'
SUIemenl4 Tillie (worktoad- have: enough lillie: 10 do the \lork)
Sutemem S Empowennen: (1lIIle: Iheir own decisilllU)
SI<alCllIelll 8 Trust (serve CUllome:n in a confidentill manner)
Sutemem 9 Re'J1eCl (11\\'.)'5 Ireal customers wuh respecl)
Sutemem 10 E/Ill'uhy (treat customers with undersundine 101.1 honest fe:dines)
Sutement 11 Individual (Irel1 customers IS individu.ls with re~:lJds 10 Iheir specific needs.
I.1kin& into account their circumsunces .nd dealing with those circumsunces on meru)
The group of statements which fall under factor I, can best be described by the label
empathy. It refers to the altitude of staff towards the customers in the service encounter and
also describes the feelings the customer experiences of the staff members.
TABLE 7.22 STATEMENTS RELATING TO FACTOR 2
factor 2 Professional performance
SUIemenl6 Professioll1l'PfICuance (neatly dressed and well-groomed)
Sutement ? Act professionally when serving eunomers (no ealina. drinkina or smokina when servina
SUlemenl 15 customen)
One-step bankina (recei"ina deposit. £ivina ~alances. issuin£ of satements)
The second group of statements can be best described in terms of the professionalism of staff
with regard to their work and appearance. It is also called (or labelled) their professional
performance.
TABLE 7.23
27..
STATE~IE~TS RELATI~G TO FACTOR 3
faClor 3 I-:rnplo,u knoltltdlt lind lability
SUtclllcnl 1 VOIlclSunJ ( understand the products ~nJ servicesuf the 11411k)
SWCII\CIII 2 Tuined (fully luincd 10 dc:~1 dfeclil'c1y II ilh CUUUIl1C:rs)
Sutemem 13 Response (do the u~k required of them immedl.llc:ly)
Sutemem 14 Competence (lCquc~t Ihe CU~IOIlIe:n to 'lie: informatiun ~Iltlul themselves 1'"1)' once)
The last group of statements that loaded to a factor (refer Table 7.23) refers to the knowledge
of the staff and the ability they display in applying that knowledge. This group is labelled
employee knowledge and ahlllty,
The process of factor analysis was also applied to the staff data which originally resulted in
6 factors, However, when rotating the data twice, different factors were identified every
time. Due to a low stability in the reliability analysis (see paragraph 5), the factor analysis
of the staff responses proved unsuccessful. The continuous rotation of the data after the
alpha was deleted resulted in an insignificant number of factors (8) compared to the number
of statements (17).
TABLE 7.24 ROTATED FACTOR ANALYSIS - STAFF
(L'IPORTANCE SCALE)
Factor loadlncs (nrlmax normalised)
Variable Factor I Factor1 Faclor3 FaClor. Factor 5 Faclor 6
II ~ .138 -,128 .182 ,145 -.093
12 -.018 .149 ·.137 -.072
.ill .294
13 ·.040 ·.094 m -.267 .194 -.128
14 .311
.ill -.073 .003 .246 .29H
L5 .329 .217 .224 -.116 m -.IS7
16 -.002
.ill .190 .086 .220 .124
n .083 J.2.i .020 .404 .165 -.021
18 .163 .029 -.066 .337 .on su
19
.ill .031 .ISO -.1S6 -.139 .362
/10 .!Ql .OS4 .076 .067 .092 .091
/II ~ .027 .435 -.007 .on .320
112 .319 ·.277 .m .111 m .408
113 .003 .321 .1~6 -.027 .127 .ill
/14 .085 .Z45 ~ -.154 ,013 .141
lIS .OR2 .059 .389 .1U .034 .083
116 ·()SO) .072
.12.! .163 ·.014 -.089
/17 .m m .m -.192 -m .170
E'r' \'" \.QqR 1.9(,0 1819 1.3~9 1.427 \.647
rrr. Tnll .117 .11 S 107 079 OR~ 0.969
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5.3.2 EIJ.:cn values
An eigen value is a type ofoutput measure which CJn be used .....toindicate how well
aJl ofthe itiemijiecJfactors fit the response claw from (1// thestatements ." (Boyd et al.,
1981:525) The eigen values are then divided by the number ofstatements used in the
factor analysis, which gives It •• • the proponlon of the variance in the entire set of
standardized response scores which is exptained by that factor." (Boyd I!t til .•
1981:525) The following paragraphs detail the iuterprerarion of the eigen values of
the customer responses. No eigen values were calculated for the staff responses due
10 the fact that no factor analysis was done.
TAULI': 7.25 EIGEN VALUES .. CUSTOMER DATA (PERFOR~IANCE SCALE)
ElEen "alurs
\'lIlu. 1-:IEen \'IIlu. ':\ lotal Cumullith. Cumulatlv.
'·arlane. ElEen \'Ilu. ".Co
I ~ llill 6.360 37.413
2 1.230 7.240 7.S91 44.6S4
) 1.130 6.649 8.721 51.304
4 1.030 6.061 9.752 57,365
The four factors identified on this scale indicated that factor 1 has the highest eigen value of
6.360, which explains the major part of the variance (37.4%). The subsequent factors (2,
3 and 4)explain the remainder of the variance, but 10 a lesser degree than factor 1. All four
factors thus explained 57% of the total variables.
TABLE 7.26 EIGEN VALUES .. CUSTOMER DATA (IMPORTANCE SCALE)
fJcen \'alues
\'.Iul FJlen 'alul '" 10lal Cumulath. CunlulAth.
".rlanel Deen \"IIUI
'*
I UU u.m ),712 2U131
2 I.S58 9,167 5,271 )1.006
) 1.4&8 1.7S7 6.159 39.763
4 1306 7.6M 8 ()(.06 47..&.&9
5 1.107 651: 9,17) H,Q61
6 (0)9 611~ 10H) !.{l.QU
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The six factors identified on this scale also indicated that factor 1 had the: highest
eigen value (3.712) of all six factors, of which the total of these factors explained
60% of the variables. In other words, different statements loaded to different factors
all the time, and no best fit could be established. The data for this analysis are
therefore not displayed. Factors 2 to 6 all range between eigen values of more than
I, but less than 2, which again highlights the high eigen value of factor 1 compared
to the other five factors.
Overall, the data revealed a high internalconsistency amongst the performance ratings
by customers (0 =0.86), whilst a relatively low internal consistency regarding the
importance ratings by customers (0 =0.64) were found. The opposite findings were
noted with the staff's ratings of themselves (that is high internal consistency regarding
the importance ratings ofservice delivery and low internal consistency regarding the
performance ratings of service delivery). One can thus deduce that staff cannot rate
their own performance objectively, which analysis would have to be done by their
supervisor(s).
5.4 Cross-tabulation
Cross-tabulations were done for the responses of customers and staff for both the
performance and importance scales. The variables which were used were the
language group, the race group and the time group. These calculations are detailed
in Tables 7.27, 7.28 and 7.29.
TABU'; 7.27 CROSS-TABULATION: CUSTOMER RESPONSES BY LANGUAGE GROUP (PERFORMANCE SCALE)
l.oma:ual:c PI P2 P3 N PS P6 P7 P8 P9 1'10 I'll 1'12 1'13 1'14 PIS 1'16 1'17
I 1.730 1.692 3.038 1.93S 2.692 1.346 1.192 1.500 1.3S8 1.6S3 1.667 1.294 1.730 1.654 1.461 2.730 1.5!i9
2 1.~66 1.266 2.933 1.333 1.533 1.333 1.133 1.066 1.133 1.200 1.133 1.066 1.266 1.533 1.400 2.666 1.333
3 1.333 1.333 3.083 1.666 1.791 1.208 1.291 1.291 1.208 1.291 1.292 1.458 1.833 1.375 1.375 2.791 1.416
'"
1.523 1.500 2.928 1.666 1.880 1.214 1.333 1.285 1.333 1.476 1.357 1.452 2.023 1.452 1.571 2.119 1.952
S 2.333 2.000 3.000 3.333 3.000 1.000 1.000 1.666 2.000 1.333 2.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 3.000 1.333
All Jtroup$ I.S86 I.SSS 3.006 1.796 2.246 1.283 1.234 1.376 1.320 1.506 1.487 1.333 1.76S 1.537 1.462 2.580 1.629
TABLE 7.28 CROSS-TABULATION: CUSTOMER RESPONSES BY RACE GROUP (PERFOIL'IA.~CESCALE)
H..ce PI 1'2 P3 N PS P6 P7 P8 P9 1'10 I'll 1'12 1'13 1'14 PIS 1'16 1'17
I 1.452 1.397 3.0-110 1.657 1.835 1.178 1.273 1.273 1.260 1.383 1.287 1.424 1.876 1.424 1.534 2.383 1.712
2 1.696 1.685 2.977 1.910 2.584 1.370 1.202 1.460 1.370 1.606 1.6S1 1.258 1.674 1.629 1.404 2.741 1.561
All j.':ruuJ'$ 1.586 I.S5S 3.006 1.796 2.246 1.283 1.234 1.376 1.320 1.506 1.487 1.333 1.765 1.537 1,462 !SSO I .(J~'J
TABLE 7.29 CROSS-TABULATION: CUSTOMER RESPONSES BY TIME GROUI» (PERl'ORMANCE SCALE)
Tunc PI P2 P3 N PS P6 P7 P8 P9 1'10 I'll 1'12 1'13 1'14 PIS 1'16 1'17
I 1.650 1.400 2.650 1.900 2.550 1.250 1.050 1.250 1.300 1.500 1.500 1.200 2.050 1.500 1.350 1.800 1.650
2 1.848 1.696 3.151 1.757 2.333 1.333 1.242 1.454 I.54S 1.606 1.424 1.7S7 1.939 1.545 1.333 3.030 1.787
3 1.414 1.463 3.S8S 2.097 2.19S 1.243 1.219 1.341 1.36S 1.487 1.512 1.317 1.682 1.609 1.512 2.658 1.707
"
I.SSS I.S18 2.296 1.703 2.222 1.222 1.296 1.444 1.222 1.666 I.S55 1.111 1.666 1.555 1.518 2.703 1.629
S I.S36 1.63-4 2.951 1.536 2.097 1.341 1.292 1.365 1.170 1.341 1.463 1.219 1.634 1.463 1.536 2.439 1.414
All group1 1.586 1.55S 3.006 1.796 2.246 1.283 1.238 1.376 1.320 1.506 1.487 1.333 1.765 1.537 1.462 2.580 1.629
I""
-...J
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TABLE 7.30 CROSS·TABULATION: CUSTOMER RESPONSES BY LANGUAGE GROUP (L\IPORTANCE SCALE)
un,:u:.I.:e II 12 n 14 l.5 16 17 18 19 110 III 112 113 114 115 116 117
I 1.115 1.076 2.897 1.230 1.743 1.269 1.128 1.025 1.064 1.217 1.230 1.230 1.243 1.320 1.243 1.153 1.064
2 1.066 1.133 2.666 1.266 1.333 1.333 1.200 1.266 1.133 1.133 1.133 1.133 1.200 1.266 1.133 1.066 1.066
3 1.083 1.000 2.083 1.208 1.250 1.041 1.250 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0·'1 1.0,'1 1.041 1.125 1.291 1.000 1.000
4 1.190 1.166 1.761 1.142 1.261 1.428 1.261 1.119 1.047 1.071 1.071 1.071 1.166 1.095 1.333 1.214 1.095
S 1.000 1.000 3.666 1.333 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.333 1.333 1.333 2.000 1.333 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Alleruu~ 1.123 1.092 2.475 1.209 1.493 1.277 1.166 1.049 1.061 1.141 1.166 1.154 1.185 1.222 1.259 1.135 1.061
TABLE 7.31 CROSS-TABULATION: CUSTOMER RESPONSES BY RACE GROUP (11\IPORTA.,,"CE SCALE)
Race 11 U 0 J4 IS 16 17 18 19 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117
I 1.082 1.068 2.000 1.164 1.219 1.260 1.232 1.054 1.041 1.041 1.095 1.068 1.150 1.095 1.315 1.123 1.0S4
2 1.157 1.112 2.865 1.247 1.719 1.292 1.112 1.044 1.078 1.224 1.224 1.224 1.213 1.325 1.213 1.146 1.067 ~
fo'<'
All I:'''U~ 1.123 1.092 2.475 1.209 1.493 1.277 1.166 1.049 1.061 1.141 1.166 1.154 1.185 1.222 1.:!S9 1.135 I.()(,I
TABLE 7.32 CROSS-TABULATION: CUSTOMER RESPONSES TIME GROUP (L'IPORTAJ~CESCALE)
Tune 11 12 0 14 IS 16 17 18 19 110 III 112 113 114 115 116 117
I 1.200 1.100 2.350 1.250 1.500 1.400 1.300 1.000 1.050 1.250 1.200 1.100 1.250 1.150 1.450 1.100 1.150
:! 1.000 1.000 :!.727 1.121 1.151 1.333 1.151 1.030 1.030 1.060 1.121 1.030 1.151 1.303 1.242 1.242 1.121
3 1.097 1.121 2.560 1.121 1.487 1.268 1.243 1.048 1.048 1.121 1.195 1.146 1.024 1.024 1.268 1.048 1.024
4 1.074 1.037 2.037 1.259 1.666 1.222 1.111 1.074 1.111 1.148 1.148 1.185 1.148 1.333 1.148 1.148 1.037
5 1.2·0 1.170 2.536 1.317 1.658 1.219 1.073 1.073 1.073 1.170 1.170 1.268 1.365 1.317 1.243 1.146 1.024
AlJgfl>uJ!1 1.123 1.092 2.475 1.209 1.493 1.271 1.166 1.049 1.061 1.141 1.166 1.154 1.185 1.222 1.259 1.135 1.1)61
TABLE 7.33 CROSS-TABULATION: STAFF RESPONSES BY LANGUAGE GROUP (PERFOIt\IA1\CE SCALE)
l.anll:u:llI:e PI P2 P3 Pol PS P6 P7 P8 P9 PIO PII PI2 PI3 1'14 PIS PI(, J'I7
I :!.30.:! 1.521 3.471 2.385 3.119 1.440 1.357 1.211 1.155 1.376 1.339 1.321 1.614 1.844 1.788 3.357 3.642
:! :!.-I66 1.466 3.383 2.716 2.6SO 1.466 1.483 1.233 1.266 1.5SO 1.416 1.400 1.500 1.766 1.466 3.116 3.350
3 1.789 1.368 3.(XX) 2.473 3.263 1.263 1.105 1.052 I.(XX) 1.105 1.157 1.157 1.210 1.736 1.789 3.842 4.000
4 2.095 1.333 3.476 2.761 2.857 l.S71 1.761 1.142 1.142 1.285 1.333 1.190 1.761 2.000 1.952 4.000 3.476
5 3.000 1.600 4.200 1.400 2.800 1.400 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.200 1.400 1.400 2.800 3.~OO
All g'''ul'!' :!.:!99 1.476 3.425 2.SOO 1.967 1.443 1.401 1.191 1.168 1.383 1.336 1.308 1.551 1.817 I. 70S 3..lX3 351.5
TABLE 7.34 CROSS-TABULATION: STAFF RESPONSES BY LANGUAGE GROUP (lMPORTAl';CE SCALE)
unRuOiRe 11 12 0 14 IS 16 17 18 19 110 III 112 113 114 lIS 116 117
I 1.S04 1.238 lOU I.s50 2.009 1.302 1.220 1.192 1.211 1.247 1.266 1.247 1.394 1.495 1.440 1.422 1.·01
2 1.733 1.250 2.550 1.900 1.750 1.283 1.266 1.1SO 1.200 1.333 1.266 1.266 1.2SO LSI6 1.366 LSD 1.550
3 1.631 1.157 2.736 2.210 2.473 1.210 1.263 1.263 1.210 1.315 1.263 1.315 1.368 1.789 1.736 2.157 :!.736
4 1.571 1.33) 3.238 1.904 2.428 1.142 1.428 1.142 1.095 1.190 1.095 1.00S 1.428 1.333 1.513 1.285 1.l(~7
5 1.800 1.800 4.100 1.000 1.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.400 1.400 1.200 1.400
All lruuJ'!' 1.593 1.257 1.925 1.728 1.009 1.266 1.252 1.177 1.191 1.266 1.242 1.238 1.345 1.509 1.453 1.59!! 1.621
TABLE 7.35 CROSS-TABULATION: STAFF RESPONSES BY TI1\IE GROUP (PERFORMANCE SCALE)
Tun~ PI P2 PJ P4 PS P6 P7 P8 P9 PIO PII PI2 PI3 PI4 PIS 1>16 P17
I 2ASl I.S82 3.296 2.274 3.28S 1.5OS 1.373 1.164 1.00S 1.296 1.28S 1.28S I.S93 1.846 1.714 3.175 3.3111
2 2.0S3 1.428 3.428 2.630 2.738 1.392 1.428 1.214 1.214 1.440 1.380 1.321 1.559 1.833 1.738 3.726 3.916
3 2.2~0 1.320 3.760 2.680 2.600 1.280 1.480 1.240 10400 1.560 1.400 1.360 1.520 1.840 1.600 3.320 3.280
4 2.272 1.363 3.727 3.000 3.090 1.636 1.363 1.181 1.181 1.272 1.272 1.363 1.363 1.636 1.818 2.636 3.454
S 3.333 1.333 3.333 2.333 2.333 1.666 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.333 1.333 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 3.333 4()(X)
All groups 2..299 1."76 J.·U5 2.SOO 2.967 1.443 1.401 1.191 1.168 1.383 1.336 1.308 I.SSI 1.817 1.70S J..l83 3565
TABLE 7.36 CROSS-TABULATION: STAFF RESPONSES BY TL"\tE GROUP (L'\IPORTA1"lCE SCALE)
I..J
oe
o
T1mc II 12 0 14 I.S 16 I7 18 19 110 III 112 113 114 115 116 117
I 1.516 1.252 2.956 1.549 2.087 1.373 1.285 1.186 1.175 1.285 1.252 1.241 1.307 1.549 1.417 1.516 1.560
2 1.6012 1.250 2.976 1.833 1.964 1.178 1.238 1.190 1.214 1.261 1.238 1.250 1.416 r.soo 1.464 1.738 1.7:!6 I
3 l.SbO 1.280 2.720 1.760 2.000 1.240 1.240 1.200 1.240 1.320 1.320 1.240 1.440 I.S20 1.600 1.680 I.no
4 1.909 1.090 2.727 2.272 1.818 1.181 1.181 1.000 1.090 1.090 1.090 1.181 1.000 1.363 1.363 1.090 I.O'JO
S I. t.t>6 2 (lOU 3.IlOO 2.000 1.666 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.333 1.333 I .(,(,(,
Allgruu~ 1.593 1.157 2.925 1.728 2.009 1.266 1.152 I.In 1.191 1.266 1.242 1.238 1.345 1.509 1.453 1.598 l.tl21
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~.5 Section 4 - Tests for significance
The last section ofthe findings of the research covers the tests for significance. Two
tests were conducted, that is analysis of variance or ANOVA and Pearson's chi-
square. These are the type of tests 10 which statistical inferences apply in that ".. .it
allows us to reason/rom evidence foundin the sample to conclusions we wish to make
about the population: (Emory and Cooper, 1991:519)
5.5.1 A~OVA
Anova basically "...compares tile variation between population means with the
variation within populations. It (Malik and Mullen, 1975:321) "In atwo-way ANOVA,
(he data are classified on the basis of t\\'o. generally qualitative independent
variables. It (Goldman and Weinberg, 1985:514) It means that the values of the
statements of the performance and importance scales of the customer and staff
respondents were compared. "A majoradvantage ofincorporating both independent
variables into a single experiment is that we can investigate the interaction between
the MO variables." (Goldman & Weinberg, 1985:515) According to Malik and
Mullen (1975:329) "...we can also measure the effects oj combinations of the MO
factors acting together. "
The p-value is compared to the value of .05 level of significance. Values of less than
.05 are considered to be statistically significant from otherstatements and these values
are set out in the format of a detailed table followed by a summary table. Below are
a series of tables in which various ANOVA calculations have been made.
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TABLE 7.37 DETAILED A~OVA: 8RA~CII VARIABLE
Performance Importance
Variable p value Variable p Value
PI .059 II .093
P2 .052 12 .743
1'3 .QQ;! 13 ,000
Pol .387 14 .091
PS Jill 15 ,001
1'6 .462 16 .327
1'7 .576 17
..!lU
1'8 .768 18 .459
P9 .134 19 ,433
1'10 ,430 110 .202
I'll .179 III ..QQQ
1'12 .911 112 ,000
1'13 .760 113 .QQQ
1'14 .298 114 .QQQ
PIS .885 115 .226
1'16 ,004 116 .531
1'17 .188 117 .302
In Table 7.37, the ANOVA was calculated for the responses between branches. The
underlined values indicate the statements which are considered to be significant because
they are smaller than p = 0.05. The underlined values indicate significance (p value <
.05). It is, therefore, apparent that there are more variables that indicate significance on
both scales, than there would be if the scales were to be calculated separately.
TABLE 7.38 SUl\1MARY ANOVA: BRANCH VARIABLE
Customers
Detail Performancel
Importance
Assistance P3/13
Empowerment P5/15
Act professionally 17
Treat as individuals III
Friendly 112
Response time 113
Information once 114
Enough tellers PI6
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TABLE 7.39 DETAILED ANOVA: CliSTO~IER VS STAFF RESPO:\SES
Performance Imporlance
Variable p Variable p
PI Q..QQQ II QJlQQ
P2 0.4/7 /2 0.014
P3 0.004 13 0.002
N Q.&QQ /4 Q.QQQ
PS Q.&QQ 15 0.000
P6 Q.Qi2 /6 0.884
P7 0042 /7 0.2S0
PS O.OOR /8 QJlli!
1'9 Qill.Q /9 OW2
PIO 0.138 110 0.064
PII 0.082 III 0.241
PI2 0.745 112 0.206
PI3 M:!1 113 Q.Qll
PI4 !1QM 114 Q.QQQ
PIS Q.ill /IS Mll
PI6 Q.QQQ /16 MOO
PI7 2m2 117 MQQ
In Table 7.39, ANOVA was calculated for the responses of customers compared with
those to of the staff. The values underlined also indicate significance (p < .05).
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TABLE 7.40 DETAILED A~OVA: CO:\IPARISO~ OF LA~GUAGEtTI:\IE AND
RACE VARIABLES (CUSTO~IERS PERFOR:\IANCE AND
I:\JPORTANCE SCALES)
ANOVA
~larked crfecls are slgnincanllll p < .05000
Performance(1') Importance (I)
Px I' x Time I' x Race I x I x Time I x Race
l.allgullge l.llngulIge
p p p p p P
PI .098 .359 .091 II .859 .256 .338
"2 .314 .769 .063 12 .441 ,303 .4S0
P3 .992 ~ .783 13 .QQQ .420 ,001
N ,036 .244 .158 14 .891 .394 .322
P5 .QQQ .m .QQQ IS JllQ .100 ,001
P6 .770 ,938 .085 16 .247 .861 .770
P7 .778 .782 .5337 17 .450 .506 .173
P8 .262 .899 .141 18 .041 .797 .799
P9 .510 .m .405 19 .143 .750 .326
PIO .246 .614 ,113 110 .052 .447 ,001
I'll ,110 .987
.ill III ..QQl .946 .052
PI2 .430
.Qll .191 112 .173 ,182 .Ql2
PI3 .157 .561 .259 113 .453 .m .417
1'14 .577 .975 .192 114 .242 .096 .au
PIS .793 .830 .362 115 .761 .587 .297
1'16 .285 .081 .149 116 .419 .511 .758
1'17 .212 .663 .391 117 .816 .379 .796
TABLE 7.41 SUMMARY ANOVA: COMPARISON OF LANGUAGE, TIl\fE M1l
RACE VARIABLES (CUSTOl\IERS PERFORMANCE AND
L\tPORTANCE SCALES)
Performance(P) 1mportanee (I)
P x LarlluaCe P x11me P x Rare I x Lall£Ulce I x11me Ix Race
P3113 A!lillanee A!lillanee Assistance
P4 Workload
PM' Empowcnncnl EmpoVoenncm Emrowcnncnt Empowemwnl
110 Emralhy
III Treat II Trulu
h,.lI..kJUAI, in.ll..duAI,
P12'1Il Fntn.lly
113 RClIION RCiron.!
imrooh'ltly Immcdl.alely
114 In("rmal"," ....1Il1 InfNTTUIlC'n a~'
lllc In.! i ..ldual It>c ,nd,.. lduAlnnee
nnee
TIle same cxccrcisc performed for the customers (Table 7.40) was done for staff (Table
7,42), except for the race variable. This variable was excluded due to the low
representation of non-White staff respondents.
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TABLE 7,.$2 DETAILED A:\OVA: CO:\IPARISO~ OF LA:\Gl'AGE, TI:\IE AND
RACE VARIABLES (STAFF PEnFORMA~CE AND
IMPORTANCE SCALES)
ANOVA
~farked eITects lire sll:nlncanl al p < .o~ooo
Performance (P) Importance (I)
P x Lan£ua£e I' x Thne I x Llln&IlUCt I x Time
p p p P
PI .029 .02-1 .692 .76-1
1'2 .877 .639 .S74 .S32
P3 .447 .:\81 .030 .924
P4 .214 .311 .0-12 .236
PS .220 .o-o .07S .912
P6 .836 .630 .849 .545
P7 .076 .890 .799 .968
P8 .6S9 .92-1 .942 .919
P9 .316 .0-19 .941 .960
1'10 .090 .4S2 .860 .904
I'll .575 .908 .820 .900
1'12 .454 .918 .823 .984
1'13 .281 .787 .716 .506
1'14 .725 .619 .628 .851
PIS .284 .799 .669 .926
1'16 .070 .046 .008 .466
1'17 .409 .048 .001 .621
TABLE 7.43 SUl\IMARY TABLE ANOVA: CO:\IPARISON OF LANGUAGE,
Tl1\fE AND RACE VARIABLES (STAFF PERFORMANCE AND
ThfPORTANCE SCALES)
Performance (P) Importance (I)
P x Laneu1ee P x TIme I x Lllna:u1ee I x Time
PI Understand the Understand the
-hank '5 products hank's products
13 Assistance
14 Workload
1'5 EmJlOwerment
P9 Respecl
1'16 Enouah tellers Enou,h lelltn
1'17:117 Equirmcnt in v.·orLin~ I:~ulrnlc:nl rn v.·or~in~
Ilrdt'r ('rda
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:;..s.2 Pearson's Chi-square
According to Spiege! (1972:201), the: chi-square is ·".a measure If discrepancy
exisTing between observed and expectedfrequencies ..;". Therefore one can detect the
extent of discrepancies by looking at the chi-square value. The larger Ihe chi-square
value, "the greater is the discrepancy between observed and expected frequencies. "
(Spiegel, 1972:201)
Pearson's Chi-square is a also a non-parametric lest which is •...appropriate for
situations in which a test for differences between samples is required." (Emory and
Cooper, 1991:540) Wonnnacot and Wonnacot (1990:551) refers 10 it as the
•...overall measure of deviation... ". The calculations of the variables for the chi-
square were done at a statistical level of 5% (refer Table 7.44), In other words, the
p value (or the probability that the differences between the values are due to random
error) indicates with a 95% certainty that these values fall within the confidence level.
TIle Pearson Chi-square tests the dependency of the data in respect of the variables.
It is a very powerful test for the homogeneity of the data that is there is no difference
in the answers for the specific group tested,
TABLE 7.44 PEARSON'S CIII-SQUARE
[}tIm. or
Variable Pearson'. freedom p Peanon'. Delree. of pChi-square (dr) Chl-tquare freedom (dt)
PI 71.384 df-4 p-,OOO 37,139 dr-S p-.OOO
P3 14.063 df-4 p-.OOO 16.941 dr-S p-.OOS
P4 29.262 df-4 p-.OO7 27.800 dr-S p-.OOO
PS 30.67S dr-4 p-.OOO 21.731 dr-S p-.OOI
PI6 30.660 df-4 p-.OOO 21.284 dr-S p-.OOI
PI7 149.77 df-4 p-.OOO 28.087 dr-S p-.OOO
The fact that the factor analysis proved inconclusive for the staff data. resulted in the
researcher considering the critical clements identified by staff to be essential in their
performance. The statements selected forunder this purpose were statements I. 3,4,
5. 16 and 17. and the mean values were used. The Pearson Chl-square was then
applied 10 check the statistical significance of these statements, All the statements,
except statement 3, proved statistically significant, although statement 3 proved 10 be
significant at a 90% level compared to 95'1 ~ignificance of the other statements.
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By performing the same exercise with the data recorded on the importance scales, the
same statements were identified which reiterates what has been highlighted with the
ANOVA analysis (that is statements 1, 3, 4, 5, 16 and 17 which proved to be
statistically significant). The extent to which these statements differ. also provides
an interesting analysis. It appears that. with the exception of statement P4114
(workload). all the other statements on the importance scale indicated higher p-values
than their corresponding statements on the performance scale. From this, one can say
that the statements of the performance scale are more significant even though the
difference between the p-values is very small.
6. CONCLUSION
Chapter 7 contains the analysis of statistical calculations in the research phase.
Overall the findings of the research proved valuable in terms of reliability. validity
and significance. The descriptive statistics also added information about the
characteristics of the sample. Chapter 8, which is also the last chapter of this
dissertation contains the conclusions and recommendations of this study.
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CO~CLUSIO~S Al';D RECO~I~IE~DATIO~S
1. INTRODUCTION
The last chapter of this study summarises the results of the research phase detailed
in Chapter 7 and follows more or less the same format of discussion. Thereafter, the
reasons for and the plans made to overcome the shortcomings of this study are
discussed. followed by the applications for management and suggestions for future
research.
2. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING TilE FINDINGS OF TilE RESEARCH
The conclusions of each of the results of the four sections (including the cross-
tabulations) of the empirical phase are set out below.
2.1 Conclusions regarding the descrtptlve statistics
2.1.1 Mean and standard deviation
Based on the criteria used for these calculations, the analysis of the results of the
mean and standard deviation (Tables 7.2 and 7.3) revealed that the majority of
respondents agreed with the statements (refer Table 7.I) put to them. Generally
speaking. staff highlighted more statements reflecting values higher than 1 for both
scales. compared to customers. In other words, staff indicated their disagreement
with more statements than did customers (refer Table 7.4). This phenomenon can be
ascribed to the fact that staff rated their own performance very subjectively (also refer
to paragraph 5.3.2, Chapter 7). The exceptions are statements which reflected a
mean value of more than 2 or more than 3.
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• Performance
The performance of staff in terms of their product knowledge, assistance from
colleagues, empowerment to make decisions, enough tellers and equipment in working
order were the statements selected, using the criteria described 'IOOve.
Where higher values than 1 appeared on the 5·poinr Likert scale it indicated that the
respondents did not agree very strongly with these statements. Remember. these
statements were all stated in II positive manner and an aspect such as product
knowledge in terms of their performance meant thou staffdid not fully understand the
bank's products and services offered to customers. Staff. on the other hand. agreed
that they did not have the product knowledge required to be able to serve customers.
Product knowledge instills confidence, which enables staffmembers to appear more
confident in the service encounter. It also equips them better to handle objections.
The need for product knowledge emphasizes the need for training, how and when
staff arc trained and what training encompasses.
The continuous assistance which staff require from their colleagues has also been
indicated as an exception. Staff do not want to think that they have to depend on all
their colleagues all the time, neither can customers be expected to tolerate such
action, The other issues which fall under the criteria of having mean values of more
than 2 or more than 3 regarding the staff, are empowerment of staff, whether there
are enough tellers and whether the equipment is always in working order.
Staff want to, and desperately need to be empowered to make their own decisions.
"Th« person who interfaces directly witha customer mustbe able and willing (without
fear of recrimination from management) to respond efJectil'el)' to a customer and
tlltrtfore have the discretion to make a decision in that customer's fll\'OIIT. whatever
tilt circumstance,' (Freemantle, 1993:43) Both customers and staff experience
frustration because ofthe apparent incompetence of sraff (0 make decisions which not
only pertain (0 the individual staff member but also reflect on the inability of the
organisation (0 empower its employees. TIle role of Maff is therefore restricted to
that of operations and order takers, while the judgement exercised in meeting
individual customer needs and discrerion (10customer dealings is usually reserved for
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managers and supervisors (Lovelock, 1991 :30). Please: note: that empowerment in the
context of this study refers to giving employees (at lower levels such as frontline
supervision and their staff) the authority and responsibility to make decisions.
Staff shortages (enough tellers) in general have always created frustration in any
service situation, and it is no different in this type of service encounter. From the
point of view of the service provider, it is a question of recruiting the optimum level
of staff are highly productive. Apart from the problems of a healthy bouom line for
the: shareholders and the availability of recruitable staff, customers and staff
experience the extent to which the principle of high productivity, minimum staff
complement is enforced.
The operational capability of the equipment used by staff also appear to be a cause
for concern for staff. When the equipment is out of order or slow, staff have to
explain this to customers who do not always understand. It is inconvenient for
customers to wait or tocome back later to finalise their transactions and staff having
to employ temporary measures until the equipment becomes operational.
• Importance scale
Of all the issues mentioned above, only two were indicated as exceptions on the
importance scale. Staff indicated that it is not that important if they have to depend
on their fellow staff members, that is assistance from colleagues. The other exception
mentioned by staff is the workload, that is adequate time to do their work. In other
words, staff did not think it was important that their workload could impact on the
service they provide tocustomers.
2.1.2 Frequency tables
• Performance
In addition to the basis on which the other statements were selected, namely where
the scale value other than 1 or 2 on the Liken scale was marked, another criterion
was added, where the order of the scale value ranked on the Liken scale is reversed
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(refer statement 3. Table 7.7). This statement reflects the value 5 (strongly disagree)
as the statement marked by mort: respondents than the values 1 (strongly agree), 2.
3 or 4 .
Taking this into account, the following aspects were noted regarding staff
performance:
•
•
•
•
•
product knowledge (understand the hank's products and service);
nsslstnnce from colleagues (the ability 10 npply their product knowledge);
empowerment (they are free 10 make their own decisions);
adequate staff (there is enough tellers and enquiry staff); and
working equipment (i.e. the equipment is always in working order).
Having discussed the statements above, it is necessary 10 duplicate the discussion in
this section in detail. However, the reverse frequency rating of statement 3 needs
special mention. In this instance, customers fell that they strongly disagree with the
fact that staff often have 10 depend on their colleagues for assistance. Being a
negative statement, customers actually said that staff seldom need to depend on their
colleagues for assistance. The second highest rating for this aspect was the value 2
on the 5-point Likert scale. In other words, some customers fell some of the staff
depended on their colleagues more often than they fell was necessary. This can
possibly be ascribed 10 the fact that il was experienced at a specific branch(es) or
perhaps because there were a few new staff members who had not yet been fully
trained.
The opinion of slaff regarding their own performance, does however, not show the
same trend 10 lhalofcustomers. Compared 10customers, slaff marked the values 2.
3. 4 and 5 on the scale, which means lhal they agreed lhal their product knowledge
was not up 10 scratch and they di~greed that they often had to depend 011 their
colleagues for assistance. TI1CY also felt that they arc not empowered 10 make their
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own decisions, that there were not enough staff to serve customers and that they
experienced problems with equipment that was not always in working order.
• Importance
Both customers and staff display the same pattern of opinion in terms of the
importance of all the issues tested, by marking the value 1(very important) most for
the 17 statements (refer Table 7.7). Once again the exception was noted in statement
3. where staff agreed that they seldom had to depend on their colleagues to assist
them in their work. It should also have been reiterated here that the objectivity with
which staff rated their own performance is questionable. and that the supervisor
would be in a better position to evaluate their performance. Based on this and the
fact that the question was a negative one, the issue of assistance isvery prominent in
all the discussions in this chapter.
2.1.3 Demographics
Whilst the White.non-White language group ratio was 93:69 (or 57%: 43%), the
race group ratio was 73:89 (or 54% : 45%). Where the language group ratio
indicates that frontline staff are facing 6 White customers compared to 4 non-White
customers, the race group shows the opposite. Although it is normally assumed that
members of the non-White race group speak a black language and would therefore
indicate it as their mother tongue, it appears that the non-White respondents chose to
indicate English as their main language.
The time group also formed part of the demographics section and indicated that the
customer respondents who were interviewed may be considered to have extensive
experience of face-to-face interaction in the service encounter, as there are more
customers who have been with the bank for 5 - 10 years and longer than 15 years,
compared to those who have been exposed to banking and the service encounter for
less than 5 years (refer Table 7.10).
The response of the staff to Question 18 was far more detailed compared to that of
customers. This can be ascribed to the fact that staff arc employed in a position (or
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post) where they perform a wide range of duties assigned to the job. The analysis
of the staff responses (refer Table: 7.12) is therefore also more detailed.
The responses of the staff to question 18 in terms of the issues identified in Table
5.4, pertain to Gap I of Parasuraman et al. (1985). At least three employees
mentioned the employee-to-manager communication variable within Gap I, which
contirms the need for positive feedback from management and also emphasizes the
specific illustrative issue (Gap 2) of time and skill requirements in peak demand. It
is not only the quality ofemployee-to-management communication that is important,
hut also the frequency of this type of communication and the extent of constructive
feedback (refer Gap 3 . Table 5.4).
Staff also expressed the need for educated customers (Gap I • the process and
reasoning of the transaction needs to be communicated to the customer) to ensure an
easier service delivery process. They further recognised the need for training in
respect of product knowledge and procedures (Gap 2 - existence of internal quality
programs). Of all the elements mentioned in question 18, the elements of Gap 3 seem
to be more prominent compared to any of the other elements.
The comparison of the customer and staff responses to question 18 with that of the
items tested by SERVQUAL (Table 6.3) and Gap 3 (Table 6.4), reflected overlapping
between some of the items, and a number of reasons can be given for this, such as:
•
•
•
Respondents wanted to reiterate the importance of the item.
Respondents didn't understand the full meaning of the question
(despite pre-testing the questionnaires).
Respondents wanted to add additional aspects related to the item in question.
The responses to question 18 were grouped into tangible and intangible elements,
based on the elements and framework of Table 5.4, Chapter 5.
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Tangibles (equipment and physical facilities)
The visual appearance and up-to-date equipment items of the tangible dimension (refer
Table 6.3) were not tested in questions Ito 17, but evoked responses from 40 staff
members, being the second highest element rated in question 18,
• Intanglbles- Reliability
Reliability refers to delivering on the promises made by the company (see Table 6.4)
and the low response rate from staff can possibly be ascribed to the fact that this
aspect was not tested directly, but rather more indirectly, byquestion 5, as to whether
staff arc free to make certain decisions and, therefore, certain promises.
• Intangibles- Responsiveness
The responsiveness of staff (that is the willingness and ability to provide prompt
service) was highlighted by at least 16 staff respondents. Considering that questions
7 and 13 already tested responsiveness, this figure is considered to be somewhat
important taking into consideration that it was excluded from the original analysis.
• Intangibles- Assurance
The number of staff who reiterated the aspect ofassurance (courtesy and competence)
was more than the number of customers, possibly because the respondents had
already replied to this aspect asked in question 1.
• Intangibles- Empathy
Empathy was the only item which did not elicit a reply to question 18. However,
underlying to all these items highlighted in question 18 are the problems staff
experience with the tangible aspects. more so than they experience with the intangible
aspects. Staff also expressed a need for support from management and their fellow
staff members. teamwork (16 respondents). recruitment (1 respondent) and motivation
(3 respondents) as being important to them in the delivery of quality service to
customers.
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2.2 Conclusions regarding the reliability analysis
Reliable data instill confidence in the quality of the research study, and an overall
good internal reliability of the data means that the inferences drawn from the results
are based on facts. It is, therefore, concluded that based on the analysis of the data
in terms of reliability. three important issues need to be revisited in terms of quality
service in the service encounter.
• The assistance (if and when) requested by staff;
• their empowerment (or lack of) to make decisions; and
• the number of (or lack of) staff.
These issues were discussed in detail in the preceding paragraphs, and will also be
interpreted in detail in the next few paragraphs.
2.3 Conclusions regarding the validity assessment
The three factors identified in the factor analysis are empathy (Factor I),
professional performance (Factor 2) and employee knowledge and ability (Factor
3). These three factors have, however, been calculated for the customer performance
scale and do not indicate the order of importance. To determine the order of
importance of these factors, the average score of each statement which makes up a
factor was determined, using the mean values calculated in Tables 7.2 and 7.3). The
result of this calculation (refer Table 8.1) indicates that customers consider the
professional performance of staff (Factor 2), to be more important than empathy
(Factor 1) and employee knowledge and ability (Factor 3).
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TABLE 8.1 AVERAGE DIPORTANCE SCORES - FACTOR ANALYSIS
Slalrmrnl Factor I Statement Faclor 2 Slalrrnrnl Factor 3
4 J.209 6 1.277 I 1.123
5 1.493 7 1.166 2 1.093
8 I.O~9 IS 1.259 13 1.18S
9 1.061 14 1.222
10 1.149
II 1.166
N-6 7.127 N - 3 3.702 N .. 4 4.623 (3)
Avm~e 1.188 (2) 1.234 (I) 1.1.S6
(Tu13I/N)
Customers would, therefore, like to be served by staff who take pride in the way they present
themselves to the customer in the face-to-face situation. Remember, the physical attributes
are the first pieces of evidence customers (and even staff) have to evaluate the face-to-face
service encounter. According to Bitner (1990:72), it is the "visual inspection of their dress
(Solomon, 1985) andnonverbal cues as to thedemeanour of both the service jim, personnel
and other customers in the service facility .... " that play a role in the formation of
expectations of the service encounter.
Customers also feel that despite the circumstances frontline staffhave to deal with, they need
staff who understand (have empathy with) customers and who take their specific situation
into account. Although this seems to be a selfish attitude on the part of customers, they do
expect this from staff. It is this attitude, underlying to all the significant factors identified
earlier, which is the most difficult aspect to change in the delivery of service to customers
(refer paragraph 5, Chapter 4),
The last factor (knowledge and ability) indicates that it is essential to be able to serve
customers. "Provider expenise defines the extent to II'hich the individual provider can affect
the outcome of the service through his/her skills" (Kelly and Cooper, 1980, as quoted by
Czepiel et 01., 1985:9). These skills referred to be Kelly and Cooper (1980) are the
knowledge and interpersonal skills required in the service encounter. According to Bitner
et al. (1990:82), .... .it is imponant that employees not only be taught scripts. bur also girt!
appropriate knowledge. " (refer paragraph 3. Chapter 5)
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While customers can be served by staff Ihal have reasonable or acceptable product
knowledge and ability (lhal is the: WIIAT or technical quality), customers evaluate
the liD'" (or functional quality) much more seriously (refer paragraph 5, Chapter 3).
According 10 Parasuraman et al. (1985: 3), is it important to realise that ".. .striving
just 10 meet, lei alone exceed customer expectatlons is likely to boost significantly
customer perceptions ofa service finn's overall quality image. II
2.4 Conclusions regarding the cross-tahulatlon and tests for significance
This exercise showed the results of cross-tabulating the data wuh each of the
language, race and lime variables. II was done for customers and staff for both the
performance and importance scales. The ANOVA as well as the Pearson's Chi-
square tests for significance confirmed the significant statements identified in earlier
leSIS, namely statements I, 3, 5, 16 and 17 (refer sections I . 3 Chapter 7).
2.4,1 Directionality - ANOVA
Acomparison of ihe direction of each of the significant statements (refer Table 7.39)
was calculated, which isdetailed in Table 8.2 below. The method followed involved
comparing the mean values of each statement by the customers and by the staff,
where the highesr value of the two indicates in which direction the statement is
moving.
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TABLE 8.2 nIRECTIO~ALlTY OF nIFFERE~CES
(A~OVA·CUSTOMERS "S STAn)
Performance Importance
SllIlflllfnl ClPlOlllfn surr UlffCI!cuuUI Y SUlfllltnl CWIOftlfn St.rr l)jrretloRlllJly
I l ~t~ SUft iI UH6 I I I In 1m Slift3 ) (klll .l4H surt : 10'1l 1m SuIt
4 I 1.7'Hl ! soo SI..,f ) I 14" 2 '11' Sutt, I 2]46 2'Hl7 SUft 4 I I 20'1 1m SIArrI
6 I I]H} I Ul Sutf , I 14lJ) 2 (.)9 Slift7 12.14 14UI SLltf • 1(}49 1.177 SuItI .l76 III/I CU'lllOKn II I 1061 I 192 Sutt
"9 1)]0 11M Cu".,nKn I) 11115 I H6 Slilt
I) 17M 1 ,~ I CUlhlm<n 14 1m 1'09 SuIt
14 I ~J7 I MI7 51.1 If 1, I 1'9 1m SI"'t
"
I .all1 170' SI"tf 16 I n 1'91 Slilt
16 2 ,MO 3m Sl.Iff 17 1(!tI2 1621 Surf
17 I t.]\1 .1 ~t15 SI"lf
• Performance
From the above table is it clear that the direction in which most of the significant
statements is favoured, is towards the staff. One can, therefore, conclude that staff
rare their own performance higher than customers do. The subjectiveness of staff
towards their own performance confirms that it is best to have a supervisor who can
evaluate his/her staff, thereby achieving a more objective and constructive evaluation
(refer paragraph 2 of this chapter).
Only 3 statements are favoured in the direction of customers for the performance
scale. These are confidentiality. respect and empathy (understanding and honest
feelings). It means that staff are not displaying these aspects in their performance,
which reiterates the subjectiveness of the staff in the evaluation of their performance.
• Importance
Compared to the performance scale, all the statements of the importance scale is
favoured in the direction of the staff. From this analysis, one can deduce th:u sta((
do not value all the aspects (statements) detailed in Table 8.2 as hiShly as customers
do. However, stJ((do think thJt it is important to have produce knowledge. TIle:
approach Ma(( members take when asked about a product serve 3S input the:
perceptions customers have about rheir altitude. A pawive or ncurr.ll aprroach to
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these types of questions (albeit as a resul: of an advertising campaign or word-of-
mouth) creates either positive or negative perceptions. It is also true that there: are
an incredible number of products which sraff must remember, even if it is only the
most basic informauon,
Product knowledge is also instrumental to one-stop banking. where staff can serve
customers without having to refer them to various individuals. This situation is ideal,
but needs thorough planning as it contradicts the issue: of appoiming specialist
functions instead of rnulti-skilling staff. Multi-skilling often extends beyond pure
bank products, such as insurance and assurance, complicated investment products and
tax planning. Banks should perhaps revisit their segmentation strategies and have a
more focused approach which will be more effective than the approach of one-stop
banking.
The same importance that staff attach to product knowledge. also applies to how they
feel about their level of training. The problem with training is that there is usually
a tremendous amount of focus on product knowledge, which is imparted in a
concentrated period of time, usually in a classroom situation. While this is the most
popular route to convey this information, the application thereof is not sustained and
consequently tends to be forgotten. Included in training are the skills referred to in
earlier paragraphs, namely communication and interpersonal skills, which need
continuous monitoring to establish HOW staff deal with customers in the face-to-face
service encounter.
The next statement (identified in Table 8.2) is the assistance or starr by their
colleagues. It is important to staff that they operate independently from hislher
colleagues when serving the customer. 1l1is aspect also touches upon the issue of
empowerment (highlighted in Table 8.3) in the sense that the staff member is forced
to spend time finding answers, or waiting for the supervisor to make a decision or
authorise a transaction because the staff member is not empowered to do so. Banks
traditionally have a multi- layered hierarch)' which favours 3 top'down approach.
especially in terms of communication and thc delegation (If authority (lfellric:gcl and
Slocum, 1989:369). There is also no poim in giving 3 person the authority to make
decisions without giving him/her the rcspomibiliry associated with it. The same
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applies to holding a person responsible for his/her decsions without the necessary
empowerment to make decisions (Ilellriegel and Slocum. 1989:367).
The issues discussed above are all intangible elements. which shows that of the twelve
elements identified inTable 8.2. only two are tangible that is the number of staff and
empowerment, It indicates that the more intangible the service encounter is, the
higher the need for service quality becomes. The matter of adequate staff (tellers) can
be interpreted in two ways. Firstly, the perceptions of customers are influenced
negatively if they see that there are open work stations while customers are waiting
in long queues to be served.
Secondly, adequate staff should ease the workload which is normally distributed
among the remaining staff in case of a staff shortage (for whatever reason). If these
issues are not addressed, it creates further demands on staffin terms of displaying the
right attitude in all situations. Human nature predicts that a person would opt for the
path of least resistance, and that he/she is not likely to make an effort to assist the
customer.
Managing their own workload is also important to staff and it touches on the issue
of the number of staff available and possibly the type of function staff perform.
Having a multi-skilled workforce is advantageous in terms of staff shortages, but it
is often neglected when staff are assigned to do certain jobs for which they either
have no flair (not people oriented) or of which they have little knowledge. The end
result is a frustrated staff member who isnot performing to the best of his/her ability.
The importance ofconfidentiality and respect is discussed together as they are rather
closely linked in terms ofattitude. Good orpositive behaviour is often motivated by
the fact that one expects the same behaviour that one displays. In this instance. staff
display the need to exhibit this behaviour by indicating it as very important. If this
attitude is displayed unselfishly, that is to treat the customer with respect in terms of
his/her person and transaction, very lillie else needs to be done 10 attain superior
performance. It boils down to the 1I0W (the functional quality of a service:
encounter), rather then the "'11'\T (the technical quality) (Gronroos, 1984: 3H).
Lovelock (1991 :30) feels that there is a wide latitude in HOW customer-contact
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personnel deliver the service and how they do not •. ..significantly differentiate the
characteristics oftheir service between one customer andanother. ". Altitude. being
significant in the HOW of the service encounter. also has a bearing on response
time. A positive auitude will automatically ensure a quick response time because it
is a pleasure to meet the requests of the customers (for example, change of address,
ordering an auto teller card).
Asimilar analysis as the one discussed above was done for the significant statements
identified by means of the Pearson's Chi-square method (refer Table 8.3 below).
TABLE 8.3 DIRECTIONALITY OF DIFFERENCES OF THE SIGNIFICANT
STATEMENTS (pEARSON'S CIII-SQUARE)
SlIltmtnl OtIIU Prr(ormlll(e Direction Importlnre Dlrrrtlon
I I UnJenund me blnk's rrnducl and services UM 2.299 surr 1.123 U93 surr
3 I Assisunce rrom collcasues 3.006 3.4H Sllrr 2.47$ 2.92.5 Sllrr4 Worklold 1.796 2..500 Sur( 1.209 \.729 slarr
.5 Empowerment 2.246 2.967 surr 1.493 2.009 Suff
16 Enouchlellen 2.580 3.383 surr I.IJ' U98 surr
17 Equipment in wOllin, order 1.629 3..56.5 surr 1.062 \.621 Suff
From the above table it is also clear that the directionality of the significant
statements is favoured towards the staff for both the performance and importance
scales. It confirms, once again, that staff rate their own performance very high in
terms of the issues detailed in Table 8.3 above and discussed in previous paragraphs.
It also confirms that staff believe that these issues are also important.
2.4.2. Anal)'sis of customer and staff responses: Cross-tabulations
Having analysed the significant statements of the language. race and lime variables,
the following inferences based on the values reflected in Tables 1.27 to 7.36 of
Chapter 7 were made. The statements selected are discussed below.
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• Cross-tabulation: Customer responses by language group (performance
and Importance scales)
The English-speaking customers felt lhal staff should understand the bank's
products and services. In other words, it should be evident from the staffs
performance that they will be able 10 answer any questions regarding the bank's
products and services the customer may ask, The Afrikaans-speaking customers,
however, did not express the same need and also reflected the lowest value of all the
language groups. One can infer that customers see the performance of staff as the
manifestation of their expectations by not showing or indicating extreme scores for
this issue on the importance scale.
These two language groups are highlighted because of considerable differences in the
values obtained as a result of the cross-tabulation. The difference in this particular
instance is calculated at 0.262 (1.730 - 1.266). The other extreme value is that of the
scale value respondents indicated as speaking an 'other' language. It is also reiterated
that the optionof indicating this language group was chosen by respondents who did
not know or understand that 'Nguni' is a term which reflects a combination of black
languages (that is Xhosa, Tswana et cetera. The term 'Nguni' is also an accepted
term often used by researchers. The score values of this group is in most cases the
highest value of all the language groups, and is taken into consideration when
comparing the White language groups to that of the non-White groups. The format
followed above was used for the remainder of the 17 statements.
Training is the second element which showed that the English speaking customers
rated this aspect in terms of the staffs performance higher than the Afrikaans group.
Once again the 'other' language group indicated the highest value, as was the case
with the level of product knowledge. This pattern of extreme differences in the score
values of the English-speaking customers is noted in the workload, empowerment.
confidentiality, empathy, treat as lndivlduals, and response time. The
corresponding pauern for the importance scale for this group was not found. Wh:1t
was found to be importam to customers. was the assistance and empowerment issues
(refer paragraph 2. 1.2 onwards).
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• Cross-tabulation: Staff responses by language group (performance and
importance scales)
Compared to the customer responses, the English-speaking staffmembers indicated
extreme scores for the issues regarding understanding the bank's products (also
known as level of product knowledge), enough tellers and equipment in working
order. With regard tostaff's product knowledge, an exception was noted where the
Nguni language group showed a difference of 0.503 to that of the so-called White
languages (English and Afrikaans). This is most likely because staff who converse
in a Black language need to understand the terminology and jargon of the bank and
need to convey it to the customers who might also be Black. Staff, however,
indicated more aspects on the importance scale in terms of the different language
groups, namely assistance from colleagues, empowerment, information about the
individual once, one-stop banking, enough tellers and equipment in working order.
In this instance did the Nguni language group indicate the extreme scores for
information about the individual once, one-stop banking, and equipment in
working order. Only on the aspect of empowerment did all the groups show very
high scores on their own standing, as well as between the White and non-White
language groups. Regarding the aspect ofenough tellers, the Nguni group and the
Sotho group indicated higher values than the other language groups. It seems that
despite differentiating between language groups, there was a duplication in terms of
the issues highlighted by the White: Non-White group.
The following issues for the race group were selected on the same basis as the
language groups.
• Cross-tabulation: Customer responses by race group (performance and
importance scales)
The empowermentof staff showed a difference of 0.749 (2.584 -1.8j5), which is the
only issue that showed such an extreme score. The other issues showed differences
of0.364 (that is 1.287 - 1.651) or less, and arc therefore not discussed. TI1C cross-
tabulation of staffwas not computed due to the small sample size of the race variable.
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• Cross-tahulatlcn: Customer responses b)' tlme group [performance and
importance scales)
In this group there are only three issues worth mentioning. They are assistance.
friendly and enough tellers. It is especially the aspect of enough tellers which
indicates the most extreme differences ofall seventeen statements (3.030· 1.800 -
1.230). This means Ihal people who have been customers for between 2 to S years
think that there should be more tellers and enquiry staff to serve them. One is almost
surprised to note that the people who have been customers of the bank for many
years. did not show higher values than the other groups who have been customers of
the bank for a shorter period.
• Cross-tabulation: Staff responses by rime group (performance and
Importance scales)
Extreme scores reflected for this group were in rc:SPCCI ofassistance. empowerment,
enough tellers and equipment In working order. There is no general pattern that
can be determined in terms of staff that are employed for a short period (say up 10
5 years). They do nOI show more extreme scores than staffwho have been employed
for a period longer than 5 years, and are most applicable in terms of assistance staff
gel from colleagues. Here, the staff who had been employed for 5 . 10 years and 10
• 15 years fell thai the assistance from thelr colleagues was an important aspect in
their performance towards customers, Those who had been employed for a period
of 10 - IS years also highlighted Ihe issue of understanding the products and
sen-Ices or the bank.
3. SHORTCOMINGS OFTillS STUDY
The paragraphs below do nol necessarily reflec: all ihe shoncomings in the true sense
ofIhe word. They are commented on because of the possible resulu thJI would have
been attained had diffcrcnt criteria been applied.
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3.1 Sample size
A bigger sample or one of the right size sample (refer paragraph 5, Chapter 6),
would most definitely have resulted in a more comprehensive and more conclusive
interpretation of the results. Judging by the reliability, validity and significance of
the data an adequate sample size have been selected.
3.2 Selection criteria of the participating branches
The good resulls referred to above negate the fact that branches were selected by
means of convenience sampling rather than random sampling. The location of the
branches are also representative of the type of customer who visits the branch, for
example, the profile of the customers at HydePark branch is different to that of the
customers at Isando branch which in turn is different from that ofcustomers at Dube
branch.
3.3 Time and cost constraints
These are the two main constraints for the relatively small sample size of this study.
Based on the satisfactory results of the research can a study of this nature can,
however, be carried out on a much larger scale. It is not a guarantee that the results
will prove to be more reliable with a bigger sample (refer paragraph 5.1, Chapter 6).
3.4 Statistical analysts- inferences made
The inferences about the data contains elements of subjectivity (such as factor
analysis). This subjectiveness is not of such a nature that it supersedes the inferences
made, based on the statistical analysis. The assumptions made take into account the
nature of the environment in which this research was conducted (that is a bank within
the financial services industry).
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3.5 Multi-cultural aspect
The selection criteria influenced the race variable to the extent Ihat an equal
representation of all Ihe race groups (Black, White, Indian. Coloured and Asian)
proved unattainable. This was found to he: more specific 10 the Black race group.
To ensure that the Black race group has equal representation as other race groups.
would require a sample of considerable size.
It should be taken into account that the Black race group forms the major pan of the
emerging mass market, the potential of which has only been recognised recently by
means of Standard Dank's E-Dank and 111e Community Dank (refer paragraph 2.3,
Chapter 3). At this juncture one should take into account that the composition of the
market has been subjected to market segmentation strategies which are based on the
events of the macro and micro environments (for example, political and economical
changes - refer paragraph 2, Chapter 2).
Should future research studies be conducted in the financial services industry (banks
in panicular), the composition of the market (supply side and demand side) would
have changed. Economists have already commented on the change that have taken
place in the financial services sector as a result of affirmative action, for example, a
"...13.3% rise in the number of black workers..." (Natal Mercury, 1994:11).
Changes among the other race groups have also been noted, for example .... .Asian
and Coloured workers had increased 4.8%and 2.9 % respeaively...", while" ...the
number of white workers hadfallen almost J%..... Natal Mercury, 1994: 11 ).
The macro- and micro-environments thus reflected a specific situation regarding Ihe
customer and staffcomposition. This siruation might prove different should future
research studies be conducted. TIle composition of the bank population is also not
representative of the IotaI working population and excludes employees of other service
industries.
===
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3.6 Critlcal factors
Due to the relatively small sample and the subsequent multi-cultural aspect, the
critical factors, especially for the race groups, were identified regarding the
performance of staff as well as the importance associated with the issues tested. It
would have been desirable to emphasize the multi-cultural situation unique to the
South Africanbanking situation, reflecting the composition ofcustomers who visit the
branches and the composition of staff who perform the services to these customers.
4. APPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT
One of the main requirements of such a research study is to indicate how the
information obtained can be applied in the workplace. This is a guideline to
management to assist them in the management of their frontline staff, the processes
associated with the execution of their tasks and it suggests applications for future
research projects which might flow from this research. "The responsibility of
providing an em-ironment conducive to optimal sen/ice delivery rests squarely on the
shoulders of management andparticularly first-line supervisors. " (Boshoff, 1994:33)
It is essential that one should question and investigate the dynamics of service,
especially the service encounter. The fact that the face-to-face contact situation in the
delivery of a service is likely to remain for at least the near future, despite the rapid
progress of technology. Even if this situation should change to a more automated
type of delivery, some ofthe principals of the interaction process would still apply.
One should, therefore, identify and manage the factors which will be instrumental to
improved customer satisfaction. "The ability to identify mUllIally satisfying factors ill
encounters will b~ helpful in the design of services, ill the setting of service level
standards, in ttu design of service encounters, in tile selection, training and
motivation of sen-ice providers, and in guiding customer benavioun." (Solomon et
al., 1985: 101)
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Analysing this comment by Solomon in the context of this study, the following can
he applied by managemenr.-
• Identify mutually satisfying factors
This is the topic of, and reason for this research which acknowledges the dyadic
nature of the face-to-face service encounter. The factors discussed in great detail in
preceding paragraphs are the ones which. if managed. are most likely to lead to the
mutual satisfaction of both the customer and staffmember. These factors are product
knowledge. measure of assistance staff receive from their colleagues. adequate staff
and working equipment.
• Design of sen-ices
In this regard. Solomon (1985) refers to the design of services in general. which
Lovelock (1991 :26) describes as " .. .deeds. acts or performances..."and suggests that
one mustdecide" ...atwhom (or what) is the act directed? .. ", Because of the dyadic
nature of service, and in this instance the service encounter. this definition of
Lovelock can be interpreted that customers and staff should be taken into account
when a service is designed.
Following an approach ofdesigning a service around the customer alone often results
inproblems being encountered with the delivery of that service (in other words. the
promises made up-front cannot always be delivered). "By identifying the target of
service and then examining how it is 'modified' or changed by receipt of the sen/ice
act, we call develop a better understanding ofthe nature of the service product and
the core benefits that it offers. " (Lovelock. 1991 :27)
The target of service should be critically analysed by looking at aspects such as
product knowledge. training. empowerment. adequate staff and working equipment .
especially when there is already a distinction in the market between the mass market
and the smaller. more affluent markets. "By thinking crt!atil'ely about the nature of
their services, managers ofservice organisations maybe able to hk1l1ify opportunities
for alternative, more convenient forms of service delivery.... (Lovelock. 199J:27).
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Lovelock (1991:31) also contemplates whether a service should be customised or
industrialised, but says that custom-made services are costly and .... .the speed,
consistency and price savings may be more important to many customers than
customized service."
Moving from the design of service in general, Solomon (1985: 101) also refers to the
design of the service encounter.
• Design of the servlce encounter
What Lovelock says about the design of service can also be applied to the design of
the service encounter, The fact has already been established that the service
encounter includes both the customer and staff member, One should perhaps take a
critical view of who and what is involved in the service encounter. Thedesign of the
service encounter is, however, complicated by the fact that the process of the service
encounter is not fully understood by the individuals involved in ir. When it is
understood what role these individuals play and how important are the design of the
service encounter can the service encounter be important.
• Setting service level standards
Service level standards can only be effective if they ensure a high level of delivery
in the service encounter. The statements mentioned earlier (refer paragraph 2.1.2,
Chapter 4) indicate that service levels for those aspects are most likely to lead to
improved satisfaction - for customers and staff alike.
• Selection, training and motivatlng service providers
All the above-mentioned elements of the quote from Solomon are meaningless if the
selection, training and motivation of the service providers are neglected. Individuals
selected should be people- and service-oriented (refer paragraph 3, Chapter 4),
Training p"r se iscertainly is important. but it is even more important to sustain that
trammg. This applies to factual information such 3S product knowledge and
procedures (the WHAT or technical qualities of service deliver}'), 3S well as non-
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factual information such as interpersonal skills (the HOW or functional qualities of
service delivery). Motivating the service providers is ..Iso acontinuous process which
is often neglected because the motivators themselves are directed towards results,
• Guiding customer behaviour
Guiding the behaviour ofcustomers or educating customers (paragraph 3, Chapter 3)
to understand their role in the service encounter and how they C:lI1 be instrumental to
improved customer satisfaction. By educating customers, one can manage their
expectations by preparing them for it. Christopher (1992:76) talks about re-sh ..ping
the expectations ofcustomers from the point of view of managing the communication
with customers on a proactive rather than a reactive oasis. In the same manner, the
expectations of staff can also be managed on a pro-active basis in terms of training
(mentioned above) rather then on a reactive basis via performance appraisals. ..By
identifying areas ofpoorperformance, the manager cansuggest programs to improve
certain skills." (Hellriege! and Slocum, 1989: 757)
5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Ideas for future research projects are usually borne by existing situations that prevail.
and the same applies to this study. However, .... .il requires a thorough study of
which variables impact on service quality in difJerefll situations." (Boshoff, 1994:33)
Detailed below are suggestions for future research projects:
• Comparison of theservice encounter in conventionalbanks versus that of
banks designed for the mass market
This study has been conducted at a specific point in time, where the banks aimed at
serving the emerging mass market (E·Bank and TIle Community Bank) had only
recently come into operation. TI1C existing methods of recruitment, (raining llnd
product development still prevail and not enough time has elapsed to research the
intricacies of these developments and its effect on the service encounter. This
suggestion is rather focused on thc strategic implications of banks, rather than the
effect of multi-cultural aspects.
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• The role ofthecustomer versus the role of the staffmember in the service
encounter
This suggestion refers specifically to the perceptions and expectations of the customer
as well as the perceptions and expectations of staff of the service encounter.
Customer expectations are often created by the banks' external communication policy,
that is its advertising messages. An example of what is intended and what is
understood are that of Allied - II People you can talk to.". It creates the expectation
that the organisation is sympathetic towards the needs of its customers, and when it
does not materialise in the service encounter, the customer is disillusioned.
The staff, on the other hand, cannot always live up to the promises that companies
make. Should a person in the service encounter be less people-oriented, then the
service encounter is dissatisfactory and the customer has a negative perception of the
company, its staff and the promises it makes. Alternatively, one can ignore the
multi-cultural aspect referred to above and just concentrate on the fact that customers
expect much more from banks than they realistically should, and they in turn, do not
want to contribute the minimum.
Flowing from the role of the customer and staff in the service encounter, are the
different levels of expectations customers and staff may have.
• Identify a hierarchy of various levels of expectations
In identifying the various levels of expectations customers and staff may have of the
service encounter, one can then arrange these expectations interms of the upper-end,
the middle and lower ends of the market. For example, the expectations of the upper
I%of the top level of customers are totally different from those of rest of the upper
market and of the rest of the hierarchy. Then the issue of individualising the service
encounter for specific market segments can be superior to that of customisation and
industrialisation. Staff should then be recruited and trained as specialists rather than
general ists.
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• Inter-cuhural factors versus Intra-culrurul (actors
Although these (awns wen: discussed in the context of thls study. funher
invesugation into the c:ffecl of these "aclOrs on the service: encounter rnighr be
suggested for future research. SJ'(I:ilic:llly, one: can look :lr Ihe: fael Ihal staff are
trained in the technical qualities (the WIIAT of the: service: encounter, also referred
10 as product knowledge) more Ih:1I1 they are trained in the HOW of the service
encounter. In the COlllexl of these inter-cultural lind intra-cultural factors. research
into the Ir"ining of staff in understanding or knowing about the cultural beliefs lind
backgrounds of Ihe: different customers C:1I1 he quite valuable. If Irained in such an
aspect ... staff member would he able 10 show empathy towards II customer if he/she
does nOI know such basic facts as the various public holidays of rhe different race and
culture groups, why they are held and what they email. Good examples are the
fasling periods and dress codes of groups such as the Muslims lind Hindus. Another
example is Ihal of eye-contact. TIle more lr:ldiliorl.,1 black person finds it difflcult to
make eye-contact Wilh people of other race groups. especially if Ihar person is older.
By nor knowing Ihis, rhe staff member might experience it as an insult.
• Other service Industries
This study focused on the service encounter in the bank, which is one type of
organisation in the financial services industry. There are many other service
industries which sell inrangible products and which an: alsodependent on the success
of the face-to-face service encounter. In fact, the service encounter extends 10 the
selling of tangible goods as well. Flowing from lhis is research into lhe role of
technology and the exrcnt to which it has replaced the face-to-face service encounter.
6. COSCI..USIOS
The resulls of Ihis ~ludy and lhe in(ert",e:~ which were h.uc~ on the sl~tis1kJI
11U1)'sis have been found 10 he: in accordance wilh lhe sl.1nd.udslaid down for A study
of lhis nature. Tbe research rrllJl'O\itinn ~r'e:' 10 contnbure III furure stu~ies in the
field o( the (.lee·lo-(,)ee service encounter. ranicularl)' in view (I( lhe continml\J\ .1Ial
incteJ\ing race of tl.',hnol(1~Y. 'Ole ,h.ln~in~ nature or the nurket ube dCnl.1oo 'uk
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of the service encounter) and of the banks and the way in which technology is used
10 serve customers (the supply side) can pave the way for very interesting research.
These types of studies would also be valuable to management, adding more focus to
Ihe specific (orcritical) elements that should be managed for service encounters which
pertain to a specific industry.
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